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mong media users, news agencies are per-
haps the greatest unknown entities. Even though new techno-
logies, and the Internet in particular, have begun to have a
gradual impact on this reality in recent years, news agencies
carry on doing what they have always done, far from the gaze
of the public and often without the public realising it. This
contrasts sharply with the enormous structural importance
that these organisations have as high-quality sources of infor-
mation and points of reference.

The structural, advertising and economic crisis that many
media organisations have experienced has placed even greater
emphasis on the valuable support that news agencies give to
the sector. Producing high-quality information requires the
media to make a considerable investment and, at a time when
these have seen their revenues fall, often forcing them to try
and make cutbacks, the services that news agencies provide
contribute decisively to improvements in information quality
and plurality. However, the contribution that news agencies
make is not limited to information products. They also provide
human capital: news agencies often become trainers of new
journalists and, from this point of view, they make a significant
contribution to the viability and dynamics of the sector.
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Details of this experience and those of EFE and other impor-
tant news agencies around the world can help us gain a more
accurate picture of the sector’s situation. Indeed, that is the
aim of the new volume from the Lexikon collection that you
are holding in your hands. Global communication, together
with all other types of communication, means that it is now
more crucial than ever to ensure the continuity of these orga-
nisations which form the cornerstones of any communication
system.

Joan Manuel Tresserras
Minister for Culture and the Media, Government of Catalonia

By giving structural support to the media, news agencies carry
out an important public service function. It is for this reason
that countries around the world need to ensure the existence
of strong, modern and well-resourced national news agencies.
The creation and maintenance of public news agencies is often
the best way to achieve that.

The mission of public news agencies is to guarantee broad
information coverage, both thematically and territorially, over
and above purely commercial considerations, thus making
information available to the public at large. They also contri-
bute to the consolidation of a country’s national identity, both
internally and externally.

In Catalonia, the first experience of a news agency providing
information in the country’s own language began 30 years ago
in 1978, when the late Ramon Barnils set up the first Catalan
news service for EFE. The media in our language have conse-
quently enjoyed a high-quality service for many years, which
has allowed the Catalan communication system to be strengt-
hened. Likewise, in the private sector, the Europa Press news
agency’s work and commitment to the Catalan language, as
well as to the political and sociocultural reality that gives it
meaning, is remarkable. 

Nevertheless, to fully articulate our communication system, it
was important to have our own national news agency. Hence the
creation of the Agència Catalana de Notícies (ACN, Catalan
News Agency), which celebrated its 10th anniversary in 2009 with
the satisfaction of having met its objectives and the desire to
carry on moving forward along the same lines. The ACN is one
of the few news agencies to have been created in Europe in
recent years; that is to say, conceived in the midst of the digital
era. Its so-far brief experience can be considered a veritable suc-
cess, since our public news agency is a pioneer in the use of new
information technologies, which allow it to adapt fully to the
specific needs of the Catalan communication system.



National News
Agencies in
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1. National News Agencies in the Turbulent Era of the Internet 

Oliver Boyd-Barrett

Major Themes 1999 to 2009

Writing early in 2000 (Boyd-Barrett, 2000), following a 1999 presentation
in Athens to the European Alliance of Press Agencies (later renamed the
European Alliance of News Agencies), I outlined reasons for concern
about the role and future of news agencies. I qualified these concerns not-
ing the longevity of news agencies both as a genus and as named institu-
tions, and the recurrences in the kinds of crisis they experienced. These
typically had to do with the competing benefits of different structures of
ownership; the complex relationships between States and news agencies;
the ties and potential conflicts of interest between agencies and their
(owner-) members and clients; the perennial challenge of how to satisfy
media (and other) client needs while also paying the bills; and the diffi-
culty in judging how best to invest in and exploit technology for faster
delivery of accurate information while also protecting copyright. 

I noted that the Internet had heightened the visibility of news agencies in
the attention of news consumers and that this added considerable value
to efforts to develop positive branding of news agencies, for their own
benefit and for the benefit of “retail” media who used them. I discussed
the systemic character of the global news system, alluding to dysfunctions
such as its hierarchic character and growing competition against incum-
bent national agencies, from inside their domestic markets and exter-
nally from international news agencies. I wondered aloud whether
national agencies had become anomalies in a period of deregulation and
globalization, even whether “national” news would continue to seem
important to local media. Other perceived problems included the grow-
ing concentration of power in newspaper and broadcast industries, and
the implications for the continuing sustainability of the cooperative
model of news agency ownership, best represented by the Associated
Press (AP), and for the development of internal competition among
larger, dissatisfied members, even if such challenges had generally
proved unsuccessful or of short duration across news agency history.

I argued that the business model for a successful national news agency
often seemed to require effective monopoly status within this category of
news supplier. A national agency needs to be seen to offer a credibly com-
prehensive and authoritative “national” service and there is generally
room in the market for only one such provider. I lamented the decline of
older traditions of “public service” in news provision, typified by the pre-
deregulation era of national public broadcasters, a decline which also
threatened to undermine one of the unique selling points of traditional
national agencies. Some were beginning to deliver services better suited
to a more commercial, multimedia environment. I wondered how those
agencies that had previously depended on substantial subsidy from the
State would fare if subsidies were removed, in line with the neo-liberal
philosophy of an unregulated market place, or if State-agency agree-
ments would be transformed from gentlemanly understandings to com-
mercial contracts. I questioned whether agencies that had hitherto relied
primarily on media markets (among them, most cooperatives), and/or
whose media owners were unwilling to pay subventions that increased
faster than the rate of inflation, would sustain news-gathering without
supplementing their income from other kinds of service.  I talked about
how these problems were exacerbated in some of the emerging
economies, partly related to resource issues, partly to repressive political
contexts, impoverished client media, undependable sources of revenue,
and a collapse in the integrity of discourses about “development news,”
with which some had framed their mission statements.  I asked whether
“big” agencies would continue to need “small” agencies, in a continuing
pattern of unequal news exchange that had once contributed to the sur-
vival of both.  I equated much of the uncertainty in the news agency mar-
ket to the various political transitions of the 1980s and 1990s from com-
munism to post-communism, state socialism to deregulation, dictator-
ship to democracy, and apartheid to pluralism. I talked up the impor-
tance of investments in research and development as a strong indicator
of future sustainability. I remarked on the continuing Euro-American
dominance of global news flow. 

If deregulation posed a difficult choice between product diversification
or dependence on the State as the securest route to sustainability, I sug-
gested that agencies might have to look towards conglomeration (or
sophisticated alliances and pooling strategies) or to re-negotiate their
relationships to the State. To what extent had the institution of national
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ally depended on State support for all or almost all of their revenues,
there has been little change. The State has not, after all, stepped back
from its various roles as investor of last resort, major subscriber and reg-
ulator, in underpinning the infrastructure of national news-gathering
and distribution to the extent that I had anticipated in 2000. The logic of
neo-liberalism has been less compelling than I had anticipated in the
early years of the World Trade Organization (WTO) and the spread
worldwide of International Monetary Fund (IMF) discipline. Among
these state-supported agencies, representing possibly 85% of the total,
are many that perform functions not dissimilar to those of government
press or information offices. 

Explaining the Survival of News Agencies

Perhaps the more “interesting” agencies (as in the Chinese expression
“we live in interesting times”) are those 15% that adopted or have been
required to adopt, wholly or in part, market “discipline”. Inevitably, news
agencies that are owned or controlled principally by media, whether as
cooperatives or limited liability companies or some version of either of
these, have been more immediately impacted by market conditions, if
only because of the market vicissitudes that afflicted press and broadcast-
ing media throughout the developed world during the decade. These
agencies have increasingly felt it necessary or desirable to reduce their
revenue dependence on media members or clients, to sustain and cross-
subsidize basic news services with revenues from more entrepreneurial
activities. Most, if not all agencies of this kind, remarkably, have survived
since 2000, even if some have redefined or are in the process of redefin-
ing their legal status. 

From B2B to B2B2C

I would ascribe the primary reason for their survival to their ability to
transition their business model from a traditional business-to-business
operation (“wholesalers” supplying news and information to media
“retailers” among print, broadcast and online media) to a business-to-
business-to-consumer or even a direct business-to-consumer model,
delivering services more directly to end users. They have done this to bet-
ter respond to the challenges and opportunities of the Internet. Such a

news agency emerged from discourses about nation and national iden-
tity, and about national image and projection on to regional and global
markets? How could national agencies re-address these issues of identity
and soft power in the context of brand, in ways that might position them
at the forefront of the consciousness of educated people the world over?
And in case globalization had undermined all such strategies, what would
a truly “global” agency look like?

I return to such questions in my capacity as editor of this new volume on
news agencies. The book was inspired by a suggestion from Jordi Fortuny
Batalla of the Government of Catalonia. The volume draws on contribu-
tions from both academic and professional contributors. In what follows
I have drawn from the information and perspectives that they provide, in
addition to information and perspectives gleaned from the November
2009 conference in Cyprus of the European Alliance of News Agencies. I
am deeply grateful, in particular, to George Penintaex, Acting Director
and Editor-in-Chief of the Cyprus News Agency, for inviting me to attend
and speak at that conference.  I shall identify distinguishing trends of the
first decade of the 21st century insofar as the world of international and
national news agencies is concerned, and discuss whether and on the
basis of what criteria, these trends may be said to be positive or negative
in contrast to the situation that I described in 2000.

Looking back to my 2000 article I find that despite the many crises I then
identified, none of the major national or international agencies has dis-
appeared as I feared they might. I was correct, at least, in prefacing my
2000 comments with a reminder to myself and others that news agencies
have exhibited astonishing longevity both as a genus and as individual
institutions. The nature of the crises they then faced, however, have per-
sisted, the same existential threats, more or less, that agencies seem to
have survived so ingeniously throughout many generations. 

How best can I summarize what has happened over the first decade of the
21st century? And how or why have news agencies continued to survive,
even, in some cases, to thrive? These have been years of instability, occa-
sioned by the maturation of the Internet and its undermining of tradi-
tional business models for press and broadcast media. Additionally, there
has been a dramatic global financial crisis from which many countries are
emerging only slowly, if at all. Among those agencies that have tradition-
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Cyberspace expansion

In the cyber-sphere, by contrast, there has been a proliferation of news
sites, numbering over 11,000 (Baltakov, 2009), including aggregators,
blogs, and the web-sites of traditional media, as well as portals and search
engines. Very few of these are significant as originators of news, least
of all, international news. In the Internet era news agencies have con-
siderably augmented their client and user bases, and their origination
role has become more visible. Building on an older, gentler tradition of
invisibility, they arguably enjoy a reputation for neutrality, relative to their
clients, contributing positively to user perception of agencies as sources.
This has implications for news agency branding, or brand identity. Brand
was less important when agencies enjoyed natural monopolies as news
“wholesalers,” quietly invisible in the background of the news business.
As the position of news agencies in the production and distribution value
chain moves closer to the consumer (Benayas, 2006), the importance of
brand is enhanced. That is, provided the agency has ways of monetizing its
brand, something that comparatively few agencies have learned, or con-
sider to be a worthwhile route to greater political and economical self-
sufficiency. Reuters advanced this entrepreneurial trend by dramatically
escalating its economic and financial services for banking and financial
industries during the 1970s. Such services are now so important as
sources of revenue that the value of the agency’s general news and televi-
sion news operations, arguably, resides less in any revenues that these
generate as in their contribution to brand-name recognition, notwith-
standing the transition in 2008 from Reuters to Thomson Reuters. 

Implications for brand development

Growing client dependence on news agencies and the implications for
brand development is moderated by less welcome considerations. First,
the catastrophic decline in advertising (approximately 16% in 2008
alone, in the US) for newspapers and for other media has lead to the dis-
appearance of some newspapers. In other cases, the physical size of the
paper and of the news-hole has shrunk. So even where newspapers sur-
vive they have less space to print news. This generates dissatisfaction with
the traditional, subscription model of fee-pricing. Although this deliv-
ered a redundancy of news supply, far exceeding the amounts that indi-
vidual client media could possibly use, it provided overwhelming abun-
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response is by no means a straight forward process in the case of news
organizations whose originating constitutions, legal statutes or contrac-
tual obligations have constrained their capacity to directly engage in rev-
enue-generating activities or to raise money to facilitate such operations,
especially where such activities threaten the profitability or more gener-
ally the interests of owner, client or member institutions. Therefore,
another general feature of the 2000s has been the willingness of share-
holders and stakeholders to re-examine and re-negotiate their tradi-
tional understandings or arrangements. Stakeholders typically include
governments, media members, and media clients. As I write this towards
the close of 2009 I see less damage than I had feared back in 2000, even
though the scale and ferocity of the threats have intensified. Writing in
2008 and 2009, I recorded examples of recovery among some agencies
that had operated at a loss earlier in the decade, even if the size of such a
recovery (as in the case of Reuters) has been insufficient to return such
agencies to levels of revenue generation they had seen some years earlier. 

Growing client dependence

A different factor helping sustain news agencies is indicated by evidence
of growing client dependence on news agency services, following reduc-
tions in the level of their own coverage. A dramatic example is the Wash-
ington Post which in November 2009 announced the closure of remain-
ing bureaus in New York, Los Angeles and Chicago. It had previously
closed bureaus in Miami, Denver and Austin, Texas. Two years previously,
the Post had carried a story by Pamela Constable detailing a decline
industry-wide. Between 2002 and 2006, Constable noted, the number of
US-based foreign newspaper correspondents shrank 25% from 188 to
141. In the 1980s, American TV networks each maintained about 15 for-
eign bureaus; today they had six or fewer, thus generating significant sav-
ings – a typical newspaper bureau overseas cost at least $250,000 a year
(Constable, 2007). This process dates back to the start of the decade (a
problem exposed but not remedied by 9/11), accelerating in response to
declining revenues through the financial crisis that began in 2007.
Among traditional media, those few who could sustain networks of over-
seas correspondents and bureaus have cut back considerably. 
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Areas of continuing growth in traditional markets

There are major areas of the world, notably among emerging “BRIC”
economies of Brazil, China and India (not Russia), which are still expe-
riencing significant growth in the number and profitability of enter-
prises. Through client fees, this sustains their national news agencies and
indicates scope in those markets for established western and other news
agencies that have adopted a more entrepreneurial mind-set and are pre-
pared to  invest in research and development for innovation in products,
product-creation and product distribution. These agencies mostly enjoy
the advantages of monopoly or near monopoly status on domestic mar-
kets, which is as important a factor as the relative size and wealth of those
markets. Incumbent agencies enjoy huge advantages over newcomers,
whether emerging domestically or invading from overseas. Incumbents
typically enjoy solid relationships, whether through ownership or serv-
ice, with major centers of political, financial and media power. It takes a
long time to accumulate equivalent influence. 

The state stays involved

As we have seen, the State, where it had been involved in the ownership
of agencies prior to 2000, has not stepped back significantly. For exam-
ple, in 2009, service subscriptions from government agencies still
accounted for 40% of AFP income. There had been moves by the French
State to contain the share of its responsibility by concretizing the state-
agency relationship through greater contractual precision. Discussions
had taken place towards re-conceptualizing the relationship, with the
State becoming sole shareholder of a limited liability company. Few
expected a diminution in government support for AFP; some expected,
or feared, an increase. In the case of Xinhua, the State has contributed
between 40-50% of the agency’s total revenues in recent years and also
provides irregular investments as in television, financial and economic
services. In the case of ANSA, a cooperative national agency, the Italian
government provides approximately 30% of revenues through the sub-
scriptions from government institutions (as we have seen in the case of
AFP) that are well in excess of the market rate. In the case of the Por-
tuguese agency, LUSA, State aid in various forms amounts to approxi-
mately 80% of revenues. In Russia, two of the three main national agen-
cies are owned or run by government. 
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dance of choice, making it very easy for client media to differentiate their
retail product. But while news-holes are shrinking there is growing agita-
tion among clients for a la carte agency fee structures. Yet a la carte
threatens the sustainability of news agencies unless they can dramati-
cally increase numbers of either subscribers or products, or both. 

An additional source of concern here is whether news agencies can focus
effectively on brand building and monetization if they are not in control
of their product. They lose control when others feel free to help them-
selves to the product – whether or not crediting the original source – and
reconfigure it for alternative profit-making ventures (perhaps a search
engine or aggregator) without the originator’s consent. The AP  intro-
duced its News Registry  in November 2009 as a “way to identify, record
and track” every piece of AP content and collecting, for each viewer of AP
content, the IP address, referring Web server, and time of use. Particu-
larly targeted at content that is especially unique to AP services, it auto-
matically spells out what may and may not be done with the content. A
back-up system tracks users who remove the tag or “beacon”. The Registry
extends to AP members and clients to help provide them with better busi-
ness matrices, an automated authorizing framework, flexible payments
models and leverage with partners such as search engines. It represents
an effort to help members and clients to monetize opportunities such as
the provision and suitable targeting of advertising support. Sophisticated
metrics allow precise allocation of news gathering resource to the con-
tent in which users show greatest interest. The Registry gives AP the abil-
ity to determine when re-use of its copy is best simply left to build brand,
and when it needs to be leveraged for generation of direct profit from roy-
alty fees or from a share of advertising earned by the user site, or both.
Such supplemental revenues in the case of a cooperative like AP poten-
tially contributes to the profitability of member media in any of three
ways, by: permitting reductions in subscription fees, financing payouts to
members, and funding investment in new products and services of eco-
nomic value to members. These opportunities speak particularly to the
agency’s member or client media struggling against the implosion of tra-
ditional business models. 
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the inclusion of dpa might suggest, it is not only State-subsidized news
agencies that can perform functions of soft power or public diplomacy
for their host governments, as these may also be supplied, though per-
haps less predictably, by non State-subsidized news agencies.                            

Continuing good value for money

Agencies generally continue to supply good value to “retail” media and
end users. They are far cheaper to retail media than the cost to these of
providing their own comparable services. This is especially true where
government subsidizes the agencies directly or subsidizes retail media so
they can purchase news agency services. Any competitor agencies will
likely supply news at a cheaper price than the cost to clients of furnishing
the same news themselves, and may even charge less than the incumbent
national news agency. Competitors to the incumbent agency will typically
provide a service that is less diverse, local, or customized – less expensive,
therefore, to supply, and offered at lower cost. Such is the case in Ger-
many, where dpa faces competition – even in German news supplied in
German language – from AFP, AP, Reuters and DDP. Yet only dpa supplies
separate packages for each of the different regions of Germany in addi-
tion to national and international news. Dpa charges at least twice as
much as the competitors. Yet it retains the lion’s share of the market.
Client media are only likely to be able to supply comparable sources of
news from their own resources in those few cases where they themselves
field extensive newsgathering networks, domestic and international, of
their own. CNN or BBC World would be examples. Typically, though, the
news interests and resources of media of this category are sufficiently sub-
stantial that they continue to subscribe to the major news agencies so as
to maximize their chances of being early with important news. 

Clients as competitors

In this age of online provision of news agency headlines, being “first” is
an increasingly difficult goal for retail media. Given their usually more
extensive networks of correspondents, news agencies are more likely to
carry breaking news than other online and retail suppliers. Media in a
position to supply competing news services include conglomerates with
multiple news outlets who can pool resources to establish a common serv-
ice for the conglomerate and that may be made available beyond the con-
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The State often perceives significant advantage to its relationship with
agencies. In the first place, the news agency is a conduit for dissemina-
tion of news and information from government institutions to a broader
public of citizens. The agency, in these circumstances, may but will prob-
ably not be obliged to carry all such information supplied to it – in the case
of AFP, for example, the agency would deny any such obligation. But
agencies will more likely carry a broader diversity of such information
than any single client is going to use. While this relationship may be crit-
icized for giving government a privileged voice on agency wires, this
imposition does not extend, in democracies, to private, commercial
clients of the agency’s services, except insofar as such clients choose to
privilege the State. We should consider that the State, especially in dem-
ocratic structures where the State is the outcome of free and fair elec-
tions, has an entitlement to be heard, even if only through an agency that
it funds in whole or in part. This is especially so where “retail” print,
broadcast and online media are highly market-driven, prioritizing
response to audience and advertiser interests, and where news selection
increasingly favors criteria of infotainment rather than citizenship. A
secondary use a news agency has for the State may be more explicitly
political, opportunist, ideological or propagandistic. Most governments
and most news agencies would be reluctant to conclude that this was typ-
ical. A further use, much in tune with certain European press traditions,
is that by subsidizing a news agency, a government actively ensures that
retail news media enjoy affordable sources of news, acknowledging the
importance of a robust news infrastructure to the democratic process.
Another consideration has to do with the benefits of a pliant agency for
the exercise of “soft power” and/or public diplomacy. This may occur,
for example, where an agency is deliberately guided by government
towards the construction of a positive perception of its nation, among
domestic, regional and international audiences. This may be illustrated
by the extensive overseas sales distribution of AFP of France, dpa of Ger-
many, LUSA of Portugal, RIA Novosti in Russia, Xinhua of China, since
these may contribute to positive perceptions of their countries of origin
and may frame news in a manner that is compliant with the foreign pol-
icy objectives of those countries. Such benefits may be extrapolated or
multiplied when a news agency is a significant supplier to its country’s
international television service, as is dpa to Deutshe Welle, AFP to
France 24, RIA Novosti to RT and, in future, Xinhua to China’s interna-
tional television news service, possibly in collaboration with CCTV. As
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The main issues of public interest have to do with whether and the extent
to which the State imposes any limitation on the exercise of a public ser-
vice mission; equally, whether a news agency’s drive to generate revenue
through entrepreneurial activity, necessary as it may seem from the point
of view of financial survival,  may impede its public service mission – for
example, by diversion of valuable journalistic talent and other resources
at the expense of public service and public service initiative or by main-
tenance of a mind-set  within senior management that dulls appreciation
of the root significance and importance of the organization’s public serv-
ice mission. A further danger to public service is the impact of an increas-
ingly commercialized, even “dumbed-down” demand for news from
client media in a highly market-driven media environment.

Public service is manifest in provision of news that is relevant to the exer-
cise of citizenship, relatively comprehensive and attuned to a sense of
“national” scope. Particularly under conditions of globalization, how-
ever, the “national” is an ever more effervescent, fluid and contested
term. Agencies often do go beyond the national in providing news from
overseas locations that may be of especial relevance to their domestic
clients, also in providing news of relevance to diasporic communities,
and finally, by “promoting” national image or at least news of the nation
to other news media around the world. 

At the vanguard of technology

Agencies are frequently in the vanguard of technology change compara-
tive to their client media, as befitting the size and scope of their opera-
tions. Agencies were among the first to computerize news gathering and
distribution, first to adopt and even to develop telecommunication cable
networks, first to develop “wholesale” audio, photo and video news serv-
ices, and among the first to adapt news operations to satellite and, more
recently, to online products, mobile, e-readers and the like. This can be
of immediate benefit to clients (e.g. through consultancy support, web-
hosting services) and indirectly establishes agencies as industry leaders,
exemplars of best practice. 

It is not a surprise, therefore, that agencies are also leaders in the multi-
media, multi-modal era of convergence. This was true of older, well-estab-
lished photo, audio, data and graphics services. In partnership with the
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glomerate’s own properties. While such services are unlikely to be as com-
prehensive as those of major news agencies, they may be sufficient to pro-
vide the range of news that the conglomerate’s outlets are most likely to
want to use. The history of such ventures suggests they are not neces-
sarily successful or durable. The fortunes of CanWest News and QMI, in
rivalry against the Canadian incumbent, CP, present themselves as test
cases. Establishment of such ventures may be symptomatic of cost-cutting
distress than of market aggression.  In breaking ties with the incumbent
news agency they may risk loss of opportunity to leverage their access to
its services for adding value to new online and mobile news products. 

Retail media cannot generally aspire to legally creating news services that
are as comprehensive, diverse and up to date as those of the incumbent
agencies at anything like the relatively cheap price they pay for such ser-
vices because incumbent agencies generally deploy many more trained
journalists than any single retail client outlet. This is an important and
valuable resource that incumbent agencies leverage in various ways and,
in times of substantial economic chaos in media markets, may provide a
vital bulwark to the continuance of press support for democracy itself,
through routine coverage of local and national government, government
agencies and the courts.

Service for the public sphere

Most news agencies perform important functions for the public interest.
How is this typically manifest? First, in the sheer quantity and range of
media they supply with information products. Although agencies do
increasingly try to support clients with products that facilitate clients’
ability to respond to popular interests in fashion, celebrity, lifestyle and
so forth, news agencies are mainly in the business to provide national and
international political and economic news, the kinds of news that injects
most immediately into the sphere of public policy deliberation. In fulfill-
ing their public service role it is beneficial, therefore, that news agencies
are not subject, directly, to the pressures that are exerted on retail media
by the need to attract advertising and all that it implies. Especially in de-
mocratic societies, intervention of the State in a form of subsidy is not
antithetical to a public service mission and indeed may, under certain cir-
cumstances, be absolutely essential for it. 
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departments of press, photography, video and multimedia. Other agen-
cies represent their commitment to convergence by means of physical
reconfiguration of facilities. Dpa planned to make use of its 2010 move
of headquarters to Berlin as an opportunity to centralize journalistic
departments. AAP introduced its multi-media newsroom in 2006, using
CNG (New Generation Console) which integrates multimedia elements.
AP converged its New York newsroom in 2004, and its London newsroom
in 2008. Reuters transitioned to a converged newsroom in 2005. RIA
Novosti launched is multimedia newsroom in 2008. 

Convergence has significant implications for innovative product and
delivery. AFP Medialab develops products and transforms contents for
platforms such as mobile or Internet. Profits increased 25% across 2007-
2008. AFP’s Mobile Journal offers the entire catalogue of AFP news, cus-
tomized for mobile screens by shorter headlines, limited texts and pur-
posely cropped photos. This service alone anticipated a turnover in 2009
of 2m Euro. AFP’s Rich Media News Agency project endeavors to sharpen
the agency’s multimedia edge, be more responsive to markets and step
up production of the news content that clients want. AFP forecasts 18m
Euro from this service in 2009. 

Other agencies offer similar examples. PTI internet delivery of news and
photographs was introduced from 2003. ANSA Web was introduced in
2002, offering services to internet, mobile and vocal portals (ranking
sixth amongst news sites in Italy in 2009). AP accepts news produced by
consumers via mobile devices and other information technology players
and social networks, including Google, Yahoo, Facebook, Twitter and
Wiki. CP’s mobile service allows clients to contribute to local content,
with localized news accessible by area code on cell phone. Dpa’s website,
Infoline, offers content for client web-sites, supplying different “web-
lines,” and enabling the downloading of prefabricated pages. AFP’s
Newzwag creates ready-to-publish social online news applications from
its raw wire content. Since 2007, AFP has had a 34% stake in a citizen jour-
nalism site, Citizenside, which offers photo and video-content from indi-
vidual, non-professional journalists. 

In Catalonia, ACN equips its journalists with multi-media kits and
requires them to file instantaneously to different client clusters. This
agency operates a virtually converged newsroom, that delivers news in
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BBC, Reuters was a leader in the supply of television news-film from the
1960s, through Visnews, of which it later became sole owner and which it
converted to Reuters Television. Reuters squared up against but eventu-
ally bought some assets from competitor UPITN, which ultimately was
acquired by AP and transformed into Associated Press Television
(APTV). Even some news agencies of the emerging economies estab-
lished television news services at a relatively early time  – 1986, in the case
of the Press Trust of India (PTI). The significance of video has been inten-
sified in the digital age by rapid development of video news reports as
must-have additions to web pages of client media which, in turn,  are valu-
able but perishable assets for client media who can attach advertising
clips for compulsory pre-viewing. Such web-sites tend to attract audiences
for longer periods of time which, in turn, attracts advertisers. In India one
of PTI’s competitors, ANI, offers as many as 45 video reports daily; Portu-
gal’s LUSA offers 120 a month; the Press Association (PA) of Great Britain
offers a “raw video service” for newspapers. AFP provides 500 a month
from 12 international centers and also has a YouTube channel. Even a
smaller agency like ACN in Barcelona, provides 500 a month. 

The growing appetite for video news reports bestows additional value on
video content, especially on the web and mobile devices. Many agencies
that long stayed clear of the costs and responsibilities of providing mov-
ing image news to media clients now recognize the advantage of doing
so, both for retail media clients and for direct accessing by end users.
This is at a time, also, when the technology expenditure for production,
processing and distribution has fallen considerably, and when journal-
ists entering the industry are increasingly trained in “multi-dynamic”
skills, able to produce reports for different modalities simultaneously
(although this may distract attention from less “visual” story material or
simply eat up available time for pretty but not-so-important stories).  In
the 2000s, therefore, we have seen agencies like LUSA, dpa, PA and oth-
ers enter this field.

Convergence

We may conclude that news agencies, more than most of their clients, are
well-disposed to multi-media, multi-modal diversity of delivery and are
energetic in transitioning to the electronic web-based era. AFP is an
example among many. It exhibits organizational links across its different
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entered into joint services with both AFP and EFE in the provision of
French and Spanish language services of financial news for financial pro-
fessionals, investors, analysts and media. AFP has a partnership with the
American photographic news agency, Getty. APA is editorial center and
conduit for economic and financial news supplied by agencies of Central
and East European countries for broader international distribution. At
recent news agency conferences there has been energetic exploration of
new forms of partnership to help reduce or stave off negative economic
pressures. Such initiatives can range from sharing of foreign correspon-
dents, through common news management software, to the develop-
ment of regional level organizations. In such discussions a preference
persists for associations that are exclusive to leading news agencies of
nation states. This in part reflects the market rationality that privileges
the dominant, often the only major national news agency. Thus, the prin-
ciple of exclusivity that was once a defining characteristic of the news
agency business model has not disappeared altogether. For example in
Canada, CP has exclusive rights to the national and international serv-
ices of AP. CP competitors, including CanWest News and QMI (Quebecor
group), formed when their respective parent media groups abandoned
their CP membership, lost rights both to CP and AP news. 

Entrepreneurship

Agencies that are not owned or are only part-owned or controlled by State
or Government have had the strongest motivation to generate revenues
additional to the fees and subscriptions that they receive for their tradi-
tional news services to print and broadcast retail media. These have moved,
spectacularly in some cases, towards more entrepreneurial business mod-
els involving innovation, diversification and market segmentation or spe-
cialization. The promise is not simply to grow revenues but to do so on a
scale that reduces these agencies’ dependence on increasingly money-
strapped member or client media. As far back as the 1960s (Pol, 1961),
UNESCO encouraged OANA members to look to specialist economic news
services as a way towards supplementing revenues. This route had already
been traversed by others, but Reuters’ spectacularly successful exploitation
of this market did not occur for another one to two decades. 

Other sources of supplemental support from that time or before included
the supply of specialist news services for governments and other clients,
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text, sound clips, photos, videos (mostly unedited, some with limited nar-
ration) – each story rounded off with corresponding attached docu-
ments. 

Competitive collaboration and collegiality

The world of the major international and national news agencies is in
many respects a collaborative, collegial one. Their mutual associations
include The European Alliance of News Agencies (EANA), representing
30 leading news agencies of Europe, founded in 1956. Membership of
EANA is generally limited to the leading agency of each country. Other
associations include the Organization of Asia-Pacific News Agencies
(OANA), established in 1961, at the initiative of UNESCO. The Alliance
of Mediterranean News Agencies (ANAM) was established in 1991. The
Association of Balkan News Agencies – Southeast Europe (ABNA-SE),
was established in 1995. The first World Congress of News Agencies took
place in Moscow, 2004, on the initiative of ITAR-TASS, and involved 115
news agencies from 100 countries. This meeting established the World
Council of News Agencies.  Subsequent Congresses took place in
Estepona in 2007 and Buenos Aires in 2010. 

These associations hold regular meetings to address common problems,
and provide opportunities for conversations between significant news
makers and information sources, including NGOs and agency journal-
ists. There has been some tension in the past between news agencies that
are predominantly State or government-controlled (estimated by
Vyzozil, 2006, as 85% of the total) and private, revenue-generating agen-
cies. Arguably there has been insufficient networking and dialogue
between agencies of the old developed world and the newly emerging
BRIC economies, particularly those of Brazil, China and India, or
between both these groups and the agencies of Africa and Latin America.
There is a long tradition of other forms of cooperation and joint venture
between news agencies. This may have started with the now notorious car-
tel of the major international news agencies up to the 1930s but has since
acquired many other and more positive forms, most commonly in news
exchange arrangements on a bilateral or regional basis. AFP growth in
South East Asia in recent decades has featured strategic partnerships with
many agencies of that region. Following the demise of a long-standing
partnership between Associated Press and Dow Jones, Dow Jones has
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The Chinese model

The Chinese news agency, Xinhua, has been one of the most aggressively
entrepreneurial in recent decades, as Xin demonstrates in Chapter 14, and
from which most of the following details are taken. It introduced subscrip-
tion charges in the 1980s and by 1998 was collecting 22m RMB a year, though
this was insufficient to cover costs. Dependence on state revenue to support
its operations fell to 38% in that year. In marked distinction to most other
news agencies, Xinhua’s route to supplemental income has been through
ownership of retail media, notably newspapers and magazines including
advertising-attractive economic and financial newspapers. By 2001, Xinua
was operating 16 newspapers and 70 periodicals which supplied over 50% of
its annual income. In addition it was running non-media related enterprises,
including real estate and public relations agencies. These occasioned con-
flicts of interest between business and journalism. In 2002, the agency deter-
mined to redress the balance of revenue streams in somewhat greater favor
of State clients (which accounted for 745m RMB in 2006), consolidating
rather than diminishing its role as official State news agency.  It closed non-
profitable business enterprises, created more distance between marketing
and editorial operations, focused attention on profit-driven metro dailies;
and increased customization of news for well-paying clients. 

In 2007, Xinhua introduced Xinhua 08, a financial news operation.
Funded entirely by the government to begin with, the intention was to
nurture this venture into a strong commercial revenue source. Marking
its competitive entry to an equal playing field in the realm of economic
and financial news, the Chinese government in 2008 determined that for-
eign financial information suppliers would no longer be required to sup-
ply their services through a Chinese agent (a policing role previously
undertaken by Xinhua, to the consternation of western agencies). The
agency projected a total client base for this new service of 150,000 by
2015, including 30,000 overseas, bringing in an additional annual
income of 10 million RMB (approx. US$570m). Between 2007 and 2009,
the agency expected its total number of news and information clients to
climb from 81,000 to 90,000. Self-generated revenue was projected at
approximately 6bn RMB (approx US$876m) for 2009. This compared
with total revenue for Thomson Reuters of about US$12bn, of which the
“old” Reuters contributed US$4.5bn. Reuters 3000Xtra service that year
counted 125,000 “accesses.”  The Chinese media market was valued at
US$61bn in 2008, by contrast with US$301bn for the US. 
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public relations newswires, advertising brokerage, and subleasing of
leased communication facilities. All these continue. In Argentina, for
example, the national news agency, Telam has supplemented its revenues
significantly over its checkered history since its establishment in 1945,
from advertising. The range of supplemental sources has expanded sig-
nificantly (see Boyd-Barrett, 2000). News agencies today in many coun-
tries continue to look to economic and financial news. CP, for example,
has 3,500 clients for such services. Xinhua is planning a financial news
service that could one day compete with Reuters. Dpa holds 76% in an eco-
nomic news service, AFX (APA holds the remaining 24%). Recent, more
innovative examples of supplemental service include the delivery of
advertising to clients (e.g. Associated Press), media monitoring services
(e.g. NZPA bough Media Research Group in 2007), pre-press production
of complete newspaper pages on behalf of retail clients (e.g. AAP, which
purchased Pagemasters in 2002 and in 2009 was producing 10,000 pages
a month for clients in 4 countries); video news releases (e.g. PA’s purchase
of TNR); the provision of “advertising-friendly” news services that are
likely to help clients attract advertising revenue (e.g. AFP’s partnership
with Relaxnews to produce AFP Relaxnews in 2009, claiming it as the first
global newswire devoted to leisure and lifestyle). During the 2000s, the PA
increasingly outsourced reporting to journalists in its new headquarters
in Yorkshire, as well to journalists in India, who have provided a lot of
advertising-friendly, time- insensitive, lifestyle material, with increasingly
less direct local relevance. It undertakes business reporting for the
national newspaper, Daily Express, and markets its parliamentary report-
ing to regional newspaper chains in place of the cost of maintaining their
own separate parliamentary reporting staffs. The PA continues to run its
PA European Weather forecasting services for clients in Europe. In Aus-
tria, APA generates non-traditional revenue from APA Finance (economic
and financial news), APA MultiMedia (multimedia content and outsourc-
ing; news for web-sites, mobile etc.), APA DeFacto (a media and special
interest database in Austria, with 90 million documents, covering 220
sources),  APA-IT (IT media solutions), APA-OTS (press release dissemi-
nation), APA-OTS Tourism (press release dissemination for tourism
industry), Eisenbacher (media search service), Media Watch (media res-
onance analysis), even a Polish News Bulletin supplied to 70 embassies. 
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scription levels; new competition; impact of the Internet on established
business models. As it turned out, agencies were about to become more
significant as sources of news as client media cut back on their own
bureaux, and as the potential client base among web-sites and individual
news consumers ballooned. The late 2000s represented a more singular
crisis of imploding business models of traditional print and broadcast
media, their inability to convert the Internet into a once hoped-for adver-
tising cash cow, and desperation to cut costs. These pressures in turn
forced AP to reduce membership fees by as much as 20% in 2009-2010,
even as it attempted to re-establish copyright control over re-use of AP
copy on the Internet. To this long-anticipated crisis of the Internet, how-
ever, was added the worst global recession/depression since the 1930s.
This undermined agencies’ investment capability for entrepreneurial
services that might offset the weak economic environment.

Competition emerging from ex-client groups

In several countries there had been attempts by large client groups to
break free of the incumbent national agencies and set up cheaper alter-
natives. These included CNN and several newspaper groups in the US;
CanWest News and QMI in Canada; WAZ in Germany; Le Provence in
AFP. The crisis very likely has further to unfold. But newly arrived com-
petitors may possibly collapse before they inflict market damage on
incumbent national agencies. The trend to entrepreneurship has has-
tened reconsideration of constitutional frameworks in the case of agen-
cies hitherto confined in their freedom to raise new capital or offer serv-
ices in competition with members or clients. In France, 2008, AFP con-
sidered a new legal framework in which the French State would become
the single agency shareholder of a Foundation or limited liability com-
pany. Some critics feared this would be a form of nationalization, making
AFP more beholden to the State, while others construed it as first step
towards multiple ownership and weakening AFP’s role as a voice at the
service of French public interest. Discussions in Canada suggested a shift
from the traditional cooperative model of CP towards one that would
have a profit-making and capital-raising division. Previous attempts to
redefine the role of the State in cooperative agency models with a view to
increasing scope for raising fresh capital had occurred in the cases of
LUSA and Antara. What had once been a singularly promising business
model for news agencies, therefore, the cooperative model (including
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An additional source of both economic growth and Chinese public diplo-
macy was the Xinhua “CNN plan,” possibly in collaboration with CCTV,
projected to leverage Xinhua’s now considerable experience as a sup-
plier of television and video news. Since 2003, Xinhua had worked closely
with local satellite television stations such as Shanghai Media Group’s
Dragon TV and Heilongjiang TV stations to improve the quality of its TV
news production and to brand Xinhua as a TV player. The launch of the
new advertising-supported global television news service was planned for
between 2011 and 2013. An English language version was trialed in July,
2009. It relied significantly on AP (90% of the total) and Reuters.  In 2009,
the Chinese government made available a total investment of US$4-5bn
to Xinhua , CCTV and the People’s Daily.

The two most populous countries of the world, China and India, are coun-
tries whose economies were growing at or near a double digit rate in the
2000s. China was thought likely to soon displace the US as the world’s
largest economy. Its plans for Xinhua suggest an ambition to be a global
media leader.  India’s national news agency, PTI, appeared to have no
such aspiration. Despite its dominant position as  news supplier to a flour-
ishing news media industry, its revenues were limited  by the relative
poverty of much of the populous but vernacular news media, which
exhibit great diversity but have relatively small circulations and advertis-
ing budgets, and who do not expect to pay highly for agency news. 

Pondering the Principal Dangers for the Near Future

Financial predicament

What were the principal dangers confronting news agencies at the end of
the first decade of the 21st century? Financial sustainability continued to
be critical. For the state-owned and supported news agencies, there was
consolation in the apparent commitment of States, governments or par-
liaments to continue supporting agencies, if not necessarily at the same
level as in previous years. Among the minority (and these include some
of the most influential) that were wholly or partly self-supporting, there
were worries. Some were recovering from a crisis earlier in the decade
even if, like Reuters, they were still well shy of 1990s highs. That crisis had
concerned: declining willingness of traditional sponsors to support sub-
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remaining the most expensive. The cessation of dpa contract by provin-
cial group WAZ in January 2009 was certainly a matter of concern (threat-
ening a reduction of 3% of subscriber revenue) as was that of Berlin’s
Tagesspiegel in November.   This trend signaled possible consolidation
among dpa competitors and in December, AP sold its German language
service to ddp, approximately doubling the size of ddp and giving ddp
access to AP’s international wires. In France, the departure of Le
Provence from AFP in 2009 reminded many of an earlier competing serv-
ice, ACP, established by media titan Robert Maxwell and a regional con-
sortium in the 1980s. This disappeared in 1993.

In the world’s largest media market, the US, AP faced an announcement
early in 2009 that CNN would launch a competitive print service, using
its existing network of correspondents. It seemed unlikely that any such
service would invest sufficiently to compete with AP’s stateside coverage
and could not, in any case, benefit from the news contributions that mem-
bers send to AP. Less was heard from CNN on this subject by late 2009.
More seriously, 180 newspaper members had given AP notice of their
intention to cancel the service at the end of their current two-year con-
tracts. By December 2009, 50 members had rescinded their notice (in
response to AP’s fee reductions). The Tribune Company announced it
would experiment doing without AP to assess its capability for independ-
ence. The effect was spoiled by indications of alternative sources Tribune
might draw upon: these included AFP, Bloomberg and Reuters. 

The Russian news agency market is among the most competitive, as Var-
tanova and Frolova demonstrate in Chapter 13 of this volume. Russia’s
three major agencies are RIA Novosti, Interfax and ITAR-TASS. Of
these, ITAR-TASS is the federally-run State information agency, succes-
sor to the Soviet TASS. RIA Novosti, successor to the Soviet APN, remains
a State-run company, which of all the agencies is probably the most
sophisticated in terms of multi-media convergence, and is also a signifi-
cant supplier to Russia’s global television arm, Russia Today (RT).  Inter-
fax is a private agency owned by the Interfax International Information
Group which dominates the market for professional financial and eco-
nomic information, and is particularly strong on news from Russia,
China, Central and Eastern Europe, and the CIS countries. In addition
to these, Russia has a number of strong regional and specialized agencies.
Among specialized agencies, financial and economic agencies predom-
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various combinations of partners) continued to look fragile in the 2000s,
following the demise of TT and the reconfiguration of capital holdings
in PA in the 1990s, and later affecting NZPA – which ceased to be a coop-
erative in the mid-2000s. In a global recession, the chances that agencies
hitherto dependent on reluctant State or owner-members as investment
providers of last resort were now going to be less dependent, seemed slim.
On the positive side, possibly, these trends signified a more businesslike
attitude to costs and revenues.

Competition in internal markets

Competition on agencies’ internal markets remained a threat, but largely
a contained one that had yet to unseat incumbent agencies. A fairly typi-
cal example, the largest competitor to the cooperative agency, ANSA,
AGI, earned less than a third of ANSA’s revenues in 2008. ANSA depends
for approximately 40% of its revenues from the market for its specialist
and entrepreneurial services, while an additional 30% comes from its
newspaper membership, and 30% from State clients – indicating that
ANSA, like AFP, is in receipt of disguised State subsidy in the form of sub-
scriptions that are significantly in excess of market value. Without the ele-
ment of subsidy such State subscriptions would likely account for 5% or
less of total revenues (as in the case of dpa). For AFP they account for 40%
of total revenues. In India, long-time incumbent PTI has 90% of the mar-
ket, having seen the decline and possible departure of the market’s sec-
ond largest, UNI, which in 2009 had closed all its foreign operations, leav-
ing more scope, possibly, to the technologically agile Indo-Asian News
Service (specializing in services for the Diaspora market). In Canada, the
threat to CP of CanWest News, which had deprived CP of US$4.5m,
seemed greatly reduced by CanWest’s bankruptcy in 2009. Without access
to AP, QMI, whose defection from CP threatened a further loss to CP of
US$8m, would have to fight to sustain as robust a presence as CP.  PA had
seen off competition in the 1990s from both the Northcliffe and Westmin-
ster provincial newspaper chains, securing support from News Corpora-
tion for a significant reduction in member subscriptions, reconfigura-
tion of capital holdings, and commitment to innovative revenue genera-
tion. On the German market, dpa continued to face competition from
German language services of AFP, AP, ddp, and Reuters, yet offered
regional services that the competition could not, having the most com-
prehensive news service including its own international news, even while
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out either permission or attribution, or both, by consumers who lift them
from search engines like Google (by far the single most widely used search
engine) and use them to build their own audiences, sometimes for profit
and often outside the framework of a profit-sharing agreement with the
originator. Software such as Attributor allows agencies to track users, and
AP’s Registry automatically bills for use.  Google has promised to limit the
number of stories from a single site that a searcher can access through its
search facility. The issue of re-usage of agency copy is likely to remain sig-
nificant and controversial into the future.

A future for public service

Do news agencies provide value to the general public, serving its inter-
ests? It is sometimes argued that a State- or government-owned news
agency cannot do this since the State can dictate the news and a dictated
news service is more likely to serve the interests of the State than of the
public. In practice the issue is complicated. It matters what kind of State.
If the State is democratic one, committed to the support of a free and
open press, a State-controlled agency might well serve a public interest.
If in such a State, the media are principally private, given as much to
entertainment goals for the purpose of attracting advertising as they are
to goals of public information and debate, then a news agency may
remain one of the least corrupted and interrupted channels available to
the State for dissemination of State information as to its policies. News
agencies that have done the most to develop sources of revenue inde-
pendent from the State tend to be news agencies of the classic electoral
democracies. In their endeavors to ensure future sustainability through
profit, profit may crowd out more fundamental commitments to the pub-
lic sphere. As PA develops profitable services, for example, and cuts costs
by outsourcing news and feature reporting it has encountered criticism
(cf. Paterson in Chapter 11 of this volume) that it may put at risk the task
of reporting the local: government, politics, courts and business. The
term “public interest” is hardly a universally understood, consensual
term. In Indonesia government and Antara have negotiated a commit-
ment to public interest with a State commitment of subsidy (“compensa-
tory indemnity”) to agency services that serve the public but are not prof-
itable.  While this seems like a significant protection of important news
services (such as regional or provincial news services, for example, that
might not be sustainable on a market basis) that do serve an evident pub-
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inate, some of these constructing platforms for transmitting commercial
information in real-time. One of these, RBK (RosBinesKonsalting) was
started in 1995, the first in Russia specializing in business information. It
was disseminated by Internet, newspapers and television. It has a business
television channel in cooperation with CNBC Europe and CNN. RBK was
badly hit by the financial crisis of 2008-2009. A variety of agencies provide
social and cultural news, including ASI (the Social Information Agency
– founded 1994, sector leader), RAFIA (the Russian Ecological Federal
Information Agency), RASI (the Social and Economic Information
Agency in Russia), and AKI (the Cultural Information Agency). Medi-
alogiya, Integrum-tekhno and Ex Libris provide services of media moni-
toring and analysis in real-time. Regional news agencies have developed
from sub-divisions of the old TASS and include departments of metropol-
itan and inter-regional agencies, information centers officially sup-
ported by local authorities, and independent agencies. The agency Reg-
num, established at the turn of the 2000s, is establishing a federal network
of online information from Russian regions, supplemented by its own
correspondents. It has a regional broadcasting network. Additionally
there are intra-regional agencies that collect information from particu-
lar regions.  

Global news agencies such as Reuters and AP are major news suppliers to
major Internet portals such as Yahoo and AOL , and command a heavy pres-
ence on the web-sites of many leading news media, both national and inter-
national. Some national news agencies achieve similar visibility within their
respective national cyber-spheres. News agencies add value to very many
different categories of web-site, contributing to the number of visitors and
to the time that visitors spend on sites, especially where sites feature video
news reports. This can be leveraged to attract advertisers to sites and/or to
particular news items, especially videos. For agencies such as Reuters and
Bloomberg that depend for the bulk of their revenue on non-traditional,
specialized news and information products and services, their command-
ing presence as news sources on the web may be regarded as a form of cor-
porate advertising or cross-subsidization, a form of branding, in favor of
their highly monetized financial services, so long as their news reports are
properly credited back to them. For news agencies like AP whose principal
function is provision of general news to print and broadcast media, such
visibility on the web may take readers and viewers away from AP’s member
retail sites. All agencies potentially suffer when their stories are used with-
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debated by the agencies and their users. What steps are routinely under-
taken to identify potential news gaps or insufficiencies and from what
points of view, what criteria? Is there sufficient transparency, for the ben-
efit of professional and individual news consumers as to what I have else-
where (Boyd-Barrett, 2009) referred to as “points of concern,” the actual
or implied determinants of news coverage and news selection? Are the
news agencies networking with sufficient purpose with their own relevant
diasporas, and with the national, regional and global components of
what counts for citizenship in a globalized world? I have in mind, in par-
ticular, the rise of the huge emerging economies of Brazil, China and
India and wonder if nearly enough networking is being undertaken with
respect to the growing interdependencies between the old, developed
and the newly emerged BRIC economies. In what ways might such addi-
tional networking be monetized in new, specialized or added-value news
services? In what ways may the public interest component of news agen-
cies’ “raison d’etre,” its dominant part, best evolve and intensify, and what
role may news agencies have in supplementing the shortfalls of their
client media in given geographical or topical areas, through basic, enter-
prise and investigative journalism? What responsibilities do news agen-
cies have, if any, in nurturing different points of view, giving voice to the
different interests (demographic, age, gender, ethnic, social class, reli-
gious, and others) that comprise society? Should news agencies take
these more explicitly into account in judging the efficacy as well as the
efficiency of what they do? Might there be scope for different news serv-
ices that are differentially inflected to serve such interests – perhaps in
the routine supply of different editorials, for example, on significant
issues of policy controversy? What responsibility do news agencies have
with respect to the acceleration in the growth and sophistication of the
public relations industry: how can the influence of this industry upon the
supply and framing of news best be countered and exposed? Finally, how
can agencies best leverage the brands they have achieved historically and
the brand identities that are potentially theirs, for the purpose of fortify-
ing their own economic sustainability and for the nurture of more pow-
erful contributions to the quality of news supply and its distribution in all
its many dimensions? 
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lic interest, it would be a dangerous road if it were left to certain ministry
and agency officials to decide what should be included or excluded. The
future of other parts of the news service might be left to the mercy of spe-
cific well-paying clients, perceptions of advertiser interest, even assess-
ment of news value in terms of the audience size for different stories. In
any such process of creating protected areas of news, the question arises
as to who is allowed in on the conversation between agency and govern-
ment,  whether this can be more inclusive of varied interests. In countries
lacking in robust retail media, perhaps on account of processes of con-
glomeration, concentration, privatization, commercialization and so
forth, the issue arises as to what role if any a news agency can provide by
way of engaging in either enterprise reporting, or investigative reporting,
on behalf of articulated areas of broad social and public concern. Cur-
rently, these might include: power and accountability of national and
international banking and finance institutions, corporate and lobbying
influence over the political process, health and health care, pollution,
the environment, global warming, security of food and water supply,
poverty and employment. I have previously (see Boyd-Barrett, 2000) con-
sidered whether a national news agency can continue to perform a role
that is truly in the national interest when the agency’s principal sub-
scribers or members have concentrated to the point that only one or two
major media conglomerates exercise real influence upon the agency.
This happened with the old NZPA, to the point that the cooperative struc-
ture fell apart when the Fairfax group withdrew, leading to a loss of copy
sharing among member newspapers. The managing director of its larger
sister agency, AAP, still a cooperative, claims that in the Australian con-
text, Fairfax and News Corp work collaboratively and do not interfere
with the agency’s operations. 

Conclusion

I have summarized what I see to be the mixture of principal positives and
negatives in the broad business and professional environment of national
and international news agencies. I have concluded that daunting as the
negatives may appear, the positives are stronger than might have been
anticipated at the beginning of the current decade. 

Concluding with some final issues, thoughts and concerns, I first raise the
question as to whether agency news content is sufficiently monitored and
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the arrival of the high speed train from Madrid in 2008 or the New Ter-
minal at Barcelona Airport in 2009. It has been actively present in the
international news agenda thanks to stories such as the Universal Cul-
tures Forum from 2004 or FC Barcelona’s triumph in the 2009 Champi-
ons League. ACN is the public news agency which explains this evolution
from its own Catalan standpoint as well as informing its users of relevant
news stories outside Catalonia, such as the March 11 train bombings in
Madrid in 2004, the ecological disaster of the Prestige ship in 2002 or, in
the spring of 2009, the first change of government in the Basque Coun-
try in 30 years.

With the aim of offering newsworthy global stories from a Catalan per-
spective, ACN’s editor, Saül Gordillo, points out that the most imminent
challenges which lie ahead are internationalization and multilingualism
in a framework of cooperation: “ACN already has its own fulltime staff in
Paris, Berlin, London, Brussels and New York and thanks to alliances with
other agencies it can offer global information.” In the meantime and
thanks to an agreement signed with ANSAmed (established in 2004 by
ANSA, the national agency of Italy), ACN is the agency of reference for
this association which groups together 17 news agencies in the Mediter-
ranean and Gulf regions. Also, an accord has been made with the Span-
ish news agency Efe to distribute videos to Latin America and USA.
According to Gordillo, “the idea is to share information and the distribu-
tion platform in such a way that we can reach Efe’s clients through their
platform and vice-versa. In Catalonia, we are their direct rival but outside,
no, so we must set up alliances and go hand-in-hand”.2

In accordance with this philosophy, ACN has created the website
http://www.catalannewsagency.com in English disseminating its own
version of life in Catalonia to a broader audience and acting as the agency
of reference for issues dealing with Catalonia. 

Multiformats and Multiplatforms

Versatility, understood in a wider sense, was one of the main tenets of
ACN’s founding philosophy and over the years it has become the basis of
the working system of the agency’s Newsroom: it is not just a question of
technical skills for a multimedia model but also involves being able to
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2. The Agència Catalana de Notícies (ACN): Tenth Anniversary  of an
Innovative Model 

Anna Nogué Regàs

Tenth Anniversary of an Innovative Model

Multiformats, new technologies and versatility. These are undoubtedly
the characteristics which define the Catalan News Agency (ACN) and
which were the founding aspects of the project launched through the
Internet in 1999. The tenth anniversary of ACN confirms the fact that
despite the skepticism shown by many, the agency has proved itself to be
an audacious and successful media enterprise. Ten years is enough time
to allow talk of the consolidation of a solid journalistic project with a clear
public service mandate. This decade represents the triumph of an agency
and, above all, of an innovative model which is now a reference for many
traditional companies which have come round to the conclusion that sur-
vival involves following the guidelines set out by ACN.

From the outset, ACN has been a modern and technologically advanced
agency but also a no-holds-barred Catalonian project which offers infor-
mation in the Catalan language and which aspires to explaining Catalo-
nia to the world from this national perspective. It is the national agency
of a stateless country where both Catalan and Spanish media co-exist and
share between themselves the left-right ideological space and where
information is projected from both a Catalan and Spanish viewpoint.
Until ACN was founded, there was no news agency written and thought
out in the Catalan language. Until 1999, all media both from within and
outside Catalonia could only access news content written according to the
Spanish state’s parameters.

With the transition to democracy completed, Catalonia has become a
modern European country with a population of around 7.5 million peo-
ple.1 After organizing the 1992 Olympic Games, Catalonia has consoli-
dated itself over the ensuing years as an advanced country with its own
personality, having undergone political changes which correspond to a
phase of democratic maturity as shown by the passing in 2006 of a new
Statute of Autonomy and the construction of new infrastructures such as

1. The population reaches
13 million if we include

the inhabitants of all terri-
tories where Catalan is the
oficial language and which
go beyond the frontiers of

Catalonia strictly speak-
ing.

2. Interview with Saül
Gordillo, 15/06/2009.
The citations which follow
refer to this conversation.
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From the start, ACN opted for the multimedia journalism model and in
the first years (1999-2000) journalists experienced the perplexity which
greeted this new modus operandi: from the curiosity shown in all the equip-
ment each ACN journalist lugged around in his bag to the jokes made
when ACN journalists used laptops for note-taking at press conferences
or even when these journalists insisted that press releases be sent not by
fax but by e-mail. The closed-shop unionist attitude of photographers or
the jealousy shown by television producers who considered these initia-
tives as an intrusion into their field of expertise, complicated initial
implementation of the new model.

An ACN journalist comes to work with a backpack containing all his/her
working tools: portable computer, mobile phone, digital recorder,
microphone, digital camera and a video camera. An initial stage of adap-
tation is required to get to know the system and all the necessary equip-
ment, although ACN offers on-going training to all staff journalists so as
to guarantee the quality of the audiovisual product.

The generation of journalists who currently graduate from Communica-
tion Studies faculties has been trained in digital technique (ICOD net-
work, 2006) and therefore acquires the technological know-how with sur-
prising speed. They rapidly become multi-format reporters capable of
elaborating and adapting information for different outlets (writing and
editing texts, adding voice clips, photographs and, if necessary, register-
ing a video clip and launching it on the web). All are capable of dealing
with any news format and in this way, they assume roles which were previ-
ously reserved for technicians (Bandrés, E. et. al: 2000). Digitization has
made these technological processes so much easier. ACN is a young com-
pany which has not had to recycle pre-digital journalists because, from
the very start, it has employed digital generation reporters, or at least pro-
fessionals who underwent speedy recycling as the Internet took on a cen-
tral role in journalistic production. 

All reporters must be versatile. They must also know when it is necessary
to run a story on all formats and when not to, when it is appropriate to do
the job single-handedly, when to rely on support teams, when it is  reason-
able to use a source institution’s video feed and when doing so would
compromise the final result. Knowing how to do everything does not
mean always having to do everything. Rather, it means being able to take
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handle any news subject and having the capacity to adapt the information
to different media and platforms.

Along with superior technological capacity, in today’s world a news
agency with a public service mission cannot only concern itself with pro-
viding text content but should also take full advantage of new market
opportunities. In the current communicative panorama, traditional for-
mat newspapers share the same space with the digital press which can of
course also offer audiovisual documents as well as meeting the demands
of radio and television outlets in need of sound clips or video images.

ACN therefore offers the news in multiple formats: text, sound clips, pho-
tographs and videos (most in unedited form and some with limited nar-
ration) to meet the demands of the huge diversity of subscribing media,
taking into account that media companies increasingly include all kinds
of digital audio-visual format supplements among their products. Not
only through diversification of formats has the original product (news in
text form) been improved but increasingly digitization subverts the tra-
ditional news model. This presented each news item as a separate entity,
but the new digital model provides each story complete with correspon-
ding documents attached, whilst maintaining journalistic unity. This con-
cept has also been applied in order to link up different phases of a news
sequence in such a way that, by entering any of its parts, the entirety of the
news story can be recovered.

In 2009, ACN produced 51,000 news stories in text format, 47,600 photo-
graphs, 32,928 sound clips and 14,812 video clips. Video production has
tripled in a year. The total is slightly less than in 2007 because of a change
in ACN’s production criteria. It now gives priority to the creation and dis-
tribution of its own news stories rather than indiscriminately publishing
press handouts, and has substantially increased video production and fin-
ished products. Early results indicate that despite a reduction of the total,
subscribers’ consumption has increased. Each time a subscriber enters a
news item through the headline this is registered, allowing the agency to
monitor which news stories have generated the most interest and calcu-
late the exact number of news items consulted. In 2008 there were
967,851 ACN-generated stories. Consumption figures for those direct
services installed in some media are not included and should be added
to the balance. 
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At the same time, the agency can disseminate by direct line so that i) sub-
scribers do not have to go through the agency web itself but can receive
news stories directly through to their own system of reception; ii) the line
can automatically feed clients’ web-sites, inserting headlines and lead
paragraphs; iii) the system ensures that news stories can be received
through e-mail, in general or in specific bulletins; iv) the system can send
selected headlines to mobile telephones. ACN is currently working on
various projects for the distribution of news content through cell phone
terminals. At present, ACN sends an SMS flash message advising the
client of an important breaking news story and every evening sends a
summary of the front page headlines of the main newspapers.

Technological advances suggest that this multi-platform panorama will
go from strength to strength (Salaverria & Negredo, 2008) and as the
logic of business imposes itself, human resources need not be doubled
nor teams of journalists split up to meet an increasingly diversified
demand. It would make no sense to set up a team specifically for the dis-
tribution of content through SMS messages that was separate from the
journalists who originated the story. It would also be unprofitable to
dedicate one person exclusively to search through all the news stories
published in one day, wrap them up and send them through specialized
bulletins. It is necessary therefore to bear this diversification of the
news product in mind and facilitate its segmented diffusion as much as
possible.

At ACN, it is the reporter himself who codifies each item of information
to be distributed to the most appropriate outlets, using a simple com-
puter program which carries out this function. This system departs from
the classic news agency scheme in which the role of the journalist who
wrote the story was somewhat alienated from the editing and distribution
process (Gordillo & Nogue, 2008).4 In this sense, ACN is a modern
agency with an innovative mission, living in the digital era free from the
chains of the teleprinter.

The decision was made right at the start that journalists could sign their
articles: asserting the authorship of news stories under the umbrella of
the trademark contributes to the greater credibility of the news items and
is a way of combating the historically unjust anonymity under which the
news agency journalist has been obliged to work. 
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on any role in the news process. This competency is of infinite value: it
creates valuable room for maneuver and freedom of action. The ability
to be able to offer a news story in all formats when appropriate, lends envi-
able professional freedom to the job and multiplies the potential of a
journalist.

Versatility is not limited to technical aspects. A journalist must be men-
tally prepared to face the fact that this process of adaptation must also be
expressive, requiring control and awareness when adapting language to
each different form of media. (Micó: 2006). The journalist’s capacity
must be exploited to the full and the intellectual effort behind his/her
work should win exposure in the most complete fashion, in all formats and
through as many platforms as possible. For that purpose, the Technology
Department must be at the service of content developers to enable them
to carry out their task in the simplest and most agile way possible. Auto-
matic processes should ensure that journalists do not invest valuable time
in duplicating processes or in performing routine tasks which do not
require human talent and which can be de-motivating. This calls for solid
determination and resources on behalf of the company and full aware-
ness that this is an unavoidable investment that will guarantee permanent
innovation and professional excellence.

The main platform which ACN uses to distribute information to its sub-
scribers is the website www.acn.cat where one can find the news in text for-
mat complete with attached documents: sound bites, photographs and
video images in high or low quality.3 The free access website offers a head-
line and lead paragraph for each of the most important news stories, with
supplementary photographs and videos. From the homepage, a paying
client can access the subscribers’ website by using a password to a site
where news stories are revealed through chronological headlines with
some icons on the right hand side of the screen which indicate which dif-
ferent formats are to be used. The user can choose if he or she wishes to
consult all the stories which have been published or can select stories by
applying a thematic or territorial filter. News stories go online once they
have been edited and are linked to other items if they are the natural
extension of the story. The original text is normally published first fol-
lowed by sound bites, photographs and video material.

3. High quality in .avi for-
mat allows for broadcast
by television, whilst low

quality in .wmv or .flv for-
mat is only suitable for
distributing through a

web.

4. One of the first scholars
to study this process in
Spain was Díaz-Arias
although in this case, it was
limited to television. (Diaz-
Arias: 1990).
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ACN’s internal structure is headed by the editor, Saül Gordillo, and
financial controller Emili Mata. The agency has around 80 journalists on
the payroll, the majority of whom have contracts. Aside from these two
figures, the agency draws on the work of a small group of freelance jour-
nalists. 

The remainder of agency employees (a dozen or so staff) include those
who work in the Finance and Administration Department and the
Department of Technology. This latter department has grown consider-
ably, given the agency’s need to stay on top of the constant technological
innovations. The company’s headquarters are in Barcelona, where a
quarter of all its journalists are based as well as its management, commu-
nications, finance department, editing, technical services and adminis-
tration. As well as this, the agency also includes delegations in the main
Catalan capitals (Girona, Tarragona and Lleida) and does not exclude
other support centres throughout the territory.

The agency’s news offices are designed to be eminently functional: few
offices, the odd meeting room and free double desks which allow each
reporter enough space to work with his/her PC and any other equipment
used to gather the information in all different formats. In this way, the
periods of inactivity and “dead time,” so typical of the traditional model,
are a thing of the past. Usually, the journalist will have sent on at least half
of the material from the same place where he/she has gathered the infor-
mation and when he/she returns to the news desk, it will be just to add
some details or carry out some administrative work. Those journalists
who do not live close to an agency base finish off this process from home.

Journalists are spread out all over the country because the distribution
of the journalists does not respond to a centralist logic nor is it propor-
tional to population. The founding decision to guarantee complete ter-
ritorial coverage is still very much alive. Combating territorial “news
holes” is one of the mottos of the agency. Covering the whole of the coun-
try in an independent and fair manner necessarily involves employing
journalists who know the area and do not act as mere distributors of infor-
mation already drawn up by press offices or by ever-increasing private
interest groups which, in professional fashion, may offer biased versions
of events. 
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When an ACN journalist covers a news story, he/she does not only have
to employ his/her acquired technical skills to do a professional job but
also has to i) choose the appropriate headline and judge if an SMS alert
is justified or not, with all the urgency that such a decision implies (a polit-
ical resignation during a press conference, for example); ii) decide which
sound bite to use for those radio stations interested in the story, and pro-
vide it on time so that it can be included in hourly bulletins; iii) consider
which photographic image best summarizes the story and, depending on
the story’s impact, be quick to offer it online given the extra speed that
digital media are supposed to provide. In full coordination with the edi-
tor, the staff reporter is responsible for following such a process correctly
in order to meet the needs of his/her clients.

Immediacy has always been a part of journalism but in the digital era, this
is more relevant than ever. The agency journalist has to leave the press con-
ference or any act he is covering and send the story as competently as pos-
sible. Technology makes this possible and clients demand no less. A jour-
nalist can be in contact with the news desk from the press conference room
itself, from a fire scene or from the courthouse and can send the news story
in real time through the mobile phone, a computer chat program or via a
simple SMS message. An ACN journalist can publish it in real time through
his portable computer thanks to mobile connection services.

The journalist must always be aware that his work will go directly and auto-
matically to all ACN subscribers as well as to all those readers who access
the agency’s open website (journalists and citizen information seekers)
and those subscribers who receive the information by SMS through their
cell phone terminal.

The widespread use of Internet and digital systems in general has permit-
ted a new way of working, according to which the journalist accesses the
news circuit from any telephone connection, whether mobile or fixed
line. This allows staff journalists to move around the country under the
same conditions as their colleagues based at the news desk, and elimi-
nates the need for specific physical work locations: portable computers
and Internet connections create a virtual newsroom, which substitutes
traditional offices.
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The Internet not only provides the distribution platform for ACN con-
tent but the journalist’s workspace itself, and is also a virtual newsroom
with all the instruments necessary for labor in a necessarily non-physical
environment. For example, the editorial meeting is held every day, based
on press conference releases and other proposals which journalists may
have published on the internal web expressly designed for this function.
Every afternoon, heads of content confer on this same web space and
decide which of these ideas will be followed up the next day and in which
format so that the reporters know under what terms they are to develop
the stories. Once the parameters of a news story are decided, these are
published on the web and sent to subscribers by email. Any unexpected
developments are managed in real time via chat or telephone in coordi-
nation with heads of section.

Digital Origins

ACN was born on the Internet: there was no need to make a professional
transition to the digital era because the agency was already tailored for
new technologies and with the intention of contributing to the techno-
logical and democratic revolution which use of the Internet implies.
When ACN began its trials, the Internet connection index in Catalonia
in February 1999 was 7.1%. Press newsrooms typically had just one com-
puter connected to the net and electronic mail was rarely used to send
press notes. The fax machine was still king. In this context many were
inclined to believe that the ACN model was an extravagance doomed to
failure. However, the project pioneers were confident they had their fin-
gers on the pulse of the future. “Technology developments were in our
favor. It was possible to turn the historical demand for a Catalan news
agency into reality,” explained ACN’s first editor, Carles Puigdemont.5

A Catalan national agency was a long-standing aspiration which sporadi-
cally rose to the surface. Ramon Barnils, journalist, columnist and
scriptwriter, was the champion of the cause. An inspiration to many jour-
nalists, particularly throughout the 1980s, Barnils established the view
that the concept of a Catalan agency was based on a compelling premise:
all normal countries have a news agency that explains the world from
their perspective (Barnils: 1986). “Barnils saw the need for any country
to have a national news agency which forms part of its infrastructure: in
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At a time when new technologies enable press releases to be sent to every-
one whether through e-mail or through sources’ own websites, it cannot
be the mission of a public news agency to merely distribute and pass off
press handouts as bona fide “news” stories without reworking this infor-
mation, even when this may involve publishing fewer news stories. 

Once this model of proximity has been guaranteed, the evolution of the
agency towards a genuine national model necessarily involves institu-
tional growth in the Catalan capital, Barcelona, where all the main infor-
mation hubs are concentrated and which represents 80% of the popula-
tion. The key therefore is to make the offer of proximity compatible with
a major national agency model, one which can comply with the objectives
of a public news agency of any country. This involves reinforcing cover-
age in Barcelona in such a way as, without losing balance, the agency can
meet those challenges which ACN faces as it reaches its tenth anniversary.

Journalists are allocated assignments by territory and by subject special-
ism. The professional category assigned to them, as well as the kind of
contract and salary they have, does not depend on where they work but
rather on the job and responsibility they carry out. In this way, all journal-
ists have the same basic salary which can be boosted by territorial respon-
sibility (area delegate for example) or by becoming section editor. Each
journalist must edit and publish his/her news stories in order to speed up
the process. This autonomous way of working does not depend on
whether he/she works at the main offices or hundreds of kilometers away,
but rather depends on the quality of work and the confidence editorial
staff show in it. At ACN the word “correspondent” is shunned in favor of
“staff writer” because Internet has no geographical centre and distance
does not justify a different professional status.

Currently, ACN covers Catalonia as well as other Catalan-speaking terri-
tories such as the Valencia area, the Balearic Islands, the Catalan-speak-
ing border area with France, the Catalonia-Aragon border area as well as
neighboring country Andorra where Catalan is the official language. In
this sense as from 2010, ACN has fulltime staff in other decision-making
centers such as Madrid and Brussels and the main European capitals as
well as New York.

5. Interview with Carles
Puigdemont, first ACN
editor, 16/02/2009. The
phrases attributed to
Puigdemont in this article
refer to this conversation.
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It was therefore an enticing opportunity to fill this “news hole” and
respond to a real need of local media. It was a market which was still not a
business opportunity, but it did exist and was growing, given that more
media and more platforms were cropping up all the time; radio stations,
newspapers, weeklies, television stations and the first Internet websites.
At the same time, there was a great opportunity to be present in the Cata-
lan communicative space and to contribute to greater territorial balance,
increased plurality and better access to information generated around the
country by those media interested in this option, without the restraints of
technology or finance. Over time, this base has been consolidated over a
wide, complex and diverse territory and this very same evolution has
forced ACN to take on further journalistic challenges: namely those of
increasing the amount of general information and converting the agency
into a bona fide instrument for explaining Catalonia to the world.

The public service mission behind ACN forces the agency to take full
advantage of all the possibilities that this channel offers and to constantly
supply it with information useful for all kinds of media. This involves com-
plementing the basic service with a subscription policy proportional to the
resources and the diffusion of each news outlet. If the service was not acces-
sible, the opportunity would not be real. Initially, users were billed accord-
ing to specific consumption. Later, a flat rate was introduced for the basic
service and clients were billed for specific contracted services and how
often they were used, always bearing in mind the size of each media.

The Company

The owner company of ACN is Intracatalònia S.A., a public capital com-
pany belonging to the Catalan Government – which owns 70% of the
shares through the Department of Culture and Media, with a minority
participation of the Catalan Corporation of Audiovisual Media
(CCAM), the public body which, under parliamentary control, manages
the public radio and television.

Currently, ACN has a Board of Directors presided over by the Secretary
for Media of the Catalan Government, currently Carles Mundó, and
made up of eleven other members who have neither executive functions
nor involvement in day-to-day editorial decisions. The members of the
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line with Barnil’s vision, we think it is essential that the basis of journalis-
tic creation should be thought out from Catalonia and for Catalonia. It
was very necessary to normalize the Catalan communicative space,”
explains Xavier Fornells, the founder of ACN.6

It was basically a question of leveraging a leading technology that enabled
staff to work on multiple platforms, and which incorporated two further
innovations. On the one hand, there was the strategic question: moneti-
zation and commercialization on the Internet was different. On the other
hand, there was a significant professional issue: the Internet provided
many more organizational options. “Despite the short term cultural dif-
ficulties involved in convincing staff of the benefits of technology, we
knew that the possibilities that were open to us were undeniable. We
wanted to construct an instrument for the future in line with the mod-
ernist tradition so in line with Catalanism,” affirms Puigdemont.

As time has shown, use of the Internet was the perfect opportunity to
avoid those heavy investments which traditional media demand and it
allowed the agency to reach all kinds of media, including the mosaic of
local media so deeply rooted in Catalonia and which until now had no
possibility of accessing a news agency, for reasons of cost. Thanks to the
Internet, a telephone connection was enough to receive agency material
and so the Internet quickly became a perfect tool for the democratization
of information.

To start out, the agency aimed high: the ideal scenario was a national
agency with information from all fields and at all levels (local, national
and international) in various languages and in all formats. But given that
neither technology nor economic resources allowed for this, the decision
was made to opt for information based on proximity because that was
where the need was, where there was a market for content in the Catalan
language and where there was no competition. “We set achievable goals
without losing our ambition and with a very clear strategy: if we were
strong at a local territorial level, if we became a genuine option, if we
made the difference, there was no doubt that future growth would be eas-
ier. According to Puigdemont, “making this journey the other way round
would have been impossible”.

6. Interview with Xavier
Fornells, the first director

of Intracatalonia.
02/01/2009. Further ref-
erences to Fornells refer

to this conversation.
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In September of that year, the Catalan Government signed an agreement
with CCRTV to guarantee stable financing of Intracatalònia for 2005-
2007. The agreement included the presence on the Board of Directors of
one member designated by the Presidential Department of the Catalan
Government, specifically speaking, the Secretary for Communications.

The following step, taken in February 2007, was to pass over 70% of TVC
Multimedia’s holdings to the Catalan Government, specifically to the
Ministry of Culture and the Media. A three-year contract was drawn up
with a 9.7 million euro funding plan. The 2010-2013 period is governed
by a new contract programme between ACN and the Catalan Govern-
ment. The aim of this accord, backed by 13,800,000 euros of public fund-
ing, is the consolidation of the activities of ACN after a period of growth
in previous years, both regarding content production and their commer-
cialization and technological aspects and associated management. The
mission is to put at the disposition of the greatest number of media and
other actors in both the national and worldwide communicative space a
wide offer of products, services and news solutions through Internet
which reflect reality from a Catalan angle and which at the same time help
to improve the quality of contents and ina wider sense the media market
in Catalonia.

Subscriber profile

As of the 1st of January 2010 ACN had 225 subscribers and over 30 spo-
radic clients. The profile of the subscriber is varied and complex: on the
one hand we can find a combination of smaller and midrange media –
basically the local and county press – and on the other, larger media
groups both public and private. These include both Catalan media such
as Avui, El Punt, Catalonia Television, Catalonia Radio, La Vanguardia and
El Periódico as well as Spanish media such as Spanish public television
(TVE), Spanish public radio (RNE), Cadena Ser and the newspaper
Público. Given that ACN offers information in all formats, subscribers
come from the fields of press, radio, television and digital press. Some
30% of ACN subscribers are public and private institutions, unions, com-
panies, press offices and political parties interested in immediate access
to news stories which may interest them. A very small but steadily grow-
ing percentage of subscribers are private consumers who wish to receive
the information directly through the SMS headline message service.
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board of directors, some of them journalists themselves, come from dif-
ferent departments of the Catalan Government and the CCAM. The
Board has wide powers over the management of the company and in all
those issues which directly affect it such as the drawing up of the company
budget as well as the preparation of the annual management report.

When ACN began operations, it was already funded with public resources
thanks to the initiative of public institutions of a local character which,
through a public consortium, created the limited company Intracatalò-
nia with the aim of managing the agency with a modest initial capital of
480,000 euros and twenty or so journalists. As well as launching a Catalan
agency, the idea was to take advantage of this project in order to acceler-
ate Catalonian and local media access to the information society, since it
was becoming clear that if the local media sector did not undergo a
process of technological re-conversion, it would face challenges to its very
survival. 

With the first stage successfully completed, and thanks exclusively to pub-
lic capital, the decision was made to grow, and grant entry to private cap-
ital holders at a time when the agency had begun to arouse considerable
curiosity. By demonstrating quite clearly that it was working, the project
was by now showing itself to be a model for the future. “By the second year,
the agency had a turnover of around 240,000 euros which at that time, was
a considerable amount for Internet,” explains Fornells. It was a surefire
product ready for introduction to the market in order to develop the proj-
ect in all its facets. 

In the year 2000, Intracatalònia became a mixed capital company and
room was made for private enterprise, specifically through the participa-
tion of the company Planeta 2010 which entered with 75% of social capi-
tal. Later on, this company would sell 25% of the shares to the private
company Invercartera. Private capital controlled the management of the
company – Intracatalònia – and product exploitation. The original pub-
lic consortium now held just 25% of company shares.

In 2002, the public CCRTV (Catalan Corporation for Radio and Televi-
sion, now CCAM) became a shareholder through the affiliate company
TVC Multimedia up to such a point that by 2005 it had become the only
shareholder of the company with a fixed social capital of 850,000 euros.
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It must also be borne in mind that the information business was already
in crisis before recent economic difficulties. The alarm bells did not
sound in an apparently healthy economy as demonstrated by the increase
in advertising revenues. No contingency plans were made for the upcom-
ing change in business model necessary to face the Internet era and the
fact that media now needed to reinvent themselves in order to survive
(Varela: 2009). Not all the blame for a fall in circulation figures and a
reduction in advertising can be laid at the door of the economic crisis.

ACN has to analyze the future from this perspective of opportunity. Not
only has a model which at first aroused so many suspicions and misunder-
standings consolidated itself successfully, but its example has now been
copied by competitors. As time goes by, it is being seen as a useful, valued
and highly competitive instrument, and it is also considered to have a key
role in the reinforcement of the Catalan communication sphere.

The versatile, multi-format model applied to a virtual journalistic envi-
ronment has worked and has positioned ACN ahead of those longstand-
ing agencies who are now facing serious problems of adaptation. ACN was
born in 1999 into the digital age and with a multimedia character.
Throughout this time it has developed its own system of video distribu-
tion by Internet protocol. It has embraced the Web 2.0 philosophy thanks
to initiatives such as content syndication (RSS) and the diffusion of
videos through a channel such as YouTube and a profile on Facebook.
Now it continues to explore this horizon and further profile its products
for every need. According to Gordillo, “we should be very sensitive to the
new Internet reality and be especially aware of the social network”.

This is ACN’s strongest card and sets it aside from the competition. After
having pioneered the trail in Catalonia, the current crisis does not mean
that ACN will run out of steam but rather exactly the opposite: the proj-
ect is in a privileged position to adapt to the changing communicative
landscape, to capture the needs of the information market and take
advantage of the business opportunities through new products and the
development of new strategies. The Internet forces constant transforma-
tions because it evolves continually and stamps on the illusions of stabil-
ity or of a single surefire formula.
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Media needs and resources are different according to institutional size:
whilst local media require detailed news regarding their particular area,
the national media look for general news and tend to filter local and
county news more heavily. Up until now, the latter did not require such
elaborately detailed news because they tended to have the resources to
further develop the news stories themselves and put their personal stamp
on them. However media convergence, immediacy and the variety of for-
mats which websites require is leading to a greater acceptance of finished
news products among larger media.

Differences of use of news require different treatments. While the media
commercialize the news which the agency offers them – therefore poten-
tially benefiting economically – institutions, political parties, companies
and especially individual subscribers use the information internally for
private purposes. It should also be borne in mind that a small town hall
does not have the same financial pull as that of a larger city, or that a
national political party has greater financial resources than a local asso-
ciation and so on. Each type of institution has its corresponding tariff and
this balance is essential for keeping the public service philosophy of the
agency in harmony with its necessary commercial interests.

In 2009, ACN had revenue of 4.8 million euros of which 30% correspond
to the sale of services and the rest to the contract with the Catalan Gov-
ernment. Earnings have tripled between 2006 and 2009. This indicated
that as ACN consolidated into a national agency, it would continue to bal-
ance different revenue streams. The aim is not to reduce public partici-
pation as income increases but rather that this is to be maintained while
revenue from commercial activities contribute to increasing the agency’s
annual budget.

Perspectives for Agencies

The current context of crisis, which is leading to the closure or the
merger of media companies is an opportune moment for rethinking the
logic behind the service that a news agency should offer, especially when
it is a public company. The difficulties which media are experiencing and
their subsequent staff reductions serve to emphasize that a reasonably-
priced news agency service can compensate for lack of personnel and
resources.
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we cannot relax. However, the deficit cannot become an obsession or a
barrier to guaranteeing the solid public service which is our raison
d’être”.7

In spite of everything, it would not be wise or realistic to confide only in
public support in order to keep the agency up and running. As
Boczkowski (2004) points out, it is important to search for alternative
business routes and diversify sources of funding. First of all, in order to
increase the quantity of resources and contribute to increasing the size
of the company but also because competing in the marketplace, manag-
ing income and obtaining benefits consolidates the product’s credibil-
ity. A public service vocation implies guaranteeing plural and all-round
information and assuring that all media have access to it. But this is not
incompatible with business: it is essential that prices are adequate to the
products on offer and the different uses made of them in order to get the
maximum benefit from them.

Aside from strictly news-based products published and managed in the
Catalan language, Saül Gordillo points out that ACN also wants to con-
tribute to the consolidation of the Catalan communication sphere with
other products such as the edition and publication of a style-book which
could be useful for the larger national media outlets as well as for the wide
range of those local media which do not dispose of economic resources
to publish their own. Along these lines, Gordillo also highlights the
agency’s open-door policy with local universities and welcomes all kinds
of initiatives from the academic world “which make ACN a key player in
academic, business and training fields.”

ACN has to consolidate its trademark, widen its territorial parameters
and satisfy market demands by offering a flexible and ever-changing serv-
ice and by remaining true to its three essential pillars which together have
formed the company’s strategy: quality, innovation and difference.
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The evolution of Internet does not respond to a centralized model nor to
any attempt at controlling the format or contents but rather just the
opposite and this collides with the traditional vision of the media.
Domínguez (2007) affirms that “neither its own dynamism nor technol-
ogy allow for it, so it’s better not to try and resist it. If a web 2.0 motto
existed it would be: share, collaborate and adapt yourself”.

As the public service it is, it is important to consider which model of con-
tent to offer, in which format, for which territory, how to manage the ever-
growing public participation, and whether the information at hand
should be left as raw material or refined into final product. The system of
distribution is vital for reaching an information-hungry target.

It is a question of facilitating message distribution by taking advantage of
the enormous potential of the new technologies in order to respond to
market evolution. With the 2.0 philosophy the potential reader will not
necessarily come to the media product but rather the product will likely
find its target in the format, style and platform that it so wishes. There-
fore, it is necessary to find the distribution platform which best adapts
itself to the audience through content syndication, the creation of pro-
gram interfaces (API), widgets or other artifacts. It is necessary for the
user to be able to access the service anywhere and everywhere. ACN offers
a direct news reception service adapted to each subscriber’s own system.
In recent years it has also offered the Notiweb service which allows for
the automatic incorporation of contents to its webs in terms of the prede-
termined profile of news items required and provided in real time.

The present – it is best not to think in terms of “the future” – has to run
along these lines. The international media organization Ifra has pub-
lished a guide to applications, implications and advice regarding this
state of play on the Internet.

As a public agency, future policy must respect the need for efficient eco-
nomic management while not necessarily predetermined exclusively by
financial gain: it is precisely in times like the present that such a public
service should guarantee that the right to be informed is not a victim of
the crisis. According to Carles Mundó, President of ACN, “every euro
spent has to be well thought out as we have to optimize our resources and
be more professionally managed than ever. We have to be the most effi-
ciently managed company because by virtue of being a public company,

7. Mundó, Carles. Inau-
gural speech. ACN meet-
ing, Sant Hilari Sacalm,
14/11/2009.
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3. Agence France Presse (AFP) in French and Global Contexts 

Camille Laville

The French news mediascape includes 284 news firms that enjoy the sta-
tus of news agencies, among which many are audio-visual agencies like
CAPA for example, or photo agencies like Magnum. The most important
and famous French news agency is Agence France Presse. The French news
agency has the distinction of being the world’s first news agency, since
French researchers regard AFP as the direct descendant of Havas news
agency, established in 1835. AFP is the only French news agency with sig-
nificant international reach. AFP exemplifies the challenges of a national
agency that has always aspired to a serious international role, even if its
hybrid status emphasizes its national dimension. Agence France Presse is
indeed the third global news agency in the world after Reuter and AP. The
economic situation of the agency has improved considerably in recent
years: in 2008, AFP achieved a consolidated net profit of 1.3 million euros
on a turnover of 270.9 million euros. However, Agence France Presse is at a
turning point in its history. Its legal status may soon be changed and this
will impact its future.

Historical Background: The Oldest News Agency

Three periods can be identified in the process of AFP’s evolution. The first
runs from its creation in 1835 by Charles-Louis Havas to the beginning of
the Second World War. In 1835, Charles-Louis Havas, a Parisian advertis-
ing agent, founded the first news agency in order to provide news for
French newspapers, periodicals and magazines. The creation of an agency
devoted to news gathering and its dissemination, inspired the develop-
ment of other firms such as Reuter and Wolff, which were created respec-
tively in 1849 and 1852 by two former employees of Havas. In 1852, the
three signed an agreement to share their world news coverage. Between
1852 and 1939, the Havas agency expanded its activities throughout the
world, offering both news distribution and advertising services.

From the Second World War to 1957, when an independent status was
granted to AFP by means of a decree, the agency was under joint control
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of the State and the French press, but the State remained dominant. Dur-
ing the Second World War, the news department of Havas was placed
under the control of the French government and was renamed OFI8

(French Information Office) by the Vichy government9. On August 20,
1944, a group of former journalists from the French Resistance seized the
OFI offices and issued the first news dispatch from the liberated city
under the name of Agence Française de Presse. At the end of the War, the
State reorganized the news sector in France and passed new press legis-
lation to ensure clarity and objectivity. The financial assistance of the
French State permitted the creation of news organizations including
Agence Française de Presse, renamed Agence France Presse. In 1957, AFP
acquired permanent status to guarantee the agency's editorial independ-
ence, even while its financial dependence on the State continued.

From 1957 to 2008, the agency expanded considerably but the legal terms
of its constitution have not enabled it to raise sufficient financial backing
to make the necessary investments that would guarantee preservation of
its status as an international news agency. In 1973 the board initiated a first
wave of newsroom computerization and then of the South America desk
in 1976. This was followed by a second wave in the early 1980s with the first
computer for picture transmission, Dixel, replacing the “Belinographe,”
ancestor of the fax machine, and the agency launched AGORA, its first
database for AFP dispatches, on January 1, 1981. 

During the 1980s, AFP reorganized its international news production
and created five editorial centres: Paris, Hong Kong, Washington, Mon-
tevideo and Nicosia. In the early 1980s, the deficit10 increased danger-
ously. If the State was to absorb the deficit, then article 21 of the 1957 law
required that the CEO and the board convene to take the necessary meas-
ures to balance the budget. Henri Pigeat, then CEO, proposed a plan for
economic recovery and advocating reductions in the workforce. This
action provoked long and intense industrial action which paralyzed the
firm in 1986. Meanwhile, economic dependence on the French State
increased significantly.11

The 1990s represented a turning point, because the French State no
longer wanted to underwrite the deficit, and encouraged the agency to
increase its economic independence. A four-year economic plan was
launched by the CEO, Claude Moisy. In one decade, 1993 to 2002, AFP

8. Office Français de l’In-
formation (OFI) in
French.

9. The Vichy government
was considered a tool in
the hands of the Nazis and
was never recognized by
the Allies.

10. In 1983, the deficit of
AFP was approximately
84.52 millions francs, i.e.
10% of its sales turnover.
(Huteau, Ullman 1992,
p.428).

11. In 1981, more than
60% of its funds came
from the subscriptions
paid by French public insti-
tutions. (Huteau Ullman
1992, p. 424).
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managed to improve its financial situation, increasing its sales turnover
and reducing its economic dependence on the State. 

However, the State required stricter management of AFP’s budget, partly
by means of a contract between State and Agency whose purpose was to
increase the agency’s autonomy. To meet State requirements, AFP’s sta-
tus will likely be revised at the end of the 2000s, after fifty-two years, with
a view to maintaining its position as a global news agency. 

Market and Business: Competition or Collaboration 

Among 284 French news agencies registered with the CPPAP12 in June
2009, some are video, photo or multimedia news agencies, but AFP is the
only one which produces news in all types of media and has provided
international news since it was founded.

While AFP is the world's oldest news agency and one of the world's top
three, since 1957 its operations have been constrained by a series of
legislative requirements that prevent it from offering shares in the
enterprise to private investors and require that it presents a balanced
budget for each year. These two restrictions have limited AFP's ability
to raise needed capital for investment in new products and outlets,
including the Internet, and to compete head-to-head with its wealth-
ier rivals. Since 2003, AFP’s economic strategy has been subject to a
COM (Aims and Means Contract), a four-year contract with the State
which has given AFP the capacity to stabilize its financial situation. This
economic plan and the imminent change in its status will probably
enable AFP to develop a more offensive strategy and assert its global
position as a media actor. These developments have a number of
important implications, as follows:

A new framework for the relationships between AFP and the French State

Through the COM, the State has committed to maintaining the growth
of its subscriptions at a rate higher than the rate of inflation while AFP
committed to rebalancing its budget, growing its commercial revenues
and enhancing financial management. In addition, in order to finance
the 45-million-euro deficit accumulated over the four previous years, AFP
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signed a lease-purchase on its head office building in Paris. Resulting
from this first COM AFP considerably improved its financial situation. At
the beginning of the COM, Bertrand Eveno, the CEO, announced a
deficit of 14.2 million euros for 2003. Until 2005, the news agency showed
a debit balance, with a deficit of 3 million euros. But, since 2006, thanks
to the COM, AFP became profitable, showing a profit of 3.2 million euros
in 2006 and of 4.6 million euros in 2007.

By strictly respecting the terms of the COM, AFP’s sales turnover was
assessed at 270 million euros in 2006 (debts were assessed as 40 million
euros). Subsequently, the French news agency considerably reduced its
debt and planned to repurchase its historic head office, eventually. A sec-
ond COM was agreed for the next four year period (2009-2013). AFP now
had two priorities: updating and enhancing its status as a multimedia
news agency, and targeting its development strategies towards high-
potential geographical areas and specialist categories of news service.

The monopoly of the domestic market in danger

The French news agency self-evidently dominates its domestic market.
The French State is the most important client: subscriptions from public
institutions such as French embassies in foreign countries, ministries and
other institutions represented 41% of its revenues, namely 111.38 mil-
lion euros, in 2009, a 1.8% increase from 2008. Domestic media consti-
tute the second most important client group. In the 1980s, Henri Pigeat
explained AFP’s domination of the domestic market by the low price of
the subscription13, but the situation has changed. The late news agency,
ACP14, Agence Centrale de Presse created in 1947 and closed in 1993, was
one of the main news providers, with AFP, for French regional newspa-
pers15. In June 2009, for the first time a major regional French newspa-
per, La Provence, announced that it would cancel its subscription to the
Agence France-Presse news wire. The newspaper came to the decision
after realising that it only used 20 dispatches per day for an annual cost
of 550,000 euros16. This decision reflects not only the amount of the sub-
scription, deemed too high by most regional French newspapers, but also
the offer of news at a cheaper price by Internet websites. 

Six of the 15 members of AFP's board are from the regional press. How-
ever the regional press represents only 17 million euros of the organiza-

12. The CPPAP is the
“French Committee for

Periodicals and News
Agencies,” it decides to
give or not the status of

new agencies.
http://www.cppap.fr/

13. Pigeat, Henri, 1987
101-102

14. The Agence Centrale
de Presse was created in
1947 by Georges Lustac,
the chairman of the
regional newspaper Le
Provencal and was a serious
rival of AFP, notably for
the French regional news-
papers. The news agency
was owned by Robert
Maxwell, and closed in
1993 (Albert, p.68) 

15. In their survey, Gaunt
and Pritchard’s indicate
that among 27 regional
French newspapers in
1990, 23 subscribed to AFP
wires, and only ten to ACP
wires. 

16. A journalist for the
Marseille-based paper said
in Le Monde, « La presse
régionale est tentée de se
passer des services de l’A-
gence France Presse », 18
juin 2009.
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tion’s turnover, some 10-12%. AFP chairman Pierre Louette has pro-
posed to reconsider the number of regional press representatives on the
AFP board17. In the meantime the French news agency ACP (Agence
Centrale de Presse) is scheduled to arise from the ashes, more than fif-
teen years after its liquidation in 1993, and could cause Agence France
Presse some competitive grief. Christian Ciganer-Albeniz, CEO of a
financial company, De Constance, acquired the name of the ACP. His
plan was to launch “the first French digital news agency”. The ACP site
will be online in January 2010, allowing the media to buy items provided
by professional freelance journalists.

Since 2006, a new strategy for the development and diversification of the
commercial service has been defined. Even if AFP consolidates its gen-
eral news wire, it tends to invest in languages and geographical areas that
are expanding, such as English, Arabic and Asian languages, in the Mid-
dle East and South Asia. 

A strong worldwide network

Despite its links with the French State, which has long given rise to suspi-
cions about its independence, AFP has maintained its credibility through
a strong international network18. The agency has special areas of in-
fluence such as Francophone African countries which were former
French colonies. The coverage of the Francophone Africa area is domi-
nated by AFP, but its profitability is limited. AFP has three strong overseas
markets: Europe, South America and South-East Asia. Competition
between the different European news agencies is quite strong. In addi-
tion to Reuters, AFP has to face the competition of such agencies as Span-
ish EFE and the German agency dpa. To compete, the French news
agency continues to expand its global coverage by increasing the number
of its joint ventures. AFP is strengthening its commercial relations with
foreign regional agencies: the latest example is the renewal of its partner-
ship with the Japanese news agency, Jiji, in 2008.
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Graphic from the French Bill of Finance for 2008.19

AFP revenues from international clients represented 28.6% of its global
revenue in 2007. Its collaboration with regional news agencies helped
AFP increase revenues from all regional markets in 2008: Middle East
(+8.5%), North America (+8%), South America (+7.2%) and Asia
(+6.3%) whereas some national European news agencies such as EFE or
dpa have limited AFP’s development in Europe. 

In the context of global competition with other international agencies,
the strategy of AFP is to leverage its foreign partnerships, and develop
new partnerships with new media players in new specialist areas. These
partnerships form part of a global strategy aimed at developing new
multimedia products and specializing in growing niches.

Faced with ever-changing technological innovations, AFP develops new prod-
ucts and takes new risks: AFP asserts its presence on the Web

Competition to cover breaking news has increased considerably since the
appearance of the Internet. New players can mimic wire services and con-
sequently, AFP’s competitors are no longer just Reuters and the Associ-
ated Press. Internet expansion inspires people to diversify their mode of
news consumption and their needs. In this context, AFP cannot limit its
services to the domain of editorial content. The agency has to adapt to
the new news ecosystem. As AFP increasingly offers its media customers
both content and services, such as video, mobile or user-generated con-

17. http://www.senat.fr/
bulletin/20090126/cult.ht

ml: hearing of Pierre
Louette (AFP chairman)

to the Cultural Affairs
Committee of the French

Senate.

18. “AFP’s credibility, like
dpa, is also built on the

strength of its independent
reporting overseas” in

Boyd Barrett, Rantanen
1998, p.17).

Table 1. Distribution of AFP Clients Worldwide

France
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Asia
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North America
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South America
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Africa
7.04%

19. http://www.perform-
ance-publique.gouv.fr/
farandole/2008/pap/pdf
/PAP2008_BG_Medias.pdf.
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tent platforms, it has to revise the organization of its news production. In
the past AFP has produced news in distinct departments (press, photo-
graphy, video and multimedia). It now aims to integrate the departments
in one, unified, technical system as Eric Scherer, AFP director of strategy
and external relations, and Pascal Taillandier, AFP Coordinator of Rich
Media News Agency Project, have confirmed.20

AFP created a multimedia development department in 2000 and then a
multimedia department called Medialab to develop new products and
reconfigure existing content for new platforms such as mobile telephony
or the Internet. Between 2007 and 2008, AFP profits from multimedia
contents climbed by 25%. In its multimedia products, AFP offered differ-
ent types of news: world news pre-packaged with text, photographs, video
and graphics and delivered to Internet sites, mobile telephones, and big
screens. It was available in seven languages. 

By 2009 AFP was engaged in a major modernization project of its edito-
rial system to remain competitive on the multimedia market. The prev-
ious system based on an AFP console used by reporters and editors was
replaced by the CNG (New Generation Console) integrating various multi-
media elements. The economic plan of AFP included a new technology,
4XML, which the French State helps develop by contributing 20 million
euros. Its multimedia strategy gives AFP the opportunity to offer various
news products to its clients: AFP Mobile Journal, CitizenSide and Newzwag.

AFP launched a new service in 2008 providing mobile phone users with
access to its global news coverage and incorporating multimedia and mes-
saging options. AFP Mobile Journal service provides the entire catalogue
of AFP news available in major newspapers and online news sites, and is
updated 24/7. The content is specifically designed for mobile screens
and would has shorter headlines, limited texts and tailored photo sizes.
AFP also provides SMS and MSS news alerts for subscribers. AFP Mobile
Journal is a multimedia feed covering major news from across the globe
in a variety of categories, available in English, French, Spanish and Ara-
bic versions. AFP currently has 70 clients for the mobile telephone sector
and its aim is to make a turnover of 2 million euros for 2009. 
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Moreover, since 2007, AFP has bought a 34% stake in the citizen journal-
ism platform Scooplive, which will be renamed Citizenside21. This platform
can offer photo and video content from individual, non-professional
journalists. With contributors from around 90 countries, citizenside.com
is a site pursuing strategic aims: acceleration of its international develop-
ment, widening of its community, increase of the documents received
and of the number of partnerships with the press, TV, web and mobile
media. AFP is currently incorporating the amateur images into its image
bank and any of the news agency’s 7,000 partners would be able to buy
them22. This tool gives newspapers, including the daily French regional
newspapers, a particular opportunity to strengthen their connection to
the Internet. This offer to French regional newspapers is complemented
by technical support from AFP and Kewego, a French video platform
provider website. Each newspaper will have a graphic user interface and
personalized ways to manage its service on its own objectives.

In January 2008, AFP also founded Newzwag, a wholly owned subsidiary,
based in San Francisco. Newzwag creates ready-to-publish social online
news applications from AFP’s raw wire content. Newzwag’s clients
included Yahoo and ESPN, among many others, for a 2008 summer
games trivia application, and Freep.com, Miami Herald, Washington Times,
Fox interactive for a US Election quiz application, and SF Gate.com for a
sports and Entertainment application.

AFP also offers a blog called “Behind the News,” a daily feed of posts from
its correspondents, from Baghdad to Beijing or the White House.

AFPTV

In matters of video development, AFP has lagged behind the other two
international news agencies. While Associated Press and Reuters provide
complete coverage, AFP launched its own video service in 2001. Called
AFPTV, the video service initially only had 2 clients. Since 2005, AFP’s
international video coverage has grown significantly. It increased
regional production in France, and launched a daily news wrap-up and
created new distribution channels and a production network abroad. In
2007, AFP launched AFPTV international service, which provided some
150 videos news reports a month both in English and French from 12
international video production centres (including Paris, Bangkok, New

20. Interviews with Eric
Scherer (AFP director of

strategy and external rela-
tions) and Pascal

Taillandier, (Coordinator
of Rich Media News

Agency Project) on 12th

June 2009. To meet multi-
media challenges, AFP
has launched a project

named “Rich Media News
Agency” to transform

itself, sharpen its multi-
media edge, make the

agency more reactive to
markets and enable it to

step up production of the
new content that clients

want.

21. http://citizenside.com

22. However, content from
Citizenside is clearly
labeled as amateur. 
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Delhi, Nairobi, Baghdad) The video service has now increased to 500
videos a month, still insufficient to really rival the other two international
news agencies. For that reason AFP has tried to focus TV production on
specialized needs and niches. AFPTV entered a video partnership with
Getty Images in March 2009 to strengthen its video assets. Under the
terms of the agreement, each party was granted access to the other’s video
productions, for which they have non-exclusive worldwide marketing
rights. 

In addition, AFP has signed a partnership agreement with France 24,
France’s new international news television channel, under which AFP will
provide its news wires, multimedia products and audio and video reports
from its correspondents around the world in French, English and Arabic.

Finally, AFP has recently reinforced its news coverage in two sectors:
leisure and lifestyle and also economic and financial news.

AFP launched the first global newswire devoted to leisure and lifestyle coverage.

To respond to the growing importance and interest in leisure news, in
January 2009 AFP partnered with the leisure news service Relaxnews to
launch the first global newswire devoted to leisure and lifestyle coverage.
AFP-Relaxnews leisure newswire is produced by a team of 10 English-
speaking journalists in Paris, with contributions from a global network of
correspondents, including four in New York, Dubai, London and Hong
Kong. 70% of the content will come from Relaxnews and 30% from AFP.
News coverage falls into four main categories: Well-being, House and
Home, Entertainment, and Tourism. Currently available in English and
French, it will later be available in Arabic and Spanish. AFP and
Relaxnews hope to bring in revenue totalling 15 million euros by 2012.
Finally, in 2008, following a re-configuration among financial news
providers, Dow Jones Newswires decided to discontinue its contract with
Associated Press, due to expire in 2009 (not affecting AP’s contracts with
the Wall Street Journal and Dow Jones Factiva) and to run news from AFP
especially for its general news wire, in English, French and German. By
doing so, AFP countered the merger between Thompson Corporation
and Reuters completed in 2008. 
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AFP Organization: strong headquarters and international news coverage decen-
tralized. 

AFP claims 2,900 employees from 81 nationalities, including more than
1,400 journalists, 150 photographers, and 700 freelancers reporting
from 165 countries23. They cover the world 24 hours a day in six lan-
guages, delivering the news in video, text, photographs, multimedia and
graphics, that is 5,000 stories a day in English, French, Spanish, German,
Portuguese and Arabic. Other languages including Chinese, Japanese
and Russian are offered through partner agencies.

AFP has 7,000 clients in the world. Among the three global news agen-
cies, AFP has the smallest income. The French State, as we have seen, is
the most important client of the French agency, accounting for more
than 40% of its revenues. AFP is the natural main news provider for
French media in France and around the world. Foreign clients account
for one third of turnover. 

In-house organization

AFP headquarters are located in a historical building, in Stock Exchange
Square in Paris. The offices of AFP executives and the main departments
of the news agency are located in these premises: the global news execu-
tives, the specialized desks, the video and photo departments and one of
the regional offices. The regional office covering Europe and Africa is
also located in Paris. It controls 18 main offices and 18 secondary offices
in Europe and also 11 main offices and 5 secondary offices in Africa. AFP
headquarters host specific departments (including Sports, Economy,
Politics, Culture, People, Lifestyle) reflecting the various newswires
offered by the French news agency.

AFP news production is managed by a global editorial department.
Global news director, Philippe Massonnet, appointed in May 2009,
declared that one of his missions was to reinforce the role of the global
editorial department. He also wanted to reorganize the news production
structure to make the most of journalists’ abilities and knowledge: “Most
of the time topics such as lifestyle, leisure, and environment… are cov-
ered by French journalists from Paris. I would like journalists from for-
eign offices to cover these topics in the next years”24. He wanted to reor-

23. Source: www.afp.com

24. Interview of Philippe
Massonnet, the global
news director, 22nd July
2009, AFP, Paris.
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ganize the news production of AFP foreign bureaus. Foreign bureaus
would not only be dedicated to news of their respective geographical
area, but to a specialized topic, in partnership with the specialized depart-
ments in Paris. Allocation of specialized topics would take account of the
journalists’ aptitudes in each of the foreign bureaus.

The international coverage

In 1985, AFP initiated a major reconstruction of its international cover-
age. Between 1985 and 1997 AFP decentralized international news pro-
duction through the creation of five autonomous regional centres for
international coverage. Each region has its own budget, administrative
director and chief editor. In North America, the DC-based head office
controls seven offices in the United States, three offices in Canada and
one in Haiti. In the Asia-Pacific region, the regional office is located in
Hong Kong and controls 15 main offices and 11 secondary offices. In the
Latin America region, the regional head office is based in Montevideo
and controls 21 offices. The international service is closely coordinated
by the chief editor in Paris. 79% of journalists working abroad are men.
In 2001, the foreign correspondents or employees were distributed by
world region: 11% in Africa, 11% in South America, 13% in North Amer-
ica, 9% in the Middle East, 12% in Asia, 6% in the USA and the others in
Europe. The number of journalists will likely increase in the Middle East
and Asia, two areas that have been a priority for AFP over the 1990s and
2000s. AFP rotates international staff so that every four years a journalist
working abroad has to return to Paris.

The news production of each desk in the world is also monitored by a
department called Alert and Analysis. This department monitors journal-
ists in each office in the world. It analyses news production and the com-
mercial performance of each international office compared with their
competitors.

The photo department

The international photo department was created in 1985. In 2009, 150
photographers are employed by AFP and deliver 2,500 to 3,000 pictures
a day, and more than 3,000 for major specific events such as the Olympic
Games. In addition to the pictures proposed by AFP photographers, the
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agency has eighteen partner agencies; together they produce 5,000 new
photos everyday. The most important of its partners is the American pho-
tographic agency, Getty. In 2003, AFP signed an agreement with Getty
allowing AFP to offer their clients a large portfolio of photos about poli-
tics, economics, entertainment, travel, sports, etc. AFP has a data bank of
12 million photos and offers daily online photograph galleries and
slideshows in six languages on top world news.

The video department

The video department AFPTV, discussed in the previous section, has a
regional structure with production units in France and abroad. A network
of forty dedicated video reporters produces 500 videos a month. AFPTV
also produces two video magazines on French events every day.

A Hybrid Status that Tarnishes the Credibility of the Agency

For twelve years, from 1944 to 1957, the French news agency had a provi-
sional status which in effect placed it in a condition of financial and
administrative dependence on the government. The government had
the power to appoint and remove, at will, the director of the agency, and
did not hesitate to do so. Over nine years, the French government
appointed seven different chairmen25, until the appointment of Yves
Morvan, nicknamed “Jean Marin,” in 1954, which marked the end of a
period of instability. Morin managed AFP for twenty years. 

A law passed in 1957 was intended to ensure AFP’s structural independ-
ence both from the state and from any other “ideological, political or eco-
nomic organization”26. The legislation, drafted to guarantee the
agency's editorial independence, gave AFP a unique status. It has no cap-
ital nor shareholders, and is run by a Board made up of representatives
of the French government and representatives of the major French print
media. The 1957 law was an asset for the agency principally because it
seemed to guarantee editorial independence27. But it also restrained
economic development by preventing the Board from calling upon pri-
vate capital, depriving the agency of all capacity for autonomous capital
investment. Thus AFP was left behind its two main competitors on the
international level: AP and Reuters.

25. Boyd Barrett, Palmer,
1980. 

26. Law n°57-32, January
10, 1957.

27.The second article of
the law of February 10,
1957 about the AFP status
specifies that “Agence
France Presse is obliged to
be independent and objec-
tive (…) and to give contin-
uously, exact, impartial
and reliable news (…)”.
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In spite of the 1957 law, AFP continued to be a target of criticism. Its eco-
nomic dependence has rendered the French news agency susceptible to
charges of being a semi-official agency, dependent on the French govern-
ment. Some attacks have come from rivals AP and Reuters, which call AFP
“the French Tass” with reference to the old Soviet (precursor to ITAR-
TASS) news agency considered to be a “state news agency”. Other criti-
cism comes from AFP’s own clients, the French media, most notably
denouncing its coverage of the Sarkozy administration. Laurent Joffrin,
chief-editor of the French national daily Libération criticized AFP ven-
omously in an article entitled “The Scared French Agency” in its August
7, 2009 edition. He accused AFP of not immediately releasing news on
three issues: that it did not mention Sarkozy’s irreverent talk about José
Luis Zapatero during a meeting with French parliamentarians. He
accused AFP of saying nothing about scandals concerning the significant
losses of the French bank Société Générale and the size of annual bonuses
paid to its traders by the French bank BNP.

In 2008, a trade union representing AFP employees organized a protest
in response to government attacks on AFP’s neutrality, in the course of
which the government was denounced for putting pressure on AFP with
the aim of shaping its coverage of news. AFP rejected the claim that its
neutrality had been compromised, arguing that nowhere was it written
that the press had to relay every governmental communication. Nonethe-
less while the French State partially ensures the continued solvency of
AFP, such criticisms are all the more likely. Although AFP was set up to be
an independent agency, the reality is that the government is still its
biggest customer.

Some AFP staff have consistently demanded a modification of the
agency’s status so as to reduce its economic dependence on the French
State. But other employees, represented by strong trade unions, are
opposed to the modification of its 1957 status. During each in-house cri-
sis, AFP’s status is at the heart of discussions. Most previous CEOs
declined to consider this. In May 1968, by a large majority, a general meet-
ing of 550 journalists voted a resolution seeking modification to the 1957
law and financial independence of their news agency, but they were
unsuccessful.

In 2008, the AFP Board elected Pierre Louette28 to a second three-year
term as chairman and chief executive of the international news agency.
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In his upcoming mandate he faced the task of reforming the agency's
legal status, enshrined in the 1957 law. On August 26, 2009, Louette
announced that new legislation would “substantially change” the 1957
Act, but many aspects would remain unchanged, including Article 2 of
the current status which seeks to guarantee editorial independence.
According to this article, under no circumstances shall AFP pass de jure
or de facto under the control of any ideological, political or economic
organization. Louette said that the new status would come into force in
spring 2010. 

Pierre Louette proposed a transformation of the status of AFP in order
to integrate a shareholder capable of carrying out long-term invest-
ments. The agency Board of directors preferred an institutional investor
over a private investor. A public shareholder would not have the same
immediate requirements of profitability as a private shareholder and this
is why the project presented by Pierre Louette on the August 26, 2009
indicated that the French State would hold a 100% stake through either
the Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations (serving as an investment man-
ager for the government and overseeing tax-exempt funds) or L’agence
de participation de l’Etat (the French Government Shareholding
Agency). Its new status would enable AFP to finance new projects in the
context of changing business models and the digital revolution, and also
defend the public interest29. Even if future investors will be public, the
future status of AFP will be noticeably different, because funding of the
French news agency would not come directly from State subscription but
from public investors in the expectation of returns on their investments.
At this stage, it could be also perceived as a disguised nationalization of
the French news agency. 

In a recent confidential report, Pierre Louette estimates AFP’s addi-
tional financial needs at 65 million euros up to 2013, namely at the
end of the new COM30. The status change would come with an editorial
charter, to be submitted to the opinion of the Company, including its
journalists and their trade unions. A foundation created by the new sta-
tus would have responsibility for ensuring the implementation of this
charter. It would have an expanded role compared to that of the current
Supreme Council of the Agency. Finally, as the number of members sit-
ting on the Board of Directors of the future firm would be reduced, the
CEO said the State would remain a “minority” and wished for the integra-
tion of foreign clients in the Supreme Council of the Agency.

29. A foundation would
guarantee the editorial
independence of AFP. 

30. Report presented by
Pierre Louette March 31,
2009, entitled “Make AFP
one of the global news
leaders of the digital era,”
published on the news
website Backchich Info.

28. Pierre Louette
resigned on Feb 24, 2010

and the name of his succes-
sor is not known yet
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AFP: Dual Identity and the Defence of the Public Interest.

Although AFP has never hidden its ambitions to be an international
agency, it remains strongly attached to its national identity. The agency
which, in the past, depended on the State to the extent of 65% of costs,
has continued to depend on the State, even if State subsidies have
decreased to “only” 40%. The agency continues to be perceived as an
agency that sometimes represents the voice of France, particularly
abroad31. 

While AFP holds the premier position on the French market and also in the
francophone countries, it has always expressed its desire to be a global news
agency, even as the Havas agency in 1835. Its French identity could also be
an attraction for foreign clients, who appreciate a different journalistic
approach and style between English – and French – speaking agencies.

AFP defends the public interest in different ways. If using the State has
been prejudicial to the French agency, it also enabled it to maintain one
of the most global news networks and also maintain offices in geograph-
ical areas that are not “profitable.” For all AFP journalists, their mission
is to protect the public interest. The hybrid status of the firm reinforces
the importance of that mission. To guarantee the public interest is prob-
ably one of the motivations that leads them to apply for the agency32.

AFP also defends the public interest by the creation of an AFP Founda-
tion. In the past, AFP sent journalists to developing countries, such as
Africa and former Russian satellite states in order to train and encourage
the foundation of autonomous media outlets. In September 2007, AFP
launched the non-profit AFP Foundation to promote higher standards
of journalism worldwide. The Foundation has a distinct identity under
French law and operates with its own 230,000 euro budget. Its adminis-
trators and most of its trainers are experienced journalists. Through the
training it provides, the Foundation seeks to raise journalists’ profes-
sional standards in accordance with its code of conduct, and to promote
the freedom of the press. For instance, on May 18, 2009, the Foundation
launched an ambitious programme to train more than 300 African sports
journalists in preparation for the 2010 World Cup.
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Since the announcement of an impending change of legal status of the
agency, AFP unions have expressed their concerns, some fearing a ver-
sion of “privatization,” thinking that defence of the public interest will
never again be a priority for AFP, others calling it a form of “nationaliza-
tion”. A petition “for independence and survival of the Agency” has gath-
ered over 17,000 signatures33.

The years to come will be decisive for the future of the French news
agency. The change of status and new financing capacities in prospect
will be defined. AFP will either grasp the opportunity to preserve and
increase its status as a global news provider on the global media scene, or
its future status will be that solely of a national news agency.

31. We can refer to the
following article:

“l’Agence France Presse, un
vecteur reconnu des rela-

tions internationales de la
France. Mais un problème

: comment faire face à la
concurrence anglo-saxonne

sans indépendance
économique” ( Mathien

2000).

32. In my Phd (Laville,
2007), I studied three

AFP journalist’ genera-
tions. All journalists

declare they are attached
to the concept of public
interest, but it is all the

more true for journalists
who worked during the

fifties and sixties. News
is regarded as a public

good, and the practice of
journalism as a public

service for citizens.

33. http://www.sos-
afp.org/
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mentality: as these examples show, the market is changing because the
product has changed. So the crisis is in the product, the news. Future
strategies are sustainable if they adopt systemic approaches and solutions
driven by new network technologies.

Dealing with News Agency Markets

The main idea of this chapter is to introduce different possible solutions
to the period of crisis of the news markets by stimulating a discussion
about the relationship between new technologies and the news.

I first present one national news agency market and its leading news
agency, ANSA, and analyze it from a holistic point of view, in other words
with implicit reference to geographical34 and systemic35 conceptual
skills and approaches for dealing with phenomena whose complexity
requires multidisciplinary perspectives. In doing so, I make use of a qual-
itative approach, drawing on interviews with current and former profes-
sionals of ANSA. I integrate these findings with analysis of official statis-
tical and economic data, speeches and documents available on the Inter-
net, and previous recent researches. 

In the second part, the case of ANSA, its structure and strategies, is com-
pared to those of two important international news players (AP and WP)
in a discussion about Internet use and related technologies. The aim is
to suggest possible sustainable, efficient and effective development paths
for news agencies in the Internet era. 

ANSA, the Leading Italian News Agency

ANSA was founded on the January 15, 1945. It is a private cooperative
company of 36 members, who are publishers of the main forty-eight Ital-
ian national, regional and local newspapers (ANSA, 2009a). The agency
is a publishing organization that delivers information to all Italian media,
to the Italian Public Administrations (national and local; central and
peripheral), international organizations, professional organizations,
political institutions and labor unions. 
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4. Can the Internet Save the News in Italy? Possible Strategies for
News Agencies

Marco Tortora

News agencies are part of a complex system that is suffering the revolu-
tions and evolutions of its markets because of changes driven by the cur-
rent financial and economic crisis and the transformation of Information
and Communication Technologies (ICTs). In this context this chapter is
a contribution to discussion of news agencies’ market and development
strategies. I will use implicitly geographical and systemic conceptual skills
to highlight news agency markets’ trends and opportunities. Based on
empirical observations and interviews with managers of the leading Ital-
ian news agency, ANSA, I will introduce its mission, structure, and mar-
kets. Then I will explore its strategy by contrasting it with examples of two
internationally recognized news media players, using these as possible
paradigmatic solutions. The chapter ends with a discussion about the
relationship between news and the Internet, and whether the Internet is
the best and pivotal solution for new development strategies. 

The present financial and economic crisis is hitting whole media systems
of many countries. The news market is no exception, since it is closely con-
nected with many media, newspapers especially. The role of information
as resource and product is quickly changing because of the rapid innova-
tion of ICTs and new trends in consumer markets. News agencies have
been at the forefront of the media business for many decades, both for
their role in economic and political systems and for their capacity of
innovation. Today they are negatively impacted by transformations in
their core market and because of new technological challenges. What is
the future for news agencies at this point of Internet evolution? I will high-
light recent trends in a national news agency market. In doing so, I will
focus on the structure, markets and strategy of an Italian news agency,
ANSA, to compare it with new strategies proposed by two internationally
recognized news media namely, the Associated Press (AP) and The Wash-
ington Post (WP). These examples, two leaders of the international news
production chain, become paradigmatic in the attempt to understand
what kind of strategies can be considered sustainable, effective and effi-
cient in the long term. I will underline the importance of a change of

34. The geography of
information focuses on
the three phases of the
communication process:
the production, the dis-
semination and the con-
sumption of information.
Each phase correlates to a
specific geography. In the
following lines I will focus
on the geography of pro-
duction (identification of
centers of production, of
the level of their activities
and the power of their rela-
tionships) to present
ANSA’s markets and struc-
ture.

35. A systems approach
refers to the adoption of a
multidisciplinary
approach (because it is not
a discipline, [Ing, 2008]) to
study complex open sys-
tems that can be defined as
complex groups of ele-
ments with interactive
relationships and mutual
goals of evolution.
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The Italian News Agency System and its Markets

The domestic news agency market

There are many ways to define and describe markets. One way is by means
of a spatial representation of the market based on two specific economic
elements: the number of workers and of local branches or, by means of
analyzing the division of labor and localization of national branches. The
social division of labor and the localization of business units, and their
implications for products and services, production processes, value
chain and organizational structure are the outcomes of many factors
including ownership structure and historical, social, cultural, political
and economic contexts. Thus, the division of labor reflects the historical
development of the national media system and carries over to decisions
about localization. 

A previous study of the news agency system in Italy (Tortora, 2008),
found that the number of workers36 (6,129 in 2001) had almost doubled
in a ten-year period, an increase of 78%, while the number of branches
increased roughly 200% (from 1,152 in 1991 to 3,443 in 2001). These
data reflect an increase in market dynamism, especially the trend
towards more comprehensive, intensive coverage of national territory.
The most important urban areas are the metropolitan cities of Rome
and Milan, favored choices for localization. The choice of these two
cities for the headquarters of many Italian and international news agen-
cies confirms the strategic importance for news coverage of proximity
to political, economic, and financial elites. Rome and Milan account for
over 56% of the national total in terms of workers and 45% in terms of
units or branches. These percentages reflect the different specialization
and function of the two cities. Rome is the political and economic Ital-
ian capital; Milan is the main centre for media, financial and business
operations. So the localization of news agencies optimizes the reduction
of distance between the agencies and their suppliers and clients. The
localization process of private and public players influences the localiza-
tion choices of the media. The value chain of the news production sys-
tem privileges a limited number of metropolitan areas. The different
and diversified systems or networks of relations between suppliers and
clients, linked to any production phase, composes a complex system of
relationships that can be defined and studied as a cluster or as a (media)
cultural district (Tortora, 2006). 
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Its mission is to achieve mutual purposes for the interest of its members.
The main goal of the agency is expressed in the second article of the
Statute namely, that the Society has as its main goal “the gathering, pub-
lishing and dissemination to its members, Public Administrations and
other customers, of any journalistic information or any other service con-
nected to the many kinds of communication” (ANSA, 2009b). Further-
more, according to the third coda of the same article, the Society can ful-
fill these activities and also accomplish any commercial, industrial and
financial operation (or other activities assumed as necessary and useful
by the Board of Directors) that is instrumental to accomplishment of the
main goal. This could include participation and partnership in other
societies or companies, either national or foreign, that have identical,
analogous or connected goals. 

The journalistic organization of the agency is composed of 22 national
bureaus and 77 foreign bureaus (4 in North America, 21 in South and
Central America, 10 in Africa, 26 in Europe, 1 in Oceania, 15 in Asia)
(ANSA, 2009d) and comprises approximately 870 workers including
journalists, managers, technicians and others (see Table 2). On the basis
of these data ANSA can easily be described as the leading Italian news
agency and one of the most important in Europe.

The agency produces 2,000 news stories and 700 images each day across
all media platforms (including web, satellite television, mobile phones)
(ANSA, 2009e). This information accounts for the majority of all the serv-
ices produced and delivered every day, and reflects the agency’s main val-
ues and principles, including those of speed, objectivity and authority.
Like other international news agencies, the agency offers a diversified
range of products targeted to different client groups, and delivered by
new ICTs, including the Internet. 

Bureaus are integrated and managed by a corpus of different administra-
tive divisions, located in the main headquarters in Rome. These are all
subject to the agency’s ethical code which encompasses the totality of the
agency’s divisions and different operations. The mutual values and pur-
poses of the agency are guaranteed by a system of warranties and controls
that is at the basis of relations among members. The major management
and administrative entities include the Assembly, the Board of Directors,
the Executive Committee, the President, the Managing Director, the
General Director and the Board of Auditors (ANSA, 2009b).

36. These data are based
on the national census sys-
tem released every ten
years by the Italian
national statistical office
(ISTAT) and on data from
the National Association
of Italian Journalists
(Ordine dei Giornalisti).
The last census was pre-
sented in 2001.
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media)(ANSA, 2009d). The major markets for ANSA can be defined in
different ways. In geographical terms, the main market is the home or
domestic market, covered by twenty-two bureaus, one for each adminis-
trative region. This wide-spread organization is unique in Italy and allows
a balanced coverage of Italian territory without distinction as to centre
or periphery, north or south, national or local news. This detailed struc-
ture constitutes the real added value for all its national clients who appear
to appreciate the speed, fairness and trustworthiness of ANSA products
and services. 

There are strategic markets beyond national boundaries. Europe, South
America and the Mediterranean area are the main markets, reflecting
historical, cultural, political, social and economic ties. These regions are
strategic areas in geo-economic and geopolitical terms, since they are the
location for many of the economic and political interests of the agency’s
private and public customers. 

South America is covered by many offices and services in two languages
(Spanish and Portuguese). This region is strategic not only as a final mar-
ket (local media, companies and public administrations) but also as a
supplier, since regional news is produced in local languages and then
sent all over the world through the agency’s international network. 

The Mediterranean area is covered by ANSAMED, a new news agency and
new journalistic network founded by ANSA in 2004. This organization is
structured as a network whose nodes are the most important Mediter-
ranean and Gulf news agencies. Its aim is to promote communication
between the sixteen countries of this region and the rest of the world, and
to guarantee the dissemination of more than 200 news items each day in
different languages (English, Italian, and Arabic) (ANSA, 2009d). This
unit can be considered as a separate news agency with its own specific sup-
pliers and final markets, distinct from the South American and domestic
markets. 

In terms of market sectors (ANSA, 2009d), ANSA has three main markets:
newspapers and other media (approx. 30% of revenues), public admin-
istrations (approx. 30% of revenues), and enterprises (approx. 40% of
revenues). In recent years ANSA has developed many different products
for these distinct markets. The core business of the agency is historically
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ANSA’s role as leading Italian news agency and one of the most important
media players in the domestic market is illustrated by productivity
indexes and data (see table below), offering a comparison between Ital-
ian news agencies. These data give an idea of the relative power and mar-
ket relations that exist in the domestic news agency market. Something
data do not show and that is extremely important, since it creates an
unfair distortion in the market, is the ownership of these news agencies.
ANSA is the only cooperative society of the group, whose members are
the most important Italian newspapers publishers. The other news agen-
cies are private companies and many of them belong to a single owner, or
another business group whose core business is in other markets (ENI, an
Italian international energy company, owns AGI, while Telecom Italia,
another international company leader in the ICT sector, owns TM News
Spa that controls APCOM37 with 100% of shares).

Such data as I have reviewed offer information about the dimension,
shape and consistency of the domestic market and of its most important
players and their power relationships. If we change the scale of analysis,
we can see that the market is composed of many segments linked to dif-
ferent business strategies, organization structures and technologies, and
that is the case especially for ANSA. 

One agency, different markets

ANSA is defined leader of its market in terms of preferences expressed by
more than 90% of 1,400 clients (companies, public administration,

Table 2. Structural data of Italian news agencies

Organization Indexes

Number Number Number of Year of Legal status Revenue 
of workers of national international establish- from sales 

bureaus bureaus ment (thousands 
of euros)

ANSA 816 22 74 1945 Cooperative 100.439

AGI 197 16 1 1950 Corporation 30.587

APCom /

TM News SPA 111 2 2 2001 Corporation 10.237

ASCA 50 2 0 1985 Corporation 6.180

ADNKronos 96 2 - 1966 Corporation 23.904

Note: elaboration from AIDA Data Bank (Bureau van Dijk Electronic Publishing) and news
agencies’ web sites (May 2009). Data refer to different accounting years, the latest available:
2004 (ANSA), 2007 (ADNKRONOS, AGI, ASCA) and 2008 (APCOM / TM News Spa).

37. During the last few
months (from February

to May 2009) ASCA, a
national news agency that
belongs to another media

group (Abete Group
Spa), bought 60% of

shares of APCom (De
Rosa, 2009)
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(telephone, satellites, cable and microwave networks) and were traded
under different shapes (electronic and physical). The goal was to target
different markets simultaneously. The production of different contents
on the Internet (i.e. web pages, data banks, software) was intended to
meet different demands, enabling both offline and online use, through
either direct or indirect access (e.g. time-limited subscriptions) (Tor-
tora, 2006).

This underlying concept was that the agency had to enter and develop
new markets and specializations that had a functional relationship to its
core business and the goals of its members. This business strategy was
coherent with the statute, which establishes that the agency can imple-
ment any necessary operation to achieve mutual goals. The web was seen
as creating an opportunity to enter new forms of businesses, similar to
and instrumental for the core business of the agency – the news. After a
few years, the strategy of ANSA changed and the web company was incor-
porated into the group. 

Nowadays these functions persist inside the group in its marketing, sales
and IT departments. New technical developments of products and serv-
ices are provided by the web and new technologies unit. Many business
activities and products are developed to serve B2B markets through fixed
networks, such as the Internet and satellite devices. At the core of these
strategies there is a clear product policy. The news, as product and
resource, has to integrate different contents and, at the same time, must
be adabtable to different services. A flexible specialization is required to
face new market challenges, needs and demands (like semantic and geo-
referential characteristics of the news). The keyword is integration,
reached by the development of new semantic and technical processes. In
spite of that, the direct dissemination of news to citizens through the web
portal and cell phones does not represent the main basis of future strate-
gies… yet other media have different assessments. According to inter-
views with ANSA mangers there is a clear awareness that the mission of
the agency remains the delivery of products to other media. The agency
wishes to avoid competing with its founders and members in other mar-
kets, for “political” and strategic reasons. The latter explains and sustains
the advantages that are perceived in a strategy of intense specialization
within the core business, namely the production and dissemination of
content delivered in multiple formats to different clients. It is interest-
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based on the “magic couple” of media (newspapers) and public adminis-
trations. In recent years there has been considerable activity in the devel-
opment of the third market, services for business and enterprise, which
is considered to be the most valuable for the near future. This strategy has
taken on fresh urgency during the profound crisis that has hit newspa-
pers and the advertising sectors on which they depend. The business-to-
business (B2B) model of the agency can also be categorized as extending
out to the final clients or users of news services (B2B2C). 

A more detailed categorization of the agency’s markets would include the
media (newspapers, news agencies, periodicals/magazines, televisions,
radio, web sites, telecommunication companies), communication play-
ers (press offices, P.R. and communication agencies of and for public
administrations, large and small companies), content managers (web,
mobile, IPTV) and advertising subjects (advertising/marketing depart-
ments of companies, media centers and advertising agencies). These cat-
egories are represented in the structural organization of the agency’s
marketing department. This is composed of three business units special-
izing in three different areas: media, enterprises and public administra-
tion. As we can see, despite the focus on mainstream media practiced by
other international news agencies and media, the business-to-business
(B2B) focus is giving way to business-to-business-consumer (B2B2C) and
business-to-consumer (B2C) foci, reflecting the rapid changes of market-
ing strategy induced by the Internet.

ANSA and the Internet: Operational Aspects.

In 2002 ANSA added a new company that was to become the electronic
communication soul of the agency, contributing to an increase of profits
in marginal but related areas. ANSAWEB was established as the commu-
nication and marketing operations unit with the aim of making the
agency competitive in new technology markets and of developing new
technology solutions in the delivery of new information channels on the
Internet, mobile phones, vocal portals, and other forms of info-mobility.
The functional goal consisted of realizing, disseminating and trading
multimedia products and services that were developed for technological
platforms (personal computers, radio, analogical and digital television,
telephone networks), made available for different distribution channels
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Between the event (the gathering moment) and the audience (the con-
sumption phase) something has happened: the way news is produced and
delivered has deeply changed and it is changing because it depends more
than ever not only on new technologies (the moments of production,
communication, and consumption converge in the same device and on
the same person in the same time) but also on users’ habits and needs.
Technology led reconfigurations (re-packagings) of the news are multi-
plied by new technological opportunities (e.g. scraping, RSS aggrega-
tion, syndication, alerts, feeds, mobile applications). 

It follows that for AP the new business model needs to be based on the
new four-Ps-paradigm: pay, protect, point, and products. That is, if news
agencies want to stay competitive in an international market character-
ized by the presence of global players that use the convergence of new
technologies and their know-how as an added value and a competitive
advantage, news agencies have to defend (protect) their added value (the
news production process) fixing a price for it (pay), and they have to point
to new markets with new products. It follows that the business model is
changing from B2B to B2B2C / B2C, where openness to new users, seg-
mentation and personalization become the key words of a future and sus-
tainable development. At the same time this revolution, fed by the Inter-
net and accelerated by the financial and economic crisis, impacts whole
media systems, changing their classical value chains and production
processes.

This scenario reflects the awareness of leading players that they must
exploit new technologies to enter new markets, passing through barriers
once thought to be “politically” inaccessible. If that occurs, industrial
relationships will change in new directions. How will the other media,
like newspapers, behave and respond to these new challenges? To give an
idea of possible reactions I present the point of view of a leading interna-
tional news paper, the Washington Post, known to be at the forefront of
innovation for the production and delivery of content in its industry.
Their idea about new technologies and the role of the news, expressed
below, has to be read in conjunction with the former vision to create a
dialectical representation of possible future trends and a systemic view of
the news industry. 
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ing to observe that clients from other markets (e.g. ICT companies) act
differently: they buy ANSA services while, at the same time, entering into
competition with it by the establishment of news agency or television
channels, taking economic advantage of the integration of different plat-
forms (that is the case of Telecom Italia, owner of APCom and other
media like television channels such as MTV Italy). 

The Internet and New Business Strategies: Are Conservative Strategies
Better Than New Ones?

In 2008-2009, the global news agency AP announced measures that sig-
naled the changing trends of their business model. In May 2009 Tom
Curley, President and CEO of AP, presented an idea for a new business
model for news producers and agencies. His deliberations started from
an assessment of the digital disruption of the world driven by new ICTs
and especially by the growth of broadband. Thanks to new technologies,
news is produced, gathered and delivered in many ways and not only by
traditional producers but also by consumers (for example, by mobile
devices) and other new info-tech players (Google, Yahoo, Facebook,
Twitter, Wikipedia). The Web 2.0 revolution “has taken news out of the
container” in a permanent way, since the generational shift makes it per-
manent. In addition, due to shrinkage in advertising expenditures (in
terms of total expenditures and percentages of revenue), as well as the
strong presence of new players in the news arena, the business model
“has been blown to bits” (Curley, 2009). 

What kind of future lies in wait for the news and news agencies? Newspa-
pers are still the core business for many agencies and the way that news-
papers reorganize themselves is strictly connected to the way news agen-
cies reorganize their business models and strategies. Looking at old
(newspapers) and new media players (web search engines, for instance),
the four main axes of the Web 2.0 revolution are based on the fact that
news can be delivered for free (The New York Times, Google News) or on
payment of a subscription (The Wall Street Journal), and that they can be
physically packaged (newspapers) or atomized (Google news) and then
delivered. 
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technologies impact deeply on business organizations, changing the way
they interact with their clients. Since clients and news providers are ele-
ments of the same system, and are systems themselves too, one way for
them to use their resources effectively, efficiently and sustainably (peo-
ple, technologies, information) is to consider all markets as key markets.
In the case of ANSA, future strategies do not contemplate too dramatic a
change from their current model. Key markets remain the same, with the
objective to develop the one (private enterprise) that promises the great-
est profitability in the medium run. This has implications for opportuni-
ties in terms of segmentation and the opening of new markets, and spe-
cialization and diversification of products for consumers, driven by new
technologies. The case of ANSA and of its “conservative” strategy reflects
trends in its core market, especially the domestic market of newspapers
and its levels of culture, knowledge, technological know-how and adop-
tion. The domestic newspaper market is suffering as advertising shrinks,
reader numbers fall (for hard copies; on the web they increase), and the
prospects for Internet development strategies remain unclear. Looking
at data for the Internet market for news gives a different perspective. Ital-
ian users still prefer the news. According to the Nielsen Online report
(2009) on the Italian digital market, online news is an important prod-
uct for Italian consumers. The activity of consuming news online is
ranked fifth in terms of unique audience and active reach, after the fol-
lowing: Search Engines/Portals, Telecom/Internet Services, Comput-
ers & Electronics, and Entertainment. In this context, as suggested by the
alternative strategies presented above, it seems that ANSA likely has many
opportunities in the short term, and especially in the final consumer mar-
ket. ANSA is one of the leading websites38 in Italy and has considerable
added value as measured in terms of trustworthiness, an economic value
strategically important in the complex news market and in online deliv-
ery. But the Internet is not the only solution. Italy is one of the leading
markets for mobile phones (50 million subscribers, 98% of population
[Mazzoccola, 2008]). The wide distribution of mobile devices and the
growth of broadband subscribers39 might suggest ANSA needs to invest
more in convergence between the web, television and mobiles (the
“three screens era”) offering new products and services, appealing
directly to clients within a framework of business enterprise . Such a strat-
egy might lead ANSA towards competition with its main clients and own-
ers, breaking down the barriers between producer-wholesalers and deliv-
erer-retailers. Technological changes are inducing changes in the very
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Downey Jr. (2009) has expressed the fears and hopes of the press industry
in relation to the new challenges of the Internet era. His considerations
underline the continuing and considerable importance of the news and
the risk that is incurred by the Web’s blurring of the differences between
news (or “what looks like news”) and information. So the crisis is not about
the media (newspapers, news agencies or others) but about the news, and
about the challenge of producing a high-quality product without losing
money. A solution to this problem can be found in a restructuring process
that involves the research and development of new strategies like multi-
platform initiatives for gathering and publishing news. For an interna-
tional newspaper like WP, new functions allowed by the convergence of
new technologies are opportunities for new specialisms, including simul-
taneous multi-media coverage of subjects, inter-action between journal-
ists and customers, new product design, and more professionalism to guar-
antee original, independent, empirical and reliable news reporting.
“Only those that are able to creatively transform themselves and their eco-
nomic models will do well in the Internet era” (Downey Jr., 2009). 

This perspective offers a clear and convergent vision about the future of
the news and the role of new technologies for the deployment of fresh
strategies in the US market. It seems there is a tendency, in the creation
of multiple markets, or of one multi-level market, in which one-time part-
ners become potential or actual competitors, enabling a vertical reposi-
tioning of players along the value chain. This seems not to apply to the
Italian market. According to the interviews I conducted, a different and
more conservative perspective leads ANSA to remain focused on its core
business, reinforcing the old industrial relationships with its members
and clients. That is due probably to the inner characteristics of each mar-
ket. ANSA enjoys an effective monopoly (in terms of client trust), with-
out powerful competitors, whereas newspapers, for instance, have to
compete with other media players to survive. These differences of mar-
ket structures and behaviors are embedded in visions and strategies as
perceived and developed by professionals in their day-to-day work.

The vision of a global player is important because it outlines the path for
many followers, whether competitors or partners. If we take ANSA as a
guiding example, we notice that the adoption of new strategies or busi-
ness structure depends on many factors and inputs, in particular the cul-
tural context of markets and their specializations as shaped by ICTs. New

38. The ANSA web portal
is ranked sixth in the top
fifteen list of Italian news
web sites. It is the only
news agency ranked, other
important players being
old (newspapers) and new
(television and web
engines) media (Nielsen
Online, 2009).

39. According to latest
data, in Italy there are 22
million Internet users and
6.6 million Internet
mobile users. In the latter
case, the news segment is
ranked third for its pene-
tration capacity (37.8%) in
the active users area.
Among the most visited
categories, there are
search engines (19.3%)
and web portals (18%)
(Mazzocca, 2008; Nielsen
Online, 2009).
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concepts of news and of the news market, and in unpredictable ways. Who
is right? ANSA, the AP or the WP? Maybe all of them. All of them demon-
strate uncertainty, perhaps suggesting that new technologies are not so
much the solution, but merely the technical means for future develop-
ments. The efficiency and effectiveness of strategies cannot be measured
only by the level of adoption of new technologies, but on the global
visions that companies bring to their active role in the future of the news.
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paper cartel, the Australian Press Association (APA), which had seven
members and a number of subscribers (Walker 1976). It was armed with
an exclusive contract with Reuters news agency for the supply of foreign
news and dictated to its carefully-chosen subscribers by arbitrarily setting
prices and preventing them from buying alternative services. The
agency’s monopolistic actions raised an outcry that resulted in an Aus-
tralian Senate enquiry into its practices in 1909. The enquiry found that
the agency’s agreements were “obnoxious” and the following year the
Australian Government sponsored the formation of a new group to com-
pete against the cartel (Putnis 1999) although it had limited success and
was short-lived.

The restrictive practices of the APA led to the establishment of a compet-
ing agency, the United Cable Service, by Keith Murdoch (father of News
Corporation’s Rupert Murdoch) in 1911. The APA and UCS then battled
for rights to the exclusive Reuters contract40 until reaching agreement
on shared access in 1926. This agreement, and the fact that there were
few newspapers that did not subscribe to one agency or the other, led
Murdoch to broker the merger that created Australian Associated Press
as a non-profit making cooperative nine years later. 

For the first 35 years of its existence, AAP was an agency for the distribu-
tion of news from overseas to media outlets in Australia. It did not func-
tion as a domestic news agency because major newspapers had well-estab-
lished syndication groups. The introduction of domestic news to the AAP
circuits can best be described as faltering. First mooted during the Sec-
ond World War during newsroom manpower shortages, the supply of
domestic news did not begin until the 1970s with the introduction of a
parliamentary service from Canberra (after a series of unsuccessful tri-
als) and a fledgling court reporting service. Domestic sport and racing
results and stock market reports had begun to be added to the AAP serv-
ice in 1969 and the agency also entered a partnership with Reuters Eco-
nomic Service for the supplying of business news. Earlier, arrangements
had been made for coverage of special events such as the 1956 Melbourne
Olympic Games. There were intermittent discussions about providing a
full domestic news service but as late as 1975 a member expressed the view
that “it would be necessary to proceed to that position carefully”.41 A full
service was not authorised until 1980.
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5. Australia and New Zealand: Two Agencies on Parallel Tracks that
Sometimes Diverge

Gavin Ellis

Historical ties bind the countries on either side of the Tasman Sea,
poignantly symbolised by the joint observation of a day in April commem-
orating the sacrifice of young men who served in the Australia and New
Zealand Army Corps (ANZAC) in the First World War. 

Bonds between the news organisations of both countries are equally
deep-rooted and stem from the mid-19th century when New Zealand’s
fledgling newspapers garnered overseas news from ship-borne copies of
their Sydney and Melbourne counterparts. In the twenty-first century ties
are more corporate than fraternal. Most of New Zealand’s newspapers
and significant proportions of its radio and television networks are Aus-
tralian-owned.

Both countries operate separate national news agencies – Australian
Associated Press (AAP) and the New Zealand Press Association (NZPA).
They have maintained the close relationships developed by their
antecedents, shifting groups of newspapers that banded together to
defray the high costs of remote newsgathering. Each agency developed
along its own path but the Australian domination of New Zealand media
has seen NZPA move from the co-operative model that sustained its mem-
bers for 125 years to a commercial model that is the successful hallmark
of AAP.

Historical Background

Australian Associated Press

Before the present AAP was created in 1935, rival news agencies in Aus-
tralia were formed largely from competing newspapers following the
establishment of telegraph services between Europe and Australia in
1872. Major competing newspapers in Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide
were in two opposing agencies but in 1895 these merged to form a news-

40. New Zealand also
became involved in these
negotiations as a recipient
of both Reuters and Aus-
tralian news services
(Sanders 1979) 

41. Australian Associated
Press Archives
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New Zealand Press Association

A national news agency in New Zealand was, as in Australia, a result of
competitors discovering the benefits of co-operation. Its establishment
followed what one of its founders, George Fenwick, described as “ruinous
competition in telegraphic news between different sections of the
Dominion’s newspapers” (Fenwick 1929), which (in a small market) may
explain why the agency that became the New Zealand Press Association
was based on a level of co-operation and service unseen across the Tas-
man.43 Formed in 1880, the United Press Association44 not only supplied
foreign news but also provided for the free exchange of domestic news
among its member newspapers. 

The New Zealand agency adopted a number of restrictive practices that
were also to characterise Australian agencies. After admitting its initial
membership, it used high entry fees to limit the ability of would-be news-
paper proprietors to establish themselves in towns and cities already
served by agency members. The practice was questioned by politicians in
1895, 1900 (when fees were temporarily halved) and again in 1908 when
a commission of enquiry was threatened but not carried out. It led, over
time, to convenient duopolies of single morning and evening dailies in
each centre that endured until the growth of television signalled the
decline of afternoon newspapers.

New Zealand’s supply of foreign news was, for many years, routed
through Australia. In the period leading up to the First World War, UPA
relied on an Australian syndicate of the Sydney Morning Herald and Mel-
bourne’s Argus (the Argus Service) after colluding with the syndicate to
lock Reuters out of both countries in 1887 when the Australian group
offered a cheaper London-based service. In 1888 the New Zealand
agency established a Sydney office -– which still exists – to coordinate the
flow of stories. When Reuters was able to negotiate its return after an
absence of more than 25 years, it was on the antipodean newspapers’
terms and New Zealand continued to receive both Reuters and the Argus
Service until the creation of AAP in 1935.

UPA, and later NZPA, jealously guarded its access to overseas news. Until
1965, subscribers were prohibited from gathering and publishing over-
seas news from sources other than those supplied by the agency. As late
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However, AAP had for many years ensured that its subscribers were pro-
vided with an Australian perspective on international news as well as serv-
ices from a range of wire and syndication services such as Reuters, Asso-
ciated Press, Britain’s Press Association and the New York Times. From its
initial posting of journalists to London and New York, the agency
expanded its corps of foreign correspondents. Asia assumed greater
importance to post-war Australians and by 1950 AAP had – in partnership
with Reuters – a chain of AAP-Reuters correspondents in bureaux from
Djakarta to Tokyo.

The relationship with Reuters was strengthened when both AAP and
NZPA became shareholders in 1947 with a formal agreement codifying
the relationship and giving board representation. This purchase of new
“C” class shares in the international agency were to provide the owners of
the Australasian agencies with windfall profits following the public list-
ing of Reuters shares on the share market in 1984 (Read, 1992).

AAP had kept a tight control on availability of foreign news services in its
market and the agency’s archives attest to the persistence of restrictive
practices (although not on the scale that led to the 1909 enquiry). It con-
tinued to discriminate against potential customers that its shareholders
saw as threatening their own businesses: Rupert Murdoch, the son of its
founding chairman, was refused access for his newly-founded national
newspaper, The Australian.42 Newspaper acquisitions by Murdoch’s Aus-
tralian company eventually gave him a large shareholding in AAP but his
attempt to take over the agency by buying almost half the total number of
issued shares from the financially-straitened Fairfax group (owners of the
Sydney Morning Herald) in 1988 was blocked by the Trade Practices Com-
mission (Chadwick 1989).

Developments in information and communications technologies – pri-
mary drivers in the development of the Reuters Economic Service – were
vital in the expansion of AAP services throughout Australia. Limited
telecommunications circuits and the high cost of transmission inhibited
the agency’s development until the 1970s but the subsequent story of
AAP, outlined later in the chapter, is one of capitalising on technology.

42. AAP did, however,
provide foreign news

feeds to radio stations,
beginning with the

Australian Broadcasting
Commission in the

1930s, and later extend-
ed the service to televi-

sion.

43. Australia and New
Zealand were linked by tel-
egraphic cable in 1876.

44. The name was changed
to the New Zealand Press
Association in 1942 to
avoid confusion with the
American agency that sub-
sequently became United
Press International (UPI).
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Market and Business

Australian Associated Press

Australian Associated Press holds a pre-eminent position as Australia’s
national news agency. While other entities may distribute specialised
information, only AAP provides the country’s media with a comprehen-
sive general news service. It is a commercial operation, free from govern-
ment funding (and influence), whose unrestricted sale of services stands
in contrast to earlier more selective practices. The model was strongly
promoted by its chief executive, Clive Marshall, who had been involved
in expanding the commercial enterprises of Britain’s Press Association
before joining AAP in 2001. 

Traditional news dissemination remains the agency’s core business, serv-
ing all Australian daily newspapers, all five free-to-air television networks,
all major radio networks, plus websites and corporate clients. However,
the development of niche digital services marks out AAP as something of
a reference site for the future development of news agencies. Under Mar-
shall’s leadership47, the agency has identified market gaps and exploited
them not only in Australia but internationally. Its move in 2006 to new
headquarters in the Sydney suburb of Rhodes was described by him as
“the perfect platform for the agency’s future”. It included a state-of-the-
art multi-media newsroom that reflected the agency’s strong technical
emphasis.

AAP had earlier offered technical services, establishing a telecommuni-
cations company in 1991 (AAPT which was later sold) and media moni-
toring services but in both cases was overshadowed by much larger com-
petitors.

In common with agencies elsewhere, AAP has exploited its information
resources to supply market and sports data feeds, library and stock image
services, media release distribution and contact databases. It has supple-
mented its textual services to websites with streamed video and audio.
The agency also expanded its text monitoring services by purchasing the
Media Research Group (MRG) in 2007 and, a year later, launching a tel-
evision and radio monitoring service based on advanced search technol-
ogy (although it faces a dominant competitor, Media Monitors). 
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as 1962 the Levin Chronicle was reprimanded for telephoning the Krem-
lin and publishing an account of the conversation.45

The agency succeeded in promoting legislation in 1882 that prevented
non-subscribers from publishing its overseas content until 18 hours after
first publication, a forerunner to the landmark case in the United States
Supreme Court that granted similar protection to Associated Press and
recognised the commercial value in news reports. However, the Protec-
tion of Telegrams Act 1882 did not extend to domestic news and was, per-
haps, recognition of the view in the dispersed settlements of New Zealand
that news had no commercial value outside the town or city in which the
originating newspaper circulated. It was a viewpoint that contributed to
the willingness on the part of agency members to freely exchange their
local news and, in the 20th century, for NZPA to be a central clearing house
in which stories contributed by all of the nation’s daily newspapers were
selected and re-edited for re-distribution.46

New Zealand’s major metropolitan dailies developed large rural circula-
tions but their distribution areas did not overlap until in 2001 when, with
ownership now in the hands of two highly competitive Australian media
companies and facing declining sales, they embarked on expansion cam-
paigns into each other’s territory. This led to increasing antipathy
between the groups that reached breaking point in 2004 when the New
Zealand Herald’s owners, APN News & Media, launched a weekly newspa-
per to challenge Fairfax’s Sunday monopoly. The primary ground on
which they chose to play out their rivalry was NZPA.

Neither group’s owners had a strong commitment to co-operation and
Fairfax’s threats to withdraw from NZPA when the Herald on Sunday began
publication could have led to its demise. However, an eleventh-hour pro-
posal to replace the exchange of stories with an AAP-based commercial
model was accepted. It came into effect in January 2006.

45. In addition to its
Sydney office (briefly

moved to Melbourne in
the 1950s), NZPA estab-
lished a London bureau

in 1942 and followed this
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Pacific correspondents in
the 1950s and the cre-

ation of staff postings in
Asia (1966) and the

United States (1970).

46. The agency had
established a presence in

the Parliamentary Press
Gallery by the 1890s and

later began to supple-
ment news from member

newspapers with cover-
age by its own staff of

major events. 47. Marshall drew impor-
tant lessons from Britain’s
Press Association, which
went through a transfor-
mation process while he
was its sales director (Ellis,
2009, pp. 65-6). In 2010 he
returned to the Press Asso-
ciation as chief executive.
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New Zealand Press Association

The New Zealand market is one-fifth the size of the Australian market,
which inhibits NZPA’s ambitions to become a commercially self-sustain-
ing agency like AAP. It also faces the legacy of resistance on the part of its
newspaper-owning shareholders to the sale of their pooled domestic
news content to competing media. NZPA had a very small customer base
in 2006 when restructuring ended the practice of newspapers exchang-
ing their stories through the agency and opened the way for the sale of
news content. Traditionally, the owners had viewed the sale of content to
other media – particularly the state-owned broadcaster that had national
coverage – as attacks on their proprietary interests. Since 2006 NZPA has
made considerable efforts to sell its news services to both broadcast
media and a rapidly-growing internet and mobile market. Its client base
– which numbers about 100 regular clients and a larger number of casual
users – now includes television and radio networks and the website of the
largest telecommunications company, Telecom New Zealand.48 It faces
competition from commercial radio network NewsTalkZB for the supply
of news to websites, mobile SMS and independent radio stations. 

Prior to restructuring, shareholders also prevented NZPA from extend-
ing its service to the supply of images. The agency has since begun to
develop the commercial potential of picture syndication with a stock
image library of 65,000 images serving 250 registered users and has
begun trials on video production. It also set up camera-ready page pro-
duction and began supplying share market pages to the New Zealand Her-
ald. Share tables were supplied to a number of regional newspapers that
also received racing fields, television listings and feature pages on special
events.49 NZPA was negotiating with APN News and Media to supply its
New Zealand regional newspapers with international and national news
pages when it learned that AAP’s Pagemasters – for which it was the New
Zealand agent – had been in confidential negotiations with APN on the
out-sourcing of its sub-editing and pagination. Fairfax New Zealand (the
other major newspaper group) established its own centralised sub-edit-
ing system, and camera-ready production has been unable to reach the
potential envisaged in NZPA’s initial commercial strategy.
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AAP has established a unique position in Australasia in the pre-press pro-
duction of complete newspaper pages. Information pages such as televi-
sion listings and stock market results are provided by many agencies but
AAP offers newspapers the opportunity to out-source most of their sub-
editing and page design functions. In 2002 it bought Pagemasters, a small
company that provided “camera-ready” listings pages to newspapers in
Australia and New Zealand. Within five years it had expanded its activi-
ties to include almost all pre-press production of APN News and Media
newspapers in Queensland and in New Zealand – including the latter’s
largest daily, The New Zealand Herald – and features sections of Fairfax
Media’s Sydney Morning Herald and The Age (Melbourne). In 2009, Page-
masters signed a contract with Telegraph Media Group to sub-edit fea-
tures supplements for London’s Daily Telegraph and Sunday Telegraph¸
secured a contract with an international financial institution for the
product of analysts’ reports, and announced an alliance with Canada’s
national news agency under which Canadian Press would establish Page-
masters North America. Overall, Pagemasters – which has a staff of
approximately 150 in Sydney, Brisbane and Auckland – sub-edits and pag-
inates more than 10,000 pages a month for clients in at least four coun-
tries. 

Outsourcing of sub-editing tasks is controversial because it involves news-
paper newsroom staff reductions as sub-editing tasks are transferred.
While there is little evidence that it improves quality in national and met-
ropolitan newspapers, out-sourcing has proved attractive to media com-
panies seeking significant cost-reductions in the face of declining rev-
enue. Marshall believes newspapers will increasingly out-source sub-edit-
ing/layout functions, and that the benefits of time zone differences (to
produce overnight pages) will also increase the amount of production
across hemispheres. Pagemasters’ revenue has increased more than five-
fold since its acquisition, with expectation of further growth.

AAP, like other agencies, faces issues over the pirating of its content by
independent website operators and has contracted a California-based
company, Attributor, which uses sophisticated data matching techniques
to identify unauthorised users. AAP offers unlicensed users the opportu-
nity to make financial reparations to forestall legal action but has
mounted a number of cases a year to stop the pirating of material. 

48. A joint venture with
Yahoo.

49. NZPA has about nine
regular clients for camera-
ready services.
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holders do not become involved in what Marshall describes as the “gran-
ular business” of the agency.

The arm’s length relationship on commercial issues is even more evident
in the editorial independence of AAP. The editor-in-chief, Tony Gillies
states unequivocally that neither shareholders nor the editors of their
newspapers apply pressure on AAP over news coverage. For its part, the
agency is careful not to be seen to follow one company’s editorial agenda,
a tactic that could seriously strain the non-combative stance taken by
directors.

AAP editorial staffing is small by comparison with metropolitan and
national newsrooms: a total of 170 journalists, two-thirds of whom are in
the field. Sydney operations are split between the Rhodes head office and
a 15-person bureau in the central business district. In addition to a 15-
person bureau in Canberra (the federal capital), there are bureaux in
each state capital plus one-person offices in the Northern Territory and
North Queensland. AAP has staff correspondents in Port Moresby
(Papua-New Guinea), Jakarta, London (2), Los Angeles and Auckland
(New Zealand) and maintains a network of more than a dozen “stringers”
or freelance correspondents around what Gillies calls the “Arc of Asian
Instability”. Their collective output is about 4500 stories, photographs,
video and data files delivered each day. The total includes 800-900 sepa-
rate news stories in a 24-hour cycle.

There is a remarkably egalitarian gender and generational split within
the AAP main newsroom and a range of ethnicities are represented.
Women are strongly represented in desk editing positions.

The agency’s editorial approach is one of contextualised reporting. It
does not allow its journalists or editors to follow fixed political agendas
or indulge in campaign journalism and commentary. It has a reputation
for political neutrality, a status enhanced by its determination not to
accept any forms of government funding. Australia’s press often take par-
tisan political positions but AAP’s independence also prevents its share-
holders from upsetting its political balance. Opening the AAP News Cen-
tre in 2006, then Prime Minister John Howard noted that, because of its
joint ownership, it was “quintessentially free of the influences of one or
other of the major media players”. 
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Ancillary services, which also include news release distribution through
a subsidiary called MediaCom and media monitoring through another
subsidiary (NewsQuest), contribute toward NZPA’s running costs but the
agency continues to need financial contributions from its shareholding
newspaper groups. 

Organisational issues

Australian Associated Press

The Australian media market is highly competitive and no more so than
between the two groups that are the principal shareholders50 of AAP. It is
somewhat surprising, therefore, that News Limited and Fairfax Media do
not allow their antipathetic relationship to extend to the agency that they
refer to as “Switzerland” or neutral territory. While Fairfax Media holds
a slightly higher percentage of shares than News Limited as a result of its
2007 merger with Rural Press (which held two percent of AAP shares), the
AAP company memorandum requires a “balance of control between
members” that prevents one group outvoting the other and which has
promoted a convention of boardroom consensus. There is mutual inter-
est in the maintenance of a strong national news agency that has returned
a profit before tax in each of the past six full financial years.

The media market in Australia became more volatile following changes
to media ownership regulations in 2007 that relaxed 20-year-old foreign
ownership limits and allowed cross ownership of newspapers and broad-
casting outlets in the same city. Should major media assets change hands,
the shareholding of AAP could be affected. More shareholders, or own-
ers with no previous experience in the Australian media scene, could
alter the balance but the company articles would continue to protect AAP
against domination by one shareholder. 

The relationship between board and management places shareholders
at arm’s length from commercial contracts and gives executives the abil-
ity to negotiate with potential customers. After Marshall became chief
executive his approach was to establish the principle that the sale of AAP
services should be commercially based and uninfluenced by the compet-
itive relationships between customers and shareholders. It means share-
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representatives.
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metropolitan newspa-
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have proven challenging as it has sought to expand and diversify in a new
commercial environment.

The NZPA directors resolved before the restructuring to adopt a new
approach based on the AAP agreement that codifies the relationship
between board and management. However, by mid-2009 the agreement
had yet to be adopted. In the absence of an agreement that freed manage-
ment to pursue commercial opportunities with only arm’s-length over-
sight from directors, the potential continued to exist for shareholders to
exercise more direct control over agency proposals and to protect their
own interests. However, a new agreement was described as “one of my
many tasks” by Tim Pankhurst, the former editor of the Wellington-based
Dominion-Post who became NPA/NZPA chief executive in April 2009.
Pankhurst recognised the need for the agency to capitalise on opportuni-
ties to sell new digital services and to compete effectively. His predecessor,
Lincoln Gould, had been similarly motivated during the restructuring of
the agency but encountered resistance because the pace of proposed
change appeared too great for inwardly-focussed shareholders to accept. 

Far from endorsing expanded resources, the shareholders have required
NZPA to aggressively reduce costs. After a review in 2008 the agency cut
six journalists from its newsroom staff and closed its South Island bureau
in Christchurch. Thirty-six journalists, two photographers and three web
service staff now provide a national news service that previously had the
added benefit of input from all of the country’s daily newspapers. The
substitute for newspaper input has been the creation of a network of 20
“stringers” or freelance correspondents around New Zealand.53 In addi-
tion to its main Wellington newsroom, NZPA maintains four political staff
in the Parliament’s Press Gallery, an Auckland bureau and an Australian
correspondent based in the AAP News Centre in Sydney. 

In addition to files of domestic news, NZPA filters a number of interna-
tional wire services to reduce the amount of foreign news that individual
clients must vet each day. NZPA staff reduce by three-quarters the flow of
material from Associated Press, Reuters, AAP and Agence France-Presse
to provide wire feeds, tailored to New Zealand needs, that reduce the
workload in individual newsrooms. The NZPA editor, Nick Brown, admits
this service can place strains on the Wellington newsroom but adds that
the foreign services are only auto-routed (unfiltered) as “a last resort”.
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New Zealand Press Association

The New Zealand agency can claim the same degree of freedom from edi-
torial influence as that enjoyed by AAP but it has been subject to consid-
erably more instability at the hands of its foreign shareholders. For much
of the past decade it has been subject to continuing demands to cut its
costs and the boardroom battle that led to operational restructuring in
2006 was a result of an erosion of the perception of mutual benefit that
had characterised NZPA throughout most of its history and which con-
tinues to prevail at AAP.

NZPA has its own board of directors but the directorships are the same as
those on the Newspaper Publishers Association, the industry body that
represents the press’ interest in such matters as government affairs, self-
regulation and industry training. It is also the umbrella organisation for
commonly owned newspaper industry service providers.51 The board
consists of the chief executives, chief financial officers and two editorial
representatives of the two major newspaper groups plus the chief execu-
tives of two independent companies that are members of the NPA.

In 2003 the New Zealand newspapers owned by the company in which
Rupert Murdoch’s New Corporation had a controlling interest were sold
to Fairfax in a move to secure Murdoch’s hold on subscription television
in New Zealand.52 Fairfax New Zealand then began building its internal
news distribution capacity. Its newspapers (which circulate from the
upper North Island to the bottom of the South Island) have provided a
far better geographic spread than those of its rival, APN, and have facili-
tated a Fairfax National News Network also known as Wirestream. The
group did not own a daily newspaper in Auckland (New Zealand’s largest
city in which its Sunday newspapers are both based) so established a
bureau to serve its dailies on the network. This internal capacity has
driven its attitude toward the national news agency and almost brought
about NZPA’s demise in 2005. Since the re-organisation of NZPA, how-
ever, Fairfax Media has accepted the need for services to supplement its
own resources. Nevertheless, it has sought such services at minimum cost
and has found common ground with APN, whose major shareholder
(Dublin-based Independent News & Media) prides itself on being “a low-
cost operator”. The result has been budgetary constraints on NZPA that
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spreads to other publishers. Marshall's view is that restricting access to
the news service is incompatible with the AAP’s news agency role, and
would simply create opportunities for alternative news providers.

Service to competing websites is also an emerging issue in New Zealand,
where NZPA shareholders are beginning to contemplate changes to the
news agreement and possible embodiment of the AAP commercial prin-
ciples discussed earlier. The dilemma faced by NZPA shareholders pits
the commercial revenue potential of the Internet against the desire to
protect the publishers’ own enterprises. The issue has already arisen in
relation to NZPA’s attempts to extract payment for material used by
shareholders on their own websites. During the early development of
newspaper masthead websites, the shareholders decided that their use of
NZPA material on those sites would be encompassed by the existing news
agreements and no additional payment made. However, the develop-
ment of additional specialist websites has seen shareholders adopt con-
trasting positions, with some acceding to NZPA’s request that they pay
additional amounts to use the agency’s services on specialist sites while
others are refusing to do so. 

Irrespective of the external commercial opportunities that the Internet
offers both agencies, the publishers’ newspapers and central websites
have a continuing need for agency material. In an era of tight editorial
resources, the ability of newspaper newsrooms to cover a broad spec-
trum of news is under pressure. Agencies like AAP and NZPA are able to
provide coverage of widely-known events such as court fixtures and
media conferences, freeing newspapers’ journalists to concentrate on
exclusive stories and analysis that establish the publications’ points of
difference. In New Zealand, newsroom staff cuts have led newspapers to
increase the use of NZPA material and their websites routinely use the
agency for breaking news coverage. It is a function that NZPA chief exec-
utive Tim Pankhurst promoted at a conference of Fairfax Media editors
in May 2009:

I think there is still a mindset in some quarters that using NZPA is
some sort of failure. My contention is we need to overcome that
and better align our resources, particularly when profits are being
squeezed and staff numbers are being cut. 
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Obstacles and Opportunities

It is appropriate at this point to dispense with separate accounts of the two
agencies as a number of future obstacles and opportunities will be com-
mon to both. In particular, the agencies are presented with potential
problems over the supply of services to websites that compete with those
of their shareholders.

Both agencies see the proliferation of broadband networks and the con-
sequent expansion of digital services as key elements in their business
strategies. Marshall regards the demand for content as “insatiable” while
Pankhurst sees the digital age as “good times for news agencies”. There
can be little doubt that potential for substantial growth exists but both
agencies may have to negotiate troublesome paths. In Australia, the most
significant obstacle may be the strategy, announced by Rupert Murdoch
in August 2009, by which News Corporation will begin to charge for its
Internet content in 2010. If AAP supplies comprehensive news services
to “free” Internet sites, it may be seen to limit Murdoch’s ability to suc-
cessfully implement a plan that runs counter to the widely-held belief that
news on the web should be without charge. Chris Mitchell (the editor-in-
chief of News Corp.’s national newspaper, The Australian) noted before
Murdoch’s announcement that AAP shareholders may begin to question
the agency’s Internet customer base.

As increasing proportions of (publishers’) revenue move to the
Internet, we have to wonder about an agency in which we are share-
holders feeding the news services of our competitors. If you see
Google as a giant predator on all modern news businesses then
allowing AAP to feed Google is not the smartest thing to do…I am
not at all certain that Google and Ninemsn (a joint venture
between the Australian company PBL Media and Microsoft) and
the likes should be supplied with a viable news service to rival what
is on our site. 

Fairfax has a more benign attitude toward AAP’s sale of material to web-
sites and its group editorial director, Philip McLean, sees the group’s own
websites as offering added value – beyond a basic news diet – that will con-
tinue to attract users. It remains to be seen whether such an attitude will
continue to prevail if the News Corp.’s paid Internet model succeeds and
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continue to provide their subscribers with comprehensive news content
that is free from the direct interference of government and vested inter-
ests – including shareholders.
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There are varying attitudes to the quality of agency services. AAP is seen
by some editors as extremely good, by others as inferior to past per-
formance. In New Zealand, editors have often referenced current NZPA
service against that provided during the cooperative era. A survey of the
country’s daily newspaper editors conducted by this author eight months
after the 2006 restructuring indicated widespread dissatisfaction with the
new service. However, a repeat of the survey in 2009 found there had been
some softening of attitudes as the necessary limitations of a commercial
service emanating from a small newsroom became apparent. The princi-
pal area where editors’ concerns were not assuaged was in geographic
coverage, the loss of which was a consequence of the cessation of copy-
sharing. 54

Diversification and a positive financial position have given AAP a degree
of certainty about its future that will be enhanced even if its future busi-
ness ventures take it away from the servicing of rival news websites. NZPA’s
future is less assured as it struggles to secure a viable commercial model
free from the influences of its shareholders. It does, however, have the
advantage of a new integrated multi-media editorial computer system
that replaces a 14-year-old system.55 The capital structure of AAP is
unlikely to change in the near future but NZPA may not have seen the end
of its restructuring. It has a poor capital base and during the crisis of 2005
there was a proposal to widen ownership to improve that position. The
plan – which proposed either new private shareholders from outside the
news media or a public share float – was rejected, leaving the agency with
both newspaper-dominated thinking and no capital for independent
expansion.

AAP and NZPA exist in uncertain times for the news media and their for-
tunes cannot be divorced from those of their owners. However, they may
take some comfort from the likelihood that both markets are too small to
support rival national news agencies. In the meantime, both agencies

54. Fifteen daily editors
were surveyed in 2006

(see Ellis 2009) and
2009. Some editors chose

not to answer all ques-
tions.

55. NZPA considered,
but ultimately rejected, a
proposal to reside its edi-

torial services on the
AAP system in Sydney.

Table 3. 

Geographic coverage Subject range Value for money
Co-op 2006 2009 Co-op 2006 2009 Co-op 2006 2009

Poor 0 3 7 0 0 0 0 1 1

Below expectation 0 8 2 0 0 5 1 4 3

Satisfactory 1 4 5 5 11 4 2 6 5

Good 8 0 1 7 3 6 10 2 3

Very good 6 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0
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In 2009 CP now had two principal domestic competitors, Canwest News
Service (owned by Canwest Global – principally controlled by the Asper
family, and which sought bankruptcy protection in October 2009 for sev-
eral of its operations, including the prestigious Nation newspaper) and
QMI (owned by Quebecor Inc.) but both only serving the own interests
of their respective corporate properties, while CP remained in the pub-
lic interest domain. CP was independent and widely esteemed. The gov-
ernment did not interfere in its business. It did not serve any particular
media outlet.  This, however, did not mean that Canwest and QMI did not
sell their news services to media organizations outside of their corpora-
tions.  There might be an incentive for them to do so, as third-party clients
could also mean badly needed revenues.

“We believe in investigative journalism; accuracy; winning awards;
reporting from databases. We are also the only full-time Canadian news
organization in Afghanistan since 2001,” said Eric Morrison, president
of CP, in an interview. CP is indeed very important for a couple of differ-
ent regions of Canada, like Quebec with its French service. It tells stories
from one region to the other. “Nobody else is everywhere in Canada, not
even Canwest and Quebecor (who have no presence in Eastern Canada
for instance). We are the only bilingual company in the Canadian news
space,” Morrison stressed. In this chapter, we will see how CP managed to
survive in a very hostile environment while Canwest and Quebecor real-
ized they could save money by running their own wire service.

The  Canadian Press (CP)

Based in Toronto, CP has a unionized staff of approximately 300 with 14
bureaus in Canada and two abroad (Washington and Kandahar,
Afghanistan, because of the presence of Canadian troops there). In 2009
CP ran five regional news processing centers across the country so as not
to centralize everything in Toronto. Its CEO was Eric Morrison, former
head of CTV News, Canada’s top TV newscast.  CP was a bilingual (Eng-
lish and French) operation, with a French-language news service based
in Montreal since 1952.

With an annual budget of C$ 50 million (2009) and services in French
and English, CP continued to fulfill the role of national news agency for
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6.- News Agencies in Canada: At the Crossroads

Patrick White

The news agency system in Canada has been centered since 1917 around
The Canadian Press wire service, known as CP in English and PC (La
Presse Canadienne) in French. Created by an Act of Parliament but
totally independent from the government, CP is the dominant news
source in the country. It is a not-for-profit cooperative that is trying to
reinvent itself after two major newspaper chains announced they would
abandon their memberships.

Canwest Global Communications Corp., a key Canadian media company,
left CP in July 2007 and launched its own wire service Canwest News Ser-
vice. Quebecor, another major media player in Canada, announced it
would quit CP for good by July 1st, 2010 and launched the QMI news
agency (QMI stands for Quebecor Media Inc), its own wire service.
Reuters, Bloomberg and Dow Jones also run Canadian operations but
they mainly compete in the financial markets. Competition and chal-
lenges are not something new for CP. Until January 1985, United Press
International, then one of the four largest news agencies in the world, ran
United Press Canada (UPC), a solid competitor of CP with services in
both French and English. The financial demise of UPI led to the sale of
UPC to CP in 1985.

In the 1990s, the Reuters news agency made some major inroads into
Canadian territory, launching an online news service in English in early
1996 and a French-language online news service in Quebec in May 1997,
some time before CP’s.  Reuters, an international news agency, almost
operated in Canada as a domestic wire service with seven bureaus across
Canada and close to some 30 journalists at some point, challenging CP in
the financial news sector.

Then the Internet bubble crash in 2001 led Reuters to major budget cuts
from 2001 to 2005, including the downsizing of its Canadian operations
across the board and the termination of its French-language news serv-
ice in Canada in 2004. Reuters had tried but did not succeed in destabi-
lizing CP.
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ration, Torstar Corp. (Toronto Star daily, the largest in Canada), the
Metro newspaper chain, Transcontinental Inc., Gesca Ltee (owned by
Power Corporation) and CTVGlobemedia, owner of  the flagship Globe
and Mail daily and the CTV network.

Relations between the CP agency and its clients, and the recent changing
economic fortunes of its different groups of clients (newspapers shutting
down, ending Monday or Sunday editions, decline in radio news, etc), led
Eric Morrison to the view that things needed more positive perspective.
CP had indeed survived and thrived across five to six generations of
media; print; radio; its BN-NTR radio service, its French service, photo
service; news service for web sites (since 1996-1997), and the arrival of
video news in 2007. “We have a Canadian mobile news network now and
we see today that various mediums have survived. In the long view, we
have a strong Canadian coverage and there will always be people who
want reliable content. We are leading the digital world and a lot distin-
guishes the U.S. from Canada as far as the crisis of newspapers is con-
cerned. You can’t be afraid of the future,” Morrison said. Indeed, the
newspaper crisis in Canada has nothing of the severity of that of the
United States, where hundreds of dailies had shut down since 2008. In
Canada, not a single daily had ceased publication since then, but the
country still faced a recession.

Evolving business models remained a challenge that CP would have to
face. Its had three or four enterprise lines like B2B business (Fast Chan-
nel Canada); an ad delivery system for newspapers; Command News
(real-time news and archives for governments and corporations); a
photo assignment service; a photo archives system  and a real-time mul-
timedia news service with video, etc.“For us we have been pushing in this
direction of multimedia and real time news, as well as databases. People
can pay a small fee for Canadian mobile news through various categories
of content,” Morrison said. For example, CTV, The Globe and Mail, The
Toronto Star, and Transcontinental Media, contributed to local content
with localized news by area code on cell phones, like AP had done in the
U.S. with AP mobile news service. In 2009 in Canada, CP news could be
found on iPhone applications; the Telus mobile network and the Rogers
mobile service, two of the country’s top mobile providers.
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Canada, serving most newspapers, TV stations, TV networks and Web
sites across the country in both official languages. Affiliated to the Asso-
ciated Press (AP), it also owned the exclusive rights of AP in Canada. A
not-for-profit news cooperative since 1917, CP planned to become a pri-
vate company in 2010 to finally be able to raise capital to fund projects
and expansion. Up until 2009, at least, newspapers across Canada actu-
ally owned CP and were known as “member papers”. Although CP had its
own bureaus, it also relied on its members to contribute content. This lim-
ited CP’s desire to increase its prices and dampened its desire to expand
with its own money. As a private company it would be allowed to make
profits.

Until the mid 1990s, CP was mainly serving media clients with pictures,
text and graphics.  By 2009, CP was also offering news video, mobile news,
interactive graphics, photo archives and a very strong business section
with about 3,500 clients. “For us, business revenues represent 65% of
overall revenues. This is a complete reverse from 10 years ago: newspa-
pers and other media only account for 35% of our revenues,” CEO Eric
Morrison told me in an interview. Morrison said that 30% of the com-
pany’s revenues were now coming from the digital world: meaning the
web, the internet delivery of news and media monitoring.

CP had stopped cooperating with Reuters in 2000 and, in the mid 1990s,
with AFP (Agence France-Presse). Its exclusive right to AP in Canada has
been a very useful alliance since 1911, giving CP a key advantage over its
competitors namely: in-depth news coverage of the United States, espe-
cially for sports.

The departure of Canwest in July 2007, which cut CP’s revenues by about
9 percent or C$ 4.6 million, “has had very little impact,” Morrison said.
“They have not taken customers from us and they are not a huge compe-
tition,” he said, stressing that CP has more depth and reach. As for
Reuters, CP’s president is dismissive. “I don’t think Reuters does a lot in
Canada. We don’t see them in Canada.” 

Canwest bought the old Southam newspaper chain from Conrad Black’s
Hollinger company for C$3.5 billion in 2000. Hollinger collapsed in
2005. Despite Canwest’s pullout and Quebecor’s desire to leave, CP could
still count on key media giants such as the Canadian Broadcasting Corpo-
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per chain. “CP needed the ability to customize a holistic content solution
that addresses the entire content need. The new structure will give us
that. The old structure would dictate that we basically price the newspa-
pers separately from the TV assets,” Gerry Arnold, CP’s executive editor,
told me.

Stuck with a big hole in its pension plan since 2004, CP had also managed
to obtain a special regulation from the Canadian government to refund
the pension fund over several years instead of each year and it also had to
negotiate  with staff in that regard. In the future, CP’s staff will be allowed
to invest in the new company via the new subsidiary, and the company will
be allowed by the Canadian government to spread pension payments to
refund the company’s vital pension plan over a long period of time, which
will help it save millions of dollars each year.

With single point filing and multimedia video, Morrison said he believes
that the same journalistic values are intact at CP despite evolving tech-
nologies.  “We should not be afraid of this stuff,” he said. He recalled that
CP was the first in Canada to use the computer is news gathering (in the
1960s) and also the first to use satellite to feed its news (in the 1980s). 

In a nutshell, it seems safe to conclude that CP will remain alive despite
the expected pullout of Quebecor in mid-2010. It had been able to sur-
vive a major financial crisis in 1996 (with significant downsizing) as well
as the pullout of Canwest, and its business was now well diversified. It was
possible, however, that CP might be forced to lay off some staff in 2010 or
2011, since its annual revenues could fall by C$ 8 million after the depar-
ture of Quebecor.

Quebecor’s news agency : QMI

Montreal-based Quebecor, a publicly-listed mega-company controlled by
media mogul Pierre Karl Péladeau, launched the QMI news agency in
December 2008, creating a Montreal news desk for its French-language
media outlets, such as Le Journal de Montréal, Le Journal de Québec, the
Canoe web portal, its 80 weeklies, news magazines, the “24 Heures or 24
Hours” free papers and also its TVA and LCN television networks.  It also
fed the 38 English-languages dailies of Sun Media, the Quebecor division
handling newspapers and the Internet.
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As far as Quebecor's pull out from CP planned for July 2010, CP’s struc-
tural reconfiguration indicated commitment to a period of transforma-
tion in response to such challenges. Quebecor paid approximately C$ 8
million a year for all of CP’s services in 2009. “All services for all, this is
over; optional services will be there. You are in or you are out is a miss, an
old fashioned concept,” Morrison said, adding that he expected a long
term relationship with Quebecor anyway in the future. “They will need
some services; their departure is not unmanageable,” Morrison said.

As for the new structure foreseen for 2010, details of which had not been
finalized when this article was written in late 2009, Morrison said CP
would create a subsidiary with the capability of raising money through an
investment vehicle. “We had a very limited access to capital in the past; we
used to do one thing at a time. Now, access to capital will allow us to do
more things more quickly as well as allowing better partnerships,” he said.
It seemed likely that CP would be in an advantageous position to strike
alliances with big media players. This is also what Agence France-Presse
(AFP), the world’s third largest international news agency, had practiced
in order to thrive and survive.

In a nutshell, CP would remain a news cooperative with a for-profit sub-
sidiary. Because CP's cooperative structure was established by federal
statute, changing it promised to be cumbersome and slow (especially
given that Canada has had successive minority governments since 2005).
The way around this was to create a subsidiary. The new structure would
retain the cooperative news agency - basically, the newspapers and their
cooperative news-sharing arrangements. But CP had the authority under
legislation to create subsidiaries -- and that's how it would create the new
company. The new for-profit entity would contain CP's “news engine” and
it would also be the launch pad for commercial, for-profit activity.

The old structure basically dictated that CP had to treat all members 100
per cent the same - a one-size-fits-all sort of approach. The new structure
would give CP the flexibility to break out of that sort of thinking to cus-
tomize content solutions that better meet the needs of customers,
whether they are member newspaper groups, or commercial entities. For
example, a large media company with a mix of large newspapers, commu-
nity papers, national and regional web portals and perhaps some TV and
wireless assets has radically different needs than a small regional newspa-
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Journalists at Quebecor were now asked to shoot video, take pictures, file
breaking news to QMI and their own local web site, as well as Canoe, the
mega news portal created by Quebecor in the late 1990s. Now that they
were multi-modal, their business model had to adjust away from the older
steady focus on the deadlines for tomorrow's papers. Canoe attracted 7.8
million unique visitors per month in Canada, including more than 5 mil-
lion in Quebec. It was at the heart of the Quebecor vision of the future.

One of Quebecor’s challenges would be to fill the gap left by CP and AP
and especially CP’s  French counterpart La Presse Canadienne (PC),
which translated a good chunk of AP copy on a 24-hour basis, 7 days a
week. In letting go of CP, Quebecor also lost access to the AP wire and
services.   AP had the best American news coverage, in sports and general
news, while AFP and Reuters just did a basic job with a limited number of
bureaus in the United States.  AP, however, was present in all of the coun-
try 52 states. Quebecor also had deals with Reuters, AFP and Keystone.

But it was still too early to tell how the whole QMI news agency would
evolve. It was clear however that QMI only served, for now, the news divi-
sions of Quebecor.  For the future, it was also clear that Quebecor’s CEO
Pierre Karl Péladeau wanted QMI to become a commercial operation,
meaning that its news services would be sold to third parties. It was a key
element in Peladeau’s vision to make QMI the most popular wire service
in Canada.

Canwest News Service

In 2009 Canwest News Service (CNS) was the wire service of Canwest
Global Communications Corp., a Winnipeg-based media giant founded
in 1970 and ran by the Asper family, a very influential Jewish family. Its
chief news editor was Scott Anderson.

Canwest then owned 13 of Canada’s largest dailies, including the flagship
National Post (Toronto), The Ottawa Citizen, The Montreal Gazette,
The Calgary Herald and The Vancouver Sun.  Canwest also operated
Global TV, Canada’s third largest television network and owned
Canada.com, a very popular web portal (which averages over 4.5 million
unique visitors per month). Canwest Global also ran 26 specialty net-
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In 2010 QMI was a news aggregator more than a news agency as such. It
had no journalists in the field and relied on the 800 reporters of its week-
lies, dailies, magazines, Web sites to feed all the components of its huge
media network.  Le Journal de Montréal and Le Journal de Québec were
the two largest dailies in the French-speaking province of Quebec. The
“Sun” papers across Canada were also the most popular tabloids in the
country (Toronto Sun, Ottawa Sun, Calgary Sun, etc.), but were chal-
lenged by the free dailies of Metro, Canwest Global Communications and
Torstar Corp.

With 43 paid-circulation and free dailies in Canada and more than 200
community papers, Sun Media's English - and French - language papers
were providing local news and information to more than 10.5 million
readers every week. Sun Media acquired the Osprey Media newspaper
chain of Ontario in the summer of 2007, expanding the company's foot-
print in Ontario, Canada’s largest and richest province. Sun Media Cor-
poration was also involved in the operation of Sun TV, a general interest
television station in Toronto.

Peladeau’s vision was that the C$ 8  million spent every year to buy CP’s
services would be better used by his own people through the exchange of
news material that already does exist. Directly involved in the day to day
operations of Quebecor, CEO Pierre Karl Peladeau was the driving force
behind QMI.

Headed by chief news editor Serge Gosselin, QMI centralized and redis-
tributed the news and pictures from all of Quebecor’s media operations,
which included the money-making Videotron cable TV company, which
offered high speed internet, digital cable television, phone service and
soon mobile phone service (starting in 2010).  The mobile phone service
would become a key component of the company’s strategic future, where
most news contents might end up on Videotron’s mobile phone, Inter-
net and digital cable TV networks. Videotron was the most profitable divi-
sion of Quebecor, way ahead of its newspapers, affected as they were by a
steep decline in national advertising revenues, especially in English
Canada.

All of Quebecor’s strategy was based on the idea of “multiplatform,”
where a single news story can fit the needs of all of its media companies.
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The wire service operated an Ottawa-based news desk, which co-coordi-
nated Canwest's news gathering and content sharing throughout Canada
and around the world. Canwest had a large news bureau in Ottawa, and
bureaus in Quebec City, Halifax, Washington, New York, Jerusalem,
Afghanistan, Paris and Shanghai. A review of Canwest papers in 2009
would have suggested a wallpaper of Canwest wire stories, mixed with a
minimalist local content and wire stories from Reuters, Bloomberg and
AFP. They also picked up various stories of The New York Times and of
Sports Ticker. These papers, whether we talk about The National Post or
The Montreal Gazette, were a pale copy of what they would have been just
10 years earlier : very bland and look-alike. Most of these publications
were once fine newspapers.

In January 2007, Canwest and Goldman, Sachs and Co. entered into an
agreement to acquire Alliance Atlantis Communications Inc for C$ 2.3
billion. Alliance Atlantis was Canada's premier owner and operator of 13
specialty branded television channels and it also distributed movies. This
is the point when Canwest financial problems really started. This deal
dramatically increased the debts of Canwest, leading to major financial
difficulties, including the protection of the court against bankruptcy.
Canwest slashed staff across the board in all of its newspapers and TV
operations, also selling its TV stations in Ireland and New Zealand.

In November 2008, Canwest announced it was cutting five per cent of its
workforce across the country, or about 560 jobs, as part of its streamlin-
ing of operations in the face of the economic slowdown. This meant the
elimination of 210 broadcast and 350 publishing jobs to reduce annual
operating costs by C$ 61 million, the company said at the time in a press
release. Among other things, Canwest shut down its Victoria, British
Columbia TV station.

The budget cuts dramatically affected the mood in the Canwest news-
rooms – with a lock-out looming at The Montreal Gazette and tough labor
negotiations at The Ottawa Citizen - and hurt the quality of Canwest
papers, limiting their news coverage. For instance, Canwest stopped pub-
lishing its flagship daily The National Post every Monday during the sum-
mer of 2009. This was a very dramatic move but Canwest was not alone in
that regard. La Presse, an influential daily from Montreal, announced in
the summer of 2009 that it had stopped publication of its Sunday edition
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works (like Showcase or The Food Network) capturing a 30.1% share of
commercial specialty network viewers in Canada.

According to comScore December 2008 numbers, Canwest newspaper
web sites reached 2.9 million Canadians – number one in the newspapers
category ahead of Toronto Star, New York Times and Globe & Mail. In
Australia, Canwest was until late 2009 indirectly the majority and control-
ling shareholder of the Ten Television Network. Canwest News Service
(CNS) was the successor of Southam News, the syndicated service of the
Southam papers bought by Conrad Black in the 1996. In 2003, Southam
Newspapers was fully absorbed into Canwest and became Canwest News
Service.  CNS had been going for several years before the decision to pull
out from CP, because it knew it would not be an easy task to replace the
national news agency and AP, and Canwest's pull-out was dictated prima-
rily by economic problems and its prime motive, either way, was to save
money.

CNS provides news, sports, entertainment, photography, financial and
feature information and data to Canwest's Canadian newspapers, televi-
sion news operations, online properties and a number of unidentified
third party clients in Canada and the United States. Canwest would not
give any other details and had not cooperated for this article. Canwest
News Service draws content from its team, including a group of news, fea-
ture and specialist writers and from 1,200 journalists working through-
out Canwest's newspaper, television and online outlets.

It hired 25 journalists in 2007 to set up its office in Ottawa and bureaus in
the country (Quebec City and Halifax, where it did not own newspapers)
and around the world (Europe, Asia, Washington, NewYork, Afghanistan
and the Middle East).  It was a 24h/7 days a week operation, but with very
little staff overnight. Canwest News Service, like any other wire services,
sent out bulletins when news breaks, wrote important stories as they
developed, and redistributed news from its 13 member newspapers
across the country.

Canwest actually pulled out of The Canadian Press (and Associated Press)
on July 1, 2007, after giving a 12-month notice. This saved Canwest about
C$ 4.6 million but it however had to set up its own news agency, hire new
staff, create a new computer infrastructure and open news bureaus to fill
the void left by the loss of AP and CP News.
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outcome for CP might be that some Canwest properties might return as
subscribers to the CP pictures or wire service.
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and that it could cease publication for good in December 2009 after 125
years of operation.

This would suggest that Canwest was on shaky ground in early 2010. With
a debt of more than C$ 4 billion, Canwest’s value on the stock exchange
in Toronto had hit an historic low. In fact, the stock fell from C$ 20.00 in
1999 to 13 cents on August 28, 2009. Major investors were bailing out, as
fear mounted over the debt crunch. On August 28, 2009 Canwest said it
had extended yet again talks between CanWest Media Inc. (its media divi-
sion) and members of an ad hoc committee of bondholders who were
owed more than C$760 million regarding the recapitalization of the com-
pany. This was all to avoid bankruptcy. In May 2009, the bondholders
upped their stake by giving Canwest $100 million to keep it afloat and
help it pay off bank debt.

Talks had been going on since April 2009 to save the company, so
investors must have started to question whether an agreement was ever
likely. On Sept. 24, 2009, Canwest sold its Australian television network
TEN to pay down its heavy debt load. The company hoped to reap about
680 million Australian dollars (591 million US) from the sale, and wipe
about 578 million dollars US worth of debt off its books. Canwest, once
a very powerful vehicle, was now the shadow of what it used to be. To sur-
vive, it would have to sell some more of its assets or close down some
news operations. Canwest “is expected to be only barely cash flow posi-
tive during the year (2009).” Moody’s said in a statement issued on Jan-
uary 8, 2009.

With very weak growth prospects in newspaper publishing operations
(also caused by falling advertising revenues), Moody's had previously
concluded that Canwest would have to divest its Australian television
properties, worth some C$ 1.5 billion, according to Leonard Asper, CEO
of Canwest. In October 2009, the company sought bankruptcy for several
of its Canwest Global TV operations (including Global TV), which were
bought by Calgary-based cable TV operator Shaw Communications for a
mere C$ 65 million in February 2010. In January 2010, the company put
its newspaper assets under bankruptcy protection. Therefore, Canwest
was not out of the woods. Its appetite had been too big for its means and
it paid a heavy price, one that removed the Asper family from a position
of controlling influence of the company in February 2010. One positive
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why before World War I, another big news agency was founded in Ger-
many, the Telegraphen Union (TU; Telegraph Union). It was not inde-
pendent, however, but was supported by German (heavy metal) indus-
tries. Both agencies, WTB and TU, were merged and nationalised in
1933/4 by the Nazis (Reitz 1991; Uzulis 1995).

After World War II and the breakdown of the Third Reich, the initiative
to re-establish the mass media in Germany lay in the hands of the victori-
ous powers. They not only issued the licences for publishing newspapers
and magazines and reorganised broadcasting but every occupying power
also licensed a news agency providing the press in the respective zone
with information (Kristionat 1991): in the American occupation zone, it
was the Deutsche Nachrichten-Agentur (DANA, later DENA; German
News Agency), in the British zone, it was GNS-British Zone (German
News Service, later dpd = Deutscher Depeschendienst/German Dis-
patch Service), and in the French zone, it was RHEINA (Rhenanian News
Agency, later SÜDENA = Süddeutsche Nachrichtenagentur/South Ger-
man News Agency). Between 1946 and 1948, these agencies were given
to the German publishers in the occupied zones as property. Thus DENA,
dpd and SÜDENA benefited from a cooperative structure. The occupy-
ing Soviet power, on the other hand, applied a different policy to its zone
and made the news agency ADN (Allgemeiner Deutscher Nachrichten-
dienst/General German News Service) a state institution once more
(Minholz & Stirnberg 1995).

After the Federal Republic of Germany was founded on the territory of
the Western Allies in May 1949 the zone agencies merged. In 1949, they
fused to become the Deutsche Presse-Agentur (dpa), which published its
first news on September 1 of the same year. The headquarters were estab-
lished in Hamburg at a marked distance from the new government seat
in Bonn. Of course, a central office for domestic news was installed there.

The occupying allied powers had not only licensed German news agen-
cies, but also granted access to the German market for the agencies of
their home countries (Schumacher 1998). Regarding foreign news, the
German agencies in the occupied zones (initially) depended on Ameri-
can, British and French news agencies. By 1946, however, Associated
Press (AP) and United Press (UP) entered the market as direct suppliers
in the American zone, thus competing with DENA. Over the years these
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7. Dpa and the News Agencies of Germany

Jürgen Wilke

Preliminary Note

The news market in Germany is fiercely contested. Nowhere else in the
world is there such strong competition between different news agencies.
The Deutsche Presse-Agentur (dpa; German Press Agency) is the largest
agency in the country and dominates the market but the three world
agencies Agence France Presse (AFP), Associated Press (AP) and Thom-
son Reuters (rtr) also offer services in German. In addition, there is a
smaller German agency, Deutscher Depeschendienst (ddp; German Dis-
patch Service), as well as a number of special services.

In the last few years, the competition for the German news market has
intensified dramatically. On the one hand, this is because the classic
client market, above all the daily press, is shrinking or is at least under eco-
nomic pressure. At the same time, however, the claims and expectations
the agencies try to fulfil are growing in order to survive the media com-
petition. In this context, technological change in the form of the Inter-
net and Web 2.0 is a decisive factor. It not only accounts for the dynamic
development of new forms of distribution and presentation but also the
entry of a new class of news suppliers (content providers, bloggers).

Historical Background

After World War II, the news market in Germany was restructured. The
(Western) occupying powers had a decisive influence on this. They
intended to relax the conditions that had previously prevailed in Ger-
many. In the Third Reich, the Deutsches Nachrichtenbüro (DNB; Ger-
man News Bureau) had been a state institution with an important func-
tion regarding the control of the mass media. Its precursor, Wolff’sches
Telegraphisches Büro (WTB; Wolff’s Telegraphic Bureau), which had
been established in 1849 and belonged to the European founding agen-
cies, had had a semi-official status for decades, however, and had enjoyed
a close relationship with government authorities (Basse 1991). That is
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patch Service) has had a somewhat fluctuating career In the last 20 years
its owners have changed six times, and insolvencies have repeatedly
threatened the agency’s existence (Maldacker 2007). It was revitalised as
a part of Arques Industries, a kind of hedge fund company. From the
beginning of 2009, it has belonged to the holding company BluO.

The Deutsche Presse-Agentur is in every sense the market leader in the
German news market (table 4), both regarding the annual turnover and
the number of journalists and staff members. Above all, dpa has the high-
est number of offices within Germany and is therefore able to provide the
media with regional news as well. ddp also has a relatively strong presence
through regional offices. The number of regional offices of the other
German services is considerably lower. dpa also holds (unlike ddp) 65
permanently employeed correspondents in 32 countries. Freelance cor-
respondents in some more countries must be added. Moreover dpa has
exchange contracts with 76 other agencies in the world the news of which
can be read and quoted (Bouhs 2009b). The German services of the
world agencies rely on their international network of correspondents for
their foreign news. They have their own special correspondents only at
the headquarters of the European Union in Brussels or other European
capitals.

The prevalence of dpa in Germany also becomes apparent when we look
at the number of subscribers. Table 5 shows the market share of daily
newspapers.
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agencies extended their activities to other occupied zones and finally to
the Federal Republic of Germany as a whole.

In 1971, there was a far-reaching change in the German news market. At
that time, United Press International (UPI) stopped its German service
for financial reasons, largely because the Deutsche Bundespost (German
Federal Post Service) significantly increased its service fees. At the same
time Reuters decided to disengage from dpa, with which the British
agency until then had had an exchange contract. Instead, Reuters started
to offer its own German service. Furthermore the former German UPI
journalists took up the initiative and continued their work in the form of
a new agency, the Deutscher Depeschendienst (ddp; German Dispatch
Service). Thus the loss of one agency in 1971 was compensated by two
new services for the German media. In 1987, the French world agency
Agence France Presse (AFP) also appeared on the scene. Up to that point
it had only supplied a few German media from Paris. Now AFP decided to
establish its own news service in German and therefore opened its cen-
tral office in the federal capital Bonn. After German reunification the
office was moved to Berlin. 

Organisation, Market Structure, Technology

The Deutsche Presse-Agentur (dpa: German Press Agency) is a coopera-
tive organisation belonging to the German media. Every media publisher
may purchase a maximum share of 1.5 per cent, all broadcasting stations
together owning a maximum of 25 per cent. This proportioning does not
depend on the size or economic power of the media enterprises and is
designed to prevent excessive influence of individual members. Today,
the number of cooperative members is 190. The dpa is headed by a chair-
man of the board who is responsible for the economic side and an editor-
in-chief responsible for the journalistic work. The supervisory board con-
sists of elected representatives of the cooperative members. Together
they form the general meeting which makes the final and basic decisions. 

The German services of the world agencies, which themselves form a
cooperative (AP) or a stock corporation (Reuters) or are based on the
statutes of a public institution (AFP), are produced by their German sub-
sidiary companies. The Deutscher Depeschendienst (ddp; German Dis-

Journalists Staff Annual Number Countries with 
(permanent) turnover in of offices correspondents58

million euros57 (in total)
dpa 456 813 94,1 50 80

(inland)
ddp 147 350 12,1 23 -

(inland)
AFP
(German service) 65 64 7,32 11 165

(inland)
AP
(German service) 80 120 12,6 16 70

(inland)
Thomson Reuters
(German service) 110 600 7 6 97

(estimated) (inland)

56. Source: Agencies’
information/www.agen-
turjournalismus.de

57. Dpa’s annual turnover
exceeds the other’s
because all its services are
included whereas the num-
bers for AFP, AP and
Reuters refer only to their
German services. 

58. The data of AFP and
AP suggest that “corre-
spondents” must be
defined differently. 

Table 4. News agencies in Germany: basic data (2007/2008)56
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of 132 newspapers (‘media units’) were confined to only one agency
(= 20 percent); 44 had subscribed to two agencies (= 33 percent), 37 to
three agencies (= 28 percent), 20 to four agencies (15 percent) and five
newspapers had even subscribed to all five agencies examined here
(=4 percent).

For news agencies, speed of coverage is essential. That is why they have
always used the latest technological equipment. In the nineteenth cen-
tury, this was telegraphy, and since the 1960s it has been satellite and later
computer technology. In the 1970s the agencies started to use electronic
editorial systems which have since been revised several times. In 2009,
dpa introduced its “Neue Produktionsinfrastruktur” (npi/New Produc-
tion Infrastructure). In recent years, the Internet and digitalisation have
further changed the work of the agencies. Technology has also led to new
forms of design and new ways of distribution. 

The agencies have changed more and more from service providers for
the printed press to multimedia providers. This has also forced dpa to
undergo extensive structural changes which again concern the work of
the editorial bureaus. Although the agency has been working in an open-
plan office for many years, the news desk organisation therein is going to
be reconfigured. In the 1990s, after German reunification, dpa moved its
editorial office for domestic news to Berlin, now the federal capital and
political centre of the country. In 2010, the central editorial office in
Hamburg and the editorial office for pictures in Frankfurt will also move
to Berlin. The agency hopes to gain synergy by centralising the journal-
istic departments, which ask increasingly often for the cross-media con-
nection of text, pictures and sounds, i.e. multi-medialisation. With this
innovation, the agency should be able to respond to the challenges of
media convergence. 

Services

In general, the news agencies offer several services in Germany. Basic
services form the core of provision. They were last examined in 2005 with
the help of a content analysis (Wilke 2007). According to this, the basic
service of dpa is the most extensive, with 800 news items and 160,000
words per day. ddp offers around 250, additional special news not
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In 2006, dpa provided almost 96 per cent of the daily newspapers with
information, although in the 1990s some newspapers ceased to subscribe
to dpa. For many years, AP has been the service with the second highest
distribution in Germany. Its market share, however, has in the meantime
decreased from two-thirds to less than half. On the other hand, AFP has
gained, with a share increasing from one-fifth (1993) to nearly half (2006
and has achieved second place. The number of subscribers to Reuters
news is also declining slightly. ddp has been able to increase its turnover
in the last few years. This is attributed to the higher flexibility of the
agency. 

The foreign agencies primarily supply newspapers with a high circula-
tion. Therefore these agencies like to stress that their market share of the
total circulation of the daily press in Germany is higher than that sug-
gested by the number of clients. According to this reckoning, AP reaches
70 per cent and AFP 65 per cent of the newspaper readers in Germany,
plus radio and TV clients for which no specific data are available. In gen-
eral, the big public-service broadcasting stations are customers of all the
news agencies named here. This is probably also true of the big commer-
cial stations. On the other hand, there is a different picture for the
numerous small radio stations. For reasons of competition, the agencies
themselves do not like to publish precise client figures.

A number of news agencies in today’s Germany can only compete suc-
cessfully if the mass media have subscribed to more than one of them.
There are also data available for this (Resing 2006): in 2006, only 26 out

59. Source: Resing 
2006, 138

60. Merger of ddp and
ADN at the end of 1993

News agency 1993 1997 1999 2006 1993 1997 1999 2006

Supplied newspaper 
(media unit) Absolute In percent

dpa 139 133 132 132 99.3. 97.8 97.1 95.7

AP 93 90 92 65 66.4 66.2 67.6 47.1

Reuters 53 56 52 46 37.9 41.2 38.2 33.3

AFP 27 29 31 66 19.3 21.3 22.8 47.8

ddp60 14 20 24 42 26.4 14.7 17.6 30.4

Newspaper (media unit) 140 136 136 138

Table 5. Market share of the news agencies for the daily 
newspapers in the field of the basic services 1993 to 200659
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dpa not only has the most extensive but also the most diversified provision
for all media sections, namely politics, economics, sports, culture and
human interest. AP offers more political news and also comparatively
more news of show business, but hardly any news on culture or sports
(apart from exceptional items). Reuters concentrates increasingly on eco-
nomic news in Germany. AFP offers foreign news, but neglects sports
news. AFP, however, bought the Sport-Informations-Dienst (sid; Sports
Information Service) in 1997, a German agency dedicated to sports news,
enabling the agency to compensate for its deficiency in this sector. Alto-
gether, the complementary agencies in Germany follow a double strategy
in competition. On the one hand, coverage of main events is offered by all
of them, but on the other hand they try to become indispensable to their
clients by strengthening their provision in specific areas (human interest,
economic and foreign news) (Wilke 1998). The practical utility of the
news for the people also plays an increasingly important role in this com-
petition. Today especially newspapers ask for more than “pure” news,
requiring reports, analyses and backgrounds (‘explanation pieces’). The
“entertainisation” of the media also takes its toll on the news agencies.
Other significant factors in the competition are style, writing and readabil-
ity. In 2009, ddp promoted itself by pointing out that a reader scan exam-
ination had revealed that their news was the most popular with readers.

Besides the basic service, the Deutsche Presse-Agentur offers twelve so-
called regional services with news from the different regions (Länder) of
the Federal Republic of Germany (between 80 and 100 news items per
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included. The German AP service achieves third place with 280 news
items per day, but fourth place in terms of the number of words (60,000).
In contrast, the German service of Reuters offers fewer pieces of news
(250 per day) which, however, are more extensive with regard to the num-
ber of words (66,000). In comparison, the smallest service is that of the
German AFP service (200 news items per day with 40,000 words). 

Since the 1990s, the services of dpa, AP, Reuters and AFP have developed
differently, as data show. There was a strong expansion in the basic serv-
ice of dpa in the second half of the 1990s. The amount of news increased
by two-thirds, the number of words by three-quarters. The agency
attempted to fulfil the growing needs of its clients even further but did
not continue its expansion strategy. The amount of news slightly
decreased in 2005; however, the number of words increased slightly.

The AP service also expanded. Compared with 1989, the number of news
items nearly doubled in 2005, the number of words increasing by two-
thirds. For Reuters, on the other hand, the amount of news has remained
stable for one and a half decades; the growth rate has been less than 1
percent. The number of words, however, has developed completely dif-
ferently, i.e. today, Reuters delivers more extensive news than in the past.
When we look at all competitors, Reuters has on average the longest news
items. The agency seems to supply more background reporting than flash
news. A changing development can be perceived for the AFP service.
Although its extent increased during the first years, as it were in the
“build-up phase” of the German service, namely with regard to both the
amount of news and the number of words, the number of news items
decreased in 2005 by a quarter compared with 1995 whereas the number
of words increased slightly. 

The basic services of the four main news agencies in Germany are differ-
ent with regard to content and type of subject, as can be seen in table 6
(ddp was not examined). 

61. Source: Wilke 2007,
342

dpa AP Reuters AFP
% % % %

Politics 27 39 21 47
Economics and social 23 20 66 20
Sports 16 3 - X
Law and order 10 11 4 11
Miscellaneous/human interest 8 17 4 14
Culture 6 2 - 1
Defence/military 4 4 3 4
Communication/media 3 1 2 2
Science and technology 2 3 1 2
Church and religion 1 - - -

Total 100 100 101 101

N 4036 1817 1495 1222

Table 6. Contents of the basic services61
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the market of video agencies which has been dominated by Reuters TV
and AP Television News (and their predecessors) for many years. Reuters
introduced in 1996, in addition to its general video service, a special Ger-
man package of newsfilms (between eight and twelve per day). AFP fol-
lowed suit, offering a video service from 2006. These services, however,
are already competing with the video streams supplied by YouTube and
other online portals. Therefore it is not surprising that AFP already has
its own YouTube channel. 

dpa-Web produces content for its clients’ websites and supplies different
WebLines. The basic online service is called Infoline, the others being
more specialised (e.g. SportsLine, StarLine, etc.). The agency itself does
not offer any news on the internet as it would thus compete with its
clients’ internet services. Reuters, however, is the only agency which pub-
licises its news, pictures, graphics and videos online. AFP compromises,
supplying on its homepage three top news items and a gallery of pictures,
videos and infographics. The top topics are available through subscrip-
tion per RSS-feed. AP links its German homepage with its parent com-
pany’s where articles in the English language can be found. On the Ger-
man homepage appear only headlines with short summaries. Access to
the news has paying clients only: if online news is given free of charge, the
agencies in principle undermine their own means of existence (‘self-can-
nibalisation’). 

In addition, dpa has been offering a platform for mobile media services
for two years now: dpa-Minds (Mobile Information and News Data Ser-
vices for 3G). For example, illustrated news is transferred directly to
mobile phones. The increase of services and products requires organisa-
tional integration. The dpa platform offers access to the whole cross-
linked knowledge of dpa in the form of text and pictures. In the future,
every content provider will be able to sell or exchange its products cen-
trally on the dpa platform. In 1994, dpa also took over the digital distri-
bution of press information in the form of text, pictures and sounds. The
agency also provides a distribution network for the dispatch of press
material to the media (news aktuell), promoting itself as a “partner for pro-
fessional press work.” The introduction of this service, which generates
additional revenues, was criticised, as the mixture of PR activities and
journalistic coverage was viewed with suspicion.
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day). The news collection is done by 50 correspondent offices. The
Deutscher Depeschendienst (ddp; German Dispatch Service) also has
twelve regional services. Twenty-one correspondent offices are assigned
to five regional bureaus. The other three news agencies have fewer
regional offices in Germany, and AP reduced their number recently
(Bouhs 2000b). The result is a loss of capacity for the coverage of
regional events. 

As an international news agency, dpa also has three foreign services, an
“International Service” in English, a Spanish service (primarily for Latin
America) and an Arab service. The attempt to establish a Portuguese serv-
ice was abandoned. dpa’s foreign services are producing around 300
news per day. They are an important source for news from abroad in the
basic German service (Bouhs 2009c). Another duty for the foreign serv-
ices is to distribute German news and news from the German perspective
internationally. Thus lessons from history were also learned after 1945 in
this context: Because of the cartel contracts of the founding agencies in
the nineteenth century, the Wolff’sches Telegraphisches Büro had been
limited to collecting and distributing news on its own from North and
Eastern Europe.

Currently dpa still produces text services in German such as short news
items, special topic services and, lately, the dpa-Magazin, a magazine cov-
ering eight topics (cars, construction and living, health and nutrition,
money and law, science and education) which is mainly designed for
newspapers and advertisers. For some time there has been dpa-infografik
(infographics), and in 2007, a new service was introduced providing chil-
dren’s news for six- to ten-year-olds. This service was designed to promote
efforts to reach children at an early age, which is all the more important
as the newspapers in Germany have for some time been losing adolescent
readership. Furthermore dpa shares 76 per cent of AFX, an agency for
realtime financial and economic news. APA, the Austrian Press Agency,
holds the other 24 per cent.

In the last few years the news agencies have increased and diversified their
services. This is especially true of dpa. When commercial broadcasting
was licensed in Germany in the 1980s, the agency established an audio
service. In 2008, it also started a video service to offer news films which
the clients needed for multimedia websites. Through this dpa entered
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structure. Earlier estimations assume that AP cost 50 to 60 percent,
Reuters 30 to 40 percent, AFP 20 to 30 percent and ddp 15 to 20 percent
of the price clients had to pay for dpa (Rosenberger/Schmid 1997, 56).
dpa’s competitors thus have a price advantage and are less costly. The
price margins depend of course on the amount of the services and the
expenditures to produce them. Until recently, for example, clients of dpa
could subscribe to the regional services only in combination with the
basic service. In the meantime, the agency has relaxed this package deal.
Now it is also possible to subscribe separately to individual components
of the dpa service. These components are called “modules” or “seg-
ments.” For the agency, this involves the danger that clients only use sin-
gular, imperative parts of the provision and abstain from others. This
reduces the revenues of the agency and weakens its financial power. 

It caused an uproar when the Westdeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung (WAZ), the
regional daily newspaper with the highest circulation in Germany, unsub-
scribed (together with affiliated papers) to all dpa services as from  Jan-
uary 1, 2009. The newspapers’ publishing house which itself is a cooper-
ative member of dpa was therefore reproached for lacking solidarity. The
agency lost revenue of three million euros per year. As a reason for its
decision the WAZ cited the high costs. This appears plausible in the light
of the paper’s high circulation, but, the agencies abstained from a linear
price calculation long ago (Segbers 2007, 158), and experience shows
that the subscription to agency services amounts to no more than 5 per-
cent of editorial costs. According to WAZ, their sole options were either
to dismiss editors or to cancel their dpa subscription; and it was believed
that the other agencies the newspaper subscribed to were sufficient. Fur-
thermore, WAZ promotes the concept of the “author’s newspaper,”
believing that journalists should publish more of their own work and rely
less on prefabricated material. In addition, it is argued that nowadays
much news is freely accessible on the Internet in any case. dpa sees this as
a threat, especially the argument, as such news often originates from
agency sources. The agency now uses its own software (“Attributor”) to
select material published online and to check its lawful use. AFP has a sim-
ilar tool called “TextGuard.”

Other newspapers in Germany have also tested on at least a trial basis
what a renunciation of dpa would mean and how this could be compen-
sated by other services. Their experiences have differed depending on
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Apart from dpa, ddp has the most extensive portfolio in Germany. Both
agencies are more diversified than their foreign competitors. Among
other things, ddp offers an economic service (together with Dow Jones),
a service for children, radio news, topic blocks and news providing prac-
tical benefits. Another service provides material on any keywords entered
by the client. As a matter of course ddp also has a service for web content
from which full prefabricated pages may be downloaded. Online offers
are in the standard range of the news agencies in Germany today.

All five agencies offer picture services. The world agencies may rely again
on their international resources. In 2005, AP delivered its German clients
on average more than 900 pictures per day; for Reuters it was more than
800, and AFP provided nearly 500 pictures for the political sector alone.
dpa-Bildfunk, the current picture service of the Deutsche Presse-Agen-
tur, dispatched approximately 350 pictures per day. For pictures from for-
eign countries, dpa cooperates with the European Pressphoto Agency
(epa). This is a union of eleven big European news and picture agencies
and 33 percent of the epa shares belong to the dpa (Wilke 2008).

Financial Constraints and Customer Behaviour

The trading area of news agencies has become more difficult in the last
few years. In Germany, this also concerns dpa. Turnover, which
amounted to 106 million euros in 2000, has remained constant at approx-
imately 94 million euros since 2004 (dpa 2000–2008). A reason for the
reduction in the size of turnover was the media crisis emerging at the
beginning of the millennium as a result of the breakdown of the new mar-
ket. Furthermore, the circulation of the daily newspapers on which the
subscription fees are based has also been decreasing in Germany,
although not as rapidly as in the United States. At the moment (2009) the
media are suffering from the global financial crisis. All this also has con-
sequences for the agencies. One consequence of the decrease in turnover
was the reduction of staff members at dpa.

One or two other newspapers in Germany have already cancelled their
subscription to dpa, generally citing the high costs as a reason. In fact, dpa
is Germany’s most expensive agency. It justifies this with its extensive serv-
ices. The agencies do not, however, publish precise data on their price
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tinue for the time being under the name DAPD (www.agenturjournalis-
mus.de). The new proprietors have declared they will carry on both
services parallel to each other but there are doubts for how long. They
have signed an agreement to use foreign news from the American AP
for twelve years.

The free access on the Internet threatens to devalue news. If professional
research, preparation and layout are no longer paid, this will have an
impact on its quality. There is a threat that the news will change from
being a public good on which democratic society depends to becoming
a well-resourced and carefully produced product, one that costs virtually
nothing yet contributes little to informed citizenship. This issue is at the
heart of the news agencies today. No one wants to write them off yet, but
whether they will continue to exist in their present form is open to
debate. 
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the editorial departments (Milz 2009). For the big topics, for example,
dpa was less essential than for economics, culture or human interest. 

The circumstances explained here have led to a discussion in Germany
as to whether news agencies are still needed and whether cooperative
organisation is up-to-date. It is indisputable that economic development
forces the daily press in particular to think about cost reductions. On the
other hand, the historical background shows the gain in journalistic inde-
pendence and international capability following the founding of dpa as
a cooperative after 1945. Today it looks as if this solidarity principle (‘one
for all’) has become obsolete.

Not unreasonably, dpa points out distorted competitive conditions.
Agence France Presse receives 40 percent of its budget from the French
national budget (2009: 109.6 million euros). Although this amount is
denominated as the subscription fee of public institutions, the size sug-
gests a subvention (Schubert 2009). dpa also receives money from the
federal government, but this is a subscription fee for the use of news serv-
ices by official authorities, and it is much lower than that of AFP. It prob-
ably does not amount to much more than 5 percent of the turnover (Seg-
bers 2007, 104). In any case, the French agency does not have to finance
its services from the revenues of its clients to the same degree as dpa , i.e.
it can offer them at a lower price than cost. If media clients were to unsub-
scribe from the dpa services on a large scale, this would accordingly
decrease dpa’s turnover. Then the agency would probably be forced to
slash its services or access state subsidies: the latter would question its
independence, which no one could seriously wish for. 

Nevertheless dpa is not the only endangered agency today. It remains
open to question whether all its competitors will survive in today’s over-
crowded German market. There has been earlier speculation which of
the four others may be forced to fold. ddp has always been a candidate but
demonstrated its longevity. In 2009, there were rumours that ddp would
take over the German service of AP (www.agenturjournalismus.de;
Bouhs 2009c, 27). Although this was denied repeatedly, the merger of
both services was definitely announced in December. ddp purchased the
German branch of AP and will now be the second behind dpa, obviously
willing to attack the market leader. This has been the greatest change in
the German news market in nearly forty years. The AP service will con-
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networks is contributing towards the development of new, more global,
multidimensional perspectives in people who are broadening their inter-
ests to new, more distant horizons, thus leading to a new, general sense of
having global citizenship. 

As information feeds the growth of this sense of global citizenship, there
is a change in the meaning of credible news, which must rise above nar-
row localism and patriotism. Within each community  – for example, Cat-
alonia, Spain or Europe –� many citizens develop a twofold or threefold
perspective which makes them aware of the specific characteristics and
biases that encompass the different perspectives of the reality, which
increasingly identify with an excuse for constructing the defence of inter-
ests. The diverse, overlapping identities revolutionise the collective con-
sciousness and encourage people to prevent the general interest of
humankind from being opposed by the interest of the major powers,
“national interests,” the self-interest of local groups and the actions of
leaders, all of which are limited to short-sighted, short-term interest
depending on when the next election will take place.

This conflict determines the strategies adopted by the editors of the
major media groups (veritable collective intellectual elites) since it
opens up a new field of ideological confrontation: their idea of moder-
nity is also measured by the way they support the opening up of their
respective societies while preserving their roots. The directors of news
agencies – large or small; global, regional or local – have been forced to
broaden their horizons and become actors in the building of a new con-
sciousness that covers national, regional and global aspects. 

Regional Balanced News Coverage: Needs and Stakeholders

What exactly is balanced news coverage? It is the search, whether delib-
erate or otherwise, for a certain balance in information according to a
specific viewpoint and specific interests. It anticipates or accompanies a
specific world order, feeding a particular vision of the reality by amplify-
ing the importance of some news while not shedding light on other news. 

The direction taken by globalisation has led to the current crisis because
the media system has either accepted the agenda-driven focus of major
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8. Balanced News Coverage and Awareness of Regional Identity in
Globalisation: The Role of News Agencies, Based on the Experience
of EFE in Latin America

Ignacio Muro Benayas

The role of news agencies in the shaping of collective consciousnesses is
not insignificant. Nor is it neutral. Being mediators representing the gen-
eral interest does not stop them from incorporating into the information
system a bias that favours a specific vision of that general interest. Even
the production of hard news, which consists of objective material that aims
to highlight only the facts and the protagonists, is part of the production
of symbolic capital. As such, hard news is connected to the political
sphere, cultural visions and local interests.

The Spanish news agency EFE is considered one of the world’s major
agencies thanks to its hegemony in the Hispanic world, a multicultural
sphere consisting of 500 million people who use Spanish as their lan-
guage of communication. Spain, meanwhile, is a country with a plurilin-
gual cultural capital linked to historic domestic conflicts, mainly in Cat-
alonia and the Basque Country. Based on this experience, this article
aims to reflect upon regional balanced news coverage at a time when the
Internet and globalisation are becoming highly important realities.  

Overlapping  General Interests  in a Globalised World

It goes without saying that for decades the concept of general interest has
been implicitly identified with the idea of “national interest”. Neverthe-
less, there are now various interpretations of general interest: cities,
counties, provinces, regions, domestic nations, countries, etc. All of these
refer to general interest in order to defend their own view of problems. 

Furthermore, the globalisation of news events is turning war, hunger,
child exploitation, global warming and abuse against women into prob-
lems that are shared around the world. The sense of shared risk and the
fragility of ecological balance fosters the development of a new concept:
the general interest of humankind. The expansion of the Internet and social
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The weight of the major media groups in shaping consciousness is
unquestionable, but their interests prevent natural, spontaneous, unre-
stricted contact from developing. In Latin America, the Spanish media
group PRISA competes with other regional groups in this role, such as
OGlobo and Televisa. In turn, they and PRISA also compete with the
American networks CNN and Fox News, whose capacity to generate opin-
ion of a particular political or cultural colour is obvious.

The growth of these media groups, which directly influence the urban
elite who control power and are particularly sensitive to global, hege-
monic discourses, conceals the action of a much larger and far more per-
meable network formed by digital media, large and small newspapers,
urban and rural radio stations, and small and medium-sized television
stations. Irrespective of their ideologies, they are usually witnesses of the
shift in the political centre of gravity and the new social consensuses. 

It is in this space that the role of news agencies is – while not nearly as spec-
tacular as that of the major media groups – much more intense in the long
term, because it is closely bound to the news fabric that is such an impor-
tant part of local cultures. Perhaps news agencies do not affect the short-
term behaviour of the middle classes in the same way that the major media
groups do, but they mark the agenda that the society consumes and shape
the information that is processed in the media as a whole, thus influenc-
ing all their audiences. While news agencies are able to ensure a sufficient
daily, balanced flow of news in all formats, they imbue a world view that is
decisive in opening up collective consciousnesses to the world and in
defining the idea of modernity. By guaranteeing the credibility of their
content for different types of audiences, they are able to bring together
all consciousnesses and foster a neutral space of “objective,” unchallenge-
able information. 

This component is essential in making the global, dominant messages
permeable and accessible. This remains the case: the innocence of the
mark of objective information, without any distortions of any kind, is
becoming increasingly questionable, especially from the perspective of
the global general interest to which any global citizen global citizen aspires. 
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media groups, or (which amounts to the same) stopped focusing on the
part of the reality that contradicts their agenda. If we do not become
aware of this deficiency and do not take a broader view of the world, it will
be impossible to avoid new disasters that place citizens and institutions at
the mercy of major, global, private interests. If another world is necessary,
it is essential to establish a new form of balanced news coverage. We must
move forward in a more balanced way so that institutions are developed
that counterbalance the different general interests and provide a solu-
tion to the exasperatingly chaotic market. This new balance also requires
more intensive economic ties between nations that share historic and cul-
tural ties. 

Any region that intends to grow as an active political centre must ensure
that the news ties between the different areas that make up the region are
effective. Knowing one’s neighbour requires an articulated, permanent
exchange of news with that neighbour. It requires knowing one’s neigh-
bour through closely related daily affairs, which is the only way of prevent-
ing past conflicts, stereotypes and historic disagreements from obstruct-
ing future challenges and preventing the necessary trust from being built.
The open regionalism imposed by globalisation requires “viable, regional
networks...to increase news flows,”62 an objective set by UNESCO in the
1980s. The ability to connect as closely as possible with one’s neighbour is
the way forward towards building a regional collective consciousness as an
additional stage in the building of a global perspective. 

Balanced news coverage must not rely on the Internet. A spontaneous
space for individuals linked through communities of interest satisfying
all media and cultural needs remains but a wonderful utopia. We can
expect the Internet to enrich the individual, but we should not expect it
to shape collective thought, which is just as important as the former in
building progress. The Internet is useful in that it transfers knowledge,
but it also transfers stereotypes and prejudices, with cultural conse-
quences that are not yet clear. The kind of exchange of information capa-
ble of creating a regional space must not occur only occasionally and must
not be limited to only the most active citizens. In other words, it must not
rely solely on Google, which is able to provide all the answers, but only to
those capable of asking. Such an exchange also requires unforeseen, nat-
ural contact with the reality and the problems and conflicts of the other.
It requires participation from journalists and the media. 

62. This was one of the
recommendations includ-

ed in the MacBride
report, published by

UNESCO in the 1980s,
which recommended a

“New World Information
and Communication

Order” (NWICO).  
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We can see the emergence of a new world information order consisting
of systematic alliances between global and local agencies that are able to
ensure that information is as comprehensive, and has as many coverage
points, as is expected by an open society. This new world order could
bring about a real multipolarity, or an unbound version of the “Many
Voices, One World” slogan used by the MacBride report in the 1980s. In
any case, it is essential to understand that no balance lasts forever and that
everything is subject to influence and rebalancing under the pressure of
new power relations. One must also understand that not even the major
news agencies have consolidated ground, and that the small news agen-
cies cannot avoid becoming involved in credibility conflicts related to the
globalisation of information. 

Returning to the main focus of this section, while the level of consumption
of agency news (the number of news items produced by agencies that are
published by the media) provides us with these conclusions on Latin
America, an analysis of the different profile of the supply of news provides
us with valuable new data on the different news cultures. How many news
items should each agency write on a certain summit in Asia? How many
should they write on experiments with biodiesel in Brazil? How many on
this war or that war? Although the number of items is not usually consid-
ered a definitive measure of any significance, if it were possible to easily
measure and compare the weight given by each agency to a particular
conflict, nation or topic, we would be able to identify the approximate
extent to which each agency leans towards the West or the East, towards
the North or the South, or towards Latin America or Europe, or even
Africa. 

This is because the number of items that an agency produces from a
region, measured in absolute or relative terms, is an objective indication
of the priorities that form the hierarchy of its perspective, a symbol of its
efforts and its reporting preferences, and a clear indication of the rela-
tive importance it attributes to each event. 

Since the above statement is very difficult to prove (among other reasons
because of the difficulty of carrying out such a comparison), we can use
another indicator that is much easier to identify: the proportion of
resources dedicated to news coverage in each region of the world. These
two indicators are essentially the same since they compare geostrategic
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Cultural Bias and Routine News in Agencies

The starting point is well known: for decades, major news agencies have
been global organisations, while remaining attached to a nation-state.
Their soul remains attached to a country, and more importantly, they rep-
resent the world view of a particular culture. This has always been more
or less the case. With their own nuances, AP and Reuters, and previously
UPI, represent the English-speaking world; the German agency DPA, the
Austrian agency APA and the Hungarian agency MTI, among others, pro-
vide a central European perspective; the French agency AFP, the Spanish
agency EFE and the Italian agency ANSA provide a Mediterranean per-
spective of conflicts.

Analysis of news flows over long periods of time shows that Latin America
is more Latin today than it was several decades ago. Various academic
studies63 confirm that by the mid-1990s Latin agencies (EFE, AFP and
ANSA) together provided 50% of news items, more than double the pro-
portion they provided thirty years earlier in 1962 (just over 20%). Con-
versely, by the mid-1990s news agencies based in English-speaking coun-
tries (AP, Reuters and UPI) provided less than 30% of news items, a sharp
drop from the 1962 figure of nearly 80%. This rebalancing of the sources
of information can only be seen as positive and a sign of the autonomy of
news in Latin America, a region which was already showing signs of the
increased political influence and increased economic and cultural
autonomy it now enjoys. 

Looking forward, it is not difficult to predict that, provided that the cur-
rent economic crisis does not stand in the way, large Latin American
countries such as Brazil and Mexico, as well as large countries in other
regions such as China, India and Russia, will continue to increase their
presence in the international arena, demanding greater presence in the
news. If this desire for greater presence is not satisfied by the existing
major media groups, and the major global news agencies are not perme-
able to the new powers, the Brazilian agencies OGlobo and Estado, the
Mexican agency Notimex and the Argentine agency TELAM, as well as
agencies based in Russia and Asia, will find ways to strengthen the inter-
nationalisation of their projects. 

63. The first case study
was carried out in 1962

by the International
Centre for Higher

Studies in Journalism for
Latin America (CIES-
PAL), based in Quito,

Ecuador. The results of
the study were revealing:

94.3% of international
news published in Latin
America was published
by major news agencies

not based in the Spanish-
speaking world. Most of

the news (79.3%) was
published by the two

American agencies AP
and UPI.

Four years later, in 1966,
the Venezuelan professor
Eleazar Díaz Rangel con-

ducted another study
that produced similar

results. His study found
that 76.5% of news was

published by internation-
al agencies: 72.1% by AP
or UPI and only 4.4% by

the European agencies
Reuters (UK), AFP
(France) and ANSA

(Italy). More recent stud-
ies by both institutions

have shown that EFE has
made strong inroads.

Between 1989 and 1993
Fernando Reyes Matta, a
professor of internation-

al journalism at Andrés
Bello University in Chile

and the director of the
Latin American Institute

for Transnational Studies
(ILET), published new

reports, the latest of
which said that EFE was
the leading agency with

28.76% of published
news items and 26.87%
of total news coverage.

EFE was followed by AP
(18.37% of items and
15.98% of coverage),

AFP (13.22% and
10.69%) and Reuters

(12.85% and 11.12%).
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that which is most shocking or spectacular – beginning with crime, catas-
trophes, unusual incidents and political crises. There needs to be at least
a certain number of editors to capture the efforts of a society to mod-
ernise and to describe a country’s cultural and political plurality. 

Africa suffers wars, death, hunger, AIDS epidemics, corruption and
nepotism, but it is also teeming with people who have a tremendous
desire to fight their way out of the vicious circle of underdevelopment. If
the media resources dedicated to the continent were proportional to the
plethora of events and human stories that it is able to generate, indiffer-
ence to Africa’s problems would become intolerable. 

The major news agencies ensure that their networks that permanently
cover major conflicts are much more plural, open and democratic than
the networks of the major private media groups. For example, AFP, AP
and EFE each have almost three times as many information points as the
New York Times.64 Among western media groups, the news agencies are
therefore the organisations that are most sensitive to cultural diversity.
They provide a guarantee that there will not be a news blackout on a par-
ticular topic. The news agencies “are always on hand,” both before and
after the major media groups become interested. Nevertheless, they are
not exempt from the dominant logic of the First World: their very limited
presence in Africa confirms that they also see Africa as a marginal conti-
nent. Even though Africa produces much more news than is published
by the media, the reality is that the proportion of journalists assigned to
cover African news (between 1% and 3% of the international network
among the major western agencies) is closer to the continent's contribu-
tion to global GDP (1%) than to its contribution to the global population
(12%). Unfortunately even the news agencies base the importance they
give to the news of a region on the size of its GDP rather than on the size
of the human conflicts that exist there.  

Let us look at another example of a comparison of the different criteria
used in the deployment of news resources as an indication of cultural sen-
sitivity. Spain and France belong to the EU, while at the same time they
feel a cultural and emotional attachment to Latin America. How do
“their” agencies (AFP and EFE) respond to this dual identity? How do
they adjust their strategies? Even though the two agencies are very differ-
ent in size (AFP has twice as many resources abroad as EFE), if we com-
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positions and the regional distribution of the news network, i.e. the reg-
ular distribution of journalists by geographic area determines the num-
ber of news items dedicated to each region. Ultimately quantity is con-
nected to quality, since the most qualified journalists end up pursuing
their careers in major media groups, which have the most resources. Both
the number of news items and the resources allocated to news coverage
of each region of the world are important measures of the importance
given to each region, and ultimately, of the level of sensitivity to events in
those regions. Both are the result of decisions supposedly made as part
of a natural process shaped by purely professional criteria, but these
decisions vary depending on whether they are made by directors of an
American, German or Russian agency.

The fact is that cultural world views pervade business cultures. The loca-
tion of each agency’s production resources is the result of a different logic
that is as precise as it is invisible: it is a consequence not of a single deci-
sion that could be revised, but rather of all the decisions made by all the
directors that have passed through each international department at dif-
ferent stages. The present is simply the result of the mark left by all previ-
ous decisions, which are considered “natural decisions,” even if they are
completely different from the decisions that any other news agency
would make. The past determines the future, but those who participate
in this “natural” decision-making process are not aware that their deci-
sions will determine future agendas and the news content resulting from
those decisions.  

Journalism Resources and Regional Imbalance

What do we know about sub-Saharan Africa? Basically we know what news
agencies and media correspondents broadcast. The quality, depth and
humanity of the reports of a single man, Ryszard Kapuscinski, who was the
only correspondent for the Polish agency, did more to increase knowl-
edge of sub-Saharan Africa than all the routine coverage of many other
journalists put together. But despite this exception, and that of other
good media correspondents, there needs to be a sufficient number of
news items to create a precise picture of a reality. Insufficient, occasional
presence in a country or region can only provide a biased, partial picture,
since all available airtime is occupied only by the most urgent news – often

64. Before the current eco-
nomic crisis the New York
Times had 45 correspon-
dents around the world;
AFP has more than 165,
and AP and EFE more than
125 each. 
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serve to enrich the region’s vision of the world and must provide suffi-
cient coverage of any event that affects it. If Latin America is increasing
its exchanges with the Asia-Pacific region, why is EFE dedicating less
resources to that region? Could this weaken EFE’s position in Latin Amer-
ica and thus benefit another agency, such as AFP, that has more intensive
coverage of the Asia-Pacific macroregion? Will the Latin American agen-
cies have to fill the gap created by the growing news space in Asia?

An Evolving Consciousness: The Clash Between EFE’s Spanish Soul and
its Latin American Soul 

The Latin American perspective of the world has been part of EFE’s dis-
tinguishing features. This was identified by Fernando Reyes Matta66 in
1993 when he stated that “EFE seems to fill the void of the age-old dream
of Latin American news agencies: it has created a Latin American iden-
tity in international news [providing us with] news from other continents
and regions presented from a closer, more Latin American perspective.67

At that time, EFE identified and presented itself fundamentally as a Latin-
American agency, while not abandoning its Spanish identity, perhaps
because the two notions were not considered to be contradictory. Thus
when EFE was awarded the Prince of Asturias Award for Communication
in 1995 – an award later won by Indro Montanelli, CNN, Ryszard Kapus-
cinski and Umberto Eco – the jury made no reference to EFE being Span-
ish, mentioning only its role as a “communications link between Spain
and Latin America, and between the various Spanish-speaking countries.
Though they did not say so, they were awarding the prize to EFE’s Latin
American soul. 

How has this perception and perspective developed? One should not for-
get that the building of collective consciousness is not static but rather
dynamic, requiring continuous adaptation to new geopolitical balances
and to the size and influence of new actors. The idea of modernity and
the role of Spain in the world has evolved over the last twenty years, not
only in terms of the country’s growing relations with the rest of Europe,
but more especially thanks to the transnationalisation of major Spanish
companies, which has resulted in the country looking towards Latin
America in a new way. 
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pare the regional distribution of their resources we can obtain a picture
of the different souls of their news coverage.

Let us look first at Europe. The difference in power between France and
Spain in Europe undoubtedly affects the strategies of their respective
agencies . While the French agency AFP spends 29% of its news resources
on coverage of events in Europe, EFE spends only 17%. While AFP is com-
mitted to its role as a regional leader, EFE strengthens its position
through alliances with other European agencies – especially with the Ger-
man agency DPA – through the European Press Agency (EPA)65, a con-
sortium in which each national agency is a contributor, distributor and
member. A result of this cooperation was the creation of an international
photography service in 2003, offering 1,000 new images a day from
around the world. This service is providing the EPA with rapid success in
its news coverage. 

In Latin America the roles are reversed. EFE concentrates almost half of
its news resources on that region, three times as much as it spends on
Europe; AFP, however, dedicates only 16% of its resources to Latin Amer-
ica, little more than half of what it spends on Europe. In terms of the num-
ber of people, the EFE network has nearly 50% as many people in Latin
America as the AFP network (240 vs. 165). Nevertheless, it is important to
add some perspective to these figures, because this gap has widened since
2004. Back then EFE had only 13% more journalists in Latin America
than AFP, 17% more than AP and 25% more than Reuters. The signifi-
cance of this change is that each agency is interpreting its geostrategic
position in globalisation in a different way, thus placing the mission and
role of each agency in a new dynamic perspective. 

The provision of significant resources in a region becomes a necessary,
but not sufficient, condition for a region to have greater autonomy in
news coverage. Furthermore, this additional focus on the region must

AFP EFE
North America 12% 10%
Latin America 16% 49%
Middle East 13% 10%
Africa 8% 5%
Asia-Pacific 20% 9%
Europe 29% 17%
Total 100% 100%

Table 7.

65. In addition to EFE,
the members of the EPA

include the German
agency DPA, the Dutch
ANP, the Austrian APA,

the Italian ANSA, the
Belgian BELGA, the

Swiss KEYSTONE and
the Portuguese LUSA.

66. As a professor of inter-
national journalism at
Andrés Bello University in
Chile and the director of
the Latin American Insti-
tute for Transnational
Studies (ILET), Fernando
Reyes Matta published var-
ious reports on the inter-
national presence of news
agencies in 1989, 1991 and
1992.   

67. Twenty years earlier
Raquel Salinas, also of
Chile, who was a standard
bearer of the New World
Information and Commu-
nication Order and has
always been critical of the
dominant role of the major
agencies, recognised the
role of EFE's presence in
Central America through
ACAN-EFE (Central-Amer-
ican News Agency), which
he commended for having
“generated and provided
alternative news focused
more locally on Central
American countries”.
(Salinas, R. Agencias
Transnacionales de Informa-
ción y Tercer Mundo. The
Quito Times, 1984.)

´
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ments in Latin America. But if EFE looks at the reality from a Latin Amer-
ican perspective, as a Latin American transnational news agency rather
than a Spanish one, the autonomy of its editorial line will take on a new,
multilateral dimension. 

Transnationalisation as a Conflict: Basic Consensuses and Journalistic
Principles

Independent news takes on a new meaning in this context because it
requires increasing the importance of the general interest of news. EFE’s
example is valid for many other agencies: identifying with a regional Latin
American project requires denationalising one’s perspective in order to
boost international credibility in this specific stage of globalisation. 

The taking-onboard of this new supranational consciousness by the agen-
cies is a long, drawn-out process that is plagued by contradictions. The
new direction effects the principles an agency applies to its news and the
organisational guidelines it sets; it forces the agency to reach consensuses
and implement them universally and to institutionalise procedures to
resolve conflicts; and it changes the internal balances of power. All of
these things affect reporters’ work, both as members of staff and as jour-
nalists. 

Nobody can guarantee that this conflict, which is inevitably affected by
national interests in one form or another, will be resolved in a way that
favours a more open, multilateral cultural logic. Nevertheless, it is a path
laden with opportunities, since it enables a strengthening of the univer-
sal vocation to journalistic principles, which combines well with the
global application of editorial guidelines. This has been the case for EFE,
whose new editorial charter published in 2006 has served to specify the
responsibilities and rights of its reporters and the ethical regulations they
must all abide by. Just as importantly, the charter has also for the first time
institutionalised transnational processing of reports, which applies to all
members, including collaborators and correspondents throughout the
world and subsidiary companies, irrespective of their nationality or their
employment relationship with EFE.  
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The change occurred so quickly that within a few years the cultural prox-
imity between the two sides of the Atlantic has been tainted by incidents
that reflect mistrust or emotional distance. While once there was a shared
social capital resulting from historically fluid human contact, enriched
by racial admixture, in a climate in which there was no conflict, and
enhanced by the success of the political transition and economic mod-
ernisation, a new situation has rapidly developed in which Spanish com-
panies dominate in much of the region. Spanish companies have taken
control of many areas of the economy that directly affect people’s lives in
Latin America (telecommunications, energy, banking, tourism, etc.),
thus strengthening the collective negative views associated with the role
of “new conquistadors,” perceived as having distant, arrogant attitudes.
The shift in political power towards the various left-wing movements in
many countries and the growing influence of China in stabilising the
countries’ macroeconomic imbalances have had the same effect. 

Whether consciously or unconsciously, these changes have affected the
dialectic between the political sphere and news services, disrupting the
way events are portrayed even by EFE, as the world’s leading Spanish-lan-
guage news agency. EFE has had to deal with the latent conflict between
its “Latin American soul” and its “Spanish soul”. This problem is similar
to what occurs in any organisation that opens itself up to the conflicts of
globalisation, but in the media it is exacerbated by the latent conflict
between the two vectors involved in the struggle to define the editorial line:
on the one hand there is the direct power of the directors, who in turn
represent the more subtle power of the shareholders, who have a more
specific, but also more short-term, interest; and on the other hand there
are the interests of the audience as readers, listeners and viewers. In EFE’s
case, this dilemma forces the organisation to oscillate between satisfying
the desires associated with the legitimacy of the general interest associ-
ated with Spain and satisfying the desires associated with the legitimacy
of its majority audience in the Americas.68

This unprecedented situation presents EFE – and many other agencies –
with a new challenge: to confront the provision of independent news with
the general interest. If EFE conceives the general interest from a national
perspective, as an extension of Spanish interests, clearly it should pro-
mote maximum dissemination of the position of Spanish companies,
which is often in conflict with the positions of various national govern-

68. EFE’s tendency to
have a more Spanish or a

more Latin American
perspective has generally

been influenced by the
different periods of gov-

ernment between the
conservative PP and the
socialist PSOE in Spain,

with the PP more
inclined towards a nar-
row-minded, arrogant

national perspective and
the PSOE more inclined
towards a more integrat-

ing, multilateral perspec-
tive with a commitment

to Latin American auton-
omy. Be that as it may,

this assertion is not con-
sidered relevant to this

paper, and should be
analysed in a separate

study. 
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Conclusions

It is essential to establish a new form of balanced news coverage. The cur-
rent crisis is the result of how the media system has either accepted the
agenda-driven focus of major media groups, or (which amounts to the
same) has stopped focusing on the part of the reality that contradicts
their agenda. The new balance requires a more articulated, balanced net-
work of news flows and more modern editing guidelines that take into
account the new perspectives of the general interest. “In both aspects,
agencies must aspire to accomplish an essential task, but to do so they
must participate in global projects or set up such projects to internation-
alise their information networks. Alliances between global and local
agencies are an alternative that can satisfy the new, multipolar balance. 

Although some people are afraid of certain words, all agencies, but espe-
cially small ones, are being asked to denationalise their perspectives and
transnationalise their projects based on regional cultural identities.  

All agencies will have to confront the conflicts of credibility linked to the
globalisation of news. This means that, though they may still have a
national soul, they will have to shift towards more universal approaches
that globalise their interests and news guidelines, which should be based
on balance and independence and should be written in gold in journal-
ists’ minds. It also means they will have to be willing to move away from
their national objectives and interests and ensure their credibility among
the people and media of other countries when exporting domestic news
or news about businesses and institutions in their home country.  

The history of EFE is part of Spain’s best history, which is one of balanced
viewpoints, complex perspectives of the world and cooperation with
Latin America in building a better future for the region. The purpose of
this chapter has been to identify these conflicts as a sign of a lively, evolv-
ing soul that must be willing to grow and change. 
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This development is not insignificant, since it represents a break with
organisational aspects that were heavily based on national tradition, such
as the association between EFE’s delegates and the Spanish embassies, an
approach that is all too common in other agencies. An obvious conse-
quence of this tradition was that EFE’s correspondents had to be Span-
ish, a tradition that is becoming increasingly difficult to justify and
explain. The trend towards globalisation is now so advanced that it is
impossible for EFE to maintain its credibility as a Latin American inter-
national agency while keeping Spaniards in charge of all areas of the
organisation. What was possible 25 years ago is no longer possible. It is
now necessary to open the entire organisation up to new identities. The
internationalisation of a project is incompatible with the nationalisation of
control for a transnational company of any kind in any sector, but espe-
cially for a news organisation. 

It is curious that companies that believe that increasing gender equality
is essential have maintained and continue to maintain a different institu-
tional attitude on exclusion when it comes to equal treatment of journal-
ists of different nationalities. The way to rapidly resolve this “national fic-
tion”, which reflects a neocolonial approach, is to select people based on
their value rather than their origin for all positions, including at the head-
quarters. 

This national framework justifies a sectarian general interest that is becom-
ing harder to defend and must be replaced by new consensuses based on
professional approaches. As progress is made in that direction, it is essen-
tial to revise and objectively analyse information that the audience is
expected to know. Again, we can look at some examples at EFE: previously
it was not necessary to specify that Ceuta and Melilla are Spanish
enclaves,69 or that ETA is a “terrorist organisation,” and that Spain is
fighting ETA because of its terrorist activities rather than because it
defends Basque independence, but now this information has to be given. As
an organisation opens up to new perspectives (which in EFE’s case means
definitively assuming its Latin American soul), ideological consensuses
that were previously perceived and accepted as natural must now be
explained. Only by explaining these consensuses is it possible to make
progress in the provision of independent news coverage, in the sense of
creating a permanent dialectic through which the media are able to
respond to the problems of globalisation. 

69. Ceuta and Melilla are
two Spanish enclaves in

the north of Morocco
that Morocco claims sov-

ereignty over, consider-
ing them to be remnants

of the colonial past.
There is a clear parallel

between these two
enclaves and Gibraltar, a
British enclave in Spain. 
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one of the historic nationalities/nations of Spain, an examination that
should use the same parameters as in the previous sections when assess-
ing balanced media coverage in supranational regions.      

According to the Communication and Culture Barometer, the most fre-
quently used language in Catalonia is Spanish (58%, versus 42% for Cata-
lan). Consumption of news in the two languages is of a similar proportion
(56% for Spanish, 44% for Catalan). The comparatively higher propor-
tion of news consumption in Catalan, when compared with the overall
frequency of use of the two languages, probably reflects the efforts made
by the Catalan institutions to promote the use of Catalan to express cul-
ture. Much of this task is through the Televisió de Catalunya channel TV3,
which has filled the function of guaranteeing cultural cohesion in the
vernacular language. 

If TV3 is part of Spain, as a television station for the country’s most signif-
icant nationality, EFE is part of Catalonia since it uses its power as the
main news agency to promote and enrich Catalonia’s identity. There is
plenty of evidence of EFE’s news policy in Catalonia. Firstly, it broadcasts
its news material in both Spanish and Catalan, and is big enough to cover
any news project. It produces more than 250 news items a day about Cat-
alonia in all formats, both nationally and regionally, as well as locally, in
which case they are broadcast only in Catalan. It has a network of 110 peo-
ple (55 permanent staff members and 55 correspondents) who produce
and edit regional news in different formats, especially through written
articles. These assets represent 8% of the resources EFE deploys in the
entire world.

The presence of Catalonia in the news in the rest of Spain reflects its rel-
ative weight. EFE Catalunya news items account for between 17% and
21% of all news items used by all the media in Spain. This is higher than
Catalonia’s share of the Spanish population (16%) and also slightly
highly than its contribution to Spanish GDP (18%). Catalonia’s relative
population and relative GDP compared to the whole of Spain were in fact
used as an example of regional balance in the negotiations for Catalo-
nia’s 2006 Statute of Autonomy, the charter that governs its relations
with Spain.71 These resources and this media presence are sufficient to
transmit all aspects of Catalonia’s rich identity.
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APPENDIX: The Intranational Space: Plurilingual Balance and Auton-
omy in News Coverage in Spain

As we have seen, in the last two decades Spain has had to redefine its for-
eign position and projects. Within its own borders, Spain has once again
had to deal with an essentialist debate in which terms such as self-determi-
nation, nation of nations and free associated state have been placed on
the political agenda. Pressure from Catalonia and the Basque Country
have brought various levels of general interest to the forefront as the two
regions have suffered the ordeal of different political and cultural per-
spectives while a compound state has been built that aspires to make
asymmetric but complementary traits compatible.

These changes have undoubtedly affected news coverage, in which there
is a different cultural perspective in different regions. It would be useful
to briefly analyse the internal coherence of the discourse of autonomy
and the regional rebalancing of news coverage. 

In the early 1980s, EFE had to adopt a new institutional discourse to adapt
to the process that was taking place of making news coverage in Spain
more balanced in order to take into account the new division of the coun-
try into autonomous communities or regions. This objective required a
twofold approach: on the one hand cohesion had to be ensured within
each autonomous community based on their own idiosyncrasy, and on
the other, the evolution of the autonomous communities had to be
accompanied while ensuring that the unique characteristics of each one
did not shatter the collective identity of Spain. The first part of this per-
spective required enabling the media to create and develop sections ded-
icated to each autonomous community, which required providing suffi-
cient regional news. The second part of this perspective required
national and international services to take into account the plural nature
of the new system of government.

At the end of the 1980s, EFE’s director Miguel Angel Aguilar said: “I’ve
told José Bono that Castile-La Mancha will not exist until there are suffi-
cient news media throughout the region. Until then, Castile-La Mancha
will remain a place whose political name we shall not care to remem-
ber.”70 Miguel Angel Aguilar’s words, which relate the political space
with news coverage, justify an examination of EFE’s action in Catalonia,

70. José Bono was at the
time president of the

Castile-La Mancha
region, which the

Spanish author Miguel
Cervantes referred to in
the opening sentence of

his famous work “Don
Quixote”: “In a village in
La Mancha, whose name
I do not care to remem-

ber...”

71. In the Statute of Auton-
omy, population- and
GDP-based criteria were
used to measure the bal-
ance of intranational rela-
tions. For example, the
charter contains a commit-
ment for State investment
in Catalonia to be at least
proportional to GDP.  
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EFE also ensures that Catalonia is visible in the world and uses both its
position as a leading international news agency and its capacity to dissem-
inate its positioning statements as part of a news service renowned for its
credibility and professionalism. Indeed, Catalonia’s contribution to
international news feeds is proportionally greater than that of all the
Latin American nations, which do not have such a potent voice. 
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9. Journalism for Global Change: Reflections on the Alternative
News Agency Inter Press Service

Stijn Joye

Introduction72

While in the past three decades the international news market has been
radically transformed by forces of globalization, technological develop-
ments and the increased commodification of news (Harrison 2006,
p.68), the domination by a few major Western news agencies has been a
lasting feature of the global news agency market since its origins in the
nineteenth century. This structural imbalance has resulted in an unequal
exchange of information and “an overall information gap between North
and South [that] grows and defies attempts at containment” (Thussu
2004, p.47). Over the years, several initiatives have been undertaken to
address this gap and to present an alternative to the dominant Western
news providers. This chapter reflects on one such alternative voice, Inter
Press Service (IPS), which has been supplying “a service of independent
news focusing on the developing world” (Boyd-Barrett 2008, p.61) for
over four decades now. In many respects, IPS can be considered as being
distinctly different from the conventional news agency. In contrast to
many of the news agencies dealt with in this book, IPS is no typical main-
stream news provider nor can it be assigned to one particular country or
region. Although its roots are situated in Italy, its goal and scope have
always been global with a particular focus on the developing South. In
terms of content, IPS also takes a rather different role than most news
agencies. Sports coverage, celebrity or lifestyle news and up-to-date busi-
ness news for instance are not IPS’s main concerns. Instead, the agency
stands for a form of “journalism and communication for global change”
(IPS 2009b). This briefly summarized mission statement translates itself
in a unique journalistic product: timely and in-depth coverage of devel-
opment issues, global governance, gender issues and human rights, with
a focus on analysis, alternative perspectives and local voices. Scholars
have typically found the agency’s output “more diverse than mainstream
agencies in terms of number of topics covered, datelines filed, and
sources used” (Rauch 2003, p.88). 
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In fact, academic research on IPS has generally focused on its character-
istic news copy to assess the agency and its counter-hegemonic role within
the international news market, henceforth acknowledging its valuable
liberating potential in the sense of “playing an important part in main-
taining the flow of ideas and information upon which choices are made”
(Manning 2001, p.1). The focus of this contribution is however more
structural and forward-looking, assessing present and future challenges
or opportunities in order to reflect on how IPS can position itself as a
media and communication organization within a rapidly changing and
uncertain landscape. In this chapter we will argue that IPS and its news
copy represent a useful and necessary addition to mainstream news
media as well as being a crucial information source and partner for the
global civil society. However, IPS will need to face a number of profes-
sional, organizational and financial issues if the news agency aspires to
continue its unique role of sensitizing the global public and bridging the
information gap between North and South. 

A History of Journalism for Global Change

Founded in 1964 by Italian freelance journalist Roberto Savio and Argen-
tinean student Pablo Piacentini, IPS has always raised an alternative voice
in the global news market. Troubled by the imbalances in international
news reporting, the non-profit cooperative of journalists first aspired to
build an information bridge between Europe and Latin America (Boyd-
Barrett & Thussu 1992, p.31). In the 1970s, the agency was able to grow
in the close shadow of the heated NWICO73 debates and successfully
improved the horizontal communication flows between developing
countries. In the next decade, IPS aimed at improving the information
flow from the South and established a global network of affiliates. This
rapid worldwide expansion brought with it the need for decentralization,
which led to the creation of regional offices while the agency’s headquar-
ters remained in Rome, Italy. In 1994, IPS again changed its global orga-
nizational structure and legal status to become a non-profit, interna-
tional NGO, open to journalists and organizations active in the fields of
information and communication. Starting in 2000, the five regional cen-
tres were incorporated and became autonomous and locally-owned enti-
ties, coordinating their activities with the others through the overarch-
ing IPS international association (IPS 2009d). After some difficult years,

72. The author would
like to thank IPS and par-

ticularly Susan
Alexander, Peter Dhondt

and Analia Taran for
their kind assistance in

providing recent data
and background informa-
tion on IPS. Many thanks

also to Oliver Boyd-
Barrett for his helpful
suggestions and com-

ments.

73. The concept of a New
World Information and
Communication Order
(NWICO) was introduced
on the UNESCO fora in
the mid-1970s by the group
of non-aligned countries
and was embedded in the
growing demand for a new
international economic
order (NIEO) and more
self-reliance by the newly
independent states. These
debates addressed issues
of information depend-
ency and “were important
as they explicitly tied the
information imbalances
and consequent negative
coverage of the develop-
ing world with the activities
of major international
(Western) news agencies”
(Tomanic Trivundza 2006,
p.23).
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a new management and editorial board were installed in 2003 and this
provided the forty-year-old organization with new ideas and ambitions.
Since then, a more commercially oriented IPS has consolidated itself as
one of the leading news agencies on civil society and development issues,
with a track record of continuous (online) growth. Today, the decentral-
ized IPS network consists of some 417 journalists, seventy percent of
whom are permanently based in countries of the South. It reaches an esti-
mated 200 million readers on a daily basis and its copy is available in
twenty-seven languages (IPS 2009a, p.5). Over the years, IPS has acquired
authority and expertise as “the world’s leading provider on information
about global issues and the largest purveyor of news about the develop-
ing nations” (Giffard 1998b, p.1). Next to the provision of independent
news and editorial content, IPS’s global communication strategy encom-
passes two more elements: first, dissemination and networking aimed at
creating information bridges; and second, capacity-building to “increase
media and communication literacy and professional skills of journalists
and civil society actors” (IPS 2009h).

IPS in the global news market: business as usual?

Before discussing issues of revenue streams and client base, it is relevant
to situate IPS within the global market of news gathering and dissemina-
tion. As a handful of major Western news agencies have a de facto monop-
oly on the international news flow, this allows them to set the world’s news
agenda. The global news flow is accordingly framed by the prevailing
social, political and economic orientation of the West (Giffard 1998a).
Western news providers such as (Thomson) Reuters, Associated Press
and Agence France Press are further criticized for reducing the range of
news topics in their coverage and for nurturing a homogenized public
discourse (Paterson 2001, pp.84-89; Harrison 2006, p.92). By shedding
light on non-mainstream topics, alternative news outlets such as IPS,
NAM News Network and PANA(Press) thus represent a necessary addi-
tion to mainstream media. These alternative news actors encourage a plu-
rality of voices in the international news exchange (Giffard 1983, p.56)
and have successfully managed to develop an alternative framework for
covering the world (Boyd-Barrett & Thussu 1992, p.35). In the case of IPS,
a rich body of academic research has illustrated the agency’s unique edi-
torial approach and its position as a complementary news agency to the
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mainstream agencies (Reddy & Izeboud 2003, p.12). However, as long-
time observer of the agency, Anthony Giffard correctly points out, (con-
tent) comparisons of IPS to the major international agencies should not
suggest that IPS is in the same league in terms of financial resources as
well as volume and range of its coverage. IPS is, by comparison, a shoe-
string operation with a limited but clearly defined set of news values and
priorities. What such studies do underwrite is that “IPS, given adequate
resources, can deliver better coverage of processes and events that are of
vital interest to nations in the developing world than is available from the
mainstream media. And for those in the North who want a different per-
spective on the news, IPS is a valuable alternative” (Giffard 2004, p.29).

Competition: new and old actors

Despite its different editorial policy, IPS cannot escape the logic of the
market and thus needs to face the fierce competition with these main-
stream news purveyors as they frequently target the same clients. To its
disadvantage, IPS is not breaking the news nor does it provide up-to-the-
minute coverage of events. As contemporary production and consump-
tion of news is getting faster and faster, journalists however require the
same from a news agency (Joye 2006). Manning (2001, p.57, added ital-
ics) commented on these developments by stating that “although accu-
racy and authority are certainly important, it is the rapidity with which
information can be distributed that secures reputation and contracts.”
Leaving aside the question whether IPS has the financial and human
resources to do so, it has been a conscious choice of the agency to focus
on the story underneath and on the background and aftermath of events
in particular.

Technological developments added an extra dimension to the competi-
tion on the news market. The fast proliferation of ICTs and particularly the
Internet has been attributed a dual role. On the one hand, it represents a
fast but relatively cheap distribution network to bypass, for example, main-
stream news reporting. On the other hand, as Rantanen and Boyd-Barrett
(2004, p.36) have argued, the Internet is also a source of more competi-
tion. In short, the fast proliferation of digital media confronted IPS with
additional (alternative) competition as well as with old power structures.
Firstly, the field of alternative media and media activism witnessed a rise of
a whole range of Internet-based and practically cost-free initiatives which
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were developed by grassroots organizations and social movements. Among
the many examples, we can refer to Indymedia, Global Voices,
Ourmedia.org and OhmyNews. Emerging forms of journalism like civic
journalism and the popular blogging phenomenon also represent an alter-
native to the mainstream news offer. In fact, precisely the kind of news that
IPS is so generally associated with, is now widely, directly and at minimal
costs available on the Internet (Giffard 2001). Secondly, with the rise of dig-
ital media actually new opportunities for old exploitation occurred (Harri-
son 2006, p.37). Research by Paterson (2001) has stressed the persisting
dominant role of the same major agencies in providing online news, echo-
ing Boyd-Barrett’s (2000, p.10) concern that it is “primarily the already
established players who are best positioned to take advantage of the Inter-
net.” For an alternative news voice such as IPS, this is a key incentive to con-
tinue developing its online activities. 

Commercial and financial issues

This leads us to the commercial value of IPS’s distinctly different news
agenda. Scholars such as Rauch (2003) and Giffard (1998b, p.8) argue
that “the kind of background news that IPS provides, while useful and
important, is not particularly attractive to market-driven commercial
media”. In fact, most alternative news purveyors operate on a shoestring
budget and survive by the grace of funding by Western aid agencies,
NGOs and UN organizations. IPS is no exception to this rule as it has been
continuously facing financial constraints and is heavily dependent on a
small but loyal number of core donors. Thussu (2004, p.57) has warned
alternative ventures against their growing financial dependence on a
small(er) number of donors as they may ultimately act more like a pres-
sure group for Southern concerns rather than as a professional news
agency. Related to this, is IPS’s imbalanced geographic distribution of
donors. Most donors still originate from Europe and the USA although
opportunities arise in the developing world. Given its goals and mission,
IPS should be capable of getting some of the rapidly emerging countries
such as China, India, South Africa and Brazil on board as new core
donors, and has been successful to date with Brazil and India.

Next to these donor grants which account for nearly half of the annual
revenues, IPS has two other major sources of financing: income from the
market (sales of the news and columnist service) and project funding
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(IPS 2009c). Referring to the current financial situation, news sales and
subscriptions to the news service are endangered as newspapers around
the globe reduce their expensive foreign coverage (Thussu 2007, p.64)
and need to cut their expenses. Even exchanges of information as part of
partnerships or joint projects do not always result in much financial gain
for IPS. In addition, many (individual) users of IPS output use the serv-
ice for free which indicates an uncharted marketing threat to the agency.
In the last few years, IPS has taken several initiatives to activate this poten-
tial such as a website where individual readers can make one-off or regu-
lar donations74 and the establishment of ‘Friends of IPS’, which is a spe-
cial group of (individual) supporters who contribute and wish to be
actively involved in promoting its mission. In conclusion, it appears that
IPS attracts many users for its services but only very little financial return.
These enduring constraints have had and will continue to have a strong
impact on the operation, staff and services of the agency. 

Extending the news service

Next to confronting IPS with new competition, ICTs have created new
opportunities for the development of the news genre (Allan 2006,
pp.169-184) and have opened spaces for democratic engagement
(Couldry & Curran 2003, pp.227-241). In recent years, IPS has steadily
transformed itself from a text-based news wire into a multimedia agency.
It has been developing a wide range of multimedia services such as a daily
online news service, a weekly e-zine, podcasts, blogs, vlogs and image
databases along with a rapidly increasing web presence and experiments
in providing content for mobile phones. These new applications comple-
ment and extend the news services for traditional media and allow IPS to
attract more people with a richer flow of information. Nonetheless,
extending the service was and still is applicable to its content too.
Research by Giffard (2001) and others (Varis et al. 1977; Giffard & Van
Horn 1992) has identified several geographical gaps in coverage.
Although IPS, rightly, takes pride in its global network of local correspon-
dents and stresses its wide journalistic focus on the global South, well-
known blank spots in the IPS news map are Russia and the former USSR,
certain Asian and Arabic regions, and to some extent even North-Amer-
ica. To achieve IPS’s desired regional balance, several strategic areas such
as the Middle-East and some Asian countries such as Japan have recently
been given priority in terms of allocated financial and human resources

74. In 2008, IPS carried
out a number of donation
campaigns aimed at the
individual reader, but
despite average response
rates, the actual financial
return was very small (IPS
2009a, p.12).



Although IPS is commonly associated with a daily news service, the news
agency is actually just one, albeit very important and high-profiled, part
of the overarching IPS International Association. The General Assembly
is the governing body of this association and is mainly responsible for
deciding the editorial policy. The (extra)ordinary management of the
association is in hands of the Board of Directors whose chair since 2008
is former director general of UNESCO, Federico Mayor. The geograph-
ically and gender-balanced board further includes journalists, academ-
ics and specialists in international cooperation. The board delegates the
daily management to the director general, currently Mario Lubetkin,
who leads, plans and executes the board’s decisions with the support of
the global management team. The latter is made up of the director gen-
eral, the directors of the different functional departments, the editor-in-
chief, and the regional directors. As stated above, the news agency is IPS’s
main implementation in the global media market. Since 2005, it has been
registered as a non-profit cooperative consortium that consists of the IPS
Columnist Service76 and the five regional centres: IPS International
Organization South Africa, IPS Asia-Pacific Foundation Inc., IPS Europa
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as well as editorial attention. Related to this was the addition of four new
indigenous languages to the IPS language service offering75 in 2008, with
the result that IPS content is now available in twenty-seven languages (IPS
2009a). Regarding future opportunities, IPS should keep a close eye on
emerging (Southern) markets to further expand and diversify its services
and income sources. Finally, additional marketing efforts are required as
well. Despite a global presence, IPS still suffers from limited visibility and
(brand) awareness in large parts of the world (Joye & Pia Matta 2007).

Partnerships

Another way of extending its global reach is through partnerships. IPS is
tightly woven into a comprehensive network of NGOs and other civil soci-
ety organizations concerned with global issues of development. Particu-
larly through its online activities, IPS has succeeded in constructing mul-
tiple social and political relationships within the public sphere (Giffard &
Van Leuven 2006). IPS currently plays an important role as a media and
communication partner for various civil society organizations, like-
minded donors and others. In recent years, the organization has been suc-
cessful as a trustworthy facilitator or intermediary between civil society
and (mainstream) media. Next to partnerships with civil society actors,
IPS has developed video and broadcast activities in cooperation with mul-
timedia organizations such as Telesur, MTV, RAI 24 (the international
channel of Italian RAI) and Al Jazeera with whom IPS has established some
joint operational agreements. Other media partners include the Interna-
tional Network of Street Newspapers, the World Association of Commu-
nity Radio Broadcasters (AMARC) and a number of news agencies such as
the Qatar News Agency and the Emirates News Agency (WAM).

Organizational and Corporate Identity Issues

Due to the limited space available, we will not go into too much detail con-
cerning the organizational structure. For a complete and detailed
overview of the structure, please visit the corporate website of IPS
(www.ips.org). In what follows, we will pay attention to some of the char-
acteristics that are typical for IPS but somewhat unique within the world
of news dissemination.
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IPS Governance and Organizational Structure

76. The IPS Columnist Ser-
vice was founded in 1990
and supplements the news
service with the weekly
production of exclusive
op-ed pieces written by
renowned international
figures such as Boutros
Boutros-Ghali, Desmond
Tutu and Vandana Shiva
(IPS 2009g). In 2008, the
service ceased its activities
as a separate company and
all its news activities have
been absorbed by the over-
arching news agency (IPS
2009f, p.4).

Table 8. Global organizational structure of IPS

International
Board of Trustees

Board of Directors
Audit Committee

Appeals Committee

IPS International Association 
General Assembly

Executive Committee

Director General

Global 
Management Team

IPS International News
Agency (Consortium)

The IPS 
Associated Bodies

IPS Core Group

75. IPS produces its news
output in three languages

(English, French and
Spanish) from which a

selection of stories is
then translated daily into
another twenty-four lan-

guages. These are:
Arabic, Aymara, Dari,

Chinese, Dutch, Finnish,
German, Hindi,

Indonesian, Italian,
Japanese, Kaqchiquel,

Khmer, K`iche`, Nepali,
Pashto, Portuguese,

Quechua (Bolivia and
Peru), Swahili, Swedish,

Tamil, Thai, Turkish and
Vietnamese.

Source: IPS 2009d
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Gmbh, IPS-Inter Press Service Latin America and IPS-Inter Press Service
North America Inc. The latter includes the well-known IPS UN Bureau.
Finally, the mission and goals of IPS are also supported by a number of
associated bodies: IPS Flanders, IPS Finland, IPS Sweden and IPS Japan.
These are independent local organizations that translate and market the
IPS news service in their respective regions as well as making financial
contributions and contributing time and expertise to the international
network (IPS 2009d). This short overview of the global structure illus-
trates that the institutional history of IPS has been moulded by forces of
centralization and decentralization, globalization and localization.

Indicators of progress

2003 was a defining year for IPS regarding its organizational structure
and operational status. With the appointment of a new global manage-
ment team and editor-in-chief, and the subsequent implementation of a
new editorial policy, significant progress was achieved in strengthening
the news service. Based on data retrieved from IPS’s annual reports, we
compiled an overview of the indicators of progress. For recent years, data
on personnel is lacking but drawing upon other internal sources, there
has been a small increase in staff. The overall tendency is positive with
growth in all areas, especially on the Internet. However, the 2006 annual
report signalled a dangerous overstretch of its human resources capacity
due to the growth of the organization and its activities. In addition, many
IPS staff members and journalists stated that they are overloaded with
work (cf. Joye & Pia Matta 2007).

Concerning trends in revenue and expenditure, little information is pub-
licly available but the corporate website features a breakdown of IPS rev-
enues and expenditures during the 2005 and 2006 financial years, as seen
below. In recent years, IPS has been successful in attracting more income
from projects which accounted for some 36.7% of total revenue for the
year 2008. Over the years, donor grants however remained the largest
source of income (IPS 2009f, p.11). The annual report for 2008 states that
IPS is “remarkably cost-effective” despite the fact that its revenues from
the market are declining due to the global economic downturn, the
breakdown of the traditional media model and falling advertising rev-
enues (IPS 2009a, p.18). Regarding expenditure, IPS maintains a very
conservative policy in spending and allocates most of its resources
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towards its news service activities. Costs related to the news agency have
always accounted for around 66% of total costs. In general, IPS is operat-
ing with a budget of some five million euros (IPS 2009f, pp.12 & 22).

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
Number of 
countries covered 112 112 115 120 120 120 130 140 138 139 150
Number of 
words weekly (x000) 113 112 112 120 130 130 - - - 269 270
Clippings (x000) 37 33 33 35 35 35 35 38 40 40 41
Subscribers
News agencies 45 23 23 18 10 9 8 22 22 22 22
Databases 35 36 37 52 71 73 77 37 37 37 37
Newspapers and
magazines 628 581 504 620 661 670 670 535 535 547 547
Broadcast media 68 85 650 650 670 700 970 1710 2050 3602 3602
Other media - - 2000 2000 2000 2000 2100 2150 2150 1565 2877
NGOs and institutions 639 707 800 900 1600 1600 1700 6390 7000 8626 9900
Total 1415 1432 4014 4240 5012 5052 5525 11384 11794 14399 16985
Visibility on the Internet
Monthly page views 
on IPS web sites (x000) - - - 250 750 1400 2500 6000 18000 34800 50200
IPS mini-sites - - - - - 65 71 97 92 54 34
Recipients 
e-newsletters (x000) - - - 2,5 10 30 48 69 96 145 215
Personnel
Permanent staff 103 101 101 104 107 104 - - - - -
Journalistic 83 79 79 82 85 82 - - - - -
Non-journalistic
(management only) 20 22 22 22 22 22 - - - - -
Stringers and trainees 195 199 210 219 220 225 - - - - -
Total of staff 298 300 311 323 327 329 - - - - -

Table 9.77 77. Source: IPS annual
reports.

78. Source: IPS 2009c.

Earmarked 
programs 17%

News sales
27%

Core grants
46%

Project funding 10%

Table 10. Revenues 2005-200678
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and accuracy of IPS coverage, which was seen by some as incompatible
with the values and practices of Western journalism” and may have lim-
ited its market potential (cf. supra). Until late 2006, the corporate web-
site stated that IPS content was “written and edited from the perspective
of the developing world” (IPS 2006). In recent years, its more commer-
cially oriented management has addressed this issue for instance by
adjusting the legal structure to guarantee the journalistic independence
of the news agency, but additional (marketing) efforts are required. How-
ever, in the view of many others, this dual identity reflects and strength-
ens IPS’s core mission as it stresses the undeniable link between both
identities in terms of ideals and goals. They do not speak of conflicting
interests but rather of a valuable synergy between IPS’s two roles. In their
view, the NGO-identity differentiates IPS from other news agencies and
creates opportunities to build alliances others do not have (Joye & Pia
Matta 2007).

Concluding Remarks

Acknowledging that “an alternative to corporatized global communica-
tion is a moral imperative and a necessary democratic requirement”
(Thussu 2002, p.252), this chapter reflected on the global alternative
news agency Inter Press Service. IPS raises a valuable alternative voice
within the world of international news dissemination and is generally
considered to be a useful, relevant and necessary addition to mainstream
(Western) news media. Facing an increasing dominance by fewer and
fewer (Western) news media giants, the need for an alternative news
source such as IPS has become more urgent and relevant than ever
before. Compared to other alternative news voices such as Gemini (now
part of an NGO), the Non-Aligned News Agencies Pool (now operating
as the online NAM News Network) and PANA(Press), research has pro-
vided evidence that none of these agencies really posed a serious chal-
lenge to the dominant Western news order nor acquired significant cred-
ibility, with the possible exception of IPS (Rampal 2002, p.113; Boyd-Bar-
rett 2008, p.61). We can thus argue that IPS’s mission as defined in 1964
(to give a voice to the voiceless and challenge the international informa-
tion order) is even more relevant in the current age of media conglom-
erates, commercialization and infotainment than it was more than four
decades ago. This valuable mission statement is most visibly reflected in
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IPS corporate identity

Next to its key activities in the news sector, IPS has competence in media
development through capacity building, training and partnerships. In
terms of financial support, communication projects and other joint pro-
grammes, IPS is tightly embedded into an extensive global network of
civil society organizations (cf. supra). Since 1991, the agency also enjoys
NGO Consultative Status (Category I) with the Economic and Social
Council of the United Nations. Over the years, this particular political ori-
entation and position within the development field has raised some
important concerns. Although previous research found the news copy to
be both critical and balanced (Ogan & Rush 1985), and while IPS has
always stressed the independent and professional character of its news
service, some critical voices, journalists in particular, have doubted its
objectivity and neutrality (see Joye 2006; Joye & Pia Matta 2007). They
find the overt Southern and development focus often difficult to relate
to Western journalistic values of objectivity and professionalism. This has
created a dual and even at times a conflicting image of IPS on the one
hand as a professional news agency and on the other hand as a media for
development player, a communication NGO. This issue resonates back
to earlier concerns raised by voices inside and outside the organization.
For instance, IPS journalist Jim Lobe once stated that “IPS is suspended
between very different worlds: the ‘market’, most donors and NGOs. We
are trying to serve all these very different masters at once!” (Lobe quoted
in Giffard 2001, p.5). Rauch (2003, p.90) has further argued that this pro-
development agenda of IPS has “cast doubt on the balance, objectivity,

Program 
implementation 17%

Journalist 
network 32%Telecommunication 6%

Production cost 35%

Table 11. Expenditures 2005-20067979. Source: IPS 2009c.

Project implementation 10%
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the news output and the overall editorial policy: a typical IPS story aspires
to be global with local flavour, or local with a global slant. Other aspects
include the network of local correspondents, the geographical width of
coverage and the editorial guideline to tell the story underneath the news
story. Nonetheless, due to its distinctive profile and widespread activities,
IPS often faces internal tensions and external criticism. For some, in par-
ticular the media practitioners, IPS’s editorial quality and objectivity are
at times threatened by the dual identity of IPS as a news agency as well as
a development player. Other tensions dealt with the speed of the news
service, the geographic breadth of news coverage, and IPS’s limited
financial and human resources. Regarding opportunities and chal-
lenges, the agency has fully embraced the digital future. Digital media
provide new partnerships and ways of distributing its alternative message
but at the same time it confronts IPS with additional competition as well
as old power structures.

In conclusion, news media are the most vital information channels in any
society and even hold the potential to act as “agents of democracy” (Allan
1999, pp.3-4). This chapter argues that a fundamental and lasting reason
for the existence of IPS as such an agent of democracy lies in its contribu-
tion to challenging the status quo in global news media (online and
‘offline’). IPS can be identified as being distinctly different from the con-
ventional mainstream news agency. In the words of Fenton (2006, p.357),
alternative news purveyors such as IPS are “exercising a right to commu-
nicate that is closely connected to all other fundamental human rights
and is part of a broader struggle for social change.” As more people are
being informed by fewer news providers (Paterson 2001, p.79), Inter
Press Service seeks to raise a crucial alternative voice and to promote
more global understanding by shedding light on global inequalities and
issues that are generally neglected by the mass media.
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On December 30, 1944 the first Portuguese news agency was finally cre-
ated: Agência Lusitânia, supported by the regime, and always producing
work that was close to propaganda. The State contributed a monthly
income to the agency. Despite State support, the agency’s costs became
unmanageable. Moreover, the journalists were inadequately trained and
news was of poor quality. Therefore, on January 27, 1948 a new agency was
created: ANI (Agência de Notícias e Informação), a private limited liabil-
ity company also financially backed by the State, and in competition with
Lusitânia, especially for news concerning the Portuguese colonies. By
1950, ANI was very close in terms of news production to its rival. The major
difference was the relation they both had with power: Lusitânia depended
on the State, financially and ideologically speaking, and ANI had a more
independent – merely contractual – relationship with Salazar’s regime.

When the war for the independence of the Portuguese colonies started
(1961), the ideological differences were even more visible: because
Lusitânia was closer to the regime, its clients grew increasingly wary of its
news. Due to its relative independence from the State, ANI was capable
of attracting more clients and eventually earned their respect. ANI mod-
ernized its way of working more adeptly than Lusitânia, adopting telex
technology ahead of its rival. But, despite all this effort, both agencies
met the same fate: extinction.

After the 1974 Revolution that put an end to the regime, any newspaper
or news agency that had had close ties to the old regime was automatically
considered fascist or collaborationist. The new leaders  – from the left
wing spectrum of politics – had little tolerance towards the people that
used to run the news business in Portugal, so, on the very day of the Rev-
olution (April 25, 1974) the military occupied the newsroom of Lusitâ-
nia, converting it into an advanced post of the Armed Forces Movement.
After a few months of indecision – with people debating either the extinc-
tion or the aggregation of both agencies in just one newsroom – it became
clear that the two former newsrooms had to disappear so that a new and
democratic agency would emerge in Portugal.

In late 1974 both agencies were nationalized, all their workers fired with-
out compensation and the new government ordered the cessation of all
activities of the old agencies, although the entire process took more than
a year to complete in the case of ANI.
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10. Lusa – An Overview

Jonas Batista and Susana A. Ribeiro

In this chapter we shall critically analyze what has been for the last 22 years
the only news agency existing in Portugal: Lusa – Agência de Notícias de
Portugal. Our analysis is divided into five segments. First, we present a
short resumé of all the agencies prior to Lusa, from which the agency
emerged. Second, we explore Lusa’s dominance of the internal news
market, the major threats that it faces, recent important international
cooperation agreements, the current composition of, and the more
important players in, the Portuguese mews media market, the current cri-
sis affecting them, and also the recent transformation of Lusa into a mul-
timedia agency. Third, we scrutinize Lusa’s current institutional data and
statistics, within the context of the current (2009) underlying crisis.
Fourth, we identify Lusa’s major weaknesses that threaten the agency’s
credibility and stability, exemplified by recent internal “conflicts.”
Finally, we examine Lusa’s public service, the importance of the agency
in the national information flow and we suggest changes that we deem
appropriate and necessary.  

Our analysis was greatly compromised by the lack of literature devoted,
entirely or in part, to Lusa, but also by the resistance of most managers of
Lusa (with the exception of the Department of Marketing and Advertis-
ing) to cooperating with this contribution.

Historical Background and Highlights

The Beginning – The Agencies before Lusa

Until 1944 there were only two countries in Europe without a news
agency: Portugal was one (Luxembourg was the other). The fact that the
country was under a dictatorship – practicing censorship – partially
explains this lack. But soon, the country’s leader – António de Oliveira
Salazar – realized that a Portuguese news agency could be very useful to
his regime, in terms of propaganda and in terms of providing an informa-
tion link to the Portuguese colonies in Africa.
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Because the President had voted against the extinction of ANOP, the
agencies coexisted, each one supported by different political parties:
“ANOP by the Portuguese Communist Party (PCP) and the Socialist Party
(PS), and NP by the Democratic People’s Party (PPD) and the Social
Democratic Centre (CDS)” (Lusa 2007a, p. 169).

By this time, “ANOP tried to survive the “slow death” imposed by the gov-
ernment. It faced serious financial constraints” (Lusa 2007a, p. 169). In
spite of its near-death status, ANOP showed resistance and for quite some
time proved even stronger than the new agency. Despite this, its eco-
nomic status was unsustainable. Once again, the solution was closure of
the existing agencies and the creation of a new one. Nevertheless, “nego-
tiations continued and on July 30 1986 the government, ANOP and NP
reached agreement and signed a protocol aiming to establish one single
national news agency” (Lusa 2007a, p. 180). Therefore, ANOP was extin-
guished and “based on the modified legal status of the NP a new and sin-
gle agency would be created” (ibid). This was how Lusa was born.

Lusa – As Public Interest Cooperative

On November 28, the government approved the Council of Ministers’
resolution formalizing the creation of the new public interest coopera-
tive, designated Agência Lusa de Informação, whose aim would be “to
provide information services by gathering news material and informa-
tion of interest, and processing same for dissemination and release in
exchange for freely agreed remuneration” (Lusa 2007a, p. 182). The new
agency had to cover not only national affairs, but also affairs related to
the European Economic Community (today’s European Union) and all
the issues related to the former Portuguese colonies.

Founded by the Portuguese State and by the cooperative of users and
information services Notícias de Portugal CRL, Lusa finally started work-
ing in 1987 as a Public Interest Limited Liability Cooperative. On Janu-
ary 1, the agency produced its first news. Initially, Lusa didn’t have a news-
room of its own. Journalists had to work from the former newsrooms of
ANOP and NP.
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On July 1 1975 the government created a new agency – ANOP (Agência
Noticiosa Portuguesa). As “it was entirely indispensable to the defense of
consolidating the revolutionary process,” the new agency was founded “as
a public enterprise owned and controlled by the State” (Lusa 2007a, pp.
136-137). Although at first ANOP was administratively and financially
“independent,” in 1977 the statutory rules changed, and the economic and
financial status of the news agency and the appointment of the agency’s
directors board flipped to the hands of the Social Media secretary. 

At first, ANOP profited from the equipment of its predecessors, but
quickly modernized its newsroom, introducing new technologies and
qualified journalists. The agency started with 69 workers (the majority
from the old agencies), but grew to 261 people by 1982. Simultaneously,
ANOP opened many new branches in the district capitals and abroad,
starting to work from four different Portuguese-speaking African coun-
tries. The news agency was on full speed when financial difficulties
emerged. In early 1980, Portugal struggled with political instability and
major economic and financial trouble. Since “it depended almost
entirely on public funds, ANOP began to manifest the first signs of finan-
cial debility” (Lusa 2007a, p. 143).

The rumors of a possible extinction of ANOP began to spread during the
early 1980s, amidst speculation that a group of public and private media
enterprises was considering creating a new agency. A name was even
announced for it: Porpress. Although it would be a cooperative, revenue
would come from the State. This matter was kept secretive, in part – some-
thing that the ANOP journalists tried to expose – but finally, the rumors
turned real and a new agency (no longer called Porpress) was born: NP
(Notícias de Portugal), which ended up coexisting with ANOP, saved in
extremis from extinction by a presidential veto.

On August 25, 1982 NP was officially created and started operations on
November 2. The State’s support was translated into a “protocol covering
an eight-year period, renewable, determining that for the news services
provided by the agency to the State the latter would grant the former 40
million escudos (about 200 thousand Euros) in 1982 alone, and 140 mil-
lion escudos (about 700 thousand euros) over the following two years”
(Lusa 2007a, p. 161).
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the new policies then adopted made it possible for the agency to expand
and improve its work.  

In 1989 (January 18), two years after producing its first news broadcast,
Lusa went to a new “house,” in Benfica neighborhood, where it still stands
today. After establishing its headquarters in Lisbon, Lusa also opened
branches in the district capitals (four) and in the islands (Madeira and
Azores). It also set up bureaus in Mozambique, Angola, Guinea-Bissau,
Cape Verde (all former colonies) and hired a correspondent in Sao Tome
and Principe. Simultaneously, Lusa recruited journalists in the North of
Africa, Asia, Europe (Brussels, headquarters for the European Commis-
sion) and America (Washington, Rio de Janeiro, S. Paulo and Buenos
Aires). Lusa now had 150 journalists producing news from within and
outside of the country, producing about 80 thousand words a day (Lusa
2007a, p. 195).

Meanwhile, Lusa entered into partnership deals with European agencies
(photos included) and established a central archive. Despite the uneasy
start, “Lusa was able to consolidate its information market position with
relative ease and speed, soon becoming the main source of news for the
national media outlets” (Lusa 2007a, p. 196).By 1992, Lusa edited its first
Style Book (Livro de Estilo) that included a set of rules to be followed by
the journalists, such as clarity, impartiality and speed. In 1993, Lusa
started modernizing its services, replacing the telegraphic network with
satellites and computers. After equipping the newsroom with computers,
along came the Internet. In 1995, “in cooperation with the Faculty of Sci-
ences and Technology of the University of Lisbon, Lusa posted its news
production in cyberspace for a one-month period” (Lusa 2007a, p. 202).
The connection between Lusa and cyberspace became a permanent real-
ity in 1996, when the agency started its first website, with three sections
only: Communities, Regional Press and Local Radios.

Lusa – As Limited Liability Corporation 

Despite global changes initiated in 1993, according to the deputy direc-
tor of information of that time, Serafim Lobato (as cited in Sousa 1997,
p. 221), by 1997 Lusa was still a small agency with few costumers, but also
still an agency with “the people and the structures facing the reality that
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From the beginning, Lusa was regarded with suspicion by the Journalists
Union and by the opposition political parties. These feared that the
agency – half owned by the State – would not guarantee independence in
the newsroom. The government insisted that Lusa would be an inde-
pendent organ. According to the government, the legal status chosen for
the agency – a public interest cooperative joining both the State and
media organs – removed “the possibility of any political power succumb-
ing to the temptation to control informative activity” and guaranteed
“unequivocally, the practice of an independent and undirected activity,
governed by the values of collective and national interest” (Lusa 2007a,
p. 192). Thus, “the doubts faded and the ratification requests were over-
come; the Lusa statutes were approved and published on February 26,
1987 […]. Lusa then became de facto the only national agency operating
in Portugal” (Lusa 2007a, p. 193).

The juridical problem solved, Lusa struggled with internal problems
throughout its entire first year of existence. By inheriting the assets, serv-
ices and employees of the two previous agencies, Lusa was called upon to
manage and bring together models and cultures from ANOP and NP
which, while not antagonistic when brought together, generated an inter-
nal climate of prolonged instability. (Lusa 2007a, p. 193).

Lusa struggled to establish its own identity. On one hand, its president
wanted an agency with a strong sense of “public service,” and on the other
hand the director of information wanted a news agency that could work
like any other profit-oriented company. The journalists that had come
from ANOP and NP were still competing amongst themselves. The qual-
ity of the work was, therefore, uneven and, most of the time classified by
its costumers as being rather poor.

Despite financial help from the government, the agency was still strug-
gling and, “countering the government’s expectations, at the end of its
first year of activity Lusa had a financial deficit of more than 70 million
escudos [about 350 thousand euros] and thus stood at the brink of tech-
nical bankruptcy” (Lusa 2007a, p. 193). Because of these economical and
financial constraints, the agency’s clients started to fear that the weight
of the State in Lusa could become even stronger and, therefore, result in
a more “biased” agency. Fearing turmoil, Lusa’s directorial board was
replaced by new people in 1988, a strategy that appeared to work because
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lic (free) and for clients (under subscription), giving them access to
exclusive content, such as news about the Portuguese Communities
abroad, regional news and broadcast content for radio.

The site was reworked in 2003 and in 2007. After 2007, only its domain
name remained the same. This last big change began with another meta-
morphosis, started in 2006: the introduction of a new informatics plat-
form, the Lusa News Asset (LUNA), an “all in one” system, responsible
for the production, distribution and archive of contents, as well as for
managing the clients and the services. Working full speed since May 20,
2007, LUNA replaced all the pre-existing systems – SIR (text edition),
Symphonia (photo edition); and the sites Lusa.pt (distribution and web
access), Lusa Foto and SAENG (text archive) – correcting “insufficien-
cies (…) that limited Lusa’s market position” (Lusa 2008, p. 6).  Besides
cutting maintenance costs, LUNA was the starting point for other
changes. It paved the way to a multimedia world. 

In January 2004, Lusa presented two new long-awaited services: Lusa TV
and Lusa Radio, in partnership with Portuguese generalist television
operators and with the Portuguese Broadcasting Society, agreeing that
both “would function as services complementing those offered by the
national television and radio networks” (Lusa 2007a, p.212).

For Lusa TV the agency agreed to avoid overlap by covering scheduled
events other than the most important national ones and disseminate 120
clippings per month (including agendas, special coverage of “official”
events and some “scoops”) to the national television operators, for which
it would get a monthly fee. Initially, the audio contents provided by Lusa
Radio were edited out from the video clips recorded by Lusa TV. Given
its success, Lusa Radio rapidly became more autonomous. The local and
regional members of the Portuguese Broadcasting Association were the
main beneficiaries of Lusa Radio because they could finally broadcast
national news – with the actual audio feed – for a token price.

Meanwhile, both services “were also made available to the radio and tel-
evision stations in the autonomous island regions, Portuguese speaking
African countries and Portuguese communities abroad, as well as to
other audiovisual service providers” (Lusa 2007a, p. 215).
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existed in 1987,” a decade earlier. Part of the problem lay in the workers’
“public office vices,” such as complacency and lack of initiative. There-
fore, according to Lobato (as cited in Sousa 1997, p. 220), the major chal-
lenge for Lusa was to “put the agency to work like a real business, revers-
ing the public office spirit and killing the idea that the State would always
finance Lusa, even if the agency didn’t search nor produce news”. Addi-
tionally, Lusa had “got used to “living above its real possibilities,” having
accumulated a loss of almost [5 million euros] and high bank commis-
sions, due to loans with 16% interest rates,” being close to a technical
bankruptcy (Sousa 1997, p. 220).

The Government decided to execute the plan it had drawn up long ago
for Lusa, by changing its statutory profile (see Sousa 1997, p.9). Lusa
stopped being a public interest cooperative and adopted the judicial
form of a limited liability corporation with a majority of public capital.
This change resulted in a transformation of the agency’s name from
Agência Lusa de Informação CIPRL to Lusa – Agência de Notícias de Por-
tugal SA, it's current designation.

The Government decided to “clean” Lusa’s financial loses and raise its
social capital. Since then, Lusa’s statutes have undergone a few adjust-
ments, most important of them being the cut to half of its social capital
(from 10,650 million euros to 5,325 million euros), decided by the Gen-
eral Assembly (November 30, 2006) and designed to cover losses.  With
this change of the statutes and the financial question resolved, Lusa
decided to invest in the Internet and “to turn the agency’s website into an
exemplary platform for the provision and distribution of its services”
(Lusa 2007a, p. 206). In 1999, Lusa relaunched its website, featuring new
(and old) sections: National, Economy, Sports, International Affairs,
Africa and Photography. Later, in 2001, it introduced two new sites, each
of them with a specific function: the first to distribute photographs (Lusa
Foto) and the second as a text archive (Lusa Arquivo). 

A totally new website – www.lusa.pt – developed by Microsoft, was intro-
duced in 2002. Besides featuring all the news produced daily by the
agency, it also had a homepage featuring the main news constantly
updated. The lusa.pt “led to a boom in production and new clients, and
consequently a substantial and notable development of the agency as a
whole” (Lusa 2007a, p. 207). The website had two parts: for the main pub-
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in selling their information); Google also provides information, compet-
ing with the agencies; YouTube provides multimedia contents; Twitter
and blogs can transform virtually anyone into a news producer and edi-
tor. In 2009, there exists an infinity of “free of charge” contents that are
easily available, online, produced by the media, citizen-reporters or any-
one that just wants to do so. Arons de Carvalho stresses that the major
challenge for Lusa will come from this diverse range of new media, since
its “accessibility will render unnecessary the use of a news agency” (per-
sonal communication, July 18, 2009). Therefore, it is no surprise that
Lusa was among the first group of Portuguese media enterprises that
signed the Hamburg Declaration, on July 16 2009.

International collaboration

Like any other news agency, Lusa has established cooperation agree-
ments with foreign agencies mainly in order to expand its services world-
wide. Besides the predictable accords established with three of the major
world agencies (AFP, AP, and the neighboring EFE), Lusa is also linked
to the Chinese Xinhua. And given its vocation to the Portuguese-speak-
ing communities, Lusa likewise has agreements with its counterparts in
the Portuguese-speaking African countries (PALOP, in Portuguese) and
in the other nations of the Community of Portuguese Language Coun-
tries (CPLP, in Portuguese).

In Africa, Lusa has accords with the news agencies ANGOP (Angola),
INFORPRESS (Cape Verde), AIM (Mozambique), STP-PRESS (S. Tomé
e Príncipe) and ANG (Guinea-Bissau); and with Guinea-Bissau’s televi-
sion (RTGB - Radiotelevisão da Guiné-Bissau) and Luanda’s Rádio Eccle-
sia (Angola).

In Brazil, Lusa has established deals with Agência Brasil (that belongs to
Radiobrás), Agência Estado (the bigger Brazilian news agency that
belongs to the media conglomerate Estado), the major Brazilian content
portal (UOL) and also the bigger economical diary (Valor, from the city
of São Paulo). 

In recent years, Lusa has been seeking to reinforce its partnerships in the
editorial, technological and training fields, and in the exchanges of serv-
ices and journalists with the “Portuguese-speaking world”. 
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In the 2000s, Lusa’s website became the “face” of the agency’s work and
the Internet the vehicle of “excellence” for dissemination of Lusa serv-
ices to its clients. However, the agency continued using satellite for some
major events. In addition to the services SMS and MMS available since
2003, Lusa began providing its video service for mobile phones and using
Twitter. 

Market and Business

Domestic exclusivity

Since its creation, Lusa is the only Portuguese news agency with a national
radius and, hence, has a prominent and exclusive position in the Por-
tuguese news market, in terms of production and distribution of content.
Despite this dominance, there are other enterprises with similar func-
tions – such as NFactos (created in 2007) and 4See (one of many photo
news agencies created in Portugal) – but they cannot compete with Lusa,
given the specificities of the Portuguese media market (one of the small-
est and most fragile of Europe) and given the current crisis afflicting the
media. Further, we tend to believe that the State (Lusa’s main share-
holder) would not allow it. Therefore, in our opinion, Lusa will probably
never meet a Portuguese competitor able to “rise to the occasion.”

This does not mean that Lusa will not face the competition of foreign
news agencies established in Portugal – such as Reuters, AFP, AP and EFE
– in the coverage and dissemination of events of international impact;
and it also does not mean that it will escape competition from other agen-
cies covering international affairs. Lusa also faces the obvious competi-
tion of the news media – television, radios, newspapers, news websites –
and, more recently, the competition created by new tools of collection
and distribution of news, created and enhanced by the Internet, the
democratization of its use and the advances in the mode to access to it
(broadband).

According to its 2008 Annual Report (Lusa 2009), the main threat to the
agency’s future seems to be online, the Internet world of “competition
without borders” (p.10). More and more, there is the competition from
other media (conventional clients that adapt more aggressive strategies
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Started in 1994, cable television services in Portugal are assured by four
operators:  Zon Multimédia (leader with 80% share of the market), Meo
(from Portugal Telecom), Cabovisão and Clix Smart Tv. In total there are
more than 1.4 million subscribers (figures from 2008). The most viewed
channels on cable are SIC Notícias (news channel) and AXN (series,
movies). Since February 26, 2009 (with the opening of the TVI 24 chan-
nel) Portugal has three Portuguese “all-news” cable channels (SIC Notí-
cias, TVI 24 e RTPN), each of them belonging to the three national gen-
eralist television operators (SIC, TVI and RTP).

In 2009, Portugal has 3,462 periodical publications and 326 radio oper-
ators (ERC, personal communication, August 7, 2009). As a sample of the
Portuguese press panorama we mention the national and daily newspa-
pers: Diário de Notícias, Jornal de Notícias, Correio da Manhã (market
leader), Público, 24 Horas and i (since May 7, 2009); the economical
Diário Económico (leader), Jornal de Negócios and Oje; the sports A
Bola (leader), Record and O Jogo; and the free newspapers Metro
(leader), Destak and Global: the national weekly newspapers: Expresso
(leader) and Sol. Meia Hora newspaper already ended the economical
Semanário Económico (leader); and the magazines Visão (leader),
Sábado and Focus.

There are no thorough data on the local and regional press. It is common
to use as pointers the state incentives (postpaid and promotion of read-
ing). In 2008, 274 publications benefited from these incentives.

The Portuguese radio spectrum comprises three radio broadcasting
operators with national coverage: the public service operator RDP –
Radiodifusão Portuguesa, that broadcasts on eight channels (Antena 1,
Antena 2, Antena 3, RDP Internacional, RDP África, RDP Madeira –
Antena 1, RDP Madeira – Antena 3 and RDP Açores – Antena 1); Rádio
Renascença Emissora Católica Portuguesa (Canal Rádio Renascença,
RFM, Mega FM and Sim) and Rádio Comercial, from Media Capital
group.

There are two other radios which have a regional status (TSF/Press, from
Controlinveste group, the only “all-news” Portuguese radio and Rádio
Clube Português, RCP, also belonging to Media Capital) and 269 local
radios.
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Lusa is also a founding member and shareholder of the European
Pressphoto Agency (EPA). Through EPA, Lusa gathers and distributes
nationally 900 images, everyday, and hands out, internationally, about 70
images per day. Although Lusa was one of the founding agents of EPA, only
in 1994 did the Portuguese agency start to offer EPA’s photo services
exclusively in the country, leaving AP for good (and Reuters even earlier).
Lusa is also a member of the Alliance of Mediterranean News Agencies
(AMAN), to whose members the agency offers news content in English. 

In recent years, Lusa has made an effort to consolidate its role on both
these associations: in 2007 Lusa was elected to the board of EPA (becom-
ing more active in the group) and, after being elected deputy president
of AMAN, in 2007, Lusa eventually took on its presidency in 2008. Lusa
also is part of the European Alliance of News Agencies (EANA) that gath-
ers together all the other 29 leading European news agencies.

Media in crisis

The news media market in Portugal is dominated by four major groups:
Impresa, Media Capital, Cofina (all quoted in the stock market) and Con-
trolinveste. Although Media Capital is the only group held by a non-
national corporation (Prisa, Spain), there is also foreign capital in the
other three groups.

Besides these four, there are two other important players: the State (the
public television and radio company RTP and Lusa), and the Catholic
Church (holds Renascença Group, market leader, and directly or indi-
rectly almost every local and regional newspaper). Portugal also has three
national generalist television operators:  RTP (assures public service,
with the channels RTP1 and RTP2) and SIC and TVI (audience leader
and advertisement giant), both private. The four main generic channels
are also simultaneously broadcast by satellite and cable.

A public competition for a fifth general channel was launched in Octo-
ber 2008, but was postponed after the Portuguese state media regulatory
entity (Entidade Reguladora para a Comunicação Social, ERC) rejected,
in March 2009, the two candidates’ proposals (from Telecinco and Zon).
Also, in 2008, the Government launched public competitions for the Dig-
ital Terrestrial Television (Televisão Digital Terrestre - TDT) in prepara-
tion for the end of the current analog signal (due in April 2012).
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majority of the media, specially the press, are even more dependent on
the agency’s services. According to Lusa’s Comercial and Marketing
department (personal communication, July 20, 2009), although clients
are showing “less receptivity to new products,” there has been an uptake
in requests for Lusa services in place of their own, more expensive,
resources. 

Equally, journalist, professor and editor of Publico.pt, António Granado
(personal communication, July 24, 2009), says that the “shrink of the
newsrooms (financially and people-wise) is transforming the newspapers
into “cabbage leaves,” not even weighty enough to go to newsstands.
Dependence is rising and that can be a good thing to Lusa.”

Place for multimedia

A year after introducing its new informatics system LUNA in 2008 Lusa
started a new and profound transformation, heading towards the long-
aspired “multimedia project”. That is, the “progressive transformation of
the traditional newsroom into a multimedia newsroom (producing text,
photo, audio and video, through professional training of its journalists in
these areas) and through the creation of commercial vertical products,
adjusted to the growing online presence” (Lusa 2009, p. 3). Lusa started
this task by buying the necessary material (digital recorders and video
cameras) and by promoting, with the help of Oporto University, the mul-
timedia training of all its journalists and correspondents, nationally and
internationally. According to the Information director of the news
agency, Luís Miguel Viana, the goal is that “by the end of 2010, the rule
would be that every journalist has at his or her own service a multimedia
kit, wherever he is in the world” (personal communication, July 24, 2009).

Within its transformation into a “multimedia agency,” Lusa has adapted
the informatics system LUNA; chosen a video platform from the Ameri-
can company Mainstream Data for the distribution of video content; cre-
ated three new services: Lusa Audio, Lusa Video and News with Image;
and established agreements with Spanish agency EFE and Minds Inter-
national for video sharing. By adapting itself to audio and video contents,
as well as text, Lusa became the first Portuguese media company to pre-
pare for what is postulated to be the “future of journalism:” worlds of the
multiplatform and online media.
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The current financial crisis has spread to the Portuguese media sector.
The most visible consequence for media is continuous shrinkage of
advertising investment and the consequent fall-out of advertising rev-
enues. In the first trimester of 2009, investment dropped 17% for the
press, almost 13% for radio and little more than 10% for television. The
latest estimates portend an overall fall of 14.6% of total advertising invest-
ment in Portugal in 2009, and of 4.9% in 2010. 

The majority of the generic newspapers have also experienced declines
in circulation (10% less in the first four months of 2009, compared to the
same period in 2008). The free press experienced the largest cut: more
than 45% during the first four months of 2009. Only the economical
papers are on the rise, with continued growth rates of between 10% and
15% since the last trimester of 2008. 

The crisis is also evident from the 2009 results of the Portuguese media
groups. In 2009, every group presented negative results for 2008, except
Media Capital, although it finally came “down the hill” in the first three
months of 2009. In the first semester of 2009, the overall advertising rev-
enues of the media groups Media Capital, Impresa and Cofina dropped
about 22%, in relation to the analogous period of 2008.

Difficulties faced in media have become tangible in the guise of lay-offs.
More than 200 employees have already been dismissed (mid-2009). The
most serious case emerged in January 2009, when Controlinveste group
announced the collective dismissal of 119 people (61 journalists) from
its various newspapers (Diário de Notícias, Jornal de Notícias, 24 Horas
and O Jogo). It was the most significant collective firing ever to occur in
Portugal since the late 1980s. 

The crisis also affects the foreign news media present in Portugal. It has
already dictated the closure of some bureaus in Lisbon (e.g, for La Gac-
eta de los Negocios and of the agency Europa Press), and the dismissal of
several correspondents. It has contributed to an increase in the number
of journalists in a precarious work situation.

Because it does not depend on advertising, Lusa has not been affected by
cuts in advertising. The crisis of financial and human resources in news-
rooms across the country seems to have been of “benefit” to Lusa. The
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Having moved down the multimedia path, Lusa should now, in our opin-
ion, modernize its website – still too old-fashioned – and convert it into a
more attractive and dynamic experience. Lusa’s directorial board con-
firmed that a change is in the planning stages, but could not set a date for
the transformation.

Recent Data

Lusa is a limited liability company. Its capital is mainly public, with head-
quarters in Lisbon (Portugal). The social capital of Lusa is 5,325 million
euros, spread across 2,130 million shares, each one worth about 2.5
euros, kept in the hands of nine shareholders. 

The Portuguese State is the main shareholder with 50.14%. After the
State come two of the largest Portuguese media groups: Controlinveste
Media SGPS SA (23.36%) and Impresa Jornais SGPS SA (22.35%). There
are also minority shareholders: the cooperative of users of news services
Notícias de Portugal CRL (2.72%); Público Comunicação Social SA
(1.38%); Radiodifusão Portuguesa SA (0.02%); Primeiro de Janeiro SA
(0.01%); RTP SGPS SA (0.01%); and Imprensa Diário do Minho Lda
(0.01%).

Shareholders with the right to vote are represented in Lusa’s General
Assembly and they appoint and elect the members of the social organs of
the news agency – General Assembly, Administration Board and Fiscal
Council – for three year mandates, renewable. Being the major share-
holder, the State has the final word about these issues. In March 2009 new
leaders were elected who will remain in place until 2011. Only the Fiscal
Council remained the same.

The company’s governance is assured by a macrostructure comprising
eight organs, distributed over four levels: first, the President of the
Administrative Board, who is also the delegate-administrator (second
level); third, the Planning and Special Projects Office and the General
Secretariat; and fourth, the four operational departments. These are
information, Commercial and Marketing, Technical, and Financial and
Administrative. (For more details on the competences of each organ see
Lusa 2009 and 1997).
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Since the 1990s euphoria, Portuguese online journalism has been evolv-
ing at a very slow pace and only in the late 2000s did online newsrooms
take the first steps. The fact that many journalists and companies are very
“conservative” towards the Internet, allied tothe lack of investment, inad-
equate journalism training and absence of a viable business model suited
to fixed and mobile Internet, explain why digital journalism is so far
behind in Portugal, especially when compared to the examples of Spain,
England and United States.

António Granado states that the majority of the Portuguese media is still
reluctant to face up to the challenge of multimedia because “none of the
Portuguese media moguls truly believes in the web possibilities, or in its
future role. If they did, they would have changed their attitudes, routines
and working tools long ago” (personal communication, July 24, 2009). 

The crisis made it even clearer: instead of focusing on multimedia, the
majority of the newsrooms worried about an even more urgent and
important issue: their own survival. Given this situation, Lusa as a “multi-
media agency” will most certainly succeed. António Granado stresses:
“the majority of the Portuguese media companies haven’t yet understood
the importance of the Internet and fewer and fewer resources are being
given to quality journalism production. Lusa can fill that space if it
invests properly” (ibid).

According to Luís Miguel Viana, the multimedia activity of the agency so
far has been very positive: “more and more news is being distributed to
even more platforms” and Lusa’s experience is “at the center of an enor-
mous international curiosity”. This has been complimented by many for-
eign agencies (personal communication, July 24, 2009).

The agency’s Commercial and Marketing department highlights the pos-
itive reception of the new service Lusa Video. Although it is still in an
experimental stage, 15 customers, five of whom are new clients, had
already signed on for it by mid-2009. But given the crisis impact on the
majority of Lusa’s clients and the fact that the video and audio business is
still very recent, for the same department the greatest challenge is still
“conquering a market share for this business” (personal communication,
July 20, 2009). 
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Although constantly enlarging the range of its products, the classical serv-
ices are still the more important ones in terms of income. Six of those serv-
ices – National, Documentation, Photography, Sports, Economics and
International Affairs – occupied the ranking of the most wanted services
in the 2008 Annual Report (Lusa 2009), representing 65% of the agency’s
total revenues. And five demonstrated rising rates of increase (all except
the National service). The service Lusa Web, for websites, portals and
online editions, came second in the sales ranking, with more than 587
thousand euros profit and presenting a 14.4% growth rate (pp. 18-19).

In 2008, the National news service was still the most lucrative, providing
annual revenues of 1.4 million euros. But this was also the news service
whose services declined the most in two years: 14.2% less than in 2007 and
5% less than 2008. The highest growth rate was registered by the Docu-
mentation service (+69.7%). This increase could be mainly explained by
the fact that the website started to display, on January 2008, the entire
photographic archive of the agency, “featuring 1.2 million pictures, most
of them from the last 20 years” (Lusa 2009, p. 19). Both the International
and the Economics services experienced some increase (+38.1% and
+16.2%). Less dramatic was the growth of “special services” (+2%) which
include Lusa TV and the Lusa Radio features, and the services for non-
media clients (+5%), especially the ones hired by companies.

Currently, Lusa has 746 permanent clients segmented into enterprises
(45), institutional (289), publishers (18), newspapers (252), radios
(101), television channels (10) and websites (31). In 2008, Lusa acquired
48 new clients, seven of them from the Portuguese-speaking African
countries, representing 76 new service subscriptions.

The traditional media continue to be the main market, representing, in
2008, 57% of commercial income. Next are non-media clients (more
than 20%), and electronic media (more than 15%). Despite its vaunted
vocation and expertise in the Portuguese-speaking communities, Lusa
acquires most of its revenues from the domestic market (98% in 2008).

In terms of businesses, Lusa falls in the medium turnover group of Euro-
pean agencies (about 20 million euros per year). In 2008, Lusa had a pos-
itive net result of about 815,000 euros, 6.6% higher than in 2007.
Although 15.6% lower than the previous year, the operational revenue of
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Being a semi-public company, Lusa’s activity is under the supervision of
the Portuguese Minister for Parliamentary Affairs, the government’s
executive responsible for the media. Under the Contract for the Provi-
sion of News and Informative Service of Public Interest signed with the
state in 2007 (for a three-year period and renewable for successive peri-
ods of three years), Lusa receives an annual “compensatory indemnity,”
to essentially support the direct and indirect costs arising from its non-
profitable activities of public service (Lusa 2007b). In 2009, Lusa received
17.7 million euros, 2% more than in 2008.  

In 2009, Lusa had 289 employees: 221 journalists, 51 people with admin-
istrative functions, nine technicians and eight support workers. Just like
the majority of the European news agencies, Lusa is mainly a journalistic
organization (76.5% of its workers are journalists). Most journalists are
located at the agency headquarters in Lisbon (161). The remaining are
national (48) and international (12) correspondents.

The agency has six national bureaux (Oporto, Coimbra, Évora, Faro,
Funchal and Ponta Delgada) and eight international offices (Brussels,
Madrid, Angola, Mozambique, Guiné-Bissau, Cape Verde, Macau and
East-Timor). Lusa also has correspondents in all the Portuguese district
capitals (18) and in other 30 capitals worldwide (Paris, London, Geneva,
Rome, Berlin, Moscow, Washington, New York, Rio de Janeiro, Rabat, Tel
Aviv, Sydney, etc.).

On a daily basis, Lusa produces an average of 400 news stories (73%
national and local news and 27% international news), 23 radio stories, 33
videos and 70 pictures. According to the 2008 annual accounts (Lusa
2009), the main topics were politics (24%) and economy (21%), repre-
senting 45% of the total production of text pieces. In terms of photo-
graphic production, sports (26%) and politics (22%) were the main fea-
tures covered by the reporters (p. 8).

Lusa’s daily production feed covers a wide variety of services classified as:
generic (national, international affairs, economics, sports, Portuguese
communities, photography and agenda); aimed at specific segments (like
Lusa Web, Brasil, AfricaNet); and theme services (Politics, European
Union, Media…) adapted to the specific needs of each client.
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euros), “an agency built with private capital alone would not be viable in
Portugal. That would actually be contrary to the national interests”
(Arons de Carvalho, personal communication, July 18, 2009). In addi-
tion Lusa has already had experience with the status of public interest
cooperative, and that was not positive.

Although responsible for its financial existence and independence vis-a-
vis the big media groups, the presence of the State in Lusa is also a con-
straint. Regardless of the fact that “credibility need not require complete
independence of the state” (Boyd-Barrett and Rantanen 1998, p. 17),
semi-public media enterprises are regarded with skepticism and often
discredited. In Portugal, the State-controlled media company model
unleashes unfortunate memories (this happened mainly during the
Estado Novo period and after the April 25 revolution as well as with the
agencies prior to the current Lusa).  People generally tend to think that
the government is controlling the agency. Semi-public media often deal
with credibility issues and, therefore, can be more unstable.  

Although influenced by this fact, the unstable balance that the Agency
currently faces could be explained, in our opinion, from how the rela-
tionship between the State and Lusa is structured. Since the State has a
majority stake in Lusa, it has a say (and vote) in the election of the com-
pany’s directorial board. This means that the government can name and
elect the people (namely, the president and administrator, and the infor-
mation director) that are most sympathetic to its policies. And when the
government changes, the directorial board may also change, which
means that each government could also subordinate Lusa to other strate-
gic commitments than those established and protected in the Public Ser-
vice Contract (Contrato de Prestação de Serviço Público). Ultimately, the
journalist’s freedom and editorial policy can be at risk.

Hence, Lusa seems too exposed and susceptible to the pressures of polit-
ical power. We say excessive because influence over Lusa’s directorial
board is traditionally craved by the political parties (see Expresso,
December 6, 2008); and because the current government seems to have
“excessive influence” over the media, “with high professionalism and
proven efficiency” (Portuguese Association of Media Consumers, Asso-
ciação Portuguesa de Consumidores de Media, ACMedia, personal com-
munication, May 7, 2009).
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the company in 2008 was also positive, standing at 1,513 million euros.
The total profit was 19.4 million euros, 804,000 euros more than in 2007.
The costs and losses built up to 18.2 million euros in 2008 (+4% over
2007), which could be explained mainly by an increase of 957,000 euros
(+8.9%) in staff costs. Still, in 2009, Lusa shared, for the first time in its
history, one-third of the profit made in 2008 with its shareholders. 

In recent years, Lusa has experienced a continuous retrenchment in
commercial revenues, thus becoming increasingly dependent on the
compensatory indemnity of the state (in 2008, it represented 80% of the
agency’s total incomes). Among external factors that help explain this
are the small size of the Portuguese news media market and its fragility,
worsened by the financial crisis (whose main repercussions are continu-
ous reduction of resources and “purchasing power,” and the adoption of
more aggressive cost control policies); and new forms of competition,
especially from Internet sources. Among internal factors, Lusa experi-
ences difficulties in: attracting and keeping clients that do not come from
the traditional market; inserting its activities in the external markets
(mainly in the PALOP and CPLP); entering and exploiting new market
niches; and, controlling costs, especially in the area of staff (between
2006 and 2008 Lusa experienced an increase of about 17% in staff costs,
due mainly to compensations paid under amicable rescission of employ-
ment contracts).

Despite this, Lusa recorded a rise of 1.1% of its turnover in the first
trimester of 2009, compared to the same period of 2008, and, thus, it
seemed that the agency would continue to be part of the increasingly
small group of European news agencies able to demonstrate positive
financial performance.

Constraints and Weaknesses

The weight of the state and the unstable balance

An objective analysis suggests that the only judicial model that will work
for Lusa is the current one: a limited company with a majority of public
capital. Given the small dimension and frailty of the news media and
advertising Portuguese markets (whose value is estimated at 800 million
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Resistance to change

The most frequently cited factor in explaining internal instability in Lusa
is “resistance to change”. Throughout its history, editorial, technologi-
cal or organizational changes have been a cause of tension between man-
agement and the journalists. This suggests that among Lusa’s employees
there continues to exist a certain culture and indulgence similar to the
“public office” spirit, overtly averse to change, but it could also mean that
the agency’s management imposes reforms even if the majority of the
workers do not agree with them. Such opposition seems to be the main
factor why reforms keep being postponed in the agency, and it also helps
to explain the difficulties Lusa has in keeping up with its goals and in
pushing its reputation and image forward, internally and externally. 

“A storm in a teacup,” or not

The latest major changes that took place at Lusa (adaptation to the needs
of the market and its transformation into a multimedia agency) were,
once again, responsible for some tension and conflicts within the Infor-
mation Direction and the Newsroom Council (Conselho de Redacção,
CR). The “conflict” lasted two years and had two particularly tense
moments, both of which ended with statements referring to external
pressures. 

The first moment happened in December 2007, when the current Infor-
mation Director, Luís Miguel Viana, decided to publicize an internal doc-
ument produced by the CR outlining its worries about editorial and oper-
ational issues. This generated two complaints presented by Viana: one to
the ERC’s Regulatory Council (Conselho Regulador da ERC) and the
other to the Deontological Council of the Journalists’ Union (Conselho
Deontológico do Sindicato dos Jornalistas, CDSJ), arguing that the
behavior of the elected members of the CR was “calumnious and infa-
mous,” being the “allegations totally false” (CDSJ 2008, pp. 3-4).

The ERC’s Regulatory Council would eventually conclude that “no ele-
ments were found that could indicate situations of lack of independence
of Lusa towards external powers” and that at the center of the issue were
“relational problems” between the two organs of the agency that should
be resolved with “dialog and cooperation, trying to create a good envi-
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This being the case, and because the interests of the State in the transmis-
sion of news “become especially visible in times of national or interna-
tional crisis which are a threat to the state itself” (Boyd-Barrett and Ranta-
nen 1998, p. 107), in our opinion Lusa should seize the moment to
change its statutes and guarantee that the role of the State in its internal
affairs becomes a bit more subtle, so that it can project the image of a
more independent organism. And since “organizational rigidity” is, in
Lusa's own words (see Lusa 2009, p. 14), one of its weaknesses, then we
feel that Lusa should rethink all its infrastructures and processes of gov-
ernance, just like AFP did in 2004.

The state’s financial indemnity: a plus and a weakness

The financial compensation that Lusa receives from the State – as stipu-
lated in its contract with the State – is, at one and the same time, a “bless-
ing” but also a “curse”.  It is a “blessing” because, first of all, State funding
makes Lusa’s activity possible, and also the agency’s fulfillment of its non-
commercial obligations concerning the provision of a news and informa-
tion service of “public interest.” Arons de Carvalho sums up the idea:

Without the financing of the State, Lusa wouldn’t have the possibil-
ity of keeping the level of services it provides. For its clients, namely
the regional and local ones, the cost of the services would become
unbearable. They would be forced to shut down newsrooms across
the country and dismiss journalists in the countries and regions
where Lusa serves the national interests and the people’s interests,
and not so much the commercial interests of the agency. (Personal
communication, July 18, 2009).

Being financed by the State, Lusa is not dependent on advertising and
thus is not constrained by any hypothetical interest of advertising enti-
ties. On the other hand, State support is a “curse,” since Lusa is becom-
ing more and more dependent on the State. This means that Lusa can
become more and more susceptible to the pressures and influence of
political power.
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rest and everything later seemed a “storm in a teacup,” in the words of
Lusa’s Information Director (personal communication, July 24, 2009).
Internally, the different divisions seemed to have reached agreement.
According to Viana, “since the new President of the Administration
Board, (Afonso Camões, elected in March 2009) came to office, the rela-
tions between the CR and the Information Direction have been impec-
cable and very useful for the editorial quality of the agency” (ibid).

These issues, although outwardly insignificant, cast shadows on the
image, reputation and credibility of the agency and, particularly, on the
work of its journalists. It also strengthens our call for structural reform of
the agency, even more because once “credibility is lost, no news agency
can mould public opinion” (Shrivastava 2007, p. 77).

‘Public Interest’ and (In)Formation Role

Public service: a possibility or a reality?

Due to the Concession Contract signed with the Government, Lusa is
obliged to provide a news and information service according to the pub-
lic interest and complying with “criteria of lack of bias, independence,
professionalism and respect for pluralism”. In order “to thoroughly com-
ply” with this last requirement Lusa is also obliged to promote and
develop any activities that fall under the Contract; failure to do so may
result in penalties (see Lusa 2007b).

Lusa appears to have complied and be complying with all the clauses of
the Concession Contract, and there are no records of penalties for non-
compliance. Even so, the public service provided by Lusa still indicates
some fragility. According to António Granado (personal communica-
tion, July 24, 2009) and ACMedia (personal communication, May 7,
2009) this is still “very much restraint by political power”. The Portuguese
Foreign Press Association (Associação da Imprensa Estrangeira em Por-
tugal, AIEP, personal communication, May 8, 2009) considers that the
work of Lusa is still deficient in “speed” and, in specific situations, needs
“more accuracy”. To this we can maybe add two other weaknesses: the first
one related to the duality between “public interest” and “client interest”;
and the second to Lusa’s presence and coverage in and of the Portuguese-
speaking world.
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ronment, appropriate to a proper functioning of the agency” (ERC 2008,
pp. 12-13). The CDSJ reached an identical conclusion (see CDSJ 2008). 

The second “low point” in the relations between the CR and the Informa-
tion Direction happened in November 2008, when the newly elected CR
issued a statement suggesting the existence of political intervention and
some traces of censorship within Lusa, detailing the accusations with the
following examples: the alleged ban on the word “estagnação” (stagna-
tion) in a news piece about Portuguese economical growth being 0.1%;
the publication of the reaction of the Azores’s Regional Government to
unemployment data, on the eve of a local election; the overwhelming cov-
erage of government “marketing campaigns” – including sessions
around the low cost netbook for children called Magalhães (Magellan),
that the Portuguese government gave away for a small amount of money
and, in some cases, for free, to each Portuguese student between the ages
of 6 and 10 – and the different edition given to the interviews of the prime-
minister and the Portuguese president.

This new episode sparked a major debate in the media about alleged
political intervention within Lusa and mutual accusations and denials.
The CR’s analysis also sparked a new complaint from Lusa’s Information
Director to ERC, the voluntary exit of Luís Miguel Viana from being the
formal president of the CR (although Portuguese Press Law does not stip-
ulate that scenario) and also motivated a session in Parliament, sum-
moned by the left wing party Bloco de Esquerda, so that Viana could tes-
tify in front of the Ethics, Society and Culture Commission.

Few conclusions emerged from this session. The Information Director
admitted that there had been some “less fortunate” moments but denied
that they had had a political agenda. Despite that, all the parties had con-
cerns about the news service.  Some – including Bloco de Esquerda and
the current second political power in Portugal, PSD (social democrats)
– even considered that Viana’s statements “worsened the unrest,” which
motivated PSD to ask for parliamentary audit of Lusa’s CR, a move that
was denied by PS (socialist party, currently in power with a relative major-
ity of seats in the Parliament). 

On this affair, ERC made the same recommendations that it had previ-
ously made (see ERC 2009). Eventually, the entire issue was finally put at
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present “where the other media may not be,” or simply are not (ERC, per-
sonal communication, May 7, 2009).

Lusa’s role in (in)formation: towards a conclusion

Despite all the difficulties, frailties and threats of the “digital era,” Lusa
is still “the key institution” (Rantanen 1998, p. 125) in the Portuguese
media system: it is still the main source of information for the Portuguese
media and the portion of the news produced by Lusa in the total infor-
mation flow is still very high (Commercial and Marketing Department,
personal communication, July 20, 2009). The current crisis in the Por-
tuguese media seems to make media ever more dependent on Lusa.
Besides that, Lusa does not really have direct competitors.

On the other hand, Lusa, being a semi-public company, is still a relevant
“component in the armory” (Boyd-Barrett and Rantanen 1998, p. 5) of
the Portuguese nation state, specifically in the “defense of the national
interests” (Lusa 1997 and 2007b, p. 2); and, therefore, also one of the
main contributors to “national consolidation” or “national identifica-
tion” (Boyd-Barrett and Rantanen 1998, pp. 1-14). 

Therefore, Lusa still has a highly relevant role in the formation and infor-
mation of national public opinion and is still a powerful media agent “in
the construction of reality, in the process of creating senses and, as a result,
of referential worlds” (Sousa 1997, p. 465). Consequently, although they
do not affect Lusa’s domestic dominant position, the constraints and frail-
ties of the agency can negatively impact the construction of the “national
semiotic” and “the local construction of an “international semiotic”
(Boyd-Barrett 2003), if not even distort them and make them dissonant.

To avoid this, we suggest that Lusa should: 

–Rethink and change its contract with the State. In other words it should
make the weight of the State and the Government in its internal affairs
less significant and more subtle. From this could result less exposure of
Lusa to political pressures and, thus, fewer tensions and conflicts; and, a
positive evolution in staff costs, because there would be fewer contractual
(and more amicable) lay-offs, meaning that less overall compensation
would be paid to the workers. 
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As with other agencies, “the client is king” (Palmer 1996, p. 102). In the
words of its current Director of Information (personal communication,
July 24, 2009), the relationship of the agency with its clients “is, sum-
moned up as a way to provide them what they ask for,” for “what is good
for the clients is also good for Lusa”. In our opinion, this is not necessar-
ily the case: what is good for Lusa’s clients may not exactly serve the “pub-
lic interest.” Because the agency’s biggest clients in terms of gross rev-
enue are the so called “big media,” which are in their majority property
of media corporations, when Lusa orientates its production in terms of
the requests of its clients, it is actually allowing for its service to be dictated
by the aforementioned corporations. By doing so, Lusa, like the big
media groups also, tends to embrace a wider commercialization and
homogeneity of its news and information production, with less dedica-
tion to the ideals of public service, in contrast with a more commercial
vision. A major example of this tendency is the product of Lusa, which is
based on the triptych “Economy, Politics and Sports.” 

Even if, “when talking about the definition of public service, there are no
absolute formulae” (Sousa 1998, p. 443), we must agree that a true pub-
lic service must be wider and deeper than a mere coverage of the politi-
cal, economical and sport arenas. Although it is clear that the Portuguese
speaking world is its vocation, speciality and most energized identity trait
(see Lusa 2007a, pp. 220-221), the agency still struggles, as in the past,
with relative difficulty in affirming itself in the “Luso world,” specifically
in the Community of Portuguese Language Countries (CPLP) and in the
Portuguese-speaking African countries (PALOP). This means that,
despite continuous efforts of the agency to expand and consolidate (see
Lusa 2009, pp. 15 and 22; Lusa 2008, pp. 15 and 20) it is still not as signif-
icant as one might suppose from the cultural and linguistic closeness of
Portugal with the Portuguese-speaking world and its dimension and
potential (Portuguese is the seventh most-used language in the world, it
is the official language in 37 countries and it spoken by over 138 million
people all around the world); nor is it as diversified and wide as a true pub-
lic service should be. 

For all these reasons and given the “less than happy moments” the agency
has experienced and the restraints imposed by its budget, we believe that
Lusa is providing the public service it can provide, and this does not make
it any less relevant or indispensable. Despite all its setbacks Lusa is still
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– Find a better balance between activities that are of “public interest” and
those that are of “commercial interest”. In other words, it should con-
tinue to address the needs of its clients and, more than that, strengthen
its commercial “aggressiveness” to conquer new clients and allow its auto-
sustainability. But because Lusa owes a real public utility service to the tax
payers – they partially sustain it – the agency should also be “faster” and,
above all, “better”; e.g.  by  going beyond routines to promote new and
original ways of telling stories that are not just the ones promoted by the
institutions, or asked for by the clients; and start nurturing other fields
(not just the political, economical, and sport arenas). “A news agency can
have no larger “policy” than meeting the interests of the community as a
whole” (Shrivastava 2007, p. 80).

– Strengthen its position in the PALOP countries and in the rest of the
CPLP countries. In other words, it should provide appropriate (and not
ethnocentric) coverage of the issues and stories in these spaces where
people speak Portuguese, so that the agency can acquire new clients and
produce “information that could create real knowledge about those
countries and the people that live in them” (Sousa 1997, p. 444). Lusa
could reproduce the model of EFE agency; i.e, strengthening cultural
bonds, not with a particular State but with Portuguese-speaking commu-
nities (Schulze-Schneider, 1998, p. 124).

– Promote quality and ethics. In other words it should adopt the “grid of
evaluation of the quality of the services provided,” as stipulated in the
Concession Contract 2007 and yet continuously postponed (Lusa 2007b,
p. 8), adopt technical measures that can provide objective data of qual-
ity; include in the agency’s Consultative and Editorial Comission repre-
sentatives of the consumers (currently the Commission only includes the
directors of the news media that subscribe to all of the agency’s news serv-
ices); and review, given the current “digital era”, the agency’s Style Book,
as was anticipated in 2007 (Lusa 2007a, p. 199) as well as the agency’s
Code of Ethics (Código de Ética).

By doing this, Lusa could secure more solid ground. This would also
strengthen its credibility and would greatly strengthen its currently avail-
able “public service.” And only through the achievement of  more stabil-
ity and credibility can Lusa take advantage of the opportunities ahead
and face the threats that the “digital era” (and any other) presents.
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only increase. While these are not good times for news plurality and
diversity, they ought to be good times for news agencies – but, intrigu-
ingly, even for them the transition to the new media age has been haz-
ardous.

Both the UK’s international agency, Reuters (now a Canadian com-
pany, Thomson-Reuters), and domestic news agency, the Press Associ-
ation, have come perilously close to collapse in the early Internet age –
but now both thrive, largely because of their adaptation to new media.
The other global agency dominating international news on the inter-
net, the New York based Associated Press (owned by about 1500 US
newspapers) continues to struggle to find an internet publishing model
to support its continued expansion, but it too has grown and profited
in the internet era.

In earlier research, I concluded that the Associated Press and Reuters dom-
inated international news on the Internet (by providing most of the words
and story ideas), but do so in “mostly inconspicuous ways” (Paterson,
2005). That has changed as each has increasingly sought to position itself
as THE source of the factual information for online news providers to turn
to.  From the early days of internet news in the mid-1990s,  dependence on
AP or Reuters stories provided news websites with useful, occasionally very
profitable (Yahoo is a case in point), associations with well known and
trusted, if little understood, news brands.  The agencies did not have the
negative associations familiar media outlets might have had (in the US, for
example, the broadcast networks which had long dominated national and
international news were rapidly losing audience loyalty).

Reuters and the Associated Press developed a duopolistic control over
international news in parallel with – but only partially due to – the rise of
online news since the mid-1990s.  While AFP competes in some spheres,
its presence online is smaller than that of AP and Reuters (Paterson,
2007).  Dependence on the two largest agencies was also driven by the
need to have the same stories rivals had; emerging news sites could not
be perceived to be missing stories. Near identical menus of world stories
would (and still do) appear on each major site daily – based largely on
agency news selection.  Agency selection, in turn, is based on factors
known to agency journalists but still little understood by researchers and
the public.  This author has described key selection criteria for television
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11. Changing Times: The Move Online and the UK’s 
Press Association

Chris Paterson

International News Agencies, Market Control and the Internet

News agencies, once regarded as the mostly hidden backbone of journal-
ism, have presented a new public face online in a recent decade rife with
change.  With this volume’s focus on national news agencies, this chapter
will discuss the United Kingdom’s Press Association (PA) as an exemplar
of that change.   But I will focus as well on the online strategies of news
agencies, so it is useful to begin with discussion of recent change within
the international wire services which have been at the heart of the global
news system for 150 years.

Just as content research has demonstrated that the international news
which internet audiences consume tends to originate with the three
global news agencies (Associated Press, Reuters, Agence France Presse)
(Paterson, 2007), research in the UK has revealed a surprisingly large,
and probably increasing, dependence on the Press Association amongst
the mainstream UK press – even as the PA itself moves away from local
journalism (Lewis et al, 2008).  And online newsroom research tells us
that internet journalists – everywhere – are staggeringly dependent on
news generated by news agencies (Paterson & Domingo, 2008).

In short, even as news agencies like the PA are cutting back on their tra-
ditional “bread and butter” journalism and seeking to diversify into a
wide variety of less (traditionally) journalistic “content provision,” the
broader trends in journalism seeking efficiency and profit at the expense
of public affairs reporting have resulted in the very few speaking to the
many; the massive output of news agencies comprising, directly or indi-
rectly, the bulk of what audiences digest as “news” across all media.  The
Online Journalism Review lamented long ago that, “… as two or three
wire services emerge as dominant content providers to news organiza-
tions that don’t want to spend money on bureaus and travel, Internet
readers are cheated out of different, more lively versions of events”
(Welch, 2002); the limited research to date has verified that these trends
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growth they facilitate, they lose the flow of news from the newspaper
clients which provide a large portion of their US news coverage (as those
newspapers succumb to their advertisers and readers going online)
(Farhi, 2009).

The AP was forced to cut its fees to newspapers from 2008, as the US press
struggled.  Even as the AP’s revenue has steadily increased in the past two
decades, the company recently sought to cut its payroll by 10% while
recovering more payment for the content it produces which appears
online (Liedtke, 2009).  In a long running legal battle with Google since
2006, the AP, AFP, and Reuters ensured more prominent branding of
their stories on the websites of other providers, and, with the other news
agencies including the Press Association, struck a deal with Google News
to remove the stories of other media outlets which repeated news agency
stories, and link instead to the original news agency versions.  Newspaper
websites fear the change will result in fewer readers being directed to
their websites by Google (Sweney, 2007). 

Over several years the AP built a centralised database of its content to
help track the use of AP material they weren’t being compensated for.  In
2009, the AP announced that it would seek to tag and track all of its news
output; and prosecute any use of AP content on the internet which was
not duly licensed (Associated Press, 2009a).  Reuters has used a commer-
cial service called Attributor for several years; this claims to identify uses
of agency content across the internet and report unlicensed use.  AP’s in-
house tracking plans go a step further, and would seem an inevitable
response to the gradual diminishing of original reporting on the inter-
net, leaving the international agencies originating much of what circu-
lates as fact in the innumerable news sites and blogs across cyberspace.
They proposed an ambitious model of tracking their content to be rolled
out in 2010, but at the time of this writing it is not clear if AP members will
embrace it, or if the AP will overcome the technical hurdles of surveying
every use of every word they produce.

The AP is seeking to include tracking information in everything they dis-
tribute, including, they claim, a “‘digital beacon’ to track usage” – report-
ing every viewing of an AP story back to the news agency (Associated
Press, 2009b).  Bloggers have mocked the prospect of AP monitoring
every reader, and fretted about the privacy implications (Seward, 2009a).
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news agencies (i.e. Paterson, 1997), which include perceived relevance
for leading clients, the costs and logistics of coverage, visual impact, as
well as more traditional news values.

During much of the last decade there has been speculation about the
future of Reuters. The company has typically made about 90% of its rev-
enues in financial services, and has often lost money with its news prod-
ucts – especially television, which is costly to produce. There is the feel-
ing inside Reuters that their television pictures facilitated the rise of CNN
when Reuters might have been creating their own news channel – just as
their stories enabled the success of Yahoo two decades later (Martinson,
2004).  Reuters struggled financially in 2002 and dismissed 3000 employ-
ees, and there was speculation it might drop its general news services
entirely.  Intriguingly, until its flotation in 1984, the Press Association
owned just over 40% of Reuters, and so hundreds of UK newspapers, and
many of the descendents of founders of newspapers long gone (which
founded the PA never expecting a profit), saw windfall dividends (Mon-
crief, 2001).  Since its initial struggles at the new millennium, Reuters has
invested heavily in its online profile, and its traditional media services
continue to survive as they are integrated into a converged media output.
In recent years, Reuters and the AP created advertising supported video
news services for websites.  Reuters now presents its own website as a major
news service to consumers; effectively competing online with its clients. 

Similarly, some have argued that the AP has nearly destroyed the newspa-
per industry which owns and supports it, by providing the bulk of the jour-
nalism which built the online news portals like AOL and Yahoo and took
the news audience from the press (Farhi, 2009).   But the AP claims they
only sold their news to portals like Yahoo because Reuters was doing so
(ibid).  Reuters still depends upon the subscription model in its agree-
ments with the media organisations to which it feeds video, audio, and
text; but it has become an online news service marketing directly to the
consumer and through its branded stories provided by online news aggre-
gators.  The AP thought it was protecting its newspaper owners by provid-
ing links at its website to its content through the websites of member news-
papers. But AP’s model resulted in a decade of litigation and negotiation,
with AP still feeling threatened by the spread of its words and images
across cyberspace (see, for example, Bailey, 2009).  Critics have observed
that as the AP’s revenues come increasingly from the online media whose
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news – especially international news – from news agencies (and just occa-
sionally from newspaper and TV reporters) to the web pages of most
online news services.  Convergence has meant for most newsrooms
“fewer reporters, less real news gathering” as one reporter told Friend
and Singer (2007), and various newsroom research projects have found
a near complete absence of original journalism taking place amongst
online journalists.  With few exceptions, they are almost exclusively work-
ing at the minimal reformatting and rewriting of stories from the
reporters of their affiliated print or broadcast outlet, wire services, and
PR firms (Paterson and Domingo, 2008).   

National News Agencies, Market Control, and Decline of the Local

This discouraging state of affairs in the new media world is an appropri-
ate juncture to transition back to this volume’s focus on domestic news
agencies and examine the British domestic agency, the Press Association,
a commercial news agency claiming to be the largest supplier of content
to the UK media.  The PA has undergone a massive diversification, com-
mercialisation, and internationalisation which has proven profitable for
its UK media shareholders, but has provoked considerable anger from
the UK journalists with whom it had shared a symbiotic relationship for
over a century.  Similarly, media critics pointed to the PA’s moves from its
core newsgathering mission as both a symptom and a cause of a broader,
and escalating, disintegration of British journalism (i.e., Davies, 2008).

The Press Association dates to 1868, when leading newspaper owners
established it to share the cost of domestic reporting; it was, from the
start, a company whose shares were held by UK newspapers.  The PA’s
early success owed much to an 1869 alliance – now long expired – with
Reuters.  The PA would distribute for Reuters its international stories
within the UK, and Reuters would distribute PA stories internationally
(Moncrieff, 2001).  The PA restricted itself almost exclusively to domes-
tic reporting until forced by the prospect of European economic integra-
tion in 1972 to establish a Brussels bureau.  A New York bureau opened
in 2001.  The PA routinely provides original reporting of British military
activity overseas, including its contemporary involvement in Afghanistan
and Iraq.
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In proposing changes to their syndication model, AP wrote to its newspa-
per clients in 2009, “AP’s legal division continues to document rampant
unauthorized use of AP content on literally tens of thousands of web sites.
The problem is quickly spreading to mobile, where new applications are
cropping up daily that do little more than repackage the efforts of AP and
others, siphoning off consumers and revenue from those whose content
is being exploited” (Associated Press, 2009b).  AP deviated further from
its syndication traditions and accepted a variation of the Reuters model
when, in 2009, they proposed that some of its content should remain
solely at an AP website, and that its members could merely link to it, rather
than publish the AP stories “to ensure that hypersyndication does not
drive down its value” (Associated Press, 2009b; Seward, 2009b).

As the two global Anglo-US agencies have enjoyed massive exposure to
their words and pictures online and an overall steady growth over the past
two decades as media around the world substitute wire stories (and
images) for their own reporting (typically as part of efficiency drives
imposed by corporate parents), they have also joined the convergence
bandwagon.  With a far higher volume of news than most media organi-
sations, and more distinct types of news (text, photos, video, and audio),
the desire to combine efforts has been all the more extreme, but also all
the more challenging.  The Associated Press opened a substantially con-
verged, multi-media newsroom in New York in 2004 and followed that in
2008 in London for its Europe, Africa, and Asia coverage (Edmunds
2006a; interview, Eric Braun, AP Vice president of international televi-
sion, 2008).  Abandoning Fleet Street, Reuters opened its multimedia
newsroom in London’s new Canary Wharf financial district in 2005 (soon
before this became the very heart of the global financial meltdown).  The
new AP London newsroom has been designed to encourage news sharing
between different media processing operations – allowing journalists to
“drag and drop from one format to another” (Braun, ibid.); their slightly
older New York newsroom and the Reuters London newsroom have the
less ambitious goal of encouraging conversation between the journalists
of different media by co-locating them on the same floor – but coopera-
tion and information-sharing across media still seems minimal.

While media around the world have embraced convergence in its various
forms, and most traditional media have established news websites, news-
room research in the online world tends to find a very traditional flow of
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ness Media), Irish media, and national or international media conglom-
erates.  Several companies which hold shares in the PA may exist for that
purpose only; their newspapers were sold long ago to larger companies
like Johnson Press or Trinity Mirror.

In 2000 the PA rebranded itself as “The PA Group” and in the following
years reinvented itself as an international multimedia information com-
pany.  The new PA chairman, Sir Harry Roche, was pressured by the pow-
erful new investors to restructure the company into a multimedia con-
glomerate in its own right.  One of the first changes was to centralize
much of the company’s operations into a five-million pound facility in
Howden, in rural east Yorkshire.  But importantly, this period also saw the
beginnings of a cost-cutting programme within the PA which would
antagonize the National Union of Journalists.  Trainee PA journalists
earn less that 12,000 pounds (Manning, 2008; Davies, 2008), about half
the average UK starting salary.

In 2000, Roche sold the PA’s novel, though rarely profitable, online news
service Ananova (where, originally, an animated female news reader
announced the day’s news).    The group attempted, unsuccessfully, to sell
its sports division in 2008 (Luft, 2009b).  With its rebranding, the PA split
into Entertainment, Sport, Business, and News divisions.  One of its most
profitable arms is a European weather forecasting service called
MeteoGroup (Luft, 2009a).  A Canadian commercial news agency, the
CNW Group, is also owned by the PA.  The PA in the British Isles is subdi-
vided into operations for the UK overall, but with an English focus, and
separate Scottish and Irish arms, based in Glasgow and Belfast.  By 2006,
its profits were climbing by nearly 20% yearly (Tryhorn, 2006; Manning,
2008).  The PA claimed to earn a revenue of £102.2m in 2008 (PA Annual
Report, 2008).

The Press Association also invested in – and later fully absorbed – a cor-
porate communications company called TNR, which makes video news
releases.  The news agency was unashamedly crossing the sacred line
between news provider and PR service, to the dismay of its veteran jour-
nalists.  The (literal) line crossing is perhaps best evidenced by TNR’s
marketing claim that they “regularly invite PR professionals to visit the
Press Association’s news floor with a chance to learn about the rich vari-
ety of PR and communications services offered by the UK’s news agency”
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Manning (2008) observes that while similar in function to the larger
international agencies, the evolution of national agencies like the Press
Association stemmed less from the need to unite empires, and more from
the growth of content-hungry local newspapers seeking as many words
each day as they could obtain at minimal cost.  Each weekday, the PA cir-
culates on its wire between 150 and 200 UK stories (Davies, 2008, 93).  A
portion of these – and mostly the same portion – will form most of the
twenty or so national stories the dailies run. The PA itself has been
accused of cutting back too far on domestic reporting, even as the UK
press becomes ever more dependent on it.   Those trends within the PA
stem largely from its own struggle for survival in the 1990s.

Much of the recent drive to commercialize and diversify at the PA was
driven by memories of the near destruction of the agency a decade ear-
lier.  UK media groups Northcliffe and Westminster Press attempted, with
near success, to break the PA monopoly on UK wholesale news distribu-
tion by starting a domestic news agency in Leicester called “UK News.”
Soon, many of the largest UK papers were subscribing and important PA
clients moved exclusively to UK News (Moncrief, 2001, 268; Davies,
2008).  Former PA journalist Chris Moncrief (ibid) credits PA chief edi-
tor Paul Potts with convincing a News Corporation executive in 1995 to
renew the subscriptions of the UK’s influential News Corporation papers,
giving a final necessary boost to the PA and turning the tide on UK News.
A deal was eventually reached for the PA to buy out UK News and take back
its renegade clients.

Following the episode, PA shares were redistributed for ”stability” (ibid),
with the bulk of the shares split between the Mirror Group, News Inter-
national, Daily Mail and General Trust, and Express Newspapers.  While,
unlike the AP, the PA is a private company whose main shareholders are
the UK newspaper groups, through the 1980s the PA persisted in defend-
ing its status as a “cooperative” to the UK government to avoid a massive
tax burden on the dividends it received from the flotation of Reuters
(Moncreif, 2001, 252).  Based on analysis of a shareholder list provided
by the PA (correspondence, September 22, 2009) and published com-
pany information, it appears that today only 7 of 25 current shareholders
are active local or regional British newspaper companies; the rest are
investment companies or billionaire investors (in the case of the Barclay
brothers, owners of the Telegraph group), a PR company (United Busi-
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undermines the investment in video by commercial providers, such as
the Press Association” (Heald, 2009).  It may be no coincidence that one
PA Director is media mogul Rupert Murdoch's son James, the chairman
of News Corporation in Europe and leader of a scathing attack on public
service journalism in the UK (Barnett, 2009).

In recent years the Press Association has continued to expand its video serv-
ices even as it was cutting back on traditional text journalism (Davies,
2008).  PA managers had been seduced by the myth of the multi-media jour-
nalist which had been discredited as countless news organisations tried it
in various forms during the preceding decade; this is the idea that a (usu-
ally young and inexperienced) journalist reporting a news story can just as
easily produce video, and often radio, stories of good quality along with a
sufficiently detailed and well written textual story.  The PA was eager to sell
a multi-media product to countless news-oriented websites and the home
pages of internet service providers (as well as entertainment and sports
sites) that were hungry for visual content.  In 2009 the PA expanded their
video offerings as a “video news wire,” offering unpackaged “raw” news
video much as the television news agencies had long done.  In 2009 the PA
was reported to employ “30 specialist multimedia journalists across the
country, as well as about 35 “multiskilled” journalists who also create video
content” (Luft, 2009e), and a major deal was signed with the Independent
newspaper to provide over 100 “video packages” weekly (Sweney, 2009).

The PA has also raked in profit, but antagonised local journalists, by
becoming the all-purpose newspaper and magazine content provider in
the UK, mostly through churning standardized content out of its factory-
like Yorkshire facility as well as new production centres in India.  Mid-sized
UK media conglomerate Johnson Press recently became the largest media
company to outsource production to the PA.  From their one East York-
shire production centre, the PA is set to create “700 pages a month for
Johnston Press’s local glossy titles” (Luft, 2009c); as with the delocaliza-
tion of media in the US, the UK media involved have reported little about
the irony of “local” publications being written by very distant outsourced
producers.  The PA’s hope is to provide identical and inexpensively pro-
duced content on “lifestyle topics” as the bulk of their contribution, avoid-
ing the need to engage in local journalism; this was an expansion of the
PA’s long running efforts to market standardized features to UK newspa-
pers enabling staff cuts across the industry (UK Press Gazette, 2005).  For
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(TNR website, August 27, 2009), and the PA proclaimed public relations
to be “a significant area of diversification” (PA Annual Report, 2008). 

Curiously, even as the PA boasts of a “reputation for journalistic integrity”
(PA website, August 31, 2009), they have been selling, and claiming as “a
substantial source of revenue” (PA Annual Report, 2008), a service for
corporations to monitor (and thereby manipulate) press reporting about
themselves.  But the PA’s links to PR go further:  One PA shareholder is
United Business Media, which runs “PR Newswire,” the international
press release distribution service; and, like other news agencies, the PA
will distribute press releases – for a fee – on its wire feed to newsrooms
(Corporate Watch UK, 2003).  In 2008, the Press Association created a
“Trust” to monitor and report on its own editorial independence; I have
encountered no reports of the Trust challenging PA output.   Indeed, a
statement by the Trust’s chair in the 2008 PA Annual Report (p. 7) offered
little evidence of independent critical assessment as it referenced the
PA’s good deeds and alleged (unspecified) errors in the critiques of
author Nick Davies and Cardiff University (detailed below). 

From 2000, the PA moved forcefully into media with which it had little
experience; but neither that, nor traditional conceptions of journalism,
have slowed it.  One such experiment with which it has enjoyed success is
a low to medium quality news video service for use by newspaper websites
who don’t wish to pay for access to the higher standard video news from
traditional broadcasters or television news agencies.  With the PA’s suc-
cess selling video stories to newspapers, the BBC saw an opportunity and
engineered a “news sharing” arrangement with newspaper conglomer-
ates in the UK to provide video for their web services at no cost.    The
BBC’s only condition is that no advertising be connected to the video
clips, but the provision of licence-fee-funded news material to commer-
cial media outlets clearly stretches the BBC’s non-commercial mandate.

The Press Association reacted angrily, complaining that the BBC was
“dumping” content to threaten the PA’s business.  The complaint made
public – perhaps for the first time – the PA’s self-image as a commercial
multi-media content company rather than the cooperative news service
it was founded to be, and, technically speaking, still was.  In complaining
to the BBC Trust, the PA wrote “we have consistently argued that content
dumping by a publicly-funded broadcaster distorts the market and
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But Davies worried not just that newspapers had fallen into a pattern of
producing little original reporting, but that the Press Association upon
whom they had come to depend so heavily was itself devoting few
resources to the local reporting from the UK’s regions and towns which
the media industry, and the general public, seemed to expect of it.  Davies
was told by PA reporters and editors that at the PA’s Howden base, writ-
ers begin rewriting stories from press releases and newspapers at 4:30 am,
when no sources are available to check facts.  They are expected to write
up to ten stories in each shift.  Davies details a dependence on govern-
ment press releases in PA political reporting, and a near total abandon-
ment of local court and city council reporting.  A 2005 survey of PA staff
by the NUJ found journalists overstretched and despondent, and work-
ing an average of five hours of unpaid overtime daily (Davies, 2008, 81).
Davies contends that the understaffing of journalism at the PA has led to
an enormous amount of public relations information making its way
directly into mass circulated news, and the Cardiff data supports his
point.  The PA has become largely a facilitator of, and conduit for, corpo-
rate and governmental public relations efforts.

The relentless pursuit of profit may stem from the owners of the Press
Association having no shared concept of what journalism should be.  For
some, like News Corporation, it has been infotainment in the pursuit of
audiences; for others it is a tool for corporate communications; and per-
haps for the few, like the Guardian, a public obligation and watchdog sen-
sibility still balance financial concerns.  Recently, Guardian editor Alan
Rusberger began advocating that the PA receive public funding to pay
local media around the UK to provide the coverage of local government
and courts which the PA has almost abandoned.  He warned that the
decline of the PA would lead to an epidemic of corruption in local gov-
ernment given the lack of press examination (Holmwood, 2009).  With a
vision of its key social and political role all but lost to its current crop of
directors and managers, the Press Association has been mimicking the
success of Reuters as it has moved from its core business of local and
domestic crime and political news into, firstly, business and sport, and lat-
terly, entertainment, public relations, weather, and media production.
Both moved in parallel into new media, but the PA has taken a more com-
mercial approach to exploiting the new medium’s appetite for content.
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example, in 2006 the Daily Express newspaper outsourced 60 business
journalism jobs to the Press Association.  In 2008, the PA claimed to pro-
duce“9,000 pages a week on behalf of more than 220 newspapers and mag-
azines worldwide,” stating this made them “the world’s largest provider of
outsourced editorial page production” (PA Annual Report, 2008), and as
Davies (2008) documents, they are not doing it with local reporters.

The massive Johnson Press deal came shortly after Johnson’s chairman,
Tim Bowdler, who had built a reputation for seeking efficiency savings at
local newspapers across the UK at the expense of journalism (Snoddy,
2006), jumped from his sinking newspaper boat to become non-execu-
tive chairman of the PA Group.  At the same time, the PA was becoming a
target of growing anger from local journalists in the UK, especially in
Leeds where at the Yorkshire Post – a Johnson Press flagship – journalists
picketed for months in protest of job cuts.  The Guardian quoted Post
journalist Richard Edwards as calling the Press Association a “cyber strike
breaker,” providing writers to Johnson Press to provide the news stories
the striking local journalists would have written (Luft, 2009d).  The PA
also marketed its parliamentary reporting to news managers around the
UK, and recommended local correspondents at Westminster be replaced
by their “tailored” political reporting.  The UK journalists union angrily
exposed and protested the practice (Manning, 2008). 

In 2007 the Press Association gained unprecedented public attention in
a prominent critique of British journalism.  Nick Davies is a Guardian
investigative journalist who had become disenchanted with British jour-
nalism and had a number of disturbing stories to tell.  The angry reaction
from the newspaper proprietors and editors he shamed helped make his
book (2008) a best seller.  Davies relied on a team of paid researchers and
a considerable amount of academic research.  A collaboration with jour-
nalism researchers at Cardiff University in an investigation of news
sources revealed a startling degree of dependence amongst the major UK
newspapers upon both PR information and Press Association text.  The
Cardiff study found that “60 per cent of press articles and 34 per cent of
broadcast stories come wholly or mainly from “pre-packaged” sources,
such as public relations copy, or news wire services” (Lewis, et al, 2008);
the study mirrored the findings by this author (Paterson, 2007) that inter-
national news on the internet consisted of about 85% verbatim use of
news agency text (mostly the Associated Press and Reuters).
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obliged to close down in 1935. In 1933, when FPI was in trouble, its rep-
resentative in Calcutta, Bidhu Bhushan Senguta, launched United Press
of India with the support of Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy, the renowned physi-
cian and Congress leader of Bengal. It expanded, absorbing most of
FPI’s personnel. However, while Reuters’ subsidiary API started using
teleprinters in 1937, the UPI had to wait till 1948. This agency collapsed
in 1958. Another short-lived domestic news agency, the Orient, emerged
in the early 1940s with the support of Muslim League leaders and enjoyed
the patronage of the Nizam of Hyderabad, richest among the princes
(Raghavan, 1987 pp. 64-65).

Competition in the Age of The Press Trust of India

The idea of the take-over of Associated Press of India (API) from Reuters
was mooted in 1946 at a meeting of the Indian and Eastern Newspapers
Society (IENS), the body of newspaper owners of the region, in Lahore.
Among those who supported the scheme were Devdas Gandhi of the Hin-
dustan Times, Kasturi Srinivasan of the Hindu and Tushar Kanti Ghosh of
Amrit Bazar Patrika. The PTI was incorporated in Madras on August 27,
1947. In 1948 the PTI, a cooperative of Indian newspapers, arrived at a
three-year agreement with Reuters under which it took over the Associ-
ated Press of India and joined Reuters as a partner in the collection and
dissemination of news from all over the world. PTI went into operation
on February 1, 1949. From 1953 PTI became a free agent as the PTI
Board, on the basis of experience, turned down the Reuters renewal pro-
posal (Shrivastava, K.M., 2007 pp. 19-20).

United Press of India

United Press of India (UPI) had collapsed in 1958 and to fill this void
United News of India (UNI) was launched by eight Indian newspapers,
The Hindu, The Times of India, The Statesman, Amrit Bazar Patrika, The Hin-
dustan Times, Hindustan Standard, Deccan Herald and Aryavarta. It was reg-
istered as a company on December 19, 1959. UNI started operations on
March 21, 1961. From a modest start, UNI grew into an important rival
agency to PTI within a decade. 
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K.M.Shrivastava

There exist in India four news agencies today (2009): Press Trust of India
(PTI), United News of India (UNI), Indo Asian News Service (IANS) and
Asian News International (ANI). They have their international opera-
tions of varying dimensions. As I write this, however, India has completed
62 years of Independence, yet Nehru’s dream of an international news
agency for India remains largely unfulfilled. 

Addressing the All India Newspapers Editors’ Conference at Allahabad
on February 16, 1946, Jawaharlal Nehru said. “I should like news to come
from all sources, but above all I should like your Conference and the own-
ers of all newspapers present here to think of starting your own foreign
news service. A number of newspapers could combine for the purpose
and appoint their agents. I would like these agents to be posted in some
of the important world centres like Washington, London, Paris and
Moscow. But I would particularly like them to go to the places which are
not sufficiently covered by other agencies – in South East Asia, the Mid-
dle East and the rest of the world”  (Raghavan, 1987, p. 170).

Empire and the Age of Reuters

The news agency story in India began with Reuters. The initial Reuters
telegram datelined Calcutta was sent in 1858 (Kaul,  2003, p. 40). In Octo-
ber 1859 Reuter had started a “Special India and China Service” (Read,
1999, p. 17). By 1864 the Government of India had arranged to be fur-
nished with regular Reuters telegrams. Reuters’ first office was estab-
lished at Bombay in 1866, and within two years there were offices in Cal-
cutta, Karachi, Madras, Colombo and Point de Galle (Kaul,  2003, p. 40).
Soon, Reuters started functioning as an imperial agency and got Govern-
ment support to eliminate any competition. Associated Press of India,
founded by K.C. Roy in 1910, became a fully owned Reuters’s subsidiary
in 1919. The Free Press of India (FPI) of Swaminath Sadanand, which
started in 1927, having made arrangements to take foreign news from
other sources, had to face the full might of the British Empire and was
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No.30/1477, press-dated April 19, 1977. Kuldip Nayar chaired the Com-
mittee. He had the experience of running UNI, when it was about to die
after two years of existence and made it functional. The Committee sub-
mitted its report in August 1977.  It recommended the restructuring of
Samachar into two agencies: one to provide service in English, another in
Indian languages, and both to organize jointly an international agency.
This was a reasonable recommendation. The Committee said the purpose
of creating the news agency framework under a statutory charter from Par-
liament would be three-fold: (1) to provide safeguards for the qualitative
attributes of objectivity, adequacy and independence; (2) to preserve the
structure of the Agencies; (3) and to extend statutory protection to the
process of conversion of existing agencies into the new framework. “We
recommend that in the Act of Parliament provisions should be made to
the effect that the collection and dissemination of news should be free
from any slant, pressure or interference exerted either by Government
authorities or by any other source and that the news coverage should be
fully impartial, objective and independent.” In effect, the Committee
retained the basic structure of Samachar, giving different names to its Eng-
lish, Hindi and foreign services and making them separate entities. 

However, the Janata Government led by Morarji Desai with L.K. Advani
as Minister of Information and Broadcasting did not accept the recom-
mendation of the Kuldip Nayar Committee. “News agencies forced to
merge under pressure and against their will during the Emergency
should be allowed to function independently as they were earlier. It
would then be open to them if they were to cooperate or come together
in order to ensure that they are able to play more effectively the pivotal
role expected of them in the press set up. Government feel that having
created a climate of freedom they should leave the development and
expansion of news agencies to the Press and the agencies themselves.”80

PTI and UNI

The four agencies resumed functioning separately as before Samachar
from April  14,1978. At the time of break-up of Samachar, the Govern-
ment offered them financial assistance on a tapering basis for six years,
besides a non-recurring rehabilitation grant and development loans to
restart separate operations once again. The India Desk of the Non-
Aligned News Agencies Pool was operated by PTI.  Hindustan Samachar
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There has been a desire to have news agencies serving the Indian lan-
guage press in the Indian languages. To fulfil this demand India's first
multilingual agency, the Hindustan Samachar, was set up in Bombay as a
private limited company in 1948 by S. S. Apte. It was limited to the distri-
bution of news among local newspapers through Devanagari telegrams.
With the advent of Devanagari teleprinters (teleprinter service was inau-
gurated by Purshottam Das Tandon in 1954),  the heavy transmission
costs forced Mr. Apte to hand over the agency to a cooperative society of
workers. In 1957, it became a society called the Hindustan Samachar
Cooperative Society, with its headquarters in New Delhi. The agency at its
peak fed news to its subscribers in 10 languages – Hindi, Gujarati,
Marathi, Punjabi, Urdu, Bengali, Oriya, Assamese, Telegu and Malay-
alam and had bureaus in Nepal, Sikkim and Bhutan. The second Indian
language agency, the Samachar Bharati, was registered as a company in
1962, was inaugurated on October 2, 1966 and commenced commercial
distribution of news to newspapers from January 1, 1967.  It supplied news
to the Indian language papers, most of them small and medium newspa-
pers, in Hindi, Marathi, Gujarati, Kannada, Urdu and Punjabi. Neither
of these agencies had sufficient revenue from the newspaper subscribers. 

Samachar

The four agencies, PTI, UNI, Hindustan Samachar and Samachar Bharti,
merged their separate identities into what came to be known as
“Samachar” in February 1976, following an agreement signed by each
agency on January 29, 1976. The Non-Aligned News Agencies Pool
(NANAP) came into existence in 1976. Samachar was the Indian partner
in the arrangement. This happened when the state of emergency was in
force (June 25, 1978 – March 21, 1977) and fundamental rights were sus-
pended. Samachar reorganised the Hindi Wing and recruited more staff
for this purpose and started offering a complete Hindi service and many
Hindi papers which were earlier taking the English service switched over
to the Hindi service. A Marathi service was also launched. Samachar
became a major issue in the 1977 elections and after the defeat of Indira
Gandhi the fate of this entity was sealed.

The Committee to examine the structure of Samachar as a news agency
and suggest its reorganisation was appointed by the Government of India,
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting through Resolution

80. Statement made by
Information and Broad-
casting Minister
L.K.Advani on November
14 , 1977 in Lok Sabha and
Rajya Sabha (the two
houses of Indian Parlia-
ment).
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Prem Prakash worked for the news film agency Visnews in New Delhi. Vis-
news began in 1957 and back in 1960 Reuters purchased shares in it. In
1968 this shareholding increased from 11 percent to 33 percent, in Octo-
ber 1985 to 55 per cent and in 1992 to full ownership. It was renamed
Reuter Television (Read,1999 p. 407) and Prem Prakash became its New
Delhi head and shifted to Reuters bureau.83 He then launched Asian
News International (ANI) basically to feed Reuters Television. ANI has
now become a multimedia news agency with Prem Prakash as its Chair-
man and his son Sanjiv Prakash as Editor and CEO.

PTI and UNI, whose owners were basically Indian newspapers, did
attempt diversification of services, particularly after they re-emerged
from Samachar in 1978. For example, PTI launched Feature Service in
July 1980, Science Service in October, 1981, Scan, an on-screen news dis-
play service, in November, 1982, PTI-TV in February 1986, PTI-Bhasha,
the Hindi service in April 1986, Stockscan I in August 1987, PTI photo
service October 1987, PTI Mag in August 1992, PTI Graphics service in
August 1993 and StockScan II in March 1995. These have achieved vary-
ing degrees of success. Computerisation of news operations was started
in PTI in 1985. The next year, in August, the experimental broadcast of
news and pictures via Indian satellite Insat-IB began. In September 2003,
PTI started Internet delivery of its news and photo services. UNI also
started many similar services. It became the first Indian news agency to
serve subscribers abroad in 1981, selling its wire service directly to news-
papers in the Persian Gulf and in Singapore through satellite channels.
These operations are now part of the history of UNI.  PTI started feeding
subscribers in the USA in 1984 and in the UK in 1985.  UNI has now closed
all its foreign operations. PTI, though financially stable now and earning
some profit, does not have an ambition to grow into an international
news agency.

IANS and ANI

IANS and ANI are filling the hole left by UNI and PTI. Technological
developments were also of great help. Though PTI started its TV service
first, the man who was in charge of that operation, Shashi Kumar, was not
able to get enough support from PTI and left.   The TV service did not
grow and this void was later filled by ANI.  ANI today claims to be South
Asia’s leading multimedia news agency with over 100 bureaus in India,
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and Samachar Bharati were once again in financial trouble within a
decade. Recommendations of the Goenka Committee (1985), which
looked into the situation of Hindi news agencies, preceded the death of
both Hindustan Samachar and Samachar Bharti. Goenka then was Chair-
man of PTI. UNI already had launched a Hindi service, UNI Varta, in May
1982. PTI launched its Hindi service PTI-Bhasha in April 1986. In 1992,
UNI launched its Urdu service on teleprinter claiming that it was the first
such service in the world. 

Today (2009), PTI claims: “a reach as vast as the Indian Railways. It employs
more than 400 journalists and 500 stringers to cover almost every district
and small town in India. Collectively, they put out more than 2,000 stories
and 200 photographs a day to feed the expansive appetite of the diverse
subscribers, who include the mainstream media, the specialised presses,
research groups, companies, and government and non-governmental
organisation.” Also “Currently, PTI commands 90 percent of new agency
market share in India.”81 This claim may be on a higher side, as despite the
downfall of UNI, there are two other news agencies that have some mar-
ket share: Indo-Asian News Service (IANS) and Asian News International. 

PTI and UNI whose ownership is in the hands of Indian newspapers have
tried diversification. In fact, they were ahead of Reuters and AP to go into
television service,82 but could not succeed. PTI took the lead and UNI fol-
lowed. Now in 2009 PTI is re-considering the launch of a television news
clip service, but ANI is ahead in this field. Indo-Asian News Service
(IANS) has also proceeded with diverse products and services. It is inter-
esting to note how these news agencies have developed. 

Gopal Raju launched India Abroad, a weekly newspaper from New York to
cater to the Indian community in the United States. Tarun Basu, whom
Raju appointed chief of the New Delhi bureau, had worked with two news
agencies, UNI and dpa. As an additional revenue stream backed with the
resources of India Abroad, a news service was launched in 1986. It was
named India Abroad News Service (IANS). When K.P.K. Kutty, the Gen-
eral Manager and Chief Editor of UNI retired, he was invited by Raju to
join IANS. The agency started growing and diversifying to cater to differ-
ent market requirements which were not then catered to by UNI and PTI.
When Raju sold India Abroad weekly to Rediff.com in April 2001, the India
Abroad News Service became Indo-Asian News Service, thus retaining
the credit line IANS.

81. Official  website of
PTI as seen on August

26, 2009.

82. PTI TV service was
launched in February

1986.

83. I had a long chat with
him in Reuters New Delhi
office about his plans for
ANI.
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national aspirations. It has diversified into a New Delhi-headquartered
media group which is not just a news agency with a growing international
reach but a content provider, knowledge resource and publishing out-
source for clients in India and overseas. News service content is a steady
output of news, features, situationers, analyses and commentaries. The
subjects span politics, foreign policy, strategic affairs, corporate affairs,
science, health, aviation, energy, technology, environment, the arts, lit-
erature, entertainment, social trends, human interest, religion and
sports. Its USP remains the coverage of the Indian Diaspora, numbering
about 25 million in 110 countries. In 1995 IANS started a Hindi Service.
Today its subscriber base encompasses most leading newspapers, web-
sites and other news outlets in Hindi. In 1998 IANS broke new ground
with the launch of an Arabic Service for the Gulf and the Middle East. Its
Arabic website ( www.alhindelyom.com) helps to bridge the information
gap with a region that has a large Indian and South Asian population.

IANS offers a cost-effective support system to international media organ-
izations, institutions, think tanks, overseas missions and multinational
companies. News, features and views from the subcontinent reach sub-
scribers instantaneously via the Internet and serve as a powerful informa-
tion and interpretational backup for all those based in India or dealing
in various ways with India and South Asia.

The publishing division of IANS is currently producing newspapers, peri-
odicals and journals for clients in the US, Canada, Britain and the Gulf,
besides India, not just in English but also in other Indian and foreign lan-
guages. IANS not only provides content to newspapers outside India but
has harnessed contemporary technology and its expertise in the area to
generate and present content – even entire newspapers, periodicals and
magazines – that is outsourced to it at a fraction of the cost.

IANS’ solutions division blends design, technology and marketing
expertise to create a web presence and also creates personalized websites.
IANS is one of the first news agencies to harness cellular technology to
launch Content2Mobile operations on both news and information. This
service is available in English, Hindi and other languages. 

The television division has been established to enable IANS Group to
service the electronic media. Apart from producing documentaries and
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South Asia and across the globe serving a multitude of clients - television
channels, radio stations, newspapers, websites and mobile carriers, both
at home and abroad, video/audio, text and picture content. Its range of
products encompasses loosely edited news feeds and customized pro-
grammes for television channels, audio bytes for radio stations, live web
casting and streamed multimedia / text content for websites and mobile
carriers, and news wire services for newspapers, magazines and websites 

ANI also provides a range of facilities for foreign and domestic channels
to package their reports in India and uplink via satellite. These include
provision of professional crews, editing and postproduction facilities,
and access to ANI archives, up-linking facilities, OB Vans and DSNG fly-
away systems coordinators, producers and correspondents, as required.
It covers almost all areas of interest to viewers including news, entertain-
ment and lifestyles, business, sports, human-interest features and social
and developmental issues. ANI is emerging as a “Complete Content
House” providing text, video and picture content for TV, print, mobile
and online media, all under one roof. The ANI Video service provides its
TV subscribers with over 45 video news stories everyday. It is also available
on the Reuters TV World News Service under the “Subcontinent” cate-
gory. Channels from all over the world, including leading global news
channels like the BBC and CNN, subscribe to this service. The ANI wire
service is delivered as per the specific requirements of the subscribers
through the Internet, email or FTP. ANI uses the latest in Internet tech-
nology to provide exclusive video, audio, text and picture content for web
users and has a multilingual package of audio, video, SMS and MMS con-
tent for mobiles. The ANI TV library claims to have the most comprehen-
sive and extensive footage of South Asia anywhere in the world. A large
portion of the footage has historical value and has been preserved in beta
and digital format. The footage and news items are from India, Pakistan,
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Nepal, Bhutan, Singapore, Malaysia
and many other Asian countries.

Indo-Asian News Service (IANS) – formerly India Abroad News Service –
started in 1986 to act as an information bridge between India and North
America and chronicle their growing ethnic, business and cultural links.
IANS not only reports to India, South Asia and the large Indian Diaspora
spread across the world, but also on global events that are of interest to
and impact on India, its geopolitics, is economy, its culture, society and
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a global player but has at least become a globally recognised source of
news about India and the Indian Diaspora.  ANI is also a private outfit
which started with the support of Reuters and has developed into a
regional news agency and service provider. 

In the history of news agencies in India, Indian newspapers have not been
found willing to bear the burden like the members of Associated Press do
in the United States. They want competition, which was behind the logic
to create UNI and dismantle Samachar. Indian language newspapers
want news agencies or news agency services in their respective languages
but do not want to pay for it. As late as June 1, 1987 the then-Chairman of
PTI, Ramnath Goenka, quoted Nehru in his  foreword to “PTI Story” and
wrote: “With co-operation from all concerned, within the organisation
and outside, it should be possible to launch PTI-International for gath-
ering and dissemination of news worldwide” (Raghavan, 1987, p. 9) This
has not been possible so far.  PTI has correspondents in Bangkok, Beijing,
Dhaka, Dubai, Jerusalem, Johannesburg, Islamabad, Kathmandu, Kuala
Lumpur, London, Moscow, New York, Washington, Singapore and Syd-
ney. But its international operations are only limited. The ANI and IANS
networks are growing but they are nowhere near to becoming another AP
or Reuters. Thus Nehru’s dream is still far away from being fulfilled
despite more than six decades of freedom.
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providing content to television channels and networks outside India, the
TV division is evolving plans to provide the domestic electronic media
with Indian diaspora-related news generated by its network of bureaus
across the globe.

IANS India Pvt. Ltd., prides itself as an independent and integrated
media company with no affiliation with any major business house, polit-
ical or ideological group. “The media group is driven by professionals
with long years of experience and with a collective vision of carving a
niche in quality of content and product in a media scenario that is getting
increasingly crowded with new names entering the print, electronic and
web space.”84

Multiple models

There are several models of news agency ownership in the world. India
has experimented with many of them. Associated Press of India was
launched by a journalist who could not make it finicially viable and was
soon taken over by Reuters. The privately-owned news agency of S.
Sadanand was not allowed to function during the time of the Empire. At
the time of independence he tried to launch a privately-owned global
news service but failed.  PTI, which took over API assets and business from
Reuters is a non-profit cooperative of newspapers where no dividend is
paid to shareholders. UNI was also floated by a group of newspapers. Hin-
dustan Samachar became a cooperative of employees. In Samachar
Bharti, state governments had shares but did not have any representation
in management.  The four were merged into Samachar, which could have
become a global news agency by now but it was disbanded for political rea-
sons after the defeat of Indira Gandhi in the 1977 elections at the end of
the state of emergency. A few years after the break up of Samachar, both
Hindustan Samachar and Samachar Bharti collapsed, as the Hindi news-
papers did not give them financial support. UNI and PTI both launched
Hindi services and UNI later added a service in Urdu. At the moment
(2009), UNI, which at one time had become a formidable competitor of
PTI, is on the verge of collapse. PTI is stable and financially sound but
seems to have decided to remain a national news agency.   IANS is a pri-
vate limited company with experienced journalists owning and manag-
ing it. It is developing into a media group which is exploiting technolog-
ical developments for diversifying its media business. It is far from being

84. Official website of
IANS. Tarun Basu,

Editor–in-Chief, also
emphasized this point
during an interaction

recently. 
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ology and the only media – this is the way to describe the formal unity of
the media, journalism content and society. However, in spite of the fact
that in the Soviet Union the media were a powerful propagandist tool,
they were fraught with controversy which later gave rise to the post-Soviet
media in Russia. It was mass media that gave a powerful impetus to change
and became one of the first areas in which transition from socialism was
made at all levels: societal, entrepreneurial, and cultural.85

Now the media faced real life. The new living environment of the media
was created by private media companies; parties of various political ori-
entations and non-government organizations starting to shape civil soci-
ety; an active and fragmented audience having been freed from ideolog-
ical dependence and satisfying its media needs on its own. New media
structures gave rise to new political and economic forces, which in turn
have a strong impact on media structures today. The post-socialist transi-
tion process in mass media manifested itself not only in the movement
towards democracy and market economy but also in terms of global com-
munication changes. These universal tendencies in media development
determined the evolution of the Russian media system not to a lesser
degree than the factors of national transition, period.86

The new Russian media status quo was formed in response to significant
changes in the structure of the media system. The “old media” status quo
was characterized by the lack of concentration in media resources; sub-
ordination to the ideological control the of party and government; the
dominance of print media in the system of ideological activity; and the
existence of a centralized non-market economy.87 First and foremost the
new structure implies:

• new audience preferences: the traditionally “reading nation” is grow-
ing into a “television nation;”
• changes in the structure of the print media market: the vertical hierar-
chical structure of the newspaper and magazine market, which
used to dominate in the USSR, has given way to horizontal and net-
worked configuration in regional markets;
• the introduction of advertising into everyday practices: being the main
source of financing, advertising influences consumer behaviour
and shapes Russians’ new everyday culture.88
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13. News Agencies in Russia: Challenging Old Traditions 
and New Media

Elena Vartanova and Tatjana Frolova

Only in recent years, with the emergence of free news content on the
Internet and the development of mobile telephony, certain products of
news agencies have come to be accessible for the mass audience. How-
ever, news agencies have always been “a key institution,” a “central link,”
a “nerve,” a “nucleus” of any national media system and determined its
agenda, in spite of the fact that in the 150 years of their existence their
products have not been directly oriented towards the mass audience, nor
subject to overt observation. In turn, the type of the media system and the
pattern of the information and communication environment, deter-
mined by national ideological, economic and cultural factors, have
directly influenced the “nucleus.” The peculiarities of Russian news agen-
cies can only be understood in the context of the unique features of devel-
opment of the media system in Russia, whose history has undergone a
number of dramatic turns.

The new Russian media status quo

Russian journalism today is a developing world having its own tendencies,
achievements, and failures. Russian media are an interesting phenome-
non because of their particular content, reflecting the specific world of a
country being at the turn of civilizations, and also because of the devel-
opment of a new media system as an independent industry. Never before,
over the three centuries of its existence, has Russian journalism been so
complex, engrossing and controversial as nowadays. It is a unique com-
bination of heterogeneous phenomena and processes that originated in
the transition period of the 1990s and keep changing in the new, post-
transition media environment of the current decade. In addition, Russ-
ian media, along with the media world as a whole, are undergoing a fun-
damental technological transformation.

Before the 1990s the Soviet mass media had been an indispensable insti-
tution of the Soviet society. The news coverage they created was lop-sided
and often had little to do with reality. One nation, one party, the only ide-
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established. The telegrams that were received from abroad and censored
served as a basis for compiling bulletins, which were subsequently sent to
subscribers by telegraph two or three times a day. Soon after that, RTA
started collecting domestic information and spreading it abroad via
Wolf’s Germany-based agency. Being under Wolf’s “patronage” was not
voluntary, nor did it meet Russian national interests. So there was an
urgent need for the country to have an independent Russian news
agency. The initiative was taken and the decision was made by the Russ-
ian authorities, who realized that it was absolutely essential to inform the
world about what would contribute to Russia’s political image and enable
the rapidly developing Russian capital to enter the world market. Thus
SPTA (the St. Petersburg Telegraph Agency) was established – the first
independent Russian news agency that was both financed and controlled
by the government. September 1, 1904 is commonly considered to be the
date of its birth. 

The second period in the history of Russian news agencies began in 1917
when, in the days of the October Bolshevik Revolution, SPTA ( referred
to as the Petrograd Telegraph Agency since 1914) was seized, along with
the telegraph, railway stations, bridges and other strategic means of com-
munication. In a short period of time, all the information services in the
capital and in the regions, and news offices abroad, were fused into an
information body called ROSTA, whose functioning was under strict con-
trol. The agency would be given straightforward directions regarding the
kind of information to be spread. Newspapers and magazines were
obliged to publish the information obtained from ROSTA.89 Since then,
the functioning of the Soviet news agency has been repeatedly reformed,
its name changing four times; in 1925 it was finally named The Telegraph
Agency of the Soviet Union, TASS. For a long time, TASS was the only source
of official information and a news service ensuring simultaneous function-
ing of the Soviet media. 

The activities of the agency were strictly controlled by the authorities and
were generally aimed at propagandist tasks. In 1961, in the times of
Khrushchev’s “thaw”, another news agency, APN, was established by a
number of public organizations on the basis of Sovinformbjuro; this had
a non-government status but was under the government’s control any-
way. APN specialized in spreading information among foreign sub-
scribers. It ensured a kind of “socialism on display.” In postwar times,
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Such processes as a creative adaptation of global conceptions to the Russ-
ian media context, the arrival of global concerns at the Russian media
market, and the development of international media brands have con-
tributed a lot to the operation of the modern media system in Russia.
Reorientation of texts towards the information standards of English and
American journalism and the classical principle of distinguishing
between “news” and “opinions” has become a significant tendency in the
formation of the new professional culture. 

One of the major factors of transformation has been a transition of media
enterprises to the market principles of functioning. Entering the market
in the early 1990s, Russian journalism found itself facing numerous prob-
lems which it had not been aware of before. First and foremost were
issues of ownership, profit, and managing financial flows and personnel.
The media changed their status: no longer subordinated to party leader-
ship and centralized planning, they became an independent industry
complying with market laws. As a result, a specific media infrastructure
was created, which ensured the influx of financial resources, regular news
delivery, and unity of the media industry. This unity used to be guaran-
teed by the predominance of ideology and the overall party leadership;
now they gave way to natural regulators driving the total national mech-
anism of the media industry. Those natural regulators were, first, several
areas of content production (news agencies, sound recording studios,
companies producing television programmes, and video-and film stu-
dios); second, advertising and PR-agencies. Most areas emerged in the
Russian market for the first time, while the old ones drastically changed
their functioning. The latter group incorporated news agencies. 

The history of news agencies in Russia

The first news agencies in Russia were founded in the second half of the 19th

century when, after the “great reforms” of the 1860s, industry, trade, and
agricultural production experienced a real boom. On its way to world
capitalism, the developing Russian economy needed current and valid
information regarding world markets and the political situation. In those
days, print media were not allowed to directly receive telegrams pertain-
ing to politics without their being censored by the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs. However, in 1866, at the direction of the Emperor, the first domes-
tic information service – the Russian Telegraph Agency (RTA) – was
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The market of news agencies developed successfully and the quality of
their products improved due to high competitive pressures. Their rev-
enue being the only source of funding, news agencies tended to enlarge
the range of subscribers. By using pure market mechanisms, news agen-
cies developed economic independence which ensured independence
in pursuing information policy. For various reasons, some of those agen-
cies ceased to exist, yet the market for news was established while the monop-
oly of the state-run news service was destroyed. A significant part in the
emergence of new agencies and the development of the old ones was
played by the evolution of telecommunication networks that literally forced
journalists and managers to change their professional standards of deal-
ing with news.93

Researchers of the transition period of Russian media, whose works
reflect, in the first place, the situation in the 1990s,94 found it rather par-
adoxical that, though information services did master modern news stan-
dards in terms of technology, ideologically they remained national serv-
ices, which thought it their duty to meet the interests of the state by shap-
ing the country’s positive image. This meant that the future of Russian
news agencies strongly depended on whether they would be able to over-
come the contradiction between the global and the local. 

Today, summing up the results of the first post-transition decade, one
may state that the challenges have been met. The period following 2000
saw the formation of the national system of information agencies, the
acceptance of various business models, the introduction of new informa-
tion technologies, the mastering of modern journalist practices, the
establishment of regional markets and inter-regional ties. So far, a stable
equilibrium has been achieved, an equilibrium which provides the right
conditions for dynamic growth in compliance with world-wide trends.
The contradiction mentioned above has been essentially overcome.

The “Big Three” today

Three information services lead the market: RIA Novosti, “Interfax,” and
ITAR TASS, although the configuration of the “Big Three” has changed
considerably.

Judging from its ratings, ITAR-TASS, the Federal State-run Information
Telegraph Agency of Russia, TASS’ successor,95 is no longer the leader
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TASS entered the top five world’s largest news agencies. In 1993, as many
as 5 thousand people worked for it,90 its level of staffing outperformed
the leading Western agencies. It enjoyed high status on the world market,
although TASS was different from other international agencies in that it
acted as a voice of the Soviet government which tended to speak to the
peoples of the world through its official spokesmen. However, this status
had a negative impact on the agency. It was unable to develop as an infor-
mation service because requirements as to modern news transmission
did not meet the demands placed on a government agency. This is why,
according to some researchers, TASS, in spite of its “world status,” would
never be able to compete with large Western agencies.91

The information boom of the early 1990s caused by perestroika affected
news agencies as well. The new agencies that emerged appeared to be an
alternative to the state-run information service. Starting from scratch and fac-
ing enormous technical and financial difficulties, those new agencies
managed to win popularity and gain the reputation of a reliable source of
current information and comments which official channels rejected.
Sometimes the survival of the agency depended on trifling circum-
stances. For instance, in 1989 there were only 80 fax machines in Moscow,
and the “Interfax” agency which had the list of these and the only
machine for simultaneous distribution of fax messages found itself in an
advantageous position, though it had had a number of other dramatic
experiences in the course of its development.92 Nevertheless, the monop-
oly of TASS and APN was soon destroyed: as the agencies started taking
into account the real demands of the information market, their informa-
tion products became sought after. 

Innovative production and distribution technologies created competitive
advantages for the new agencies. Ahead of other media enterprises,
“Interfax” realized the importance of economic relations and financial
stability. Selling financial information to corporate customers and cor-
porate banks came to be the main strategy for “Interfax” and other suc-
cessful news services. Specialized bulletins issued by the agencies com-
prised information about the key Russian industries – oil and gas indus-
try, finances, metallurgy. Access to world markets and partnership with
the leading producers of financial and economic information con-
tributed to “Interfax’s” stability.
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and mastering modern journalist practices. Experimenting with new cre-
ative formats is not uncommon, either.

Over recent years, RIA Novosti has come to be a leading multimedia news
agency in Russia. The agency’s modern multimedia newsroom launched
in January 2008 has no parallel in the country as it uses the most advanced
technologies for collecting, processing and producing news. Unlike most
news agencies, RIA Novosti supplies news not only to the media but also
to the ultimate information consumer. Its multimedia site is one of the
hottest news resources in the Russian-language Internet. Its foreign-lan-
guage sites are very popular among news resources dealing with events in
Russia. RIA Novosti is also a leader in mobile content production. Its
experience shows that the government status is not an obstacle to
dynamic, up-to-date and efficient activities. Today its main competitor is
not the other government service, which used to leave RIA Novosti
behind, but a private media holding – the “Interfax” group. In certain
respects, RIA’s ratings have outperformed those of “Interfax.”

“Interfax” (the “Interfax” International Information Group97) has con-
siderably strengthened its position. The agency also places an emphasis
on modern technologies, but its conception focuses on other possibili-
ties as well. The market of professional financial and economic informa-
tion has become the agency’s priority area of activity. In recent years, the
economic development of Russia, China and the CIS countries, foreign
investors’ increased interest in these countries, the processes of global-
ization and technological progress have allowed “Interfax” to generate
products that are of world-wide interest. “Interfax” generates informa-
tion products and means of communication used for decision-making in
politics and business. Since the early 1990s, the agency has been the main
source of current news on Russia and the CIS for the international com-
munity; it is an indisputable leader as to the number of references in mes-
sages from this region published by foreign media; and it is among the
most frequently used sources of information worldwide. Over recent
years “Interfax” has come to be the leading supplier of political and finan-
cial news from the developing markets of Europe and from China. “Inter-
fax” includes about 30 companies and subdivisions providing news, ana-
lytical services, market data, and fundamental information, developing
software and databases. “Interfax” is especially proud of SPARK, an infor-
mation analytical data base about market companies. Among its partners
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but its position is fairly firm. In the area of distribution of political infor-
mation, this “central state-run information agency” (such is its official sta-
tus) is still shaping the contours of the information flow as it has a wide
network of news reporters, a number of exclusive rights, and an
extremely rich archive. ITAR-TASS opted for modernization somewhat
late, but today its numerous subscribers receive operating tapes, newslet-
ters, bulletins, and updated reference books. Being aware of the chal-
lenges of the time and meeting those challenges, the agencies modern-
ized the whole range of products by introducing new areas of focus. Hav-
ing control over an exclusive database, archives and news photography,
ITAR-TASS is making use of these advantages. The agency is armed with
a unique service of graphic operative information, including the well-
known reference book The Countries of the World, which is continuously
renewed. One of its current subdivisions, the agency of military and tech-
nical information “ARMS-TASS” is an indisputable leader in the corre-
sponding information sector. In spite of its well-deserved position in the
media market, however, the former monopolist has been beaten up by its
competitors, which chose the way of renovation prior to ITAR-TASS and
are developing more dynamically.

RIA Novosti (the Russian International Information Agency Novosti,
APN’s successor96) has changed most drastically over recent years having
undergone a virtual re-branding. In terms of status, it remains a state-run
company. Nevertheless it pursues an independent, up to date, highly
technological information policy. Interestingly enough, RIA Novosti for-
mally became a state-run company only in post-Soviet times. Under
socialism, it had been strictly controlled by the state but its formal
founders were public organizations. In the transition period, the agency
saw a number of re-organizations before it was able to find its own effi-
cient conception and occupy a certain typological niche. The task was
challenging enough as two national news agencies had monopolized the
information market. One of those was state-run ITAR-TASS; the other,
conceptually altogether different, dealt with commercial economic
information. So, in the absence of vacant niches, the success of RIA
Novosti was really unique. In a short time it was able to find a third direc-
tion – intensively mastering new information technologies. Operational
efficiency, objectivity, validity, and independence from the political situ-
ation became the criteria for its information products. The main tools to
be used were the introduction of multimedia technologies, convergence,
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• national agencies – large all-Russian agencies producing themati-
cally universal information (ITAR-TASS, “Interfax,” RIA Novosti);
• specialized agencies – agencies different in operational scale, pro-
ducing thematically segmented content and catering for particu-
lar consumer groups;
• regional agencies – agencies based in Moscow and other cities
which accumulate regional information and cater for regional
news markets.

The agencies providing economic and business information. The growth of
market relations led to a huge and ever-increasing demand for financial
and economic information. In the early 1990s, the Russian market saw
dozens of news agencies specializing in this kind of information. At first,
information was mostly delivered in the form of printed sections. By the
mid-1990s, however, the agencies had learnt to generate products that
were really attractive to professionals by constructing platforms for
transmitting commercial information in real-time mode. To begin with,
it became possible to deliver data by means of the radio signal, an oppor-
tunity “MFD-InfoTsentr,” “Interfax” and “Finmarket” immediately
availed themselves of. In 1997 the first project on news integration into
the exchange trading system: messages from “Interfax” (a few years later
– from Praim-TASS and some other agencies) became available for the
participants of stock exchanges in the capital, RTS and MMVB, a fact
which considerably increased the probability of direct news influence
on the market. At about the same time, the Internet became widespread
as the primary medium for information delivery to market profession-
als and the mass audience. Over recent years, there has been a trend
towards information business concentration resulting in the rise of sev-
eral market leaders (Reuters and Bloomberg included) and towards
business consolidation (e.g., purchase of the “Finmarket” agency by the
“Interfax” Group).

RBK (Business information provider/news agency “RosBiznesKonsalt-
ing”98). The history of this news agency, which, until fairly recently, had
dominated the sector, is very typical of the young Russian media market
as a whole. In 15 years a small company specializing in financial informa-
tion has grown into a media holding with capitalization exceeding one
million dollars. The success of RBK, whose declared goal is to promote
Russia’s integration into the world information and economic commu-
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are such giants of world business as Reuters, Moody’s, Dun&Bradstreet,
Experian, Business Wire, and LexisNexis. “Interfax” was the first infor-
mation agency in Russia entered in the annual survey of the professional
financial information world market, Inside Market Data Reference. 

Analyzing the positions of the leading agencies, one may state that they
have been able to cope with the controversy between the global and the
national. Despite the fact that they have developed in different ways
and represent dissimilar business (and content) models, they have all
managed to market their competitive advantages: 

• ITAR-TASS made use of a unique infrastructure, archives, data-
bases and news photography; 
• RIA Novosti leads the market in multimedia technologies; 
• “Interfax,” being a commercial company from the very start, was
the first to focus on distributing business information in the grow-
ing market. 

However different, the members of the “Big Three” have some common
features as well, the most important one being their determination to fol-
low world tendencies in developing information services and relying
upon modern journalist technologies. This is more characteristic of
“Interfax” and RIA Novosti, the two main competitors in the Russian
media market having the highest ratings. The competition of the infor-
mation giants is advantageous for the consumer: each of them annually
enriches the market with a number of new highly technological products.
Two joint start-ups became quite an event in 2009: a multimedia journal-
ism school and a program of content support for regional media.

The national system of news agencies 

The general development trends in the world news market have certainly
touched upon Russia. The emergence and functioning of news agencies,
originally chaotic, have come to be well-organized. What actually took
place was their division and further systematization, both “vertical” (from
the viewpoint of operational scale and coverage area) and “horizontal” (in
terms of the themes concerned and the type of information consumer: a
mass medium or a business structure). At this time a few hundred infor-
mation services have shaped the national system of news agencies:

98. http://www.rbc.ru/
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The agencies providing social and cultural news. The agencies specializing in
collecting and distributing information of cultural and particularly
social character are far fewer. This can be accounted for by the fact that
at the times when most agencies were only developing, the media were
strongly politicized, and information on the social sphere of civil society
– the so-called “third sector” – did not receive much attention. Changes
of ownership and the accompanying political intrigues also drew
resources and interest away from it. Information support and promo-
tion of social and cultural initiatives, civil enlightenment, consolidation
of society – this is what any society needs to know about, especially a soci-
ety like Russia; however, the commercial potential of such information is
relatively small. The consumers of information provided by the agencies
are the mass media (electronic ones among them), government bodies
and public organizations. The experience of such agencies as ASI (the
Social Information Agency), RAFIA (the Russian Ecological Federal
Information Agency), RASI (the Social and Economic Information
Agency in Russia), “Prima News,” “The News on Human Technologies,”
AKI (the Cultural Information Agency), the “Kultura” agency and the
“Kultura” information portal is interesting from points of view other than
commercial. The products generated by each of these agencies are
unique in their own special way. Making use of these products, journal-
ists are trying to draw public attention to what is going on in society and
to the condition of intellectual, creative, and social potential in Russia.
In the post-transition period, interest in such information has increased
and the agencies’ positions have strengthened, but the problem of fund-
ing is as urgent as before.

ASI (the Social Information Agency)100 is an indisputable leader in this sec-
tor of the information market. Every day the agency issues news “with a
human face” on socially significant events, activities of non-commercial
organizations and the lives of private individuals. Founded in 1994 on
the initiative of several charity foundations at a time when independent
public organizations in Russia were growing in strength, ASI exercised
a marked influence on their formation – today the number of registered
NCOs (non-commercial organizations) alone exceeds half a million.
Developing fairly rapidly, ASI has a large net of correspondents in sev-
eral dozen Russian cities. The agency distributes news on open access,
free of charge, renewing it in real-time mode. The uniqueness of ASI’s
goals and content conception determined the special journalist tech-
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nity by means of introducing high technologies, is a dramatic illustration
of the fact that Russian media business can conform to the formats, deter-
mined by post-industrial economy, without any formal support from the
state or big business. RBK started as the first Russian news agency special-
izing in business information. All the further start-ups would become
landmark events in the Russian and, later, international media market: 

• the first news agency to establish its own server in Runet (1995); 
• the first online information system in Russia to transmit the
course of trading straight from Russian trading floors (1996); 
• an indisputable leader in site traffic in the Russian segment of the
Internet (1998); 
• the first media company to pass the IPO in Russia (2002); 
• the first Russian business television (2003); 
• the first Russian television channel broadcasting its own weekly
business program on the CNBC Europe television channel; 
• the first Russian TV channel regularly supplying the CNN World
Report program with news items. 

In the late 2000s, RBK was a group of companies engaged in a wide range
of media activities: a news agency, business-television RBK-TV, electronic
newspapers, print media, and marketing communications.99

The success of RBK is impressive indeed, but it did not protect the
agency from the financial blow of 2008-2009. RBK has become one of
the first and highest profile victims of the crisis. Its ambitious projects
required and obtained huge credit which RBK failed to return. As a
result, its capitalization significantly dropped, and the holding was sold.
RBK is still a big player in the economic and business information mar-
ket, but times are hard for it now. The bad luck of RBK has evoked a wide
public response in the Russian media community. Market analysts have
coined a term “RBK syndrome” which is, to varying degrees, character-
istic of young ambitious companies: a combination of modern concep-
tions and technologies and powerful dynamic with a high degree of risk,
now and then unjustified, which, as RBK’s drama illustrates, are able to
ruin even the most efficient calculations. Under unfavorable circum-
stances, highly profitable business models in transitive economies are
extremely risky. 

99. Not long ago the
Russian information
channel RBK-TV was

acknowledged as the best
satellite news channel in
Europe. It was awarded
one of the most presti-

gious prizes in the world
of television – the

European Hot Bird TV
Awards 2008. And though
such awards abound, the
very fact that this young
Russian news channel is

among the leaders of the
world television market
is very significant both

for the channel itself and
for the Russian media as
a whole. The key factors
of its success have been

the rate of growth and
the novelty of the con-

tent.

100. http://www.asi.org.ru/
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horizontal information connections is apparent. In Soviet times, this
niche was filled due to the efforts of numerous TASS subdivisions; in the
transition period, a tangible threat to the single information space
emerged. The post-transition period is characterized by intense activity
in this direction, which is nothing but another response to the challenges
of the time. 

Departments of metropolitan and inter-regional agencies, information centers offi-
cially supported by local authorities and independent agencies work in regional
centers under high competitive pressures. They provide news informa-
tion for the local media, as well as for Moscow agencies. In large cities
there are up to 20-25 agencies and information bureaus targeting differ-
ent groups of subscribers and different topics. The number of agencies
in small towns is also growing. However, all these services fail to satisfy the
need of metropolitan media companies for the news from out-of-the way
places; nor do they meet regional consumers’ demand for “horizontal”
information. The problems of small independent regional agencies are
related to a lack of money and a low level of professionalism, as well as
political pressures from local authorities.

Regnum102 is an agency which literally rushed into the information space
and in a very short time (less than in 10 years) came to lead103 the
regional news market. This is the most promising new project in the news
agencies market. Its founders, for the first time in the history of Russian
media, set a goal to establish a single federal network of online information
from Russian regions, a drastically new broadcasting system which would
cover not only the informationally highly-developed enclaves but Russia
as a whole. Regnum unites the network of regional news agencies and its
own correspondents. Regnum covers adjacent territories as well: Tran-
scaucasus, Ukraine, the Baltic states, Central Asia and so on. Today Reg-
num is the largest news agency in Eurasia in terms of its capacity and
broadcasting geography. Regnum offered consumers its own news con-
ception, which brought the agency wide recognition. The idea was to
make use of “plain news” or “local news:” current information coming
from the agency’s correspondents in the regions. This niche in the Russ-
ian media market is in demand but it is poorly developed. The agency has
worked out its own style of news presentation able to reflect the range of
problems, interests and conflicts specific for each region – the unique
socio-political “language” of every nook in our huge country. In addition,
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nologies the agency makes use of. Unlike other new services, it does not
simply “patrol” its area generating news products; it also participates in
constructing the area’s media environment: it launches numerous projects
and actions in the civil sector; conducts educational campaigns; pro-
motes such social initiatives as festivals, conferences, round-table discus-
sions and exhibitions; engages in social advertising. Information assis-
tance to civil projects is an essential part of ASI’s newscasts content. It
represents a sponsor (subsidy) business-model, but this model is differ-
ent from, for instance, government funding of TASS in the Soviet era.
Being a full-fledged information service, ASI is a non-commercial enter-
prise, and for its customers all its products (news, bulletins, books, and
the like) are free. The agency’s professional activities are donor-funded;
among the donors are Russian, foreign, and international charity foun-
dations and large Russian companies.

Information and analytical agencies. This is another group of news agencies
which are new for the Russian market. “Medialogiya,” “Integrum-
tekhno,” “Ex Libris” and some others engage in monitoring and analyz-
ing media in real-time mode. Information search in mass media, study-
ing the media environment, marketing research, consulting, financial
information, business intelligence, rating surveys in media – such are the
services rendered by these agencies. Their successful functioning, sec-
ondary use of media information to generate new products on its basis,
and stable demand for their services prove the dynamic development of
the Russian media market. According to “Medialogiya,” for example,
Russian information agencies’ citation rating in September 2009 was as
follows: “Interfax,” RIA Novosti, ITAR-TASS, Praim-TASS, RBK, “Ros-
balt,” “Regnum,” “Noviy Region,” “Regions.ru,” “FederalPress.”101 Two
facts are notable: first, the growth of interest in economic and business
information is prevailing; second, the top ten include several agencies
distributing regional information.

The regional news agencies’ market. Media market regionalization is one of
the main trends in the development of the new media system. The
regional agenda is as important for Russia as federal or international
ones. In a country where regions differ considerably in terms of natural
conditions, economic development and national and cultural peculiari-
ties, where the traditions of new federalism are just being established and
local self-administration is at a rudimentary stage, a need for vertical and

101. http://www.mlg.ru/
smi/ratings/1666

102. http://www.regnum.ru/

103. According to  the Web-
scan(tm) Technologies
company, by the summer
of 2009 Regnum  had
become number one in the
citation rating among the
internet media, one in 20
Runet news makes refer-
ence to it. The”Medi-
alogiya” rating agency con-
siders Regnum to be the
leader in the list of federal
media known for publish-
ing regional news in 2008. 
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Information agencies and new media development. The boom in IT-technolo-
gies and new media development worldwide, Russia included, had a
direct and multilateral influence on news agencies’ functioning. Inter-
est in networked news resources has dramatically increased,105 which is
indicative of one of the most significant tendencies in the media market
today. 

In December 2008, only 23% of Russians stated their trust in the Internet
media, while television was supported by 70% of respondents.106 This can
be accounted for by the insufficient advance of the Internet in Russia: in
September 2008, Internet users made up 41% of the citizens of Moscow
and St. Petersburg while in the regions only 12%. (In the USA nowadays,
about 84% of residents have access to the Internet.) However, the dispo-
sition in the Russian media market is changing fairly rapidly. As
Minkomsvyazi predicts, in 2009 alone the number of users will grow by
34% and amount to 63 million people. 

The development of news resources, however, is related to a number of
problems, among which the most urgent one is the problem of free con-
tent distributed by these resources. They are becoming serious competi-
tors to news agencies, for which content sales are the major constituent
part of their business-model. A research by Webscan (tm) Technologies
revealed staggering figures: the rate of news content growth in Runet is
twice as high as numbers of Russian Internet users. Interestingly, about
40% of the texts published are word-for-word reprints from other
resources. In the first half of 2008, the Runet Top 100 of the most fre-
quently cited resources came to be used for reprinting about 233,000 news
items, which were located (some of them – repeatedly) on about 18,500
sites. Thus, the increase in the volume of Runet news publications occurs,
first and foremost, on account of the so-called “information noise,” while
the actual number of newsbreaks is increasing indifferently. Now and then
Internet news resources become “rubbish bins” hindering qualitative
development of “proper” news agencies’ products, which has become
especially noticeable under the economic crisis.

Russian News Agencies and the Crisis

The economic crisis has had a serious impact on the Russian media indus-
try in general and its personnel in particular. Media companies’ advertis-
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Regnum seeks to diversify information flows by giving local government
bodies, public organizations and small regional agencies facilities for
broadcasting. Regnum’s unquestionable competitive advantage is a con-
venient site, consisting of a news feed and a navigation panel, and an
opportunity to provide free access for all users. The agency’s news feed,
which is fast and open in all respects, enables each Russian, no matter
where he enters the Internet from, to share the information with his or
her compatriots. For a country like Russia, it is very important to preserve
versatility in unity. 

In the Russian market, as well as in the adjacent ones, a significant role is
also played by intra-regional agencies collecting information from particu-
lar regions: Rosbalt, Severo-Zapad, Noviy Region, Regions.ru, Siberian
news agency, Altapress and some others. The problem of imbalance in the
news market in Russia is apparent. Not only news agencies, but other
media as well allow for the predominance of the news from the capital and
other big cities. The life of Russian provinces – huge territories with mil-
lions of people living there – largely remains in obscurity, though some
positive dynamic is obvious. In spite of a great demand for their products,
regional news agencies find it difficult to pave their way into the major
information flows. Interest in their products is growing, however, as illus-
trated by the aforementioned citation rating adduced by the “Medi-
alogiya” agency. In this connection, the emergence of some online edi-
tions in near-abroad countries (former Soviet republics) that have been
able to challenge popular Russian media is very significant. Among them
are: Ukrainian news sites KORRESPONDENT.NET and UNIAN.NET
listed in Top 20, and also INFORM.KZ in Kazakhstan and Byelorussian
BELTA.BY104 occupying more humble places in the rating. All this proves
that in spite of political disagreement (often imposed), the Russian audi-
ence shows a genuine interest in the life of the regions which used to rep-
resent one country. The common information space of the former Soviet
republics has weakened but not collapsed. The human and economic ties
have proved to be stronger than political ones. Moreover, in times of
political aggravation, these ties come to be more intense: former compa-
triots are far from being indifferent to their neighbors’ destiny, no mat-
ter how dramatic their official relations are. This is also true of media con-
sumption in the countries adjacent to Russia. Developing their informa-
tion strategies, Russian agencies take this fact into account.

104. According to
Webscan (tm)
Technologies

105. According to Webscan
(tm) Technologies, over
the recent year  Top 5 has
included the following
news resources: REG-
NUM.RU, LENTA.RU,
INTERFAX.RU, RBC.RU
and ITAR-TASS.RU

106. According to
VTSIOM
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IT and Internet sector, whereas in March 2008 there were as many as
262.7. In Russia, as well as in the West, the lack of financial stability
encourages the need for news and business information.110 The traffic
on information sites has increased, while, in comparison with European
countries, the total number of Internet users has been growing in Russia
fairly rapidly.111

According to a survey by VTSIOM – one of the most highly reputable soci-
ological services in Russia – in 2008 Russians’ attention shifted from TV
series to news. After three years of its existence, the news program
“Vesti/Vesti Nedeli” has been called the best program of the year.
Notably, newscasts used to be only number three in preference ratings.
Analysts claim that it is the crisis that has made people shift from once
popular sitcoms to news programs informing them about events in Rus-
sia and abroad. Demand for economic and business information has
increased the flow on news agencies’ news feeds. For example, since July
2009 RIA Novosti has launched three new products covering macroeconom-
ics, social and economic problems in Russia and abroad, economic statis-
tics and prognoses, recent bills on economics, news on banking, the stock
market, exchange market, insurance, large-scale credit deals, news from
companies, including their financial and economic status, staff changes,
dynamics in ratings conferred by international rating agencies, the com-
panies’ position in the Russian and foreign security markets and lastly
changes in shareholders’ structure and capital interest. The volume of
each product is 50-80 messages a day.

The peculiarities of the business model used by news agencies (sale of content
and the absence of advertising) put them in a specific position: many con-
sumers, especially small regional media structures, were unable to buy their
content. The reason is that in January and February 2009, the volume of
advertising in the regional media dropped by 30-40%, while in March and
April by 50-60%. Under these circumstances, the largest Russian media
demonstrated a certain resistance that they had learned in the previous
decade. The steps they took confirmed that the course had been chosen cor-
rectly, that it fit the modern media market demands and that the strategies for
development were fairly productive. 

In June 2009, RIA Novosti and the “Interfax” information agency – the
main competitors in the Russian media market – launched a program of
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ing revenues have started to decline at the same rate at which they have
been growing over recent years. In the first quarter of 2009, the advertis-
ing market lost from 15% to 40% of its “weight,” depending on the sector.
Television budgets decreased by 20%, print media  by 42%. Print editions,
television channels, radio stations, and internet sites tend to reduce the
staff and to keep every customer and every advertiser (discounts on
advertising amount to 90%).107 The print media and the radio have
turned out to be the least protected. It was the executive management of
publishing houses and radio stations who coined the phrase “cutting the
costs.” Here redundancies are the highest (on the radio, salary fund con-
stitutes 80% of expenses) and the number of discontinued project is the
greatest (in between October 2008 and the autumn of 2009, several
dozens of print editions were closed). Federal newspapers seem to be in
a better situation, as the volume of the audience and publication fre-
quency enable them to compete with TV for the advertiser, who, in spite
of the losses, cannot afford not to support sales.

According to rating services, editors and journalists are number four in the
list of jobs which have been most affected by the crisis. Redundancies
among these professionals are 12 times more numerous than new vacan-
cies.108 This is the consequence of mass redundancies which have occurred
in many editions and news agencies. The optimization of expenses that
media managers undertake involves in the first place personnel reduc-
tions,109 a shift to a 4-day, and even 3-day, working week, a decrease in salary
and a smaller volume and lesser publication frequency of media products.
Most media companies have frozen their staff and salary funds. Some editions
have had to discontinue their functioning. The media market has seen
deals involving assets transition to new owners. However, the media are still
attractive both financially and, with regard to those who have made a con-
scious choice, as an opportunity for self-realization.

Russia, analysts say, is still far from Western practices: in the West, along
with redundancies among staff in print media, the number of employees
in news agencies is growing. However, the probability of growth in the
staff of news resources is not excluded. In the Internet sector, the salaries
have been frozen and they are likely to keep up at last year’s level. In print
media the outlook is bleaker, and against this background, working for
Internet news resources appears to be more attractive. For example, in
March 2008, there were 47.1 responses on average to one vacancy in the

107. http://www.gipp.ru/

108. http://rating.rbc.
ru/article.shtml?2009/06

/1832472096http

109. According to
SuperJob.ru portal, the
share of the “Electronic

media” section is 25 CVs,
that of the “Print media”

is 37 CVs that of the
“Television/Movie indus-
try” – 75 CVs, and that of

the “Radio” section - 50
CVs.  

110. According to
comScore Media Matrix,
in September 2008 news
resources traffic grew by
9% in September 2008
and amounted to 64 mil-
lion visitors a day. The
number of viewed pages
with financial information
grew by 16 %, while the
time users spent on these
sites grew by 29%.
Number one in the rating
list of leaders showing the
growth of the American
audience is the Russian
site RBC.RU (positive
dynamic by 155% up to
1.2 million US visitors).
The runners-up are
FoxBusiness.com (growth
by 127% up to 1.2 million
visitors) and Google
Finance (growth by 67%
up to 1.4 million visitors).

111. For the first time in
the history of the Web-
scan(tm) Techologies  rat-
ing agency, the Top 10 of
the most frequently cited
brands has been joined by
a financial structure – VTB
(Vneshtorgbank). The
other leaders are major
news agencies and largest
corporations. Notably,
Top100 includes a number
of huge enterprises that
did not use to be of interest
for the mass reader. The
share of references to VTB
and Sberbank has
increased manifold. In
addition, for the first time
ever Top 100 includes
Deutsche Bank (number
80).
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2009 a specialized economic training was held, whose aim was to relate
the complex processes in the field of economics and finances to modern
multimedia approaches facilitating the apprehension of such informa-
tion. 

Conclusion

To sum up, the major outcome of Russian news agencies’ development
over the past decade is overcoming the contradiction between the global
and the local. A new system of news agencies producing content in accor-
dance with world professional standards has formed. The news market in
Russia is extensively developing. The main trends in this development
are the following: 

• mastering modern multimedia technologies and mobile con-
tent;
• a well-balanced combination of world professional standards
with national peculiarities of apprehending media content; 
• searching for an equilibrium between global, national (federal),
and regional agendas; also among different thematic profiles: pol-
itics, business information, social and cultural news and entertain-
ment information;
• seeking solutions to the problem of “free content” and “rubbish
bins;”
• entering the global market.

The Russian system of news agencies has undergone radical changes and
is rapidly developing. It has always managed to cope with very difficult
tasks and to gain professional experience and strength, which has
become apparent in the hard times of the crisis. And we hope that it will
also meet the challenges that are ahead.
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content support for regional media(‘The Federal Information Package’ – FIP).
The project implements the tasks which any individual agency would
cope with, but the information services decided to set aside competitive
ambitions and unite. The top-management of the agencies made a joint
statement regarding their aim to help regional media, which are unable
to pay for subscription. The project is funded by the initiators themselves,
without any budget subsidiaries. This is a provisional measure for a term
of one year. Subscription to other products remains valid. In the future,
when the crisis is over, the agencies expect to recruit new subscribers from
among those who have availed themselves of free support. It is stipulated
that users are not allowed to give their login and password to third par-
ties, not to ping the news feed on to their servers, and not to cite more
than 30 messages a day. The citation limit is a key principle which makes
it possible to block the access of pirate resources to a free news feed. FIP
includes daily current information on the main political, economic,
social and cultural events in Russia, the CIS countries, and abroad – up to
70 text messages per day accompanied with multimedia content: photo-
graphs, video, audio and infographics. FIP contains a full-fledged set of
hot news, oriented towards the mass audience; the set is constantly
renewed, messages arrive here earlier than at major information sites.
FIP delivery is carried out in a coded form through a special web termi-
nal, developed by RIA Novosti and already having good records.

Another direction which, according to agencies’ administration, is likely
to help information services to overcome the crisis is improving journalist
qualifications. Economics is a traditionally complicated area for both jour-
nalists and wide audience. But today business journalism is in demand,
so it is essential to make it more available and understandable. The pos-
sibilities created by multimedia journalism turn out to be extremely valu-
able. The RIA Novosti news agency, which offered its staff an extensive
educational course in the summer of 2009, maintains that improving
journalists’ qualification is the best anti-crisis program for the media. The
course was taken by about 400 people.112 In the agency the program is in
great demand as people wish to study, to go ahead keeping up with mod-
ern requirements, that is, to increase their capitalization. Among them
are reporters, editors, photographers, project managers, and other pro-
fessionals dealing with content production. The staff is allowed to voice
their recommendations regarding the themes of the course. The most
popular themes are economics and foreign languages. In the autumn of

112. “RIA Novosti
improves its personnel’s

qualification to survive in
the crisis.” –
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14. Xinhua News Agency in the Context of the “Crisis” of 
News Agencies

Xin Xin

Introduction

This chapter discusses Xinhua, China’s state-run news agency, in the con-
text of the “crisis” of news agencies, triggered by media deregulation, con-
glomeration, digitalization and globalization (Boyd-Barrett 2001; Boyd-
Barrett and Rantanen 2000 and 2004). In order to survive, national news
agencies in the developed world, such as the Austrian Press Agency, the
Press Association of Great Britain (PA), and DPA, the national news
agency of Germany, have adopted a new business model, inspired by what
Reuters113 initiated in the 1970s and the 1980s (Boyd-Barrett 2003; Boyd-
Barrett and Rantanen 2004). The main features of the new business
model is a focus on news and information retailing via technologically
advanced platforms and multimedia in contrast to the previous textual
and photo news wholesaling. Instead of relying on trading and/or
exchanging textual news wires and news photos with media-subscribers
within a well-defined business territory, news agencies under the new
business model tend to be more client-oriented and place more empha-
sis on non-media or primary clients. They seek to exploit technological
advances in news and information production and transmission via the
Internet and multimedia platforms (Ibid). Some national news agencies
have sought to expand their business activities internationally: produc-
ing and transmitting news and information beyond national boundaries.
They have also changed the way in which they deal with governments,
their counterparts (particularly international players) and clients
accordingly, even though change has often been slow (Boyd-Barrett
2002). This new business model is seen as a possible solution to the crisis
faced by a number of national news agencies in the developing world
(Boyd-Barrett and Rantanen 2004). 

This chapter discusses Xinhua’s strategic move towards a new mode of
business operations since 2006. It explores the driving forces behind Xin-
hua’s two main initiatives designed to implement the new business
model. It also discusses the constraints faced by the state-run news agency
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in its attempt to adopt a more entrepreneurial mode of information and
news business, as well as its strengths. My previous studies about Xinhua
examined the complexity of the changes in its business structure and
journalistic practices that occurred from 1980 to 2005. These changes
were mostly discussed in the context of China’s media marketization and
globalization (Xin 2006a, 2006b, 2006c, 2008a and 2008b). Although
some of my previous studies (Xin 2006a, 2006b and 2006c) touched upon
Xinhua’s features as a news agency, their focus chiefly laid in the inter-
play between the state and market forces in the authoritarian society. As
a result, I have overlooked Xinhua’s function as a news agency. 

This chapter draws attention to Xinhua’s recent actions aimed at enhanc-
ing its function as a news and information provider, namely the launch
and supply of new types of news and information services to media and
non-media clients at home and abroad, and in particular: 1) the launch
of the financial information service “Xinhua 08;” 2) Xinhua’s ongoing
plan for its television service expansion (so-called the “China CNN”
plan). However, emphasizing Xinhua’s function as a news and informa-
tion provider does not mean that its function as a key apparatus of the
Party’s propaganda system is irrelevant to this chapter. While Xinhua
tries to combine its propaganda function with the function as a provider
of information and news services, these two functions are very often
intertwined with each other in practice (Xin 2006a). In order to gain gov-
ernmental funding to develop “Xinhua 08” and its TV channel, Xinhua
claimed to enhance its propaganda function along with enhancing its
domestic and international “influence” as its major objective of further
business expansion. In this sense, pursuing a new business model is not
conflicting with the Party’s ideological control over Xinhua. However,
from Xinhua’s point of view, its adoption of a more entrepreneurial
mode of business operations in recent years to a large degree has
enhanced the latter function. In order to have a better understanding of
Xinhua’s major concerns for legitimizing itself as a news agency, it is nec-
essary to provide first some background information about the “crisis”
faced by news agencies in general.
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The “Crisis” of News Agencies

In the new millennium news agencies in general can be said to be in a crit-
ical situation at two different levels, in practice and in theory. In practice,
a number of news agencies, both in developed and developing countries,
are struggling for survival (Boyd-Barrett and Rantanen 2004). Some have
closed, whilst others are near to closure (Boyd-Barrett 2001; Boyd-Barrett
and Rantanen 2004). Some of those who have survived have to rely on
governmental subsidies at the expense of suffering from political pres-
sures or damaging their credibility. Others have lost funding from gov-
ernments, struggling to generate revenues by themselves. Some small
news agencies in African countries are not able to provide journalists with
sufficient training and welfare services (Ibid). The leading news agen-
cies, such as AP and Reuters (Thomson Reuters since 2008), to a certain
degree also experienced financial difficulties. With the competition
from Reuters and AFP and the challenge caused by the emergence of
press syndicates in the US, AP suffered from financial losses amounting
to about $26 million by 1995 (Boyd-Barrett and Rantanen 2004).
Although the AP’s revenue was tripled in 2008 ($748 million) because of
its Internet business expansion since the late 1990s, its revenue is esti-
mated to drop nearly 6 percent in 2009, totalling about $700 million
(MacMillan 2009). This has resulted in 90 job cuts recently (Ibid).
Although Reuters adopted a new business model in the late 1980s and
enjoyed a period of business success in the 1990s, it was seriously affected
by the 2002-2003 economic recession and struggled to compete with
Bloomberg (Boyd-Barrett 2003).

There also is a “conceptual” crisis. The traditional definitions of news
agency have been challenged. Agencies themselves, their financial spon-
sors and clients have raised doubts about the role and functions of tradi-
tional news agencies, and the necessity of their existence (Boyd-Barrett
and Rantanen 2004). The traditional definition of news agency is “news
wholesaler” (Boyd-Barrett 1980 and 1997; Boyd-Barrett and Rantanen
1998 and 2002). In the early days, news agencies were responsible for
gathering and transmitting news and information, and selling them as
commodities to various users, notably newspapers, businessmen and gov-
ernmental institutions (Boyd-Barrett and Rantanen 1998). News agen-
cies were also called “agents” (Ibid) and “newsbrokers” (Schwarzlose
1989). Retail media, such as newspapers and broadcasters, repackaged
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agencies news wires and TV footnotes, and then sold ready-made prod-
ucts to readers, audiences and advertisers (Palmer 1998). 

The wholesale concept motivated news agencies to try to monopolize
markets, news sources and transmission means. Some early players, such
as Havas (France), Wolff (Germany) and Reuters (Britain), established
news cartels through agreements in the 19th century (Rantanen 1990).
The news cartels ensured that each agency had several territories where
it had exclusive rights for news collection and distribution (Ibid). In addi-
tion, the members of the news cartels exchanged news among them-
selves. The early players also attempted to build good relationships with
governments, which were their key clients and major news sources. Most
importantly, governments held the right to decide telegraph fees (Ibid).
News agencies always expected to gain a reduction of telegraph fees as
well as exclusive access to official news sources (Ibid). Monopolizing con-
tent, transmission means and markets were three essential conditions for
traditional news wholesalers to be successful (Boyd-Barrett and Ranta-
nen 1998; Rantanen 1990 and 1997). 

However, these conditions are hard to maintain in an increasingly com-
petitive media environment. With the rise of the Internet, the transmis-
sion means is much harder to control than telegraph cables (Boyd-Bar-
rett 2001). In order to survive, traditional news wholesalers, notably print
news agencies (such as Reuters and AP), have bought into “retail” media
through the Internet, whilst traditional news retailers (such as the BBC
and CNN) have begun to act more like news “wholesalers” (Boyd-Barrett
and Rantanen 2002 and 2004; Paterson 1997). More and more newcom-
ers (such as Xinhua) are trying to get involved in the news wholesale and
retail business simultaneously. The notion of the wholesaler/retailer
divide has not only been made problematic by recent technological and
economic changes. In fact, it has always been problematic to apply the
notion of “wholesale” to news agencies based in less affluent national
contexts. For instance, some African news agencies have never found
adequate and capable retail media outlets to support their “wholesale”
business (Boyd-Barrett 2001). Their major clients are governmental
institutions instead of retail media outlets. Even in some affluent West-
ern democracies, such as in Scandinavian countries, the self-sufficiency
of a few rich media conglomerates has made it difficult for news whole-
salers to survive (Boyd-Barrett and Rantanen 2004). Generally speaking,
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linked with the evolution of the Party’s newspapers. In the early years,
Red China was “a mixture of news agency and newspaper” (Xin 2006b, p.
47). Through running the newspaper Red China, Xinhua promoted the
Communist Party’s ideology as well as legitimized itself as a news agency
in Red China (Xin 2006b).

Xinhua tried hard to sustain its exclusive status in the People’s Republic of
China, established in 1949. It relied, and still relies, on the regulatory pro-
tection from the Party and the government to sustain its exclusive provi-
sion of international news and politically sensitive news to domestic media
outlets (Xin 2006a and 2006b). With the rise of the national TV broad-
caster China Central Television (CCTV) in the 1980s, particularly after the
rise of the Internet in the mid-1990s, Xinhua’s exclusive status in interna-
tional news provision has gradually been eroded, even though it still enjoys
its legitimized authority as the only state news agency in the country.
Another news agency China News Service (CNS), which started its opera-
tion with a radio service targeting overseas Chinese audience in 1952, was
overshadowed by Xinhua’s dominant position. Xinhua took over CNS’s
service from 1969 to 1978 in the context of the Cultural Revolution (1966-
1976). CNS then revived as an independent wire service in 1978. In order
to avoid the head-on competition from CNS, as well as to protect Xinhua’s
exclusive status as a state news agency, domestic media outlets have been
prohibited from subscribing to CNS wire news, following a Party Central
Propaganda Department’s decision in the mid-1990s.114 CNS’s major
clients/subscribers are Chinese-language newspapers based outside main-
land China. Although CNS is seen as a semi-governmental organization, it
has to rely on state subsidies to support its daily operation. 

Before 1980 Xinhua supplied its wire news to Chinese media outlets free
of charge. At that time, both the news agency and its media subscribers
were fully funded by governmental subsidies (Xin 2006a). The relation-
ship between Xinhua and the Party newspapers, such as the People’s Daily,
was characterized by a “political bi-directional dependency” (Xin 2006a,
p. 49). The former depended on the latter to publish its politically signif-
icant news releases in order to access the Chinese public, while the latter
depended on the former for the supply of cross-regional and interna-
tional news (Xin 2006a). Before 1966, Xinhua “monopolized the provi-
sion of cross-regional news and the news from abroad to all domestic
media outlets” (Xin 2006a. p. 50). However, such monopolistic status was
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it is becoming more difficult to define news agencies as pure wholesalers
in order to distinguish them from other media forms, which used to be
considered as “pure retailers” (Boyd-Barrett and Rantanen 1998 and
2002). The wholesaler/retailer divide has blurred (Boyd-Barrett and
Rantanen 2002 and 2004; Paterson, 1997). 

Described as “news wholesalers,” news agencies are then typically divided
into international and national players, depending on the geographic
scope of their news collection and distribution activities (Boyd-Barrett
1980, p. 14). International agencies are expected to collect news from
most countries and regions of the world and distribute news to most coun-
tries and regions simultaneously, whilst national agencies mainly concen-
trate on their respective domestic markets and a few foreign countries
(Boyd-Barrett 1980). The current international agency camp mainly
includes the “Big Three” (Reuters, AP and AFP). Before the decline of UPI
in the 1980s, there were four international players, the “Big Four.” There
is an intermediate category which applies to a small group of players, such
as Kyodo of Japan, EFE of Spain and DPA of Germany, the market scale of
which is in-between (Boyd-Barrett 1980; Iwanaga 1980; Kim 1989). 

The international/national divide tends to be blurred in terms of the geo-
graphic scope of the agency’s business operation. International agencies
tend to establish direct contacts with those clients which used to be
approached through mediation of national agencies. They compete with
national agencies in the latter’s national markets (Boyd-Barrett and Ranta-
nen 2002). Additionally, national agencies attempt to expand their news
collection and distribution activities abroad. For example, Xinhua had set
up 117 overseas bureaus by the end of September 2009 (Xin 2009). In the
Internet age, approaching individual users and other kinds of clients by
overcoming geographical constraints is no longer a big problem, at least
theoretically, for all news agencies. The current reality is that news agen-
cies tend to operate nationally and internationally.

Xinhua’s Business Focus Before 2007

Strictly speaking, Xinhua has never been a pure news wholesaler. Since
Xinhua’s predecessor, Red China News Agency (Hongzhong She), was
established in 1931 in Ruijin, Jiangxi province, its early history was closely
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important decision when the government decided to change its funding
mechanism: either to become a commercial newspaper corporation, or
to remain a state news agency (Xinhua 2006). Xinhua opted for the lat-
ter option, recognizing its business constraints. Xinhua continued to
receive state subsides, which amounted to 745 million RMB in 2006
(approximately 109 million USD) (Ibid). 

Meanwhile, Xinhua reorganized its business structure in order to legit-
imize itself as a state news agency. From 2002 to 2006 Xinhua closed a
number of non-profitable business enterprises and gradually separated
its news and information marketing from its editorial operation. In the
early 2000s Xinhua began to draw attention to its relationship with media
clients, particularly the profit-driven metropolitan dailies, which up to
that point had been overlooked by Xinhua (Xin 2006a). Xinhua also
adopted a new model of news provision, called “1+X,” in order to meet
the special needs of each client, particularly those of metropolitan news-
papers (Xin 2006a and 2008a). Here the “X” refers to the “flexible part
of the news services,” which can be tailored according to clients’ require-
ments and quotes (Xin 2006a, p. 60). 

Additionally, Xinhua had to manage its complicated relationship with
international news agencies. Until 2008, not only did Xinhua exchange
news with other news agencies but was also responsible for licensing and
checking on foreign news organizations’ financial news and information
services targeting Chinese clients. Meanwhile, Xinhua was expanding its
own economic and financial news services at home and abroad. For
international news agencies, Xinhua was both a regulator and a com-
petitor (Xin 2008b). Xinhua’s regulatory role was approved by China’s
State Council in 1996 and subsequently became the focus of a contro-
versy between Xinhua and foreign news organizations over Xinhua’s
double role (Xin 2006b and 2006c). In 2006 Xinhua reinforced its regu-
latory role and established new rules. Xinhua’s news rules required that
foreign financial information providers needed the approval from Xin-
hua in order to develop new clients in China. The foreign financial infor-
mation providers were only allowed to operate through an agent desig-
nated by Xinhua, but they were not allowed to directly handle subscrip-
tions for their services (WTO 2008). These new rules created tensions
between Xinhua and a number of international news agencies operating
in China, which were further triggered by the launch of “Xinhua 08.” 
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not stable and caused tensions between Xinhua and local newspapers
(Xin 2006a).

Xinhua began to customize its news and information services in the early
1980s. It set up an office for dealing with subscription charges from
domestic media outlets in 1980 (Xin 2006b). However, it took a decade
for Xinhua actually to manage to collect a substantial amount of subscrip-
tion fees from its media-clients, particularly from traditional Party organs
including the People’s Daily (Ibid). During the 1990s, Chinese newspapers
were gradually being transformed from purely state-subsidized titles to
semi-commercial entities, partly relying on advertising revenues. Until
the late 1990s, the condition for developing a business-oriented relation-
ship between Xinhua and media-clients similar to that between a news
wholesaler and retailers in developed countries seemed to be ready. In
1998 Xinhua received in total RMB 22 million from subscription fees paid
by domestic media outlets at (Ibid). However, this amount of income
hardly covered Xinhua’s expenditure during the year. 

Xinhua had a goal to become financially self-sufficient by the end of 1999,
but it failed in accomplishing it. Instead of relying on news and informa-
tion wholesales, Xinhua decided to engage in news retail business. It
launched several newspaper and periodical titles to generate income
from advertising directly (Xin 2006a). This means that the competition
between Xinhua’s own titles and its newspaper-clients for advertising
income and readership was unavoidable (Xin 2008a and 2008b). By 2001
Xinhua was running 16 newspaper titles and 70 periodicals, which con-
tributed more than half of Xinhua’s income in that year (Ibid). Xinhua
had in fact transformed itself into a newspaper publisher, combining its
news wholesale and retail businesses. 

Besides, Xinhua ran numerous non-media related enterprises, ranging
from real estate companies to public relations agencies. However, the
majority of these business entities were non-profitable. Some were of
“dubious legacy” (Xin 2006c, p. 121). Most of them were affiliated to Xin-
hua’s local branches or to the editorial departments based in the agency’s
headquarters. Their business interests were attached to, or even embed-
ded in, the agency’s journalistic practice. A number of cases of “check-
book” journalism and business corruption in Xinhua were exposed in
the late 1990s (Xin 2008a and 2008b). In 2002 Xinhua had to make an
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sisting of governmental departments, financial institutions, large and
medium-sized enterprises and other desirable non-media clients in
China (Xinhua February 25, 2008). By the end of 2009, Xinhua plans to
increase the number of its news and information clients/subscribers
from 81,000 to 90,000 within a year. (Li February 2, 2009 and Xinhua Feb-
ruary 2, 2009). Its self-generated income will be over 6 billion RMB
(approximately 876 million USD) (Xinhua February 2, 2009). 

Xinhua’s long-term goal is to transform “Xinhua 08” into a major source
of income by 2015 (Xinhua September 15, 2008). According to Xinhua’s
estimate, by 2015 the total number of clients/subscribers to all of its news
and information services will reach 150,000, including 30,000 overseas
clients; its annual income is expected to amount to 10 billion RMB
(approximately 1.46 billion USD) (Ibid). 

So far, Xinhua has gained sufficient financial support from the govern-
ment, which showed its concern about China’s financial and information
safety due to the lack of a national financial information service system
in recent years (Wu September 2, 2007). “Xinhua 08” is part of “the
National 11th Five-year Plan for Cultural Development” (Ibid). This
means that the project is currently fully funded by the government and
therefore funding is not a major issue at the moment. 

With the further development of Xinhua’s new financial information serv-
ice system, the agency has been under pressure to handle a number of issues,
concerning how to enhance the agency’s R&D productivity, how to increase
the system’s trading functions, how to provide software and hardware main-
tenance and technical training to terminal users as well as how to do mar-
keting at home and abroad (Xinhua September 15, 2008). These issues are
crucial to “Xinhua 08’s” sustainable development. However, tackling all
these issues effectively is not an easy task for the Chinese state agency. 

It remains difficult for Xinhua to attract the talents needed for the “Xin-
hua 08” project because this requires a change in its current personnel sys-
tem – which currently is a mixture of governmental department and
enterprise (Ibid). As a state-owned news organization, Xinhua adopts the
traditional personnel system designed for governmental departments
and treats its managerial and journalistic staff members as Party cadres.
So far Xinhua has not fully solved the problem of how to motivate and treat
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“Xinhua 08”

The Chinese-language financial information service system, “Xinhua
08,” was launched in June 2007. The “Xinhua 08” PC version provides
five main types of terminal services: real time information, real time
data, economic data, financial models and trading platforms. It aims to
compete with similar financial information and trading services pro-
vided by Reuters and Bloomberg to Chinese clients. It attempts to adapt
to a wider range of clients in Mainland China rather than focusing on
financial institutions and professionals as Bloomberg and Reuters’s ter-
minal financial trading systems do (Wu September 2, 2007). The latter
two were serving 500 and 300 terminal users respectively in Mainland
China by June 2007 (Ibid). 

Being proud of its “self-developed financial analysis models,” Xinhua
claimed that the new platform provides “up to date news and informa-
tion on domestic and overseas currency, capital, foreign exchange, gold,
and futures markets as well as 55 industries including metals, energy, and
real estate” (Wu September 2, 2007 and Xinhua 2007). “Xinhua 08” also
supplies “real time data on more than 20 major domestic and overseas
exchanges, prices of the products at major financial institutions, and
domestic and overseas economic and customs data” (Ibid). The current
Chinese-language version of “Xinhua 08” has taken full advantage from
its existing multimedia database (consisting, as of June 2007, of 70 mil-
lion textual items, 2,6 million photographs and 9,980 hours of audio-
video materials). Due to technological limitations, “Xinhua 08” has only
been used on a trial basis for facilitating the trading property rights and
Renminbi (Chinese currency)  bonds . The next stage will be to turn
“Xinhua 08” “into a unified, cross-markets financial information plat-
form”(Xinhua 2007). 

As a short-term goal, Xinhua expects “Xinhua 08” to play an important
role in attracting non-media clients. Currently its major clients include
China Banking Regulatory Commission, China Securities Regulatory
Commission, China Insurance Regulatory Commission, The People’s
Bank of China, China Governmental Securities Depository Trust and
Clearing Co. LTD, China Development Bank, Wuliangye Group etc. Most
of these organisations also subscribe to Reuters or Bloomberg’s terminal
services. By the end of 2007, “Xinhua 08” attracted about 1,100 users, con-
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quently became the focus of a controversy between Xinhua and foreign
news organizations over Xinhua’s double role as regulator and com-
petitor (Xin 2006b and 2006c). In 2006 Xinhua had reinforced this reg-
ulatory role and announced new rules. In the same year, the Chinese
news agency started its “Xinhua 08” project. The launch of “Xinhua 08”
in 2007 brought Xinhua into head-on competition with Reuters, Dow
Jones and Bloomberg. This further triggered the controversy over Xin-
hua’s double role, which was questioned by the Unites States (US) and
European Union (EU) in a joint submission to the WTO in a case against
China on the treatment of financial information services in China in
early 2008 (New York Times 2008).

In order to settle the controversy over Xinhua’s double role, the state
news agency had to make a choice between moving on with its “Xinhua
08” project in order to compete with foreign news organizations or
remaining a regulator of the financial services provided by foreign news
organizations in Mainland China. Xinhua opted for the former. China
and the EU, along with the US and Canada, finally reached an agreement
on the treatment of financial information services in China in November
2008. According to the Memorandum of Agreement, foreign financial
information suppliers are no longer required to supply their services
through Xinhua in Mainland China. Moreover, it was agreed, Xinhua is
no longer be responsible for licensing financial information services in
Mainland China (EU 2008). Arguably, the launch of “Xinhua 08” signals
Xinhua’s entry into a new phase, marked by Xinhua’s attempts and need
to compete more directly with international news agencies. This is pro-
foundly changing the nature of the relationship between Xinhua and
Western news agencies. 

Xinhua TV News Services

Xinhua’s television service expansion is the agency’s other major initia-
tive which is aimed at modifying its traditional business model chiefly rely-
ing on wholesaling and retailing textual and photo news wires. Xinhua’s
television news services are transmitted via satellite, cable, the Internet,
mobile phones, fixed terminals and outdoor screens (Hu 2009). 
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their marketing and technical staff members who are mostly employed on
a fixed-contract basis more fairly. Clearly, the latter’s employment status
has not matched up with the status of their permanently recruited jour-
nalistic staff (Xin 2008a and 2008b). The launch of “Xinhua 08” has made
the personnel issue more urgent than ever, as Xinhua badly needs more
talent, which is also sought by the agency’s international competitors. 

Nevertheless, the launch of “Xinhua 08” has signalled Xinhua’s move
towards a more entrepreneurial business orientation. First of all, in com-
parison with Xinhua’s general news and information service targeting
media-subscribers, “Xinhua 08” tends to attract non-media clients, par-
ticularly financial institutions, and large and medium-sized enterprises
based in Mainland China. With the increase in foreign trade and finan-
cial deals between Chinese and foreign enterprises, there has been a
growing demand for financial information and trading services in Main-
land China. Certainly, Xinhua saw this as a business opportunity.

Apart from external factors, the “Xinhua 08” project is also driven by Xin-
hua’s own developmental goal, to become a competitive international
news agency with “Chinese characteristics” in order to match China’s
growing economic strengths. This is the same goal which Xinhua failed
to achieve by the end of 1999 (Xin 2006b). As the competition in the
domestic news market is intensifying, Xinhua’s old business model rely-
ing on running newspapers and selling general news wires no longer fits
well with Xinhua’s developmental goal. In addition to “Xinhua 08,” Xin-
hua has also started a new TV news service. I shall discuss this in detail in
the next section. Xinhua’s TV service expansion to a certain extent has
slowed down the process of further modifying and marketing the new
financial service system at home.115 Although Xinhua has established a
company for managing “Xinhua 08,” Xinhua’s bureaucratic mode of
organization still unavoidably constrains the business potential of the
new financial service system.116

The launch of “Xinhua 08” has also had an impact on Xinhua’s relation-
ship with international news agencies such as Reuters, Dow Jones and
Bloomberg. As I have discussed earlier, until 2008 Xinhua functioned as
a regulator and was responsible for licensing foreign news organizations’
financial information services operated in Mainland China. Xinhua’s
regulatory role was approved by China’s State Council in 1996 and subse-
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modelled on CNN International or Al-Jazeera English is part of the “soft
power” agenda (Oriental Morning Post 2009). 

Xinhua has taken a series of actions to improve its TV news production and
provision since late 2008. Firstly, Xinhua’s headquarters alone with 31
domestic and more than 100 overseas bureaus began recruiting and train-
ing journalists with practical audio/video journalism skills and foreign lan-
guage skills. At the same time, Xinhua expanded its overseas bureaus to 117,
the majority of whom began producing international TV news footage in
Chinese and English. By 2015, the number of overseas bureaus will increase
to 150 (Xinhua  September 15, 2008). Moreover, in March 2009, as men-
tioned, Xinhua launched its special TV news service providing Chinese-lan-
guage TV news footage. Its English-language version started its trial service
in July 2009. In addition, Xinhua launched several Chinese-language and
English-language television news and current affairs programmes, which
are broadcast via satellite, cable, Internet and even on screens in supermar-
kets and outside Chinese embassies in Europe. Xinhua’s goal is to increase
the daily broadcast hours of its self-produced TV news programmes from
480 minutes currently to 16 hours by the end of 2010, then up to 24 hours
by the end of 2011 (Wu February 23, 2009).

Despite the efforts made by Xinhua so far, its “China CNN” plan is still at
a preliminary stage. Firstly, Xinhua is still trying to solve some vital tech-
nical problems. One of the major ones is that the agency is still in extreme
need of experienced TV journalists, as well as technical and quality con-
trol staff for TV news footage and programmes. Its existing TV news pro-
grammes are relying heavily on AP and Reuters for TV footage about
international news (as of February 2009 about 90% of the total TV news
footage came from AP). There are also technical problems slowing down
the transmission of TV news footage between overseas branches and the
headquarters (Ibid). Secondly, there are still regulatory constraints over
Xinhua’s involvement in traditional TV and IPTV services at home. In
order to enter the TV/IPTV market, Xinhua has to find an appropriate
TV station to collaborate with at home while avoiding head-on competi-
tion with CCTV (Ibid). Although an international TV news channel tar-
geting overseas audiences is a more realistic option at this stage, it is more
desirable for the state news agency to establish TV and IPTV services
based in the home market, in order to handle the increasing challenges
it has to face in the intensifying media market. 
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It almost took three decades for Xinhua to prepare itself for its television
service expansion, overcoming a combination of regulatory, financial and
personnel constraints (Wu February 23, 2009; Xin 2008b and 2009). Xin-
hua started small-scale audio-visual production in the early 1990s. It
applied for a licence to run a TV news channel in the early 1990s and the
early 2000s but failed to obtain it twice (Xin 2008b). The government’s rea-
son for not granting Xinhua a TV channel licence was to protect CCTV’s
monopoly in the national TV news market (Ibid). Gaining direct access to
the audience via a TV news channel would offer Xinhua the opportunity to
maximize advertising revenues as well as to exert more influence both at
home and abroad. While prevented from launching a broadcast service,
Xinhua has been gradually building up a TV news production and market-
ing capability (Ibid). Since 2003, Xinhua has begun working closely with
local satellite TV stations, such as Shanghai Media Group’s Dragon TV and
Heilongjiang TV station, with a view to improving the quality of its TV news
production as well as branding its news and current affairs programmes via
the local satellite channels (Wu February 23, 2009; Xin 2008b). Xinhua
officially launched its Chinese-language and English-language television
news wholesaling services in March and July 2009 respectively. In Novem-
ber 2009, Xinhua started a trial service of its TV news channel in Hong
Kong (Meng 2009).  A month later, Xinhua announced the official launch
of its TV news network -- China Xinhua News Network Corporation (CNC).
The newly launched CNC broadcasts TV news programmes in Chinese via
satellite, mainly targeting the Asia-Pacific region and some European
countries (Xinhua  December 31, 2009). 

Initially, Xinhua’s goal was to launch a TV news channel with its own brand
name targeting Chinese and overseas audiences between 2011 and 2013
(Xinhua September 15, 2008). However, the new channel was launched
before then. This is because since 2008, particularly after the Tibet riot
and the controversial Torch relay in Western countries, which took place
in spring of the same year, the Chinese government has become more con-
cerned with China’s “soft power” and its media influence in the world (Wu
February 23,2009; Xin 2009 and Yang April 16, 2007).

When the Chinese government decided to enhance its “soft power”
through media initiatives in early 2009, Xinhua opted to exploit this
opportunity (Wu February 23, 2009 and Yang April 16, 2007). Launching
a new TV news channel led by Xinhua and targeting overseas audiences
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news agencies or wholesalers. Certainly, this requires searching for a
more flexible approach (or a more inclusive concept) in defining a news
agency. However, nothing seems more important than the issue of sur-
vival to any contemporary media organization in such a competitive envi-
ronment. In this sense, news agencies and researchers should move
beyond the conventional meaning of “agency.” For Xinhua, the key issue
in its struggle for survival has been to find a suitable business model, one
enabling the news organization to sustain a relatively rich news and infor-
mation portfolio while making its services affordable to other news
organizations, particularly those that otherwise would not be able to
afford to collect news by themselves. However, the price for performing
such a “social” function can be high. Xinhua had to turn to the govern-
ment for financial support and therefore failed to become financially
independent. For Xinhua, the best way to legitimise itself as a receiver of
government subsidies remains to maintain its propaganda function.
This, however, is damaging Xinhua’s credibility and its ability to compete
effectively in an increasingly globalised news and information market.
For this reason alone, the case of Xinhua is worth studying, particularly
when several state news agencies in the developing world are facing sim-
ilar challenges.
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Conclusion

After having briefly traced Xinhua’s business activities from 1980 to 2007,
this chapter has discussed Xinhua’s more recent initiatives, including the
launch of a new financial information service, “Xinhua 08”, and its TV
news network, CNC, which has marked Xinhua’s move into TV news
“retailing”. The above discussion and analysis has shown how, as a result
of recent initiatives, Xinhua (1) has become more entrepreneurial than
in the past; (2) has sought to combine news wholesaling with retailing
through new business platforms; (3) has tried to expand its business activ-
ities beyond national boundaries. Regulations and political decisions
deeply affect Xinhua’s activities, either acting as a constraining or a facil-
itating force. Xinhua receives subsidies from the government and bene-
fits from regulatory provisions which protect it from CNS’s competition.
At the same time, however, Xinhua’s growth ambitions are frustrated by
the government’s backing of CCTV’s monopolistic position in the
national TV news market.

The changes in Xinhua’s business model over the past three decades
(1980-2009) were partly driven by the agency’s own development needs
and partly were a response to the challenges brought about by media
deregulation, conglomeration, digitalization and globalization, which
have similarly affected several other established news agencies. As a result
of technological and economic changes, competition between tradi-
tional news agencies and its media clients has intensified. The same is
true of the competition between national and international news agen-
cies. The differences in terms of business scope between a news agency
and its media clients/subscribers and that between national and interna-
tional agencies are blurring. Xinhua is trying to combine news wholesal-
ing with retailing, expanding its news and information businesses both at
home and abroad. However, Xinhua’s future, in the context of a fast
changing media environment, looks uncertain, especially considering
that the state news agency no longer enjoys the same degree of regulatory
protection as it did in the past. 

It is becoming increasingly problematic to define a news agency through
the traditional approach based on the distinction between news whole-
salers and media retailers. Traditional news agencies, such as Xinhua,
now face the theoretical challenge about how to legitimize themselves as
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